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Preface

Sebastian Bank, Doreen Georgi & Jochen Trommer

Agreement with 2 arguments has proven to be one of the most fertile areas
of research in theoretical morphology and syntax of the last 2 decades. The
transitive agreement systems of Georgian and Potawatomi have been crucial to
the development of a new generation of realizational approaches to morpho-
logical exponence (Anderson 1992; Halle & Marantz 1993; Wunderlich 1996;
Stump 2001; Trommer 2003), but also important for the technical notion of
Agree in minimalist approaches to syntax (Béjar 2003, Béjar & Rezac 2009;
cf. also the crucial role of syntactic agreement with 2 (object) arguments in
the recent discussion of Person-Case-Constraint effects, Anagnostopoulou
2003, Adger & Harbour 2007). This volume of Linguistische Arbeits Berichte
collects contributions to both lines of research originating in the DFG research
projectsMicro- and Macro-variation: Hierarchy Effects in Kiranti and Broader
Algic (TR 521-3),The Internal Structure of Person Portmanteaus (TR 521-4-1),
and more generally the DFG-Forschergruppe 742 (Grammar and Processing of
Verbal Arguments).

Apart from addressing transitive agreement (i.e. subject and object agreement
in transitive clauses), all papers in this volume also address additional local
relations of 2 linguistic entities of various kinds. More specifically, they discuss
the theoretical or empirical tension between different types of binarity and
unarity in grammatical theory. Thus at the theoretical level Georgi’s paper
argues that inMordvin, 2 syntactic goal arguments (subject and object) compete
for a single number and a single person probe for feature checking. The
hypothesis she pursues is that the number probe shows actually 2 faces in the
sense that it impoverishes under specific syntactic contexts in awaywhich allows
it to target person instead of number features. Splitting syntactic agreement into
2 probes, 1 for person and 1 for number also plays a crucial role in the paper by
Assmann, who analyzes Tagalog, but at a more abstract level: Tagalog doesn’t
show any overt agreement morphology, but only a complex context-sensitive
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system of case marking. Despite the surface appearance, Assmann shows
that the assumption of a covert agreement system in tandem with positing
hidden expletives correctly derives morphological argument encoding and the
person-case constraint restrictions the language exhibits.

Descriptively, the paper by Georgi as well as the one by Kröhnert discuss the
concatenative status of agreement morphology in Uralic languages (Kröhnert
in a comparative survey of Enets, Nenets, and Nganasan - Georgi in a detailed
case study of Mordvin) and conclude on the basis of extensive evidence
from syncretism that the portmanteau inventories which have been claimed
for these languages must be systematically subanalyzed into 2 components
resulting in systems with transparent separate marking for subject and object
agreement. Kröhnert goes even further and proposes thatmany of the apparently
monosegmental affixes in Uralic consist actually of 2 affixes, one consisting
of a segment and the other one of subsegmental material – i.e. phonological
features. The paper by Hamann defends a different type of subanalysis (see
Müller & Trommer 2006 for detailed discussion of subanalysis more generally)
in a Distributed-Morphology analysis of the Papuan language Lavukaleve,
where most markers are shown to be decomposed into separate person and
number (or gender) affixes. Symptomatically Lavukaleve also shows extended
exponence (Müller 2006) such that specific 2nd person heads are marked by 2
agreement markers (which must in turn be decomposed resulting in 2 x 2 = 4
agreement affixes marking a single syntactic head) which Hamann captures by
a constraint-based enrichment approach. Henze & Zimmermann argue in
their analysis of the Algonquian language Potawatomi against the claim of
Halle & Marantz (1993) that clauses in the language have 3 different agreement
heads of a language-specific type. Instead they propose that Potawatomi has
just 2 standard (but fused) heads for subject and object agreement respectively,
where the surface appearance of more complexity and blocking are derived
from feature hierarchies which govern lexical insertion. The assumption which
proves crucial for a proper understanding of Potawatomi verb inflection is that
affixes are marked for a binary parameter as to whether they affect only the
features they explicitly specify or whether they make all features of the head
they target inert for further insertion.

The volume contains 2 detailed analyses of agreement in Karuk, a Californian
Hokan language which is loosely related areally, and closely typologically to
Algonquian (and hence Potawatomi): Sappir, who provides an analysis in
classical Distributed Morphology, proposes that, contrary to previous claims
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on languages of the hierarchical agreement type (Béjar 2003; Trommer 2006),
there is no explicit requirement in the language that verb agreement is restricted
to 1 argument (a tension which would then be resolved by feature hierarchies).
Instead the apparent restriction of agreement to one argument follows from a
variety of fine-grained impoverishment rules which are directly connected to
prominence hierarchies, leading thus to a considerable simplification of the
overall analysis. On the other hand, the paper by Bank argues that Karuk is
basically a language exhibiting object agreement, which switches to subject
agreement only for cases where the latter substantially outranks the object in
prominence. More specifically, he proposes that subject agreement obtains
if and only if the object is outranked by the subject by at least 2 steps on the
relevant feature hierarchy. En passant, Bank also introduces a new general
formalism capturing hierarchy effects in agreement which does not invoke
optimality-theoretic constraints (Aissen 2003; Aranovich 2007) or complex
assumptions on feature representation (Béjar 2003; Heck & Richards 2007), but
is based on a general construction algorithm which allows to derive language-
specific hierarchies of categories from universal rankings of single features. A
partial analysis of Karuk is also provided in the paper by Trommer, who also
discusses transitive agreement in the Kiranti languages Limbu and Kulung,
and focusses on Ainu (a language isolate formerly spoken in parts of Japan).
Trommer addresses the question of why inflectional affixes often show a dual
behavior, and exhibit a completely regular distribution in part of the paradigm
and a more quirky one in other parts. This is derived by a formalism where
the morphosyntactic features of affixal morphemes (i.e. of markers, not of
input structures as in Distributed Morphology) can be impoverished in the
context of specific paradigm cells leading to a generalization of these affixes
into new paradigmatic space. This is related to a learning mechanism for
morphological grammars which predicts segmentation of suffix strings and the
assignment of featural content to single affixes on the basis of the behavior
potential affix morphemes show in areas with completely regular distribution.
The paper by Bank &Henze focusses in a more formal way on general learning
techniques for inflectional markers in transitive agreement. After showing that
transitive agreement poses specific problems for learning, not observed under
more simple learning scenarios (Pertsova 2007), they introduce a new feature
formalism which allows to capture portmanteau-like markers in a succinct way
and gives rise to a simple intersection operation for learning.
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Hierarchies and Portmanteaux of Karuk Pronominal
Affixes with DistributedMorphology and without
Hierarchies or Portmanteaux

Michael Sappir*

Abstract
The pronominal verb affixes of Karuk have traditionally been identified as
portmanteaux, expressing features of both subject and object. Following more
recent approaches, I analyze each affix as reflecting a single referent, within the
theoretical framework provided by Distributed Morphology (DM). I compare
different ways DM could explain the Karuk pattern, but settle on five rules of
Impoverishment, which all loosely conform to universal prominence hierarchies
for person and number features. Noting the pattern’s only-partial conformity to
these hierarchies, I argue for a formal analysis that does not incorporate feature
hierarchies as a theoretical object.

1. Introduction

Karuk is a moribund isolate traditionally spoken by the Karuk tribe of north-
western California. The pronominal verb affixes of Karuk have traditionally
been identified as unanalyzable portmanteaux, expressing features of both
subject and object. Following the more recent approach of Macaulay (1992,
2000), I analyze each affix as reflecting a single referent, utilizing the formal
theoretical framework provided by Distributed Morphology (DM; Halle and
Marantz, 1993). Under DM, portmanteau is a rare phenomenon, and canon-
ical analyses suggest the use of prominence hierarchies instead. However,
these straightforward hierarchy effects in the Karuk paradigm are “defective”
(Macaulay, 1992), so additional generalizations have to be made to capture the
pattern.

*This paper is based on an analysis presented to an undergraduate seminar on Distributed
Morphology under the instruction of Jochen Trommer. The analysis profited greatly from other
analyses and discussions in the DFG-supported projectMicro- and Macro-variation: Hierarchy
Effects in Kiranti and Broader Algic (TR 521-3). I am grateful to Jochen Trommer and Doreen
Georgi for discussion and comments on earlier drafts.
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2 Michael Sappir

In the next section, I will outline the theoretical framework of Distributed
Morphology; I will define a few key principles, and highlight particular theo-
retical issues this paper addresses. In section 3, I will outline the underlying
structure that I propose for the Agree morphemes, a structure which precludes
a hierarchy-driven analysis and instead supports one based on the operation of
Impoverishment. In section 4, I will provide a formal identification within
DM of each affix, propose the five rules of Impoverishment, and discuss the
merits of this analysis as opposed to the hierarchy-based alternative. Section 5
provides a summary.

2. Theoretical Background

Throughout this paper, I assume the framework of Distributed Morphology
(henceforth DM). DM was originally introduced by Halle and Marantz in 1993
and has three distinctive properties (following Harley and Noyer (1999)): Late
Insertion – morphological pieces (called Vocabulary Items, henceforth VIs)
are inserted after the creation of syntactic structure, in Spell-Out, the transition
from abstract structure to phonological pronounciation; Underspecification –
a VI corresponds to a subset of the features in the structure it spells out, so
that often a VI is a default marker, not specified for some of the features in its
syntactic location; and Syntactic Hierarchical Structure AllThe Way Down –
elements of morphology are subject to the same kind of hierarchical constituent
structure as elements of syntax.

Crucially, DM has functional VIs competing for Insertion into abstract heads
(called morphemes) composed of morphosyntactical features1. A VI can only
be Inserted at a location when that location instantiates all features the VI
is specified for – that is, when the VI’s feature specification fully matches a
subset of the head’s features. When more than one VI matches a given head, the
matching VIs compete for Insertion. Under this view, a paradigm is simply a set
of VIs that have one or more features in common, making them a natural class
of VIs appropriate to a corresponding natural class of Insertion contexts. This
means DM has paradigms as an epiphenomenon of Insertion, not a theoretical
primitive.2 Competition within “paradigms” takes place based on Specificity,
which determines which VI is the best match: If two VIs both match a subset of

1I ignore content VIs, which play no role in this analysis.
2This is comparable with the set of candidates in Optimality Theory – trivially mismatched
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features within a given head, the VI with the larger set of matching features
is Inserted, being a more specific marker for expressing the head. However,
two different VIs often match the same number of features, in which case
quantity alone is no longer decisive. Here feature hierarchies come into play
as a tie-breaker: When two appropriate VIs are specified for the same number
of features, the features themselves are compared to see which set is composed
of more specific features, a matter decided by universal or language-specific
hierarchies.

I will adopt Müller’s (2005, pp. 12-13) definitions of the Subset Principle and
Specificity:

(1) a. Subset Principle:
A Vocabulary Item V is inserted into a functional morpheme F iff
(i) and (ii) obtain:
(i) The insertion context ofV is a subset of the set of morphosyn-

tactic features of F.
(ii) V is the most specific Vocabulary Item that satisfies (i).

b. Specificity of Vocabulary Items:
A Vocabulary Item Vi is more specific than a Vocabulary Item Vj
iff there is a feature class I such that (i) and (ii) obtain:
(i) The insertion context of Vi has more features in I than the

insertion context of Vj.
(ii) There is no higher-ranked feature class I′ such that the

insertion contexts of Vi and Vj have a different number of
features in I′.

Each VI is specified for the structure of feature instances which it spells out.
This is sometimes called the VI’s Insertion context. However, this is not to
be confused with specification for context features: The Insertion context
sometimes includes, besides the set of features spelled out, features which
must be present in the syntactic context of a head they are Inserted in. Such
context features are not spelled out by the VI, but merely serve as conditions
limiting the VI’s range of possible targets. To be explicit, I assume that the
only features available for matching of context feature specifications are those
which have not yet been expressed, and within the domain analyzed, I assume

candidates for output are ignored, and comparison only takes place within the natural class of
potentially well-formed candidates.
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that features available in context are only those which occupy an Agree head
other than the target of Insertion. An additional possibility, relevant to this
analysis but not used in this paper, is that the necessary context for one VI’s
Insertion is the presence of a certain other VI; in such cases, the VI with this
specification can only be Inserted if the VI it depends on has already been
Inserted adjacently (that is, in an other Agree head). Finally, some analyses,
including this one, follow Noyer (1992, p. 69) in assuming secondary expression
as an additional possibility for VIs’ specifications. Secondary expression is
similar to context specification, but in this case, the secondary features must
match features already spelled out in the syntactic context. The present analysis
uses this option for the paradigm’s lone suffix, -ap (in section 4.2).
Vocabulary Insertion is the core mechanic of DM. The constraints and

principles that govern its operation have far-reaching implications for analysis,
and the precise behavior of Insertion is pivotal to any DM analysis, including
the present work. Crucially for our purpose, standard approaches in DM
assume that for every head, i.e., for every syntactic location, Insertion takes
place only once – part of a principle called Uniqueness of Vocabulary Insertion,
which I formulate in full in (2). (2-b) means that if an underspecified VI spells
out a head, the remaining features therein are not available for expression by
further Insertion – even if there is a VI that can spell out the precise subset of
features that remain unexpressed.

(2) Uniqueness of Vocabulary Insertion:
a. An instance of Vocabulary Insertion is the Insertion of one Vocabu-

lary Item into one head.
b. A given head may undergo no more than one instance of Insertion.

Despite this basic hypothesis, all DM approaches assume some strategy or
another for overcoming Uniqueness in a principled and regular manner. For
this purpose, and more generally in order to describe other phenomena that
do not straightforwardly fit DM’s model of Insertion, DM allows a series of
language-specific morphological operations of a few types to apply to the
morphosyntactical structure before Spell-Out (typically in a stipulated serial
order). These operations are Impoverishment (elimination of feature instances),
Fusion (the transformation of two morphemes into a single complex head,
which undergoes Insertion as a single unit) and Fission (the separation of
particular feature instances from others in the morpheme, allowing separate
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Insertion). Additionally, many DM approaches include Readjustment Rules,
which make phonological changes in specified morphosyntatic contexts. Most
of these operations are usually modelled as classical transformational rules
like those used in the phonology and syntax of the twentieth century. There
is disagreement about the nature and indeed the existance of each of these
operations. In the past decade, Minimalist approaches to DM have tried to boil
down all operations to Vocabulary Insertion (the only operation undoubtedly
necessary for all DM analyses). For one example, see Trommer (2003).
Although implementation may vary, the combination of a simple and

restrictive system with operations for capturing divergences establishes a clear
concept of what “normal” morphology is. Divergences are implicitly predicted
to be less common because their derivation is more complex.

The morphological operations allow us to overcome part (b) of Uniqueness
in a few ways, especially via Fission. One standard implementation of Fission
(Halle and Marantz, 1993) is as a standard transformation rule; such a rule
operates in a specific morphosyntactic context, separating specific features out
into a new head which can separately undergo Insertion.
However, more important to this analysis is part (a) of Uniqueness, as it

forbids a single VI spelling out multiple heads, meaning that portmanteau
in the classical sense – in DM’s terms, a VI spelling out multiple syntactical
heads – is not possible. This too can be overcome thanks to the rich assortment
of operations at our disposal and the flexibility of DM’s Vocabulary. One
standard solution is to say that a portmanteau marker actually consists of two
VIs, one of which has no phonological content (a null VI) and can only be
inserted in the context of the other, creating the precise effect of a portmanteau.
Another standard solution (used for somewhat different situations) is to apply
a rule of Fusion, creating one head with multiple feature matrices that undergo
Insertion as one (Halle and Marantz, 1993). The Vocabulary-oriented treatment
is generally more appropriate for cases where the portmanteau is an exception
to the normal structure, whereas the Fusion-oriented treatment is more adept
at describing situations where the portmanteaux are structural and regular, and
subject to Specificity.
As a case where portmanteaux were traditionally taken to be the answer,

Karuk pronominal affixes are an interesting test for Uniqueness, and for DM
as a whole. Bright (1957) and others have treated the pronominal affixes as
portmanteaux spelling out the features of both subject and object while also
indexing mood. More recently, Macaulay (1992; 2000) has tried to tease apart
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these categories and produce a paradigm of affixes each with a single referent
(although still indexing mood). My analysis takes this approach to its logical
conclusion within a formal framework, and provides a principled explanation
for the irregularities.

3. Morpheme Structure

3.1. Features Assumed

My analysis deals with the distribution of pronominal agreement affixes on
Karuk verbs. I will refer to person and number features using a highly simplified
system of four binary features with no geometry, hierarchy, or other internal
structure. Karuk possesses a relatively simple system of ϕ-categories, differen-
tiating three person categories: 1st, 2nd and 3rd; and two number categories:
singular and plural. The simple system used here can capture those distinctions
and should allow the analysis to be easily translated into any more sophisticated
feature system the reader may wish to assume.3

(3) Binary ϕ-Feature System:
Person: ±1, ±2, ±3
Number: ±pl

Although binary features allow negative values, I assume such a specification
(or any specification) is only present for a VI when it encodes information, i.e.,
when it makes a difference. So a simple first-person singular marker will have a
negative value for [pl] and a positive value for [1], but will not be associated with
any instance of, or value for, [2] and [3], because the value for these features is
not distinctive in Karuk in combination with [+1]. A negative specification for
a person feature will only be proposed when this is distinctive for the definition
of a VI’s use, i.e. if a VI is identified with the exclusion of the positive value for
a person feature (a possibility that I will bring up in section 4.1, but reject as
superfluous.)
Another domain in which I will assume simplified features is that of gram-

matical role. Throughout this paper, I will assume that Agree morphemes
reflect an argument’s grammatical role in the form of one of two privative case
3Abbreviations used: >=“acting on”, <>=“acting on, or being acted upon by”, 1=1st person,

2=2nd person, 3=3rd person, acc=accusative case, itr=intransitive, nom=nominative case,
pl=plural, sg=singular, X=any category.
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features, nom(inative) and acc(usative); the former represents all external
arguments and arguments of intransitives (subjects), and the latter all internal
arguments of transitives (e.g. direct and indirect objects). This is again an
intentional simplification; this feature system is sufficient for this analysis, but
not necessarily for the language as a whole.4

3.2. The Karuk Verbal Agreement Paradigm

In my analysis I will focus on the positive paradigm of pronominal verb affixes,
shown below. The data here is adapted from Macaulay (1992, 2000), who draws
upon Bright (1957).5 Karuk additionally possesses paradigms for the negative
and optative moods; these are presented together with the positive paradigm
for comparison. The reader may note that almost all syncretisms present in
the positive paradigm are found in the others as well, even where different
forms are used. Focussing on the positive paradigm will allow a more careful
examination of the forms and syncretisms, which should be applicable to the
other moods as well.

First Observations

Looking at the pattern of affixes in table 1, we readily observe a few things: (1)
agreement is almost always expressed by a prefix (or two, as with ka-ná-6); (2)
forms generally do not reflect features of both arguments, but rather generally
agree with the features either of subject or of object. The exception is ka-ná-
(Xpl>1sg), in which case subject agreement is partial, for plural number
only; (3) within the positive paradigm, some affixes are used only for subject
agreement (such as nu-,) or only for object agreement (such as ná-); only one
prefix is used in both roles in this paradigm, Pi- (2sg); (4) the suffix -ap only
appears together with second-person markers Pi- and ki·k-; (5) finally, note that

4This system is not likely sufficient for Karuk case as a whole; Bright (1957, pp. 92,112) lists at
least two markers that appear to mark something like absolutive case, and Macaulay (2000)
proposes to identify a certain postposition as a sort of ergative marker.
5The table form in which the affixes are organized is adapted with permission from slides

presented by Sebastian Bank and Jochen Trommer at MOWL 2009.
6A note on diacritics: The acute accent in such prefixes as ná-marks a high pitch. Some of the

prefixes examined also include a diacritical high pitch that is added to the following syllable;
these are not distinctive within a paradigm, and are omitted here. The dot in ki·k- signifies a
lengthened vowel.
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Table 1: The verb affix paradigms. Subject on the left, object on top. Forms in the
3sg/itr column are used for 3sg objects and for instransitives. Reflexive forms, which
represent a different systen, are omitted, following Macaulay. “∅” denotes a form with
no affix material.
positive

object

sub 1sg 1pl 2sg 2pl 3sg/itr 3pl

1sg – – nu- ki·k--ap ni- ni-
1pl – – nu- ki·k--ap nu- nu-
2sg ná- kín- – – Pi- Pi-
2pl ka-ná- kín- – – ku- ku-
3sg ná- kín- Pi--ap ki·k--ap Pu- Pu-
3pl ka-ná- kín- Pi--ap ki·k--ap kun- kín-

optative
1sg 1pl 2sg 2pl 3sg/itr 3pl

1sg – – nu- ki·k--ap kán- kán-
1pl – – nu- ki·k--ap nu- nu-
2sg ná- kín- – – ∅ ∅
2pl ka-ná- kín- – – ki·k- ki·k-
3sg ná- kín- Pi--ap ki·k--ap kám- kám-
3pl ka-ná- kín- Pi--ap ki·k--ap kun- kín-

negative
1sg 1pl 2sg 2pl 3sg/itr 3pl

1sg – – kín- ki·k--ap ná- ná-
1pl – – kín- ki·k--ap kín- kín-
2sg ná- kín--ap – – ∅ ∅
2pl ka-ná--ap kín--ap – – -ap -ap
3sg ná- kín--ap -ap ki·k--ap ∅ -ap
3pl ka-ná--ap kín--ap -ap ki·k--ap -ap kín--ap

for intransitive verb forms, agreement is the same as for transitive forms with a
3sg object (these forms varying only by subject).

Karuk Pronominal Affixes with Distributed Morphology 9

3.3. Structure

As shown in table 1, the Karuk verb shows no more than two agreement affixes
in the positive mood. I propose to capture this in the following underlying
structure:

(4) [ nom
. . . ]Agr + [

acc
. . . ]Agr +

√
Root

I assume each Agree head holds a case feature and all person and number
features of the corresponding argument. Assuming two distinct Agree heads
implies expression of agreement with both arguments as default; this hypothesis
is supported by the observation that each marker can clearly be identified with
one argument’s category or the other. On the other hand, we have observed
that most cases realize agreement with only one argument; this suggests a quite
different hypothesis: that there is only one Agree head, with Fission separating
out the features needed to spell out a second affix. Syntax could output the
agreement features already all in one head, or alternatively the two Agree
heads could be Fused by default. Universal or language-specific feature-class
hierarchies could be used to choose which argument’s features are realized
at Insertion. I reject these options, and argue that the present analysis works
better. I defend this argument more extensively in section 4.5. First, let us see
how each affix in the paradigm can be identified uniquely with one of the two
Agree heads, starting with the simple, straightforward cases:

ná- and kín-, used consistently with 1st-person objects, must belong to the acc
head. (The other kín-, used for 3pl>3plmust be a separate, homophonous
VI.)

ka- shows up only when the subject is [+pl], so it must spell out the nom head.

nu- and ni- only occur with 1st-person subjects, so they must spell out the
nom head.

The cases of Pi-, ki·k- and -ap are slightly more complicated. -ap, the
paradigm’s only suffix, only shows up together with Pi- or ki·k- – it is found
only in cases where the 2nd person is object, and only when the prefix agrees
with that second-person object. -ap as a 2nd-person object marker would be
problematic; the cases where object is 2 all necessarily have clearly identifiable
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2nd-person prefixes, ki·k- and Pi-. These prefixes already spell out object’s [+2],
making that feature unavailable for -ap to spell out directly. In section 4.2, after
taking a closer look, I propose that -ap represents secondary expression of the
feature.7 For now, I will assume the following functions for these affixes:

ki·k- marks a 2pl object, spelling out the acc head.

Pi- marks a 2sg argument of either role, and can express either Agree head.

-ap indirectly marks a 2nd-person object, expressing the nom head in contexts
where the acc head has [+2] in it.

Finally, we have ku-, Pu-, kun- and kín-, used for X>3 forms. The markers
from the X>3sg column in table 1 are also those used for intransitive verbs. The
same markers are used for plural third-person objects as well, except where
both arguments are 3pl. Because these forms are used in the absence of an
object, and because they appear to alternate based on subject’s features, they
cannot be spelling out the 3rd-person acc head. The third-person kín-must be
specific to the 3pl>3pl argument structure in some manner, out-competing
kun- (which is clearly less specific, as it can appear even with only a single
argument). In section 4.3, I will discuss how exactly this kín- can be specified.
For now, we can safely say that it may potentially be spelling out either of the
Agree heads.

In summary, I organize in table 2 a list of the VIs, the argument structure
they show up in, and the Agree head(s) they can spell out. The argument
structures here are to be understood as necessary, not sufficient, conditions.
In the next section, I will develop the above observations into a formal

specification of the Insertion context for each affix, as well as examining the
different explanations available for each problematic phenomenon in the
pattern described above.

4. Formal Analysis

In this section, I identify the contexts and operations behind the distribution
of the twelve affixes identified above. This is trivial for some affixes, but in
7I do not discuss extended exponence - the expression of a single feature instance more than

once. However, analyzing -ap as an extended exponent of [+2] seems unlikely, considering the
affix’s use in the negative paradigm independently of second-person arguments; see Trommer
(this volume) for a treatment of negative -ap.
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Table 2: Summary of affix Spell-Out structure.

Affix Arg-Structure nom? acc?

ná- X>1sg ✓
ka- pl>1sg ✓
kín- X>1pl ✓
nu- 1>X ✓
ni- 1sg(>3) ✓
ki·k- X>2pl ✓
Pi- 2sg<>X ✓ ✓
-ap X>2 ✓
ku- 2pl(>3) ✓
Pu- 3sg(>3) ✓
kun- 3pl(>3sg) ✓
kín- 3pl>3pl ✓ ✓

other cases more challenging. I will look at different possible explanations
and operations that may be relevant. In total, I propose five simple rules
of Impoverishment, which all loosely conform to principles of a universal
hierarchy.

The affixes are divided into three groups in table 2, based on person. In the
next three subsections, I examine and analyze the paradigm and the problems
therein. In section 4.1, I examine the affixes of group 1 used with first-person
objects, in 4.2 the remaining affixes of group 1 (first-person subject markers)
and the markers of group 2 with which they interact, followed in 4.3 by ku-
and the markers of group 3, together with the syncretism between X>3 and
intransitive forms. In 4.4 I put all of this together, fill the remaining holes in the
analysis, and show how the operations interact. Finally, in 4.5 I discuss the role
of hierarchies in the analysis.
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4.1. First-person Object Markers: ka-ná- and kín-

Identifying Insertion contexts for ná- and kín- is straightfoward; they spell out,
respectively, singular and plural 1st-person object agreement. I assume the
following contexts:8,9

(5) a. ná-↔ [acc +1 −pl]
b. kín-↔ [acc +1 +pl]

However, three things require explanation: (1) that kín- never shows up together
with a subject affix, (2) that no subject affix appears together with ná- for
singular subjects, and (3) that ka- spells out the subject head but only expresses
some of its features, excluding person; a marker with a full set of features
(including person) would be more specific, and hence a better candidate for
Insertion.

ka- apparently spells out [nom +pl]. But one possible explanation for ka-’s
distribution would be that ka- is actually more specific: We could posit that
ka- is specified for person, with [−1] added to make a total of three features.
However, as we will see throughout the analysis, most of the VIs express exactly
three features (one each for role, person and number). The competing VIs
in the cases where we get ka- would still need to be ruled out by some other
mechanism, even after we have specified the Insertion context with one feature
more than strictly necessary. One such mechanism would be feature hierarchies,
which, one speculates, might universally consider an instance of [±1]more
specific than [±2] or [±3], and/or any [−F] more specific than any [+F] (a
problematic assumption, one should note, when [−1] denotes the union of
the denotations of [+2] and [+3], making it logically less specific; cf. Henze
& Zimmermann (this volume)). Fortunately, we may leave these questions
open, because expanding ka-’s specification is a non-solution – it could have
potentially helped explain the affix’s distribution, but it does nothing whatsoever

8In these specifications and those that follow, I ignore features formood and features identifying
VIs and heads as Agree VIs and Agree heads. These are relevant and define the “paradigm” in
question, but they are never distinctive in this discussion of positive-mood Agree morphology.
9It is worth exploring an underspecification of either kín- or ná- for number. However, they

appear to be equally specific within the positive paradigm.
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to explain the non-presence of singular subject agreement in those cases where
we get ná- alone.10

At this point it looks like a good idea to analyze this configuration of markers
as a structural phenomenon, rather than a lexical one. Fortunately, DM has a
canonical solution for this sort of problem: Impoverishment (cf. Frampton,
2002, for example). We can posit a rule of Impoverishment that deletes some of
the features in the nom head, paving the way for Insertion of a less specific VI
by removing features from the context that other markers could be inserted for;
by removing the features, those VIs are no longer eligible for Insertion. As
we noted, subject’s person is irrelevant to ka-, and, as it were, all of subject’s
features are irrelevant in the cases with kín-. As such, we can introduce a rule of
Impoverishment that simply removes subject’s person when object is in the first
person; this rule is relatively simple:

(6) Person Impoverishment Rule:±1 ± 2 ± 3→ ∅ /[ ][acc +1]
For X>1pl cases, we need an additional measure to prevent any expression

of the nom head, even ka-. We could specify ka- as being “parasitic” to ná-,
but this would mean it is a coincidence of Vocabulary that there is no other
subject marker in these forms; subject’s number feature would be available but
left unused for no apparent reason. It would be better to further Impoverish
the nom head, or alternatively, to Fuse together the two Agree heads in these
contexts. There is no obvious reason to prefer Impoverishment over Fusion
or vice versa, especially when the context of their application will apparently
be equally specific. Further strategies are possible but no less complicated: A
highly specific null VI could express the nom head and block other candidates,
for example. However, evidence from the next sub-sections will give us a reason
to prefer an additional rule of Impoverishment. I leave the rule and the rest of
the reasoning for section 4.4; first we will deal with the other affixes.

10This applies to expanded specifications of a less unlikely sort, such as [nom +pl][(+1)].
This specification, using the mechanism of secondary expression, would not require the extra
mechanics of feature hierarchies. It would only require an assumption that such a specification
is more specific than a specification limited to a single head’s features – whether because
of [+1] being a secondary feature or because of the presence of two heads in the Insertion
context. However, it would still be a solution in Vocabulary and insufficient for blocking subject
agreement for singular subjects.
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4.2. First-person Subject Markers and Second-person Markers: nu-, ni-, Pi-,
ki·k- and -ap

When we turn to this group of markers, things get complicated. The problems
here are intertwined: (a) -ap is the only nom VI that shows up together with
2nd-person object markers Pi-↔ [+2 −pl] and ki·k-↔ [acc +2 +pl]11 despite
the existence of more specific subject-agreement VIs. (b) nu-’s usage context is
less specific than ni-, but we get the former for 1sg>2sg, where we would expect
the latter. (c) Where nu- expresses subject agreement, there is no object marker
– Pi- would fit for 1>2sg.

Table 3: Summary of affix Spell-Out structure, some markers of groups 1 and 2
(repeated).

Affix Arg-Structure nom? acc?

nu- 1>X ✓
ni- 1sg(>3) ✓
ki·k- X>2pl ✓
Pi- 2sg<>X ✓ ✓
-ap X>2 ✓

Starting with problem (a), how can we explain -ap spelling out the nom
head, apparently counter to Specificity? Macaulay (1992) developed an analysis
in which -ap is identified as an inverse direction marker, meaning it expresses
the fact that the object of the verb is higher on a language-specific prominence
scale than the subject. However, her attempt shows that only a small fraction
of the paradigm straightforwardly conforms to such a pattern. I prefer the
conclusion which Macaulay dismisses (in section 3 of that paper), that -ap in
the positive mood is a second-person object marker.12 However, it cannot spell
out [+2], because this feature is evidently already spelled out by ki·k- or Pi- in
these cases. Specifying -ap for Spell-Out of other features in the context of [+2]
would be a start, but it would erroneously predict that for 1>2sg, -ap would be

11Actually, ki·k- is probably not specifically an object marker, as it is used for 2pl subjects in the
optative mood. However, inclusion or exclusion of that feature in ki·k-’s specification does not
affect the present analysis.
12-ap apparently takes on an additional function in the negative paradigm.
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more specific than nu-, which we saw above is rather unspecific. In the view
that -ap is indeed a second-person object marker, I will assume secondary
expression: that -ap can only be inserted when [+2] has already been spelled
out adjacently.

(7) -ap↔ [nom][(+2)]
This is a somewhat problematic specification for -ap, because if it is an object
marker it should not be spelling out [nom], a feature denoting the role of
subject. It can perhaps be understood as marking the presence of an external
argument. At any rate, the case features are to be seen more as markers of
structure than bearers of meaning, particularly the core cases, and especially in
the simplified system of the present analysis.

The specification in (7) does not entirely solve problem (a) on its own, because
there may still be other markers that can spell out the nom head features more
specifically. This lack of information about the subject is suspiciously similar
to problem (b), nu- winning out over the more specific ni- for 1sg>2sg, and
appears to be amirror image of the ka- problem in the previous subsection. Here
nu- is unspecific for subject’s number, much like ka- is unspecific for subject’s
person. This pattern allows us to neatly kill birds (a-b) with one stone: the
Number Impoverishment Rule, closely patterned after Person Impoverishment
above:

(8) Number Impoverishment Rule (for 2nd-person objects):±pl→ ∅ /[ ][acc +2]
The deletion of subject’s number feature means that ni-, evidently a marker for
1sg, is too specific for insertion in 1sg>2sg cases, and also that, as we shall see,
-ap is the most specific marker that can spell out the remaining subject features.

All of this, of course, does nothing to eliminate problem (c), the complete
non-realization of the acc head for 1>2sg, where we get subject marker nu-
after Impoverishment. Here too we could try Fusion, but this would result in Pi-
being as eligible as nu-↔ [nom +1] for Insertion into the compound head, as
Pi-must be specified for two features as well, [+2 −pl]. We would then have to
further posit a hierarchy or multiple hierarchies to account for the choice of nu-
over Pi-. Or, again, we could introduce a specific null VI that blocks Pi- or any
other VI from Insertion in this specific context. Finally, we can turn again to
Impoverishment, and I do. As in the previous subesction, the reasoning and
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rule will be found in section 4.4; first we have to look at the remaining prefixes,
in the next subsection.

4.3. The Third Person: ku-, Pu-, kun-, kín- and Intransitives

This final group of affixes provides an interesting puzzle. When the object of
a transitive verb is 3sg, the same affix is used as when there is no object. In
each case, that same affix is used when the object is 3pl, except when both
arguments are 3pl, in which case we get a special form, kín-.

Table 4: Summary of affix Spell-Out structure, remaining markers (repeated).

Affix Arg-Structure nom? acc?

ku- 2pl(>3) ✓
Pu- 3sg(>3) ✓
kun- 3pl(>3sg) ✓
kín- 3pl>3pl ✓ ✓

A possible, but weak, explanation, would be conspiracy of VIs: The non-
expression of the acc head as the incidental result of no 3rd-person acc
morpheme being lexicalized (receiving a Vocabulary entry). It would seem
more reasonable to propose that the sameness of form between X>3sg transitives
and intransitives implies sameness (or at least similarity) of structure; either
agreement with the third person objects never takes place, or it is simply deleted
by Impoverishment in all cases.

Assuming that this Agree operation never takes place is problematic, because
of the difference between kín- and kun-, which indicates these object features
are available for Insertion, albeit in a limited manner. Instead, I turn to
Impoverishment yet again. Impoverishing the object morphemes partially
could leave [+pl] available in the syntactic context, for Insertion to differentiate
the contexts for kín- and kun-. This rule will remove key features from the
object head in these cases, and as we will see, it will also have to block one
of the others; I will formulate the rule precisely in the next subsection, when
we discuss the interaction between the rules. Assuming object’s number will
remain available – and we shall see that it does – we can specify kín- as follows:

(9) kín-↔ [nom +3 +pl] / [+pl]
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Given (9), the other affixes in this group no longer represent a challenge. They
each straightforwardly spell out the subject of their respective context.

4.4. Putting Together the Pieces

We have seen that for the most part, the distribution of affixes can be explained
unproblematically using Subset-Principle, Specificity and Impoverishment.

Table 5: Vocabulary Items.

ná- ↔ [acc +1 −pl]
ka- ↔ [nom −pl]
kín- ↔ [acc +1 +pl]
nu- ↔ [nom +1]
ni- ↔ [nom +1 −pl]
ki·k- ↔ [acc +2 +pl]
Pi- ↔ [+2 −pl]
-ap ↔ [nom][(+2)]
ku- ↔ [nom +2 +pl]
Pu- ↔ [nom +3 −pl]
kun- ↔ [nom +3 +pl]
kín- ↔ [nom +3 +pl] / [+pl]

There are three cases still for which a rule needs to be formulated: X>1pl (no
subject agreement), 1>2sg (no object agreement), and X>3sg (also no object
agreement). Notice now that in the first two, the 1st-person argument is ex-
pressed while the other argument is not. Recall (6), the Person Impoverishment
Rule, by which the subject agreement of a verb loses its person features where
the object is in the first person. Consider now the following rule:

(10) Singular Impoverishment Rule:−pl→ ∅ /[ ][+1]
Although this rule is rather unspecific and applies to a variety of cases, it neatly
solves the 1>2sg problem without deleting any features which are expressed
– the Xsg>1sg and X>1pl cases show no subject agreement. And although
the rule only deletes (singular) number, no VI is available to spell out [+2]
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without [±pl] under the current analysis, producing the correct pattern (a
separate account is needed to explain why no such VI exists.)13 But plural
subjects where 1pl is object could still be spelled out, e.g. by ka-. Instead we get
kín- alone. Consider now the following observation: When object is plural,
subject agreement is always partial or absent – unless object is in the third
person. Now consider the following:

(11) Object Impoverishment Rule:[acc +3]→ ∅
(12) Number Impoverishment Rule (for plural objects):±pl→ ∅ /[ ][acc +pl]
Assuming (11) operates before (12),14 the former stops the latter from operating
with third-person objects, producing just the pattern observed.

Taken together, these two additional rules explain the last problems of the
paradigm, blocking ka- where the object is 1pl and creating the syncretism
between X>3 and intransitive verb forms. (12), like most rules of Impoverish-
ment proposed in this paper, is only needed for a subset of the contexts in
which it could operate. These rules become more redundant the later they
operate, removing only the features left over from previous Impoverishments.
But together, the five rules suppress the features that remain unexpressed and
pass over those features which are evidently spelled out, capturing the entire
affix pattern.

(13) Rules of Impoverishment (collated)
a. Person Impoverishment Rule:±1 ± 2 ± 3→ ∅ /[ ][acc +1]

13Actually, there are other such cases in the analysis as well. For example, subject’s case in
Xsg>1sg is spared and simply unrealized. A unified account of these non-realizations would
be best. One such account could be to posit a null VI specified for the empty set of feature.
Additional rules of Impoverishment would be an alternative, but one rule could not capture all
of the cases at once. Lacking a unified structural solution (i.e. one that does not boil down to
conspiracy of Vocabulary), I prefer to leave this issue unresolved for the time being. Comments
are especially welcome on this matter.
14This is a problematic assumption, as Object Impoverishment has a very simple structure
compared to the other rules, and DM generally has the more complex, specific rules operating
first. This might be solved by using a different feature system.
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b. Number Impoverishment Rule (for 2nd-person objects):±pl→ ∅ /[ ][acc +2]
c. Singular Impoverishment Rule:−pl→ ∅ /[ ][+1]
d. Object Impoverishment Rule:[acc +3]→ ∅
e. Number Impoverishment Rule (for plural objects):±pl→ ∅ /[ ][acc +pl]

4.5. Discussion: Hierarchy?

I have shown that the above analysis, which uses only Vocabulary Insertion
and Impoverishment, can explain the pattern of affixes we observe. But in light
of Macaulay (1992), where the same phenomenon is explained instead using
a single prominence hierarchy (reproduced in (14)), it is worth questioning
my choice not to appeal to hierarchies at all. Is my approach unnecessarily
complicated? In this subsection, I argue that it is not.

(14) Karuk Person/Number Hierarchy:
2pl > 1 > 2sg > 3 (Macaulay, 1992)

Compared to Bright’s (e.g. 1957) portmanteau-based approach, Macaulay’s
approach significantly improves learnability (or teachability). But (14) is not an
absolute hierarchy; as Macaulay readily admits, there are many exceptions
(Macaulay, 2000, §6). Appeal to this hierarchy does not sufficiently explain
the intricacies of the paradigm. Macaulay (1992) suggests that a pattern is
present that is known from some Algonquian languages (amongst others),
where transitive agreement takes place with the more prominent argument;
where agreement is with the object, an additional affix marks that the relation
is “inverse”. Following Macaulay, we find this pattern in the cases with -ap, in
that view an inverse marker. But we expect also, for example, a 2plmarker for
2pl>1pl; instead we get kín-, referring to the 1pl object. You may also note
that for all cases where 1pl is object we get the same lone affix, kín-, regardless
of whether under (14) the relation is direct or inverse (and in the negative
paradigm, we see again that -ap is invariably suffixed in these cases, regardless
of the subject’s prominence). Putting 1pl above 2pl only creates the opposite
problem, where we unexpectedly get ki·k- and -ap for 1pl>2pl. In the final
count, only a minority of cases neatly comply with the expected pattern, and
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the proposed hierarchy can only be motivated for a subset of the affix paradigm.
Although (14) captures significant generalizations about a part of the paradigm,
it is insufficient on its own.
Nonetheless, hierarchy effects are present under the current analysis. Con-

sider the apparently universal prominence hierarchies of person and number:
First and second person are prominent as compared to the third, and plural
number is prominent as compared to the singular. Linguists at least as far back
as Greenberg (1966) have noted this hierarchy in terms of markedness, and
Silverstein (1976) famously established the notion of universal prominence
hierarchies for these features. When considering the rules of Impoverishment
in (13), we may observe a certain regularity: Features are deleted either when the
other argument is of a prominent category, or when they are of low prominence,
or both. Where the rules in (13) match (unaffected) features in the context, a
prominent category in this sense provides the context for Impoverishment of
the other argument (its prominence “eclipsing” that of the opposite argument,
perhaps). When a specifically-valued feature instance is deleted, it is always
the lowest on one of the scales – singular or the third person. This property
or pattern emerges from the data, suggesting the notion of hierarchies, even
within an analysis that does not utilize prominence scales.

But remarkable as this pattern may be, the hierarchies are reflected in the
Rules of Impoverishment only weakly. The pattern of affixes conforms to the
hierarchies only in part, regardless what status these may have; they could be
considered a theoretical primitive driving Impoverishment (reminiscent of
the filters of Noyer (1992)), mere emergent tendencies driven by pragmatic
effects (singular nouns being more frequent or plural nouns more notable, for
example), or perhaps the result of language contact. In any case, the pattern is
only partially there.
An analysis driven by feature hierarchies is possible in DM. However, it

would have to explain the many divergences from the pattern the hierarchies
predict; no simple, straightforward hierarchy of features can capture the entire
pattern, as demonstrated so clearly by the opposition of X>1pl and X>2pl
forms (amongst other “divergent” cases). If the divergences were few, this would
be no different from the present analysis, which proposes that both arguments
may be realized and seeks to explain the cases where the data diverges from this
pattern. The complex pattern of Karuk diverges starkly from both hypotheses,
but the present analysis shows that assuming agreement with both arguments is
not entirely unreasonable as a default. A DM analysis that begins by Fusion of
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both agreement heads – in order for a hierarchy to select which single head is
expressed – would have to explain the multiple cases where we see two affixes.
In fact, some of the problems above would be just as problematic under such
an analysis. At the cost of leaving the hierarchy effect unexplained, the current
approach provides an altogether neater analysis.15

5. Summary

I have presented a systematic analysis of the Karuk positive-mood agreement
affixes within Distributed Morphology. I assumed agreement with both argu-
ments as default and subsequent Impoverishment through five simple and
general rules, producing the pattern observed. My analysis showed that the
affixes in question can be clearly identified as referring each to a single refer-
ent, following Macaulay (1992, 2000) and contra to Bright (1957) and other
traditional analyses. I have pointed out that the patterns of Impoverishment
loosely conform to the universal prominence scales for person and number of
Silverstein (1976), although the rules are independently motivated, without
recourse to feature hierarchies. But I argued that it is preferable for a DM
analysis of Karuk not to assume the hierarchy-driven agreement as default,
given the limited extent of such effects in the data. It remains to be seen how
smoothly my analysis can be extended to the optative and negative moods,
and whether or not it may benefit from the addition of more sophisticated
technology of morphological analysis, such as feature geometries.
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Hierarchy-governed Insertion and CFDmarkers in
Potawatomi

Daniela Henze & Eva Zimmermann*

Abstract
Potwatomi, a Central Algonquian language, shows cross-referencing of subject
and object on the verb. In this paper we want to argue that the order of agreement
suffixes is governed by a hierarchy 1≫ 2≫ 3. Additionally, we will introduce a
new type of vocabulary item, called ‘remaining-feature-discharge’ (CFD) marker,
which is able to discharge more than its substantial features. Both approaches
are implemented in Distributed Morphology (Halle and Marantz, 1993).

1. Introduction

Almost all Algonquian languages show cross-referencing of subject and object
on the verb and a direction marking system. One member of this family is
analysed in many morphological theories, namely Potawatomi, a Central
Algonquian language1. All the analyses proposed up to now have mostly
dealt with one or the other aspect of the verbal agreement system in this
language – the only exception is the full analysis made by Stump (2001).In this
paper we want to propose a new theoretical concept inside the framework of
Distributed Morphology (Halle and Marantz, 1993) namely “collateral feature
discharge” markers, short CFD. This assumption allows a DM-analysis that
derives all the important paradigms of the complex verbal inflectional system

*For valuable comments and discussion we are grateful to Jochen Trommer and Sebastian
Bank. Special thanks to Sebastian Bank for his Python Program for DM-analysis which was a
great help in testing the correctness of our analysis. This research was supported by a DFG
grant to the projectMicro- and Macro-variation: Hierarchy Effects in Kiranti and Broader Algic
(TR 521-3).

1In Anderson’s A-morphous Morphology (Anderson, 1992), in a Distributed Morphology
approach in Halle and Marantz (1993), in an analysis in Wunderlich’s Minimalist Morphology
framework in Wunderlich (1996), in a paper proposing Articulated Morphology (Steele, 1995)
and in Paradigm Function Morphology (Stump, 2001).

2 in agreement, 23–63
Sebastian Bank, Doreen Georgi & Jochen Trommer (eds.)
Linguistische Arbeits Berichte 88, Universität Leipzig 2010
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in Potawatomi. Another theoretical concept that is crucial in the analysis we
propose is hierarchy-governed insertion of affixes that makes any assumptions
about associations of affixes to fixed affix slots unnecessary. We will proceed as
follows: We will begin with a short overview over the verbal inflectional system
in section 3 before we turn to the concrete analysis for Potawatomi where
we will focus on hierarchy-governed insertion in 3.2 and “collateral feature
discharge” markers in 3.3. Since a general account for the verbal inflectional
system necessarily involves quite a lot of markers, we will give the detailed lists
for those in the Appendix and will concentrate on their special behaviour and
additional mechanisms in the main text.

2. The Mysterious Behaviour of -mun

It was mentioned above that in Potawatomi as in nearly all other Algonquian
languages both arguments in a transitive context are crossreferenced on the
verb. There is only one exception where agreement with one argument fails
to occur, namely cells where a suffix -mun, which marks a first person plural
argument, appears. For example in 2pl→1pe contexts, only the suffixes -y-mun
can be found whereas the former is an accusative marker and -munmarks the
plurality of the object. But interestingly, no marker that agrees with the second
person plural of the subject appears in such a context.

One solution could be to attribute this behaviour to the input that is realized
by morphological insertion. In the framework of Distributed Morphology
(henceforth dm) one can assume that only one marker can be inserted in first
person plural morphemes. If the agreement heads for subject and object are
fused into one complex head, all other markers that could realize features of
subject or object are blocked and -mun is the only agreement suffix. However,
there are in fact markers that precede -mun and these would be blocked too in
such an approach. A further objection against such an input solution is that it
would be generally impossible to crossreference both subject and object in first
person plural contexts. But in a third person subject and first person plural
object context it is indeed possible to reference both arguments on the verb.
Whats remarkable there is that another suffix is used for first person plural,
namely -nan. So it doesn’t seem to be the first person plural context which is
responsible for the mysterious behaviour of -mun.
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Approaches other than dm attributed this surface characteristic to underlying
zero affixes in the slots following -mun. Anderson, in his A-morphous mor-
phology, makes use of a zero word formation rule (wfr) of the form shown in
(1). It is to be found in every rule block whosewfr should be disabled.

(1) No other markers after -mun in Anderson’s system⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
+Verb
+me [ ]
+pl

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
/Xmun/→ /Xmun/

This rule obviously has no phonological effect since it adds or changes no
phonological content. It simply says that in the context of first person plural,
the phonological representation generated by wfr so far remains identical and
its effect is therefore simply to block all other available rules for the context
where -mun appears.
Stump (2001) does not discuss the behaviour of -mun explicitly, but his approach
is similar to Anderson (1992): He adds a realization rule in the following blocks
which are phonological empty, i.e. zero morphemes, that apply in all instances
where -mun is inserted.
All these theories fail more or less in attributing the behaviour of -mun to a
lexical property of this specific morpheme and not to the first person plural
context which causes the blocking. Remember that the first person plural
marker -nan does not show a comparable behaviour.
In this paper we want to propose a theory that argues for another type of
vocabulary items that can explain the behaviour seen for -mun.

3. Introducing the Verbal Agreement System in Potawatomi

Before we come to an overview of the verbal agreement system and inflectional
categories in Potawatomi, some general things about stems have to be said.
Verbal stems as well as nominals are inherently marked for animacy. So
verbs can only combine with a subject (when intransitive) or an object (when
transitive) which have the same value for this feature. This system results in four
paradigm types: intransitive with inanimate or animate subject and transitives
with inanimate or animate object. Notice that animacy is a grammatical
category and cannot be mapped one to one to the semantics. Paradigms of
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all stem types are to be found in the Appendix A. In the following we will
mainly focus on animate stems. But everything that will be said for these will
hold also – with slight differences, since there are some additional affixes – for
inanimate paradigms. Nearly all Algonquian languages show different sets
of verb paradigms depending on the clausal type in which the verb is used.
There are three of these different orders, or ‘modes’: independent, conjunct and
imperative.2 Usually, the same set of marker is used in all paradigms of one
order. Verbs in Potawatomi agree with their arguments in person, number and
obviation and are inflected for case. ‘Obviative’ is a discourse related category
that is relevant whenever two third persons are involved in one discourse
context. One of them is always more salient in the discourse than the other one –
often referred to as the proximate argument. The non-salient argument receives
the +obviative marking: a system that can be found in almost all Algonquian
languages. First person plural forms differentiate between inclusive (speaker
and addressee) and exclusive (speaker without addressee). However, these
are only distinguished through the prefixes and the difference is not marked
in the suffixes. In (2) we summarize all the inflectional categories and their
decomposition in binary features that are relevant in the Potawatomi verbal
system.

(2) Categories and their decomposition

category binary features
1s +1,−2,−3,−pl, −obv, +anim
1pe +1,−2,−3,+pl, −obv, +anim
1pi +1,+2,−3,+pl, −obv, +anim
2s −1,+2,−3,−pl, −obv, +anim
2p −1,+2,−3,+pl, −obv, +anim
3s −1,−2,+3,−pl, −obv, +anim
3p −1,−2,+3,+pl, −obv, +anim
3s,inanim −1,−2,+3,−pl, −obv, −anim
3p,inanim −1,−2,+3,+pl, −obv, −anim
obv −1,−2,+3, +obv

Regarding the system of agreement in the suffixes, it’s important to see that in
transitive animate indicative forms (cf. paradigm of wapm A.2), Potawatomi
verbs can show up to three agreement suffixes whenever actor and object are
2In this article we will mainly focus on the independent and the conjunct order.
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plural, e.g. Σ-uko-nan-k for 3p→ 1pe. The ordering of these is in all contexts
the same. The table in (3) gives an overview of the occurring markers and their
relative order, here shown as affix slots.

(3) Slots of the IO verbal agreement system in Potawatomi3

Cl1 Σ Sf1 Sf2 Sf3 Sf4
k- -uko -mun -wa -k
n- -a -nan -m -n3
w- -Un

-y

This illustration should make clear that e.g. all suffixes in slot Sf1 – when present
– will always precede the other affixes and that affixes in the same slot cannot
cooccur.

In the first slot we find markers which give information towards the direction
of the action: who acts on who/what? The markers -uko and -a appear with
third person arguments and -Un and -y only when none of the arguments is
third. What’s the exact distribution of them will be discussed in section 3.2.2.
Notice that this position is empty in all intransitive contexts, since there is no
other participant involved.

In the second slot the affixes -mun and -nan are to be found, which mark both
first person plural. The special issue about -mun is that it is never followed by
any suffix. In section 3.3.1 this behaviour will be explained in more detail. The
next slot is filled with plural marking affixes for second and non-first person
(-m and -wa), the former has a limited distribution (only in 1s contexts and in
intransitive forms) which prevents that it is followed by any other suffix. The last
slot shows the third person plural marker -k and an obviation marker -n3. So
there are at most three exponents of agreement in a suffix string. The question
we want to address in the following sections is how the special distribution of
-mun can be explained and how this specific ordering of suffixes emerges.

3Note the marker -n3 : its index simply indicates that there are more homonymous markers, cf.
the list of all markers in the Appendix.
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3.1. Distributed Morphology

DM as originally proposed in Halle and Marantz (1993) is a post-syntactic
theory of morphology assuming that the syntax provides terminal elements
(‘heads’) that consist of fully-specified feature bundles into which the morphol-
ogy inserts ‘vocabulary items’, that is pairings of phonological representation
and morphological features. These vocabulary items (or simplified: inflectional
markers in our context) may be underspecified, that is in contrast to syntactic
heads they must not contain a full feature specification for every relevant mor-
phological feature. But the syntactic context for insertion may be manipulated
through impoverishment, an operation that deletes certain morpho-syntactic
features in a certain context. The potentially underspecified morphological
markers are then inserted into the syntactic contexts in accordance with the
Subset Principle (4) demanding that the features of the inserted marker must
be a subset of the features of the head.

(4) Subset Principle Halle (1997)
A vocabulary item V is inserted into a functional morpheme M iff a. and
b. hold:
a. The morpho-syntactic features of V are a subset of the morpho-

syntactic features of M.
b. V is the most specific vocabulary item that satisfies a.

We assume in accordance with Müller (2005) that the concept of specificity
of morphological markers referred to in (4-b) is not only determined by the
number of morphological features a marker is specified for but that the ranking
of feature classes is inherently more important according to a language-specific
hierarchy.

(5) Specificity (Müller, 2005, 31)
A vocabulary item Vi is more specific than a vocabulary item Vj iff there
is a class of features F such that a. and b. hold.
a. Vi bears more features belonging to F than Vj does.
b. There is no higher-ranked class of features F’ such that Vi and Vj

have a different number of features in F’.
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This concept of specificity referring to (hierarchical) quality of features is nearly
always sufficient to decide competition between markers. However, a situation
may arise where two vocabulary items are specified for exactly the same number
of features in every ranked class of features. We will assume that in such a
case, specificity will decide in favour of the marker that has more positive
feature values for the hierarchically highest ranked feature, i.e. ‘+’≫ ‘−’. If the
competition is still not resolved, the number of context features is taken into
account as well. Those are irrelevant (their quality as well as their quantity)
up to this point in the calculation. The concept of specificity can therefore be
summarized as consisting of three hierarchies:

(6) Calculating Specificity
a. language-specific hierarchy of feature classes
b. ‘+’≫ ‘−’
c. number of substantial features≫ number of context features

We will illustrate this with a short example in (7): In a language that ranks
number features above person features, a marker realizing more number
features than another one will always be inserted first. If two markers have
the same number of those and also the same number of person features, the
one with more positive number features is inserted. If this does not decide
competition, the one with more positive values for its person features will be
regarded as more specific and if this is still no sufficient criterion, the number
of context features will decide. This is summarized in (7).

(7) Abstract example for specificity in a language: number features≫ person
features

competing markers more specific: since:
/-an/ ↔ +pl, +2, +1 / [+3] an number≫ person/-ib/ ↔ −3 , +2, +1 / [+3]
/-an/ ↔ +pl, +2, +1 / [+3] an ‘+’≫ ‘−’/-ut/ ↔ −pl, +2, −3 / [+3]
/-an/ ↔ +pl, +2, +1 / [+3] an /an/ has more
/-os/ ↔ +pl, +2, +1 context features
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The original idea in Halle and Marantz (1993) is that “terminal elements
[. . . ] consist of complexes of grammatical features [that] are supplied with
phonological features only after Vocabulary insertion” (Halle and Marantz,
1993, 114). From this it follows naturally that only one vocabulary item can be
inserted into one syntactic head and that there is a strict one-to-one mapping
between terminal elements in the syntax and vocabulary items inserted by the
morphology.

A departure from this original one-to-one mapping between syntactic heads
and vocabulary items is derivable in a framework assuming the notion of
fission, that is splitting of the feature bundle of one syntactic head into different
heads (Noyer (1992), Frampton (2003), Müller (2005)). A version of fission that
implements a concept of insertion as feature discharging is given in (8). After
insertion of a marker, the features the inserted marker was specified for are
unavailable for further insertion, they are discharged. Subsequent insertion of
other vocabulary items, however, is very well possible as long as their featural
specification is still met.

(8) Fission (Müller, 2005)
If insertion of a vocabulary item V with the morpho-syntactic features β
takes place into a fissioned morpheme M with the morpho-syntactic
features α, then α is split up into β and α−β, such that a, and b. hold:
a. α−β is available for further vocabulary insertion.
b. β is not available for further vocabulary insertion.

We claim now that vocabulary items and their lexical representation decide
whether they are inserted according to one or the other concept of insertion.
Whether a marker realizes only the features it is specified for or whether it
makes all the features of a head unavailable for further insertion is a lexical
property of markers. We will call the latter type of markers in the following
“collateral feature discharge” markers (henceforth CFD) and assume that this
new type of marker additionally consumes collateral features, i.e. features
that are not necessary for its insertion. The insertion of markers therefore
follows the fission concept of “insertion as long as possible” except for the case
that a lexically marked CFD marker is inserted making all remaining features
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unaccessible for further insertion.4 It has to be emphasized that these markers
lead not always to a classical one-to-one relation between syntactic heads and
vocabulary items in the sense of Halle and Marantz (1993) since the whole head
becomes unavailable for further insertion after insertion of an CFD marker. It
could therefore very well be the case (and will be shown for Potawatomi below)
that some vocabulary item is inserted prior to such an CFD marker.

The notation that distinguishes the different markers as well as a short abstract
example is given in (9): the feature specification of CFD markers is notated
in square brackets whereas the features of a “standard” marker are just listed
after the double arrow separating features and phonological representation
of vocabulary items in DM. In the abstract example (9) the insertion of a
vocabulary item specified simply for−plmakes only this one feature unavailable5
for further insertion and would for example very well allow insertion of an affix
marking (+1). The CFD marker specified for [−pl. . . ] on the other hand blocks
any further insertion.

(9) The two realitational concepts
Vocabulary Item full-specified head resulting head

a. /-bu/↔ −pl → [+1,−2,−3,−pl] → [+1,−2,−3,✚✚−pl]
b. /-li/↔ [−pl. . . ] → [+1,−2,−3,−pl] → [✚✚+1,✟✟−2,✚✚−3,✚✚−pl]

The features a marker is specified for that are discharged after insertion will be
termed ‘substantial’ features throughout the following – in contrast to context
features that must be present for the insertion of a marker but are still present
afterwards. Those context features must be distinguished, too: in those that
specify features that must be present on the same head as the one into which
the marker is inserted, i.e. +pl in the left example in (10), and in those context

4For reasons of space we won‘t discuss the possibility that CFD markers can discharge smaller
sets of collateral features as well, e.g. only features of a certain category or even a single feature.
Such a relativized CFDmarker would not block insertion of any other marker but only insertion
of certain markers. This could explain blocking effects that are standardly derived through
impoverishment rules in DM – a challenging question is whether all instances for featural
impoverishment could be attributed to such blocking after insertion of a CFD marker.
5Unavailable features are marked in grey in the following.
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features that must be present on the other head, i.e. Nom in the right example
in (10).

(10) Context and substantial features: hypothetical example

/-ab/ ↔ +3 / [ +pl] & [Nom]
[ [Nom, +1,−3,+pl]

[Acc, −1,+3,+pl] ]

[ [Nom, +1,−3,+pl]
[Acc, −1,✟✟+3,+pl] ]

head before insertion

head after insertion

/-cd/ ↔ +3,+pl / [Nom]
[ [Nom, +1,−3,+pl]

[Acc, −1,+3,+pl] ]

[ [Nom, +1,−3,+pl]
[Acc, −1,✚✚+3,✚✚+pl] ]

Another central assumption in our analysis is fusion, that is an operation
merging two heads into one (Halle and Marantz, 1993). Fusion applies in
Potawatomi and merges both argument heads into one complex head: this will
allow that all features of subject and object are available at the same time and
that insertion of markers strictly follows specificity and takes place regardless
of whether the features realize object or subject features. It has to be noted,
though that although all the features of subject and object are present on one
head, they are still structured according to their original affiliation to one or
the other head. An abstract example for such an embedded structure after
fusion is given in (11): no insertion of a marker specified for +F, −S is possible
since these two features do not belong to one head.

(11) Abstract example for fusion of two agreement heads

[ −F−S ] [ +F+S ] Ð→ [ [−F, −S][+F, +S] ]
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3.2. Hierarchy-governed Insertion of Markers

A verb of the IO can show up to three agreement suffixes whenever subject and
object are plural and these affixes will always appear in a specific order. For
illustration find an extract of a transitive animate paradigm in table (12). 6

6What has to be mentioned here are the ‘prefixes’ preceding the verbal stems: n- for first
person, k- for second and w- for third persons. They do not show up in other orders.

(i) a. Extract of the paradigm of the intransitive verb kaskumi ‘to start running’
1pe n=kaskumi-mUn
1pi k=kaskumi-mUn
2p k=kaskumi-m

b. Extract of the paradigm of the TI verb wapUt ‘to see something’
3s,−anim

3s w=wapt-a-n

A few things have to be pointed out. First, there can only be one prefix. Second, in first person
inclusive forms the same affix as for second person is used. The same is true for transitive
context where first acts on second or vice versa. This led to the often cited assumption of a 2≫ 1≫ 3 hierarchy (Macaulay, 2007; Wunderlich, 1996). Since only one prefix can precede each
verbal stem, there has to be some mechanism that decides which one is chosen when there are
two arguments in transitive forms that could possibly be marked on the verb. Assuming such a
hierarchy resolves this conflict: it is always the prefix chosen which realizes features that are
higher on the hierarchy. So in a case where second person acts on first person, the prefix for
second person is chosen, since it is higher on the hierarchy. Third, the third person prefix w-
only appears in a context with two third persons (cf. 3→ 3 in TA paradigm in A.2), this is why it
does not show up in intransitive forms. Fourth, between these prefixes and the verbal stem
certain preverbs or particles may appear which are used to signal many kinds of meanings.

(ii) Example for the usage of preverbs (Hockett, 1948)
n=nUs−a n=tep−nUs−a
1=to.kill−3 1=succeed.in−to.kill−3
‘I kill him’ ‘I succeed in killing him’

This is why Halle and Marantz (1993) argue that these supposedly prefixes are better analysed
as proclitics, which are not even part of the verb: “They need not appear immediately before the
verb stem or even as part of the same phonological word as the verb”. This seems a very striking
observation and in the following we will adopt this assumption and talk of clitics rather than
prefixes. Additionally this is also the reason why these clitics won’t show up in our analysis.
They behave dissimilar to the rest of the agreement system and for reasons of space we will
concentrate on the suffixes in the following.
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(12) Extract of a transitive animate paradigm

s/o 2s 2p 3s 3p
2s k-wapm-a k-wapm-a-k
2p k-wapm-a-wa k-wapm-a-wa-k
3s k-wapm-uko k-wapm-uko-wa
3p k-wapm-uko-k k-wapm-uko-wa-k

The only affixes that change when the argument roles are changed are those in Sf1
(here -uko and -a, remember the slots in table (3)). The others are the same and
at the same place. In 3p↔ 2p contexts -wa precedes -k in both cases, although
it marks once the plurality of the subject and in the other case plurality of the
object. A widespread formal explanation for this feature in the Algonquian
verbal agreement system is that it is an instance of ‘template morphology’
(e.g. Stump, 1996), that means that there exists an ordered sequence of fixed
positions in which only certain affixes can appear (Anderson, 1992; Halle and
Marantz, 1993; Stump, 2001). This derives the ordering of different markers to
each other as well as the fact that some markers can never cooccur. They are
assumed to be marked for insertion into the same slot and since only one affix
is allowed in one slot, the language must decide between the affixes specified
for this position.

In our work we want to get rid of these stipulated assumptions. We will
show that the same effect can be generated much easier through a hierachy-
governed-insertion approach (e.g. Noyer (1992)) and simultaneously accounts
for the underlying organization of suffixes in this language. At first the different
markers and their specifications will be presented using as example the transitive
animate paradigm of the IO. The evidence for the assumption of a hierarchy
will then be used to demonstrate the hierarchy-governed insertion.

3.2.1. Suffixes of the Transitive Animate Paradigm in the IO

As previously mentioned, in the transitive animate paradigm the stem wapm is
always followed by one of the markers of slot Sf1. In the example above this is
-a or -uko. The other two possible affixes are -Un and -y as can be seen in the
full paradigm in (13).
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(13) The verb wapm ‘to see’ (Hockett, 1939; Anderson, 1992)
transitive animate (ta)

s/o 1s 1pe 2s 2p
1s k-wapm-Un k-wapm-Un-m
1pe k-wapm-Un-mun k-wapm-Un-mun
2s k-wapm k-wapm-y-mun
2p k-wapm-m k-wapm-y-mun
3s n-wapm-uko n-wapm-uko-nan k-wapm-uko k-wapm-uko-wa
3p n-wapm-uko-k n-wapm-uko-nan-k k-wapm-uko-k k-wapm-uko-wa-k

s/o 3s 3p obv
1s n-wapm-a n-wapm-a-k n-wapm-a-n3
1pe n-wapm-a-mun n-wapm-a-mun n-wapm-a-mun
1pi k-wapm-a-mun k-wapm-a-mun k-wapm-a-mun
2s k-wapm-a k-wapm-a-k k-wapm-a-n3
2p k-wapm-a-wa k-wapm-a-wa-k k-wapm-a-wa-n3
3s w-wapm-a-n3
3p w-wapm-a-wa-n3
obv w-wapm-uko-n3 w-wapm-uko-wa-n3

These four affixes have a striking distribution in the Independent Order (IO)7
that is summarized in (14) where the arrows indicate the direction of the action,
i.e. 1→ 2, means first person acts on second.

(14) Contexts of the Sf1 marker

Context Context
S O S O

Un 1 → 2 y 2 → 1

a 1,2 → 3,obv uko 3,obv → 1,2
(direct) 3 → obv (inverse) obv → 3

Especially the distribution of -a and -uko gave often reason for assuming
hierachies of the sort 1, 2≫ 3≫ obviative and specifying themarkers themselves
as ‘direct’ and ‘inverse’ (Rhodes, 1976; Klaiman, 1993;Wunderlich, 1996) whereas
a ‘direct’ marker always appears when a higher person on this hierarchy acts on
one that’s lower and an ‘inverse’ marker when a person lower on the hierarchy

7It was already mentioned that there are different conjugations in Potawatomi. One of them is
the independent order (IO). It is “used for statements and for some questions in ordinary
conversation” (Hockett, 1948).
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acts on one that’s higher. The former can be exemplified through the suffix -a
which occurs when a first/second person acts upon a third/obviative or when a
third person upon an obviative. -uko on the other hand stands for the ‘inverse’
scenario and appears when a third acts upon a first or second or an obviative
on a third person. These distributions are summarized in (15). Notice that there
are no forms for obviative acting on first or second in Potawatomi otherwise
-uko would be found in these cells, too.

(15) The distribution of -a and -uko in the transitive animate paradigm

s/o 1 2 3 obv
1 a a
2 a a
3 uko uko – a
obv – – uko –

The other two occurring markers are -Un and -y. They only appear in 1↔2
contexts, which are often referred to as local forms. Whether they are integrated
in the direction marking system varies in the existing analyses. Halle and
Marantz (1993) do not integrate them but Wunderlich (1996) does. However he
takes -y as direct and -Un as inverse marker, since he assumes a hierarchy 2≫ 1≫ 3≫ obviative for the direction marking system.

(16) -Un and -y in the transitive animate paradigm.

s/o 1 2
1 – Un
2 y –

Notice that it is not necessary to see -y as the ‘direct’ case and that it would
be very well plausible to set it as ‘inverse’ marker and to assume the reverse
hierarchy of 1≫ 2. We will come back later to this question.

Generally it is not really clear how to integrate ‘inverse’ and ‘direct’ in a DM
like system. Instead of trying so and perhaps assuming special features like
(±inverse) and (±direct), we propose that these affixes are simply case markers
inserted to realize the subject- or objecthood of one of the arguments. The
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arguments for the hierarchy based on the assumption of a direction marking
system then play no role here anymore.

The following feature specifications for -a and -uko (17) mean that the former
is an object agreement marker which occurs with non-first and non-second
objects.8 So -a indicates that there is a third person object. The affix -uko
is a subject agreement marking suffix for third person subjects (non-first
& non-second). It has the context features −obv, +anim which means that
there must be another head with these features on it. This accounts for the
observation that the affix only occurs with transitive forms, and only with
animate objects which are not marked for obviation. Compared to -a, -uko
indicates a third person transitive agent.

(17) Vocabulary Items for -a and -uko
/-uko / ↔ Nom, −1,−2 / [−obv, +anim]
/-a/ ↔ Acc, −1,−2 / [−obv]

The specifications for the local forms are given in (18). Both affixes can only be
inserted when the subject is non-third person, since in these contexts -uko is
the only marker to be found. -y is used when the object is not second person,
i.e. third or first person. For third person objects there is the marker -a which
is more specific, so -y will never be inserted in third person object contexts,
but in such with a first person object. The vocabulary item -Un has no person
specification and is more or less a default marker for agreement. When none of
the specifications of the other items matches the context, -Un is inserted.

(18) Vocabulary Items for -Un and -y
/-y/ ↔ Acc, −2 / [Nom,−3]
/-Un/ ↔ Acc / [Nom,−3]

To sum up so far: we proposed that the often assumed direction marking
system can be interpreted as a system of agreement markers realizing features
8Because of the assumption of feature discharging (cf. section (8)) and multiple insertion,

it is sometimes inevitable to use at first glance unintuitive feature specifications. All theme
markers have for example negative person features like −1,−2, although they obviously mean a
third person. But the feature +3 must be available for other suffixes, in this case, the suffix
-k↔ +3,+pl, which will be inserted later on. Perhaps this might be against intuition but is
unescapable with the given assumptions in section 3.1.
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of one or the other head and that four affixes appear in a position right after the
stem that all bear a case feature in their specification.

The affixes which follow these case markers are -nan and -mun (Sf2). Both bear
the feature +1 in their specifications, since they mark plurality of a first person
argument. But the first one has a more limited distribution – it occurs only
when the subject is third person.

(19) Vocabulary items for -nan and -mun
/-nan/ ↔ +1,+pl / [Nom,+3]
/-mun/ ↔ +1,+pl

The next group consists of -wa and -m (Sf3). The latter, marking a second
person plural, never cooccurs with one of the other markers, so on the first
glance it’s not really clear which position (slot) it takes. We will come back to
this point later.

(20) Vocabulary items for -wa and -m
/-wa/ ↔ −1,+pl / [+3]
/-m/ ↔ +2,+pl

The suffix -wa has the specification −1, since it marks second and third person
plural. But it is only used for second person plural when the other argument is
third person.

There are only two possible affixes which can follow these (Sf4). The first is
-k which is a third person plural marker. The other one is -n39 and marks
obviation (cf. section 3). Both never cooccur. In contexts where this would be
the case, i.e. 3p↔ obv -wamarks the plurality of third person and not -k.

(21) Vocabulary items for -k and -n
/-k/ ↔ +3,+pl
/-n/ ↔ +obv

9-n2 and -n1∼ -na are disregarded for the moment.
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3.2.2. The Hierarchy

The distribution and specifications of the markers shown in the previous section
are crucial for the next step. When combining all these groups of markers and
highlighting the shared features they are specified for, the following picture
arises10.

(22) Affixes and specifications in the independent order

a. /-uko/ Nom, −1,−2 / [Acc,−obv,+anim]
Case

/-a/ Acc, −1,−2 / [−obv]
/-y/ Acc, −2 / [Nom,−3]
/-Un/ Acc / [Nom,−3]

b. i. /-nan/ +1,+pl / [Nom,+3]
/-mun/ +1,+pl 1

ii. /-wa/ −1,+pl / [+3]
c. /-m/ +2,+pl 2

d. /-k/ +3,+pl,−obv 3

e. /-n/ +obv obv

The important generalizations regarding the linear order of these suffixes are,
first that case affixes always precede those for person, e.g. -uko-nan-k (3pl→ 1pe). And second, that person affixes specified for first person precede
those specified for third person, e.g. -wa-k (3pl→ 2pl). There are no ordering
relations between second and first or second and third person markers, simply
because those markers never cooccur. But still we can say something about their

10Note that it is crucial to bear in mind that we are always talking about being ‘specified’ for
some feature, i.e. having a ‘+’ or ‘−’ value for it.
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hierarchical relationship since we can find some blocking relations between
them. Have a look at the local forms shown in (23).

(23) Local forms
s/o 1s 1pe 2s 2p
1s k-wapm-Un k-wapm-Un-m
1pe k-wapm-Un-mun k-wapm-Un-mun
2s k-wapm k-wapm-y-mun
2p k-wapm-y-m k-wapm-y-mun

In 1p↔ 2p forms only the suffix for first person plural -mun shows up. The
concrete reason and theoretical implementation for this behaviour will be
discussed in section 3.3.1. For now it is enough to notice that first person ranks
out second person: There are two arguments present and both could be marked
by a person marker on their own and the first person marker is obviously
inserted prior to the second person marker11. This follows naturally if the
hierarchy 1≫ 2 is active in Potawatomi. We therefore assume that the order
and insertion of suffixes in Potawatomi is governed by the hierarchy case≫ 1≫ 2≫ 3. This means that out of the pool of possible affixes in a given context,
the affix which realizes a feature highest on the hierarchy is inserted prior to
the other ones.

This hierarchy is in contrast to the hierarchy 2≫ 1≫ 3 that is often assumed
for Algonquian12. The latter hierarchy may describe the observations made for
the clitics (c.f. footnote 6), but concerning the order in the suffix-string and the
blocking of affixes, only ranking first person over second is empirically correct.

3.2.3. Hierarchy-governed Insertion

The observation that suffixes in Potawatomi follow a hierarchy can easily be
integrated in the theory of Distributed Morphology. The only important extra
assumption is the concept of specificity we introduced in section 3.1. It ensures
that vocabulary items which bear a feature belonging to a feature class that is
11The remaining mystery we will address in section 3.3.1 is only why the second person marker
is not inserted afterwards.
12E.g. in Dechaine (1999). But cf. Zúñiga (2008) for discussion of how many and which
hierarchies are active in Algonquian languages.
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ranked high in the hierarchy (regardless whether it is specified for ‘+’ or ‘−’),
are more specific and taken into account first in the insertion process before
another item that is only specified for features that are in a lower-ranked feature
class. Relating this to the proposed hierarchy means that vocabulary items
which contain a case feature in their specifications are the most specific items
of all and are inserted prior to other possible vocabulary items.

A further technical assumption was already explained in section 3.1, but will
be repeated here for convenience. We assumed that insertion of vocabulary
items is not head-bounded but that fusion merges both agreement heads in
one complex head: [Nom . . .] [Acc. . .]→ [ [Nom . . .][Acc. . .] ]. This ensures that
feature specifications of all heads are visible at the same time and that the
vocabulary item which realizes the highest feature on the given hierarchy is
inserted regardless on which head it is. Afterwards, there is only one head left
with all features on it. Assumptions concerning insertion of vocabulary items
like multiple insertion in one head and discharging of features were already
discussed in section 3.1. In the following, this and the hierarchy governed
insertion will be exemplified.

We take the 3p→ 1pe context as example. As can be seen in table (13) the form
there is:13

(24) n-wapm-uko-nan-k
1-see-nom.3-1p-3p
‘they see us(excl.)’

The only operation that takes place before vocabulary insertion is fusion of
both agreement heads into one. The full specifications of both agreement heads
are given in (25).

13How the insertion for the clitics works exactly won’t be addressed here. There seems to be
another hierarchy at work there.
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(25) Full specification of the agreement heads⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Nom−1, −2, +3+pl+anim−obv

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Acc+1, −2, −3+pl+anim−obv

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
After fusion, the vocabulary items are checked for whether their feature
specification would qualify for insertion into this head. According to the
assumed concept of specificity that relies on feature quality, the consideration
of markers for insertion starts with those realizing features ordered highest
on the hierarchy: case in Potawatomi. From the four possible vocabulary
items specified for case (22), only -ukomeets the feature specifications of the
head. There is no competition with one of the other three affixes which denotes
the feature case. This marker is therefore inserted and the features it realizes
Nom,−1,−2 become unavailable for further insertion afterwards.

(26) a. matching vocabulary items
(i) /-uko / ↔ Nom, −1,−2 / [Acc]

b. insertion and feature discharging

uko +[ [✘✘✘Nom,✟✟−1,✟✟−2,+3,+pl,−obv,+anim]
[Acc, +1,−2,−3,+pl,−obv,+anim] ]

After insertion of -uko, the markers specified for first person (22) are considered,
since they realize the next higher feature on the hierarchy. There are two
possible items which would match: -nan and -mun. In this case -nan is added,
since it has additional context features which make it more specific than -mun.
The context features say that it is only possible to insert -nan when the other
argument is a third person subject. This is the case here.

(27) a. matching vocabulary items
(i) /-nan/ ↔ +1,+pl / [Nom,+3]
(ii) /-mun/ ↔ +1,+pl
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b. insertion and feature discharging

uko + nan +[ [Nom, −1,−2,+3,+pl,−obv,+anim]
[Acc, ✚✚+1−2,−3,✟✟+pl,−obv,+anim] ]

Notice that after inserting -nan there is no way to insert -mun, too. The required
context isn’t available anymore, since inserting -nan discharged the features+1,+pl.
The last affixwhich canmatch the remaining feature specifications after insertion
of -nan is -k for third person plural. In this derivation no further affix is possible
after this insertion, since there are no appropriate features left.

(28) a. matching vocabulary items
(i) /-k/ ↔ +3,+pl

b. insertion and feature discharging

uko + nan + k +[ Nom, −1,−2,✟✟+3,✟✟+pl,−obv,+anim
Acc, +1,−2,−3,+pl,−obv,+anim ]

This shows that there is an underlying order between the affix slots – they are
not just arbitrarily concatenated. The hierarchy is what governs the order and
the appearance of the suffixes, i.e. the most specific marker precedes always the
lesser specific ones. Although the CO behaves in some respects very differently,
the hierarchy-governed insertion principle can also be found there (cf. section
3.3.2).
That only one affix per slot can appear follows from the assumption of discharg-
ing of features. There can’t be two suffixes marking first person not because
they are in the same slot, but rather because inserting one of them discharges
the features that would be necessary for the other one. This seems to be a quite
natural process: One marker is inserted to realize certain features it is specified
for and insertion of another marker which realizes similar features would be
redundant.
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3.3. CFD Markers

Recall from section 3.1 the assumption that every vocabulary item in our
approach is lexically marked for one of two different realizational properties,
either:

1. it realizes the substantial features it is explicitly specified for and leaves
all other features on the head available for further insertion (fission in
e.g. Noyer (1992)),

or

2. it discharges all features remaining on the (complex) head and therefore
makes any further insertion impossible (one-to-one mapping in e.g.
Halle and Marantz (1993)).

The latter are CFD markers and their feature specification is notated in square
brackets. Below we will discuss the CFD markers of Potawatomi. Interestingly,
only plural markers show this behaviour: the first person plural marker -mun
that occurs only in the IO and some plural markers in the CO. We will discuss
both instances in the following subsections.

3.3.1. The Plural Marker -mun

Now we finally turn to the at the beginning introduced mysterious behaviour
of the -mun-marker. This marker only occurs in the IO in Potawatomi and its
distribution is summarized in (29). It occurrs if a first person plural is involved,
regardless whether this is the agent or the patient.

(29) Distribution of -mun (Hockett, 1939; Anderson, 1992)

s/o 1pe 2s/p 3s 3p obv
1pe k-Σ-Un-mun n-Σ-a-mun n-Σ-a-mun n-Σ-a-mun
1pi k-Σ-a-mun k-Σ-a-mun k-Σ-a-mun
2s k-Σ-y-mun k-Σ-a k-Σ-a-k k-Σ-a-n
2p k-Σ-y-mun k-Σ-a-wa k-Σ-a-wa-k k-Σ-a-wa-n

The above mentioned striking observation now is that -mun never precedes
any other marker. This would be quite unexpected if vocabulary items could
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be inserted as long as their feature specification is met since there are indeed
markers whose feature specification should be available after the insertion
of -mun. Consider one brief example in the context 1pe→ 2pl. Recall from
above that -m was characterized as expressing second person plural in the
Potawatomi IO, unspecified for thematic role.

(30) Vocabulary Item for -m
/-m/ ↔ +2,+pl

In a context whith a first person plural subject and a second person plural
object, one would expect both plural markers, namely -mun + -m, whereas
-munmarks plurality of the agent and -m the plurality of the patient. But only
-mun surfaces and the plural marker -m seems to be blocked by the presence of
-mun. This behaviour of -mun can be seen throughout the whole paradigm:
-mun blocks any other marker after it. Assuming that -mun is an CFD marker
with the feature specification [+1,+pl,. . . ] derives this pattern quite easily:
insertion of -munmakes all remaining features of the head unavailable for
further insertion. Given the assumption that the features of both arguments are
fused into one head, no insertion for any head is possible anymore.

Consider the illustrations for this example below for clarification. First, fusion
applies and all features specifying agent and patient are merged into one
complex head.

(31) Example: 1pe→ 2pl

[ [Nom, +1,−2,−3,+pl,−obv,+anim]
[Acc, −1,+2,−3,+pl,−obv,+anim] ]

After fusion, the vocabulary items are checked for whether their feature
specification would qualify for insertion into this head. The consideration of
markers starts with markers realizing case. There is only one case marker listed
in the lexicon whose feature specification is met14 in such a context, namely -Un
marking simply the objecthood of an argument in the context of a non-third
person agent. This marker is therefore inserted and the accusative-features it
realizes become unavailable for further insertion.

14Cf. Appendix B.1 for detailed feature specifications of all markers.
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(32) a. matching vocabulary items
(i) /-Un / ↔ Acc / [Nom,−3]

b. insertion and feature discharging

Un + [ Nom, +1,−2,−3,+pl,−obv,+anim
✟✟Acc, −1,+2,−3,+pl,−obv,+anim ]

Now all markers realizing the feature next highest on the hierarchy are consid-
ered: those with a specification for first person. The only vocabulary item that
matches the feature specification of one of the arguments is -mun expressing
first person plural. And since it is an CFD marker, no further insertion is
possible afterwards: all features are made unavailable.

(33) a. matching vocabulary items
(i) /-mun/ ↔ [+1,+pl . . . ]

b. insertion and feature discharging

Un + mun +[ Nom, +1,−2,−3,+pl,−obv,+anim
Acc, −1,+2,−3,+pl,−obv,+anim ]

Note that it is crucial at this point again to order first person above second
person in the hierarchy. The reverse ranking15 would mispredict Σ-Un-m-mun
since the second person plural marker -m would be inserted before -mun (and
the head would be made unavailable for further insertion afterwards).

3.3.2. Plural Marking in the CO

The agreement system in CO, which is “the most customary formation in story
telling and other hearsay narration” (Hockett, 1948), turns out to behave in
some instances very dissimilar to the concepts shown so far. In Appendix A
examples of all four paradigm types are given.

The suffixes are completely different to the ones seen in the IO even if there
are apparent resemblances like -wa, which appears in non-first person plural
contexts in the IO, but in the CO it seems to be limited to third person plurals.

15Adopted widely for Algonquian, but cf. chapter 3.2.2 for discussion.
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The markers in slot Sf1 do not show up anywhere in the transitive inanimate
forms and in the animate paradigm only -a, -Un and -y can be found (still
with a distribution unlike the one in the IO). Therefore we assume that the
different orders are provided with different sets of agreement marker. All bear
the feature (±conjunct) and thus are marked for belonging to one of the orders.

Formal analyses for Algonquian languages often exclude the paradigms of the
CO, since they are much more intransparent than their IO counterpart. In
contrast, the formal mechanisms we assumed up to now, derive the CO as
well. Although we won’t discuss all its markers in detail, they are listed in the
Appendix. In this section we will discuss additional mechanisms necessary for
the derivation of the CO.

In the following, it will become clear that some markers specified for +pl
and +conjunct are CFD markers. The first relevant generalization about the
distribution of plural marking in the CO is the fact that although there are
quite a lot of different plural markers (10 in total, cf. the list in the Appendix),
only one can occur in every inflected form. In a context where both arguments
are plural, specificity decides which argument receives a plural marking and no
additional marking is possible afterwards. Consider a short exemplification of
this for a context with a second person plural subject and a first person plural
object. First person plural is marked in the CO with the affix -ak. This can be
seen in the first table in (36) where the forms for 1pe agent and second person
patient and the reverse forms whith second person agent and 1pe patient are
given. As can be see here, -ak is unspecified for thematic role, simply marking
plurality16 since it occurs in all these contexts.

(34) Vocabulary Item -ak
/-ak/ ↔ +1,+pl / [ −2]

Second person plural is marked in the CO by different suffixes depending on
the subject or object status of the argument. As can be seen in (36-b), an agent
in the second person plural is expressed by -ek leading to the vocabulary entry
in (35).

16In addition, the marker requires a context feature −2 that must be present on the same head
since it only occurs in the first person exclusive and never in the inclusive.
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(35) Vocabulary Item -ek
/-ek/ ↔ −1,+2,+pl / [ Nom]

(36) a. -ak marking first person plural

s/o 1pe 2s 2p
1pe Σ-Un-ak Σ-Un-ak
2s Σ-y-ak
2p Σ-y-ak

b. -ek marking second person plural agent

s/o 1s 3s
2p Σ-y-ek Σ-ek

In a context where both these markers are expected, i.e. a context where 2p acts
upon 1pe, however, only Σ-y-ak can be found rather than *Σ-y-ak-ek.17

(37) Only one plural marking in Potawatomi: 1≫ 2 (Anderson, 1992; Hockett,
1939)

s/o 1s 1pe
2p -ek -ak

[−1,+2,+pl. . . ] [+1,+pl. . . ]

And this constellation can not only be found with -ek but apparently with all
plural markers in Potawatomi as is summarized in (38) where all instances of
plural affixes are marked in boldface: two plural markers do never cooccur.

17Recall the specificity-calculating algorithm (6) that is important right now: both markers
have a value for the feature that is second highest on the hierarchy – first person – but none for
the feature that is highest. The decision between both markers in favour for -ek follows from
the fact that -ek is specified for +1 and -ak for −1 and the assumption that the positive value
outranks the negative.
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(38) Distribution of plural markers in the Potawatomi conjunct order

s/o 1sg 1pe 1pi 2s 2p 3s 3p
1sg Σ-Un-an Σ-Un-an-ko Σ-k Σ-k-wa
1pe Σ-n-ak Σ-n-ak Σ-ko Σ-ko
1pi Σ-at Σ-at
2s Σ-y-En Σ-y-ak Σ-t Σ-t-wa
2p Σ-y-ek Σ-y-ak Σ-ek Σ-kwa
3s Σ-t Σ-y-EmEt Σ-n-ko Σ-k Σ-n-ak
3p Σ-wa-t Σ-y-EmEt Σ-n-ko Σ-k-wa Σ-n-ak

Not only plural markers are prohibited to follow another plural marker, other
markers are as well, e.g. the second person singular marker -En in 2sg→ 1pe.
This observation that a majority of plural markers block the insertion of any
other marker is theoretically implemented through specifying them as CFD
markers. There is only one exception of a plural marker preceding other affixes,
namely the third person plural marker -wa that is followed by the morphemes
-t and -ot as can be seen in (39).

(39) Markers following the plural marker -wa

s/o 1s 3p obv
3p Σ-wa-t Σ-a-wa-ot
obv Σ-k-wa-ot

Both these markers realize features lower on the hierarchy – namely +3 and+obv – and their insertion after -wa is expected. -wa in contrast to nearly
all other plural markers therefore cannot discharge all features that remain
on the head it is inserted to but only discharges its substantial features if it is
inserted.18.

The final insertion step in our 2p→ 1pe example above would therefore be as
is in (40). Note that once again, the hierarchy is crucial deciding that -ak is

18For some plural markers, it is simply impossible to tell whether they have the CFD-property
or not: no other marker would be expected to occur after them so one cannot determine
whether one would have been possible. We will simply list those markers as non-CFD markers.
These are: -ek, -@k and -En2. And one other marker gives clear evidence for its status: that -ko2
cannot be an CFD marker can be seen in the inanimate transitive paradigm where it is followed
by -En2.
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inserted first making insertion of -ek impossible. Notice that a former insertion
of -y already discharged Acc,−2,−3.
(40) a. matching vocabulary items

(i) /-ak1 / ↔ [+1,+pl. . . ]
(ii) /-ek / ↔ [−1,+2,+pl. . . ]

b. insertion and discharging of features

y + ak +[ Nom, −1,+2,−3,✚✚+pl
Acc, ✚✚+1,−2,−3,✚✚+pl ]

Alternative explanations for the absence of two plural markers in the CO can
hardly be compared with our account, since only Stump’s analysis derives
the markers in the CO and he assumes zero affixation. But it is clear that the
impoverishment rule that solves the -mun-behaviour in the DM-account of
Halle and Marantz (1993) cannot account for this similar phenomenon found
in all conjunct plural markers. Additional impoverishment rules would be
necessary. Such a system of impoverishment rules is given in (41) where the
first three rules apply in the CO as well as in the IO and the last one only in
the IO. The rules (41-a-c) ensure that neither plural nor singular (blocking
of +2,−pl -En in the CO) is marked after insertion of any plural marker in
the IO or CO. (41-a+b) are the most specific impoverishment rules and will
always apply first if their context is met. The less specific impoverishment rule
(41-c) now impoverishes all plural features in the context of second person
plural, that is blocks insertion of a third person plural marker after insertion
of a second person plural marker. In the independent order, an additional
rule (41-d) blocks the insertion of an obviative marker after a plural marker.
The obvious alternative for the derivation of the pattern in the independent
order seems to be an obliteration rule deleting the whole agreement head of
the other argument19 in the presence of -mun’s insertion context. But this
apparently simpler solution assuming only one rule is highly problematic, since
the insertion into the other head is only impossible after insertion of -mun.
Deletion of the whole head prior to any insertion would therefore – contrary to
fact – block all case markers in the presence ofmun as well.

19If one wants to depart from the assumptions in Halle and Marantz (1993) stipulating different
heads for different agreement features of the same head.
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(41) Alternative: impoverishment rules to account for Potawatomi
a. +pl→ ø/ [+1,−3,+pl]
b. −pl→ ø/ [+1,−3,+pl]
c. +pl→ ø/ [+2,+pl]
d. +obv→ ø/ [+pl] −conj

Note that these rules that are per se independent from each other derive the
clear hierarchical effect of 1≫ 2≫ 3. Nothing at all correlates these rules to the
hierarchy that would simply be an accidental effect of arbitrary rules in such a
system. In our account, the hierarchy effect follows naturally from assumptions
about specificity and insertion and attributed both blocking-phenomena in the
plural contexts in the independent and conjunct order to the fact that markers
specify their realizational property.

4. Remarks on the Insertion and Realization of the VIs

In the Independent Order, the markers and their specifications we presented (cf.
the final list in the Appendix) in addition to the insertion principles we assumed,
generate the final surface pattern without difficulty. Only one exception can be
found in the 2→ 1s context that lacks any case marker although everything said
until now would predict one, namely -y. To account for this observation the
impoverishment rule in (42) is assumed.

(42) Impoverishment in 2→ 1s forms
Acc→ ∅/ [Nom, +2] [ +1,−pl]

The derivation of the conjunct order surface forms, however, presents far more
difficulties. We weren’t dealing with the conjunct order markers in a very
detailed way in the preceding sections and only discussed its plural marking
behaviour in section 3.3.2 – nevertheless the same system of hierarchy-governed
insertion and CFD markers can predict the correct conjunct order as well. It
only inserts a quite different – and far more complex – set of affixes than the
independent order. The complete list of vocabulary items and impoverishment
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rules necessary to derive the conjunct order is given in the Appendix B.220.
We won’t discuss all these affixes and their distribution now but will briefly
illustrate the difficulties that arise in predicting the correct surface forms.

In (43), the conjunct order paradigm for a transitive animate verb is given as
our DM system and marker entries predict it. We listed the underlying forms
in the first line and their corresponding surface forms in the second line in the
table (43) and it becomes clear that in order to explain the concrete surface
patterns some final remarks are needed.

(43) Alternations in the Conjunct Order surface forms

s/o 1sg 1pe 1pi 2sg 2pl
1sg miN-n-an miN-n-an-ko

minnan min@nko
1pe miN-n-ak miN-n-ak

minnak minnak
2sg miN-y-En miN-y-ak

mišy@n mišyak
2pl miN-y-ek miN-y-ak

mišyek mišyak
3sg miN-t miN-y-EmEt miN-n-ko miN-n-k miN-n-ak

miš@t mišy@m@t minn@k min@k minnak
3pl miN-wa-t miN-y-EmEt miN-n-ko miN-n-k-wa miN-n-ak

mišwat mišy@m@t min@k minkwa minnak
obv

20We admit that the list of vocabulary entries is quite long and contains some homonymous
markers – on certain interpretations of economy and descriptive adequacy an undesired result.
On the other hand, we avoided numerous stipulated impoverishment rules – the assumption of
more of those would obviously avoid quite some marker entries. The decision between those
different possible analyses is a quite general one that recurs to the general understanding of
theoretical economy and plausibility.
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s/o 3sg 3pl obv
1sg miN-k miN-k-wa

min@k minkwa
1pe miN-ko miN-ko

minko minko
1pi miN-at miN-at

minat minat
2sg miN-t miN-t-wa

min@t mintwa
2pl miN-ek miN-kwa

minek minkwa
3sg miN-a-ot

minat
3pl miN-a-wa-ot

minawat
obv miN-k-ot miN-k-wa-ot

minkot minkwaot

The phonological descriptions and verbal paradigms given in the sources are
quite minimal, so phonological processes e.g. triggered by a stem can therefore
hardly be justified. In (44), all phonological changes that apply in the derivation
of the surface forms are listed21.

(44) Phonological changes
context underlying surface
1. @-insertion to avoid C-clusters
3sg→ 1sg šΣ-t -š@t
3sg→ 2sg -n-k -n@k
1sg→ 3sg -n-k -n@k
2sg→ 3sg -n-t -n@t
2. Vowel reduction
1sg→ 2pl -an-ko -@nko
3. Avoidance of a vowel-cluster through deletion
3sg→ obv -a-ot -at
3pl→ obv -a-wa-ot -awat
4. Final V-deletion (+@-insertion, cf. 2.)
3→ 1pi -n-ko -n@k

21We will remain silent about the stem alternation in the following.
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There are quite a lot of markers specified for the conjunct order in Potawatomi,
many of them phonologically quite similar or even homonymous. One ob-
servation that would allow to reduce the marker inventory presented here, is
the distribution of markers with the phonological representation -t and -k,
summarized as voiceless stop -P in the paradigm in (45).

(45) A voiceless stop unspecified for place as third person marker

s/o 1sg 1pe 1pi 2sg 2pl
1sg miN-n-an miN-n-an-ko
1pe miN-n-ak miN-n-ak
1pi
2sg miN-y-En miN-y-ak
2pl miN-y-ek miN-y-ak
3sg miN-P miN-y-EmEt miN-n-ko miN-n-P miN-n-ak
3pl miN-wa-P miN-y-EmEt miN-n-ko miN-n-P-wa miN-n-ak

3sg 3pl obv
1sg miN-P miN-P-wa
1pe miN-ko miN-ko
1pi miN-at miN-at
2sg miN-P miN-P-wa
2pl miN-ek miN-kwa
3sg miN-a-ot
3pl miN-a-wa-ot
obv miN-P-ot miN-P-wa-ot

It is clear that this unspecified stop only occurs in forms involving a third
person. A feature specification that is unspecific enough to describe this marker
but still block it in contexts where it does not occur (e.g. in the inanimate
paradigm), would be:

P→ −1,−2 / [ +anim] [+anim]

Such an assumption would reduce the marker inventory from five -k/-t-markers
to only one lexical entry. This hypothesized stop would lack an overt realization
in some forms since it would be deleted in the context of another following or
preceding voiceless stop, e.g. 3→ 1pimiN-✓P-ko. The concrete surface realization
of this unspecified marker as either dorsal -k or coronal -t follows an interesting
contrastive pattern: that is, the marker is realized as a stop with another place
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feature in the reverse combination involving the same person features. For
example, coronal -t surfaces in 2sg → 3 and in the reverse pattern 3 → 2sg,
dorsal -k is realized.

(46) Realization of P as either k or t

1sg 2sg 3sg 3pl
1sg Dorsal Dorsal
2sg Coronal Coronal
3sg Coronal Dorsal
3pl Coronal Dorsal
obv Dorsal Dorsal

Different mechanisms are able to account for this behaviour, e.g. the assumption
of one of these stops as the underlying variant and a morphemic floating feature
consisting only of a place feature that changes the feature specification of the
sound in some contexts. Or some principle of paradigmatic contrast stating that
forms involving the same persons must not receive the same overt realization
of an unspecified stop. But for reasons of space, we will leave this tentative
hypotheses aside.

5. Conclusion

In the preceding sections we introduced the quite complex verbal agreement
system in Potawatomi in the conjunct and independent order. In contrast to
some previous theoretical accounts to the verbal inflection system, our analysis
derives the whole verbal agreement system (4 paradigms in two distinct orders)
in a DM system. We argued that Potawatomi is a straightforward example for
hierarchy-governed insertion based on the hierarchy: case≫ 1≫ 2≫ 3≫
obviative. The second theoretical main ingredient was the assumption of so
called CFD markers, that is markers that specify their realizational properties:
inserted markers either discharge the substantial features they are specified for
or all remaining features. The comparison with related languages led to some
interesting conclusions of an Algonquian-wide cooccurence restriction for
plural markers that is best captured through those CFD markers and developed
into quite different shapes in the different languages. Especially a closer
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examination of the plural marking pattern in Menomini led to some interesting
insights about the different shapes of the ‘One-plural-marker’ tendency we
identified and might be evidence for a relativized concept of CFD markers that
only discharge all remaining features of a certain kind.
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A. Paradigms

The following paradigms are taken from Hockett (1939). Capital letters are used
to indicate that the accordant vowels can be dropped under certain phonological
conditions (cf. Hockett, 1939).

A.1. Inanimate Stems

Independent Order

intransitive inanim. (ii) – wawyeya ‘to be round’−anim
3s wawyeya
3p wawyeya-ton
obv wawyeya-n@n

transitive inanimate (ti) – wapUt ‘to see’
3s −anim 3p −anim

1s n-wapt-a-n1 n-wapt-a-n1-n2
1pe n-wapt-a-mun n-wapt-a-mun
1pi k-wapt-a-mun k-wapt-a-mun
2s k-wapt-a-n1 k-wapt-a-n1-nn2
2p k-wapt-a-na1-wa k-wapt-a-na1-wa-nn2
3s w-wapt-a-n1 w-wapt-a-n1-nn2
3p w-wapt-a-na1-wa w-wapt-a-na1-wa-nn2

Conjunct Order

intransitive inanim. (ii) – wawyeya ‘to be round’−anim
3s wawyeya-k
3p wawyeya-k
obv wawyeya-n@n@k
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Transitive Inanimate (ti) – nenem ‘to think of something’
s/o 3s −anim 3p −anim
1s nent@m-an nent@m-an-@n
1pe nent@m-ak nent@m-ak
1pi nent@m-ko nent@m-ko-@n
2s nent@m-@n nent@m-@n-@n
2p nent@m-ek nent@m-ek
3s nent@-k nent@-k
3p nent@m-wa-t nent@m-wa-t

A.2. Animate Stems

Independent Order

intransitive animate (ai) – kaskumi ‘to start running’
+anim
1s n-kaskumi
1pe n-kaskumi-mUn
1pi k-kaskumi-mUn
2s k-kaskumi
2p k-kaskumi-m
3s kaskumi
3p kaskumi-k
obv kaskumi-n3

transitive animate (ta) – wapm ‘to see’
s/o 1s 1pe 2s 2p
1s k-wapm-Un k-wapm-Un-m
1pe k-wapm-Un-mun k-wapm-Un-mun
2s k-wapm k-wapm-y-mun
2p k-wapm-m k-wapm-y-mun
3s n-wapm-uko n-wapm-uko-nan k-wapm-uko k-wapm-uko-wa
3p n-wapm-uko-k n-wapm-uko-nan-k k-wapm-uko-k k-wapm-uko-wa-k
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s/o 3s 3p obv
1s n-wapm-a n-wapm-a-k n-wapm-a-n3
1pe n-wapm-a-mun n-wapm-a-mun n-wapm-a-mun
1pi k-wapm-a-mun k-wapm-a-mun k-wapm-a-mun
2s k-wapm-a k-wapm-a-k k-wapm-a-n3
2p k-wapm-a-wa k-wapm-a-wa-k k-wapm-a-wa-n3
3s w-wapm-a-n3
3p w-wapm-a-wa-n3
obv w-wapm-uko-n3 w-wapm-uko-wa-n3

Conjunct Order

intransitive animate (ai) – nenem ‘to think’
+anim
1s nent@m-an
1pe nent@m-ak
1pi nent@m-ko
2s nent@m-@n
2p nent@m-ek
3s nent@-k
3p nent@m-wa-t

transitive animate (ta) –miN ‘to give’
s/o 1s 1pe 1pi 2s 2p
1s min-n-an min-n-@n-ko
1pe min-n-ak min-n-ak
2s miš-y-@n miš-y-ak
2p miš-y-ek miš-y-ak
3s miš-@t miš-y-@m@t min-n-@k min-@k min-n-ak
3p miš-wa-Ut miš-y-@m@t min-n-@k min-k-wa min-n-ak
obv

s/o 3s 3p obv
1s min-@k min-k-wa
1pe min-ko min-ko
1pi min-at min-at
2s min-@t min-t-wa
2p min-ek min-kwa
3s min-a-t
3p min-a-wa-t
obv min-k-ot min-k-wa-t
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B. Vocabulary Items and Impoverishment Rules

In this Appendix, all vocabulary items and impoverishment rules necessary to
derive all the eight paradigms introduced in section 1 (namely TI, II, TA, AI in
the CO and the IO) are given. Most of the markers were already introduced in
the discussions above.

B.1. Independent Order

Vocabulary Items

/-ton/ ↔ Nom,+3,+pl,−obv,−anim
/-n@n/ ↔ Nom,+3,+obv,−anim
/-uko/ ↔ Nom,−1,−2 / [−obv,+anim]
/-a/ ↔ Acc,−1,−2 / [−obv]
/-y/ ↔ Acc,−2 / [Nom,−3]
/-Un/ ↔ Acc / [Nom,−3]
/-nan/ ↔ +1,+pl / [Nom,+3]
/-mun/ ↔ [+1,+pl. . .]
/-wa/ ↔ −1,+pl / [+3]
/-m/ ↔ +2,+pl
/-k/ ↔ +3,+pl,−obv / [+anim]
/-n1/ ↔ +pl,−anim / [+anim]
/-n2/ ↔ +anim / [−anim]
/-n3/ ↔ +obv

Impoverishment

Impoverishment in 2→ 1s forms
Acc→ ∅/ [Nom, +2] [ +1,−pl]
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B.2. Conjunct Order

Vocabulary Items

/-at/ ↔ [Nom,+1,+2,+pl. . .] / [+3,+anim]
/-an/ ↔ Nom,+1,−pl
/-kwa/ ↔ [Nom,−1,+2,−3,+pl. . .] / [+3,+pl,+anim]
/-En1/ ↔ +2,−pl / [ Nom]
/-a/ ↔ Nom,+3 / [+obv]
/-t1/ ↔ Nom,−1,−2,−obv / [ +anim] & [+1,−pl]
/-k2/ ↔ Nom,−1,−2,−obv / [ +anim] & [+2,−pl]
/-t3/ ↔ Nom,−1,−2 / [+VAI]
/-y/ ↔ Acc,−3,−2
/-n1/ ↔ Acc,−3
/-ko1/ ↔ [+1,−2,−3,+pl. . .] / [Acc,+3,+anim]
/-EmEt/ ↔ [+1,+pl. . .] / [ −2] & [Nom,+3]
/-ak1/ ↔ [+1,+pl. . .] / [ −2]
/-ak2/ ↔ [−1,+2,+pl. . .] / [Nom,+3]
/-ek/ ↔ −1,+2,+pl / [ Nom]
/-ko2/ ↔ +2,+pl
/-@k/ ↔ [+1,+pl. . .] / [Acc,+3]
/-En2/ ↔ +3,+pl,−anim / [Nom,−3]
/-wa/ ↔ +3, +pl,+anim
/-k1/ ↔ −1,−2,−obv / [ +anim] & [+1,−pl]
/-t2/ ↔ −1,−2,−obv / [ +anim] & [+2,−pl]
/-ot/ ↔ +obv / [+3,+anim]
/-n2/ ↔ +obv

Impoverishment

Absence of case marker y in 3→ 1s
Acc→ ø/ [ +1,−pl] [+3,+anim]
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Absence of case marker n1 in 3→ 2s forms
Acc→ ø/ [ +2,−pl][+3]
No an or En1 in 1s/2s→ 3 respectively
Nom→ ø/ [ −pl] [+3,−obv,+anim]
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Complex Scales in Multiargument Agreement
Sebastian Bank*

Abstract
Languages whose agreementmorphology is governed by the relative prominence
of subject and object sometimes exhibit an agreement pattern that emerges
from the interaction of different prominence hierarchies (e.g. person, number,
and grammatical function). I show that these data can’t be deduced from simple
prominence scales which are well-established (e.g. 1 > 2 > 3; pl > sg; A > P).
Therefore I propose a principle-constrained way to construct category-conflating
complex scales from single ones (e.g. 1 > 2pl > 2sg > 3). Finally, I introduce a
more restricted subtype of hierarchy effect that only takes effect if a hierarchy
mismatch is strong enough (crossing of at least two scale positions).

1. Introduction

In languages with rich inflectional morphology, verbal agreement often reflects
the relative markedness of the subject and the object. The agreement patterns
that are driven by such prominence comparison between the arguments are
known as hierarchical agreement/alignment and direction marking. Languages
with hierarchical agreement have the (syntactic) potential to agree with either
argument of transitive sentences, but (morphologically) choose to only agree
with the argument, that is most prominent on a certain hierarchy, like one of
the following more common scales.

(1) a. 1 > 2 > 3 b. pl > du > sg c. +anim > −anim1

Hence, a language with hierarchical agreement governed by (1a) marks first
person as soon as there is a first person argument (irrespectively of it’s gram-
matical function) and third person only, in case both subject and object are
*For comments and suggestions I am grateful to Jochen Trommer and Gereon Müller. The

research documented here was carried out in the DFG project: Micro- and Macro-variation:
Hierarchy Effects in Kiranti and Broader Algic (TR 521-3).

1Abbreviations and conventions used: 1/2/3 = first/second/third person, sg/du/pl = singu-
lar/dual/plural, ±anim = (in)animate, A/P = transitive subject/object, pos/opt/neg = posi-
tive/optative/negative order, α→β = transitive subject α object β.

2 in agreement, 65–92
Sebastian Bank, Doreen Georgi & Jochen Trommer (eds.)
Linguistische Arbeits Berichte 88, Universität Leipzig 2010
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third person. Additionally, these languages often exhibit direction marking
(direct/inverse marking): An inverse marker occurs if the subject is lower on
a given hierarchy than the object – and thus marked –, while the opposite
(direct) configuration typically remains unmarked (Comrie 1980). If direction
marking is governed by a hierarchy similar to that of the other agreement
markers, this may serve to at least partially reduce the ambiguity introduced by
hierarchical agreement – both inflectional patterns are thus functionally related
and therefore frequently occur together.

Hierarchical agreement and directionmarking have been reported for a range
of genetically unrelated languages (e.g. Menominee (Algonquian), Bloomfield
1963; Turkana (Nilotic), Dimmendaal 1983; Nocte (Tibeto-Burman), Gupta
1971). While this has shown that they can be driven by diverse morphosyntactic
categories – e.g. the person scale (1a) for Nocte (Gupta 1971), or the number
scale (1b) for Dumi (Trommer 2006) –, it has usually been implicitly assumed
that the effects of person and number hierarchies are in principle independent of
each other (e.g. Béjar 2003, where person and number agreement are triggered
by different syntactic probes). On a more general level, the involvement of
markedness scales like (1) relates these patterns to more widespread kinds of
hierarchy effects like differential argument encoding (e.g. differential object
marking, Bossong 1985) – they all share the property of being functionally
driven by the economic use of formal marking. Again, virtually all existing
formal approaches to such effects (e.g. Aissen 1999) relate them to mismatches
on atomic scales that rank feature values for one specific category (a single
person, number, or animacy scale).

In this paper, I show that the agreement pattern of the Hokan language Karuk
(also Karok, Bright 1957, Macaulay 1992) extends the range of observable
hierarchy effects in two important ways: It demands an analysis that firstly
makes reference to complex scales which combine different categories (e.g. 1 >
2pl > 2sg > 3 combining person and number) and secondlymeasures the strength
of mismatches on such scales resulting in two-step-effects As I will show in
section 2, Karuk hierarchical agreement and inverse marking exhibit a pattern
that can’t be fully described in terms of independent (non-intermingled) person
and number scales: While the pronominal prefixes always agree with the local
(first or second) person argument when combined with a non-local (third)
person (obeying the well-known hierarchy {1, 2} > 3), their agreement with
two local person arguments depends on specific combinations of person and
number values (differential behavior of second person singular and plural).
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Yet, this can straightforwardly be represented hierarchically by constructing
a complex scale and weighting mismatches thereon. I develop a principle-
constrained theory for the construction of the needed (language-specific)
complex scales from (universal) base scales in subsection 2.2. As shown in
subsection 2.3, this can also account for the distribution of the inverse suffix in
Karuk which is considered problematic in previous work (Macaulay 1992). On
the resulting scales, a hierarchy mismatch actually triggers a (visible) hierarchy
effect only if it is big enough as there is at least one scale position between the
compared points on the scale (mininum two-step distance). Otherwise – if no
such significant hierarchy mismatch is present – the default behavior for the
given domain of the grammar comes into play.

Nevins & Sandalo (to appear) abolish the usage of complex scales and claim
that they need to be avoided: Examining a similar agreement pattern in the
Mataco-Guaicuru language Kadiwéu, they conclude that the explanation is to be
shifted to the properties of individual exponents. They derive the pattern from
the exponents’ morphotactics interacting with general markedness statements
instead. However, as I will show in section 3, a complex scale approach is
empirically superior: The Kadiwéu pattern can straightforwardly be described
in terms of complex scales, but the Karuk data can’t be captured analogously
to their analysis, as the relevant morphotactic peculiarities it relies on are
not present in Karuk. In fact, an analysis using a complex scale and the
sketched switching to default agreement quite naturally fits their data: There
is also no need to measure hierarchy mismatches in this case. As shown in
subsection 3.4, the differential behavior of first person singular and plural when
combined with second person simply emerges from the latter always being
plural in the language (obligatory honorification). Hence the superficially
equivalent agreement patterns of the two languages result from differently
complex instances of hierarchical agreement. Section 4, finally, concludes.

2. Hierarchy Effects in Karuk

Karuk is a nearly extinct Amerindian language spoken by the Karuk people
living along the Klamath River in Northwestern California. It has been claimed
to belong to the (controversial) Hokan language family, though may better be
seen as an isolate forming a sprachbund with areal related languages like Yurok,
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Hupa and Chimariko. In fact, its verbal morphology is structurally similar to
systems found in Algonqian and Algic languages (e.g. Cree and Yurok).
As exemplified by (2), Karuk verbal agreement comprises pronominal

prefixes like the highlighted Uu- and kín-marking both (first, second, or third)
person and (singular, plural, or unspecified) number, plus the single suffix -ap
which is a (contextually restricted) inverse marker.

(2) a. Uu-Uáák-tih
3(sg)-hit-dur
‘He’s hitting him/them.’

b. Uiim-pú=kín-Uááku-tih-ap
you(sg)-neg=1-hit-dur-inv
‘You’re not hitting us.’

(Macaulay 1992: 185)2

As the person/number prefixes typically only cross-reference one argument
in transitives, they give rise to at least some ambiguity. Such ambiguity may
be resolved by the (optional) use of pronouns and full nominal phrases – as
seen in (2b). Aside from the person and number of subject and object, the
inventory and distribution of markers additionally vary slightly with respect to
polarity (positive vs. negative) and the mood (indicative vs. optative). Following
Macaulay (1992), I will call the resulting three subparadigms positive, negative
and optative ‘order’ – adopting the term inflectional order from the Algonquianist
literature (originally introduced by Bloomfield 1946).3

For an informal description of hierarchical agreement, it’s also quite useful to
think of transitive paradigms as being made from four different subparadigms
according to the arguments’ position on the canonical {1, 2} > 3 hierarchy:4

(3) Classifying transitive paradigm parts by their {1, 2} > 3 hierarchy relation
A P paradigm part 1/2>3
1/2 → 3 direct A>P
3 → 1/2 inverse A<P
1/2 → 1/2 local A=P
3 → 3 non-local A=P

1/2p 3p

1/2a local direct

3a inverse non-local

2Note that the original glosses for the pronominal prefixes fully specify subject and object
features, although they typically solely cross-reference a single argument as indicated here.
3Note that the optative forms are positive; a negative optative can be formed periphrastically.
4This classification is again found in many descriptions of Algonquian languages.
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While there is a canonical mismatch in the direct and inverse part of the
paradigm – favoring subject agreement in the former and object agreement in
the latter –, there is no such preference in the local and non-local configuration.

2.1. Data & Observations

The following tables contain the agreement affixes’ transitive paradigm for each
order – subject features shown in the rows, object features in the columns:

(4) Karuk agreement affixes transitive paradigm (by subparadigm)
a. pos 1sg 1pl 2sg 2pl 3sg 3pl

1sg − − nu- ki·k- -ap ni- ni-
1pl − − nu- ki·k- -ap nu- nu-
2sg ná- kín- − − Ui- Ui-
2pl kaná- kín- − − ku- ku-
3sg ná- kín- Ui- -ap ki·k- -ap Uu- Uu-
3pl kaná- kín- Ui- -ap ki·k- -ap kun- kín-

b. opt 1sg 1pl 2sg 2pl 3sg 3pl
1sg − − nú- ki·k- -ap kán- kán-
1pl − − nú- ki·k- -ap nú- nú-
2sg ná- kín- − − ø ø
2pl kaná- kín- − − ki·k- ki·k-
3sg ná- kín- Ui- -ap ki·k- -ap kám- kám-
3pl kaná- kín- Ui- -ap ki·k- -ap kun- kín-

c. neg 1sg 1pl 2sg 2pl 3sg 3pl
1sg − − kín- ki·k- -ap ná- ná-
1pl − − kín- ki·k- -ap kín- kín-
2sg ná- kín- -ap − − ø ø
2pl kaná- -ap kín- -ap − − -ap -ap
3sg ná- kín- -ap -ap ki·k- -ap ø -ap
3pl kaná- -ap kín- -ap -ap ki·k- -ap -ap kín- -ap

(Macaulay 1992: 184)5

5In sentences with first person acting on first person or second person acting on second
person, a reflexive construction is obligatory. Resulting gaps are indicated by a dash, absence of
an overt marker by the null marker instead. The intransitive forms are the same as the ones in
the third person singular object column (i.e. there is no overt agreement with third person
singular objects). Acute accents mark underlying high pitch whose overt (non-)realization
depends on stem morphophonemics. In the non-negative paradigms, kín-, kun-, ki·k-, nu- and
kaná- cause an accent shift in certain stems (originally indicated by accented hyphens).
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Briefly looking at the whole paradigm, the first impression is of its massive
syncretism, both between and within the different orders: Positive and optative
are almost the same: Their mood difference is expressed explicitly only in some
cases with third person objects (e.g. 1sg→3 ni- vs. kán-).6 The negative order is
characterized mostly by omission of prefixes (Ui-, ku/ki·k-, Uu/kám-, kun-), use
of more general first person markers (ná-, kín-), as well as generalization of the
suffix (-ap). The syncretism patterns within the paradigms are also pretty stable
throughout the orders, displaying a general tendency to prefer object marking:
There is no marking of the subject’s person with first person singular objects, no
marking of the subject’s number with second person singular objects, and with
first and second person plural objects, the subject’s features are fully neutralized.
Third person objects display a common hierarchy effect in the inverse paradigm
part: Their number is neutralized with (higher) first and second person subjects.
Furthermore, an eye-catching hierarchical pattern is found in having the same
high person marker for subject and object in direct and inverse configurations
(see the ‘L-shaped’ syncretism field of Ui- in the positive or ki·k- in the optative
order). These markers are thus not specified for grammatical function. Finally
one may notice, that there are many different first person markers – some
marked, most underspecified for order, some underspecified for number and/or
grammatical function (kín-, ná-) and some specialized subject markers (nu/nú-,
ni-, kán-). There are different second person plural markers as well (ki·k- and
ku-, the latter being a positive order subject marker).

A closer look at prefixes occurring with transitives combining first or second
with third person – a canonical hierarchy mismatch – confirms that they exhibit
hierarchical agreement: Only the first and second person arguments are marked
– independently of their grammatical function.

(5) Hierarchical agreement syncretisms comparing 1/2→3 with 3→1/2 prefixes
a. 1→3 3sg 3pl

1sg ná- ná-
1pl kín- kín-

3→1 1sg 1pl
3sg ná- kín-
3pl ka-ná- kín-

(neg)

b. 2→3 3sg 3pl
2sg Ui- Ui-
2pl ku- ku-

3→2 2sg 2pl
3sg Ui- ki·k-
3pl Ui- ki·k-

(pos)

6Note that the first person subject marker -nu additionally has an underlying pitch accent in
the optative order, potentially disambiguating its positive and optative occurrences.
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With ná- and kín- being first person markers (singular and generic) and Ui-
and ku/ki·k- expressing second person singular and plural, (5a) and (5b) thus
form perfect instances of hierarchical agreement governed by the scale {1, 2} > 3
(Siewierska 1996).7 Moreover, in case of (5b), there is also canonical inverse
marking: The inverse suffix -ap occurs in all cells of the (right side) inverse
subparadigm, resolving the inherent ambiguity of Ui- and ki·k- in these cases.
The agreement pattern in contexts with local persons only (‘you and me’

forms), however, is more complex:

(6) Examinining the competition between first and second person prefixes
1→2 2sg 2pl
1sg kín- ki·k-
1pl kín- ki·k-

2→1 1sg 1pl
2sg ná- kín-
2pl ka-ná- kín-

(neg)

If the competition of first and second person was resolved by a strict person
hierarchy (ranking one over the other), (6) had to consist only of markers for
one – namely the higher ranked – person, as is the case in (5a) and (5b). Instead,
the general requirement to agree with only one of the arguments reveals an
interaction of person, number, and finally agreement by grammatical function:
In transitives with a first person and a second person singular argument
(7a-d) there is always (hierarchical) agreement with the first person argument
(ná- and kín-), while in contexts with a first person and a second person plura l
argument (7e-h) we are faced with (default) object agreement (ki·k-, ná-, and
kín- chosen on basis of the object’s features).

(7) Agreement for 1→2 and 2→1 forms (agreed-with argument in bold)
a. 1sg→2sg c. 1pl→2sg e. 1sg→2pl g. 1pl→2pl
b. 2sg→1sg d. 2sg→1pl f. 2pl→1sg h. 2pl→1pl

Crucially, by comparison of (7a) with (7g), it becomes clear, that any analysis
utilizing simple (person, number, grammatical function) scales – or a non-
intermingled combination of them – could not avoid to spuriously predict
agreement with the same argument for these two cases – which then again is
the case in the other ‘minimal mismatch pair’ (7b) compared with (7h): In all
four cases, the competition between subject and object agreement can’t be

7Note that there is an additional ka- number prefix marking subject’s plural that only occurs
in contexts with first person singular objects (in combination with na-).
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resolved by the number hierarchy due to the missing mismatch. In the pair
(7b) and (7h), person and grammatical function of the agreed-with argument
converge (first person and object): Hence in both cases, the agreement can be
attributed to one (or both) of the scales 1 > 2 and P > A. In the pair (7a) and (7g)
on the other hand, both person and grammatical function of the agreed-with
argument contradict each other (and so do the corresponding scales):

(8) Scales resulting from 1sg→2sg subject and 1pl→2pl object agreement
1sg→2sg ⇔ 1sgA > 2sgP 2plP > 1plA ⇔ 1pl→2pl

1 > 2 ☇ 2 > 1
A > P ☇ P > A
sg = sg pl = pl

This makes it impossible to capture both cases with the same (possibly ranked)
set of uncombined scales: As they can only be differentiated by their dif-
ferent number one has to refer to specific person/number (or grammatical
function/number) combinations to capture them both.
In fact, Béjar’s (2003) analysis treating person and number agreement as

completely independent processes (triggered by different syntactic probes) can’t
fully account for the Karuk data: In her analysis, the feature specification on the
person probe and its structural position conspire to switch person agreement
from object to subject, only if the object is third person.8 However, for 1→2sg,
this predicts second person singular object agreement (Ui-) but in fact there is
first person subject agreement (nu-/kin-). Similar problems arise from the
independence of number agreement as well.

2.2. Analysis

The complex pattern of syncretism emerging from all (sub-)paradigms of (4)
mostly results from single argument agreement.9 In (9), I give an abstract
paradigm, where the subjects’ and objects’ person and number features in each
cell are reduced to the features, that are actually expressed by markers occurring
in that cell. As can be seen, person agreement exclusively cross-references
a single argument, while there are two cases, where the marker additionally
depends on the number feature of the other argument (pl→1sg ka-ná- and
8See Georgi (this volume) for a detailed summary of Béjar’s (2003) agreement mechanism.
9See Sappir (this volume) for a more traditional analysis of the positive order paradigm that

implements the single argument agreement requirement in terms of impoverishment rules.
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pl→3pl kín-10). Together with the general neutralization of subject number
with second person singular objects, this yields all of the syncretisms stable
over the three orders.

(9) Subject and object features expressed by Karuk agreement affixes
1sg 1pl 2sg 2pl 3sg 3pl

1sg − − 1sg→ →2pl 1sg→ 1sg→
1pl − − 1pl→ →2pl 1pl→ 1pl→
2sg →1sg →1pl − − 2sg→ 2sg→
2pl pl→1sg →1pl − − 2pl→ 2pl→
3sg →1sg →1pl →2sg →2pl →3sg →3pl
3pl pl→1sg →1pl →2sg →2pl 3pl→ pl→3pl

The distribution of person agreement is as follows:
Karuk person agreement distribution

Agreement is with the object, superseded by subject-agreement if either:

a) the subject is first or second and the object is third person (1→3, 2→3)
b) the subject is first and the object is second person singular (1→2sg)
c) the object is third person singular and the subject is anything different

(3pl→3sg)
At this point, a) is clearly an effect of the general person scale (10a), while b)

and c) differentiate first and second person and second and third person by spe-
cific number values: In terms of scales, the person scale (10a) is subdifferentiated
through the number scale (10b).

(10) Base scales for composition
a. {1, 2} > 3 b. pl > sg c. A > P

For this, apart from the notion of atomic and complex scales (11), we will also
need to define an order of precedence of the atomic scales used. This ranking of
scales will serve to guarantee that the restrictions of a scale are maintained,
when it is differentiated by another scale – already suggested implicitly by the
term subdifferentiation.
10This highly specialized third person plural marker is not to be confused with the homonymous
general first person marker occurring throughout the paradigm.
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(11) Scale Basics
a. Atomic scales rank features (e.g. 1, 2, sg, pl, A, P, etc.)

Complex scales rank bundles of features (e.g. 1pl, 2sgA, etc.)
b. A bundle B1 is higher than a bundle B2

for an atomic scale S = Fn > Fn−1 > . . . > F1 iff:
there is a feature Fi ∈ B1 and a feature F j ∈ B2 such that Fi > F j

The creation of complex scales constitutes the central departure from established
approaches where particular instantiations of universal hierarchies are captured
either by the language-specific parametrization of feature structure (Béjar &
Rezac 2009), or the construction of optimality-theoretic constraints which are
then ranked (Aissen 1999). Here, the burden of explanation is shifted to the
licensing of (language-specific) complex scales by (universal) simplex scales.
Licensing of such scales follows the Scale Composition Principle:

(12) Scale Composition
A complex scale CS = Bm , Bm−1, . . . , B1 is licensed
by the ranking of atomic scales SS = Sn > Sn−1 > . . . > S1 iff:
for every pair of bundles Bi , B j , i > j:

If B j > Bi for scale Sp
then Bi ≥ B j for scale So, o > p

By this definition, a feature bundle can only be higher on a complex scale under
two circumstances: If all of its (explicit or implicit) features are higher on the
base scales, then it is higher independently of the scale ranking (e.g. 2plA >
3sgP by (10) under any ranking). If any of its features are lower on a base scale,
this has to be licensed by a feature on a higher ranked scale being higher (e.g.
1sg > 3pl by (10) only if person ≻ number). Scale Composition thus only allows
for sub-differentiation of atomic points on a higher ranked scale through the
categories of a lower scale. It is restricted to only yield possibilities for more
fine-grained complex scales that inherit all the restrictions of the base scales in
precedence of their ranking.
Coming back to the Karuk pronominal agreement, the scale composition

principle is now used to combine the simple scales from (10). As agreement in
Karuk strictly obeys the person scale which is ‘stretched’ via the number scale,
the following ranking is assumed:
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(13) Ranking of scales
person ≻ number ≻ grammatical function

This licenses the construction of the following scale:

(14) Complex scale for Karuk hierarchical agreement
1 > 2pl > 2sg > 3plA > 3plP > 3sgA > 3sgP

Reinvestigating the complex agreement characteristics in (9), hierarchical
agreement now only occurs, if two arguments differ by at least two positions on
(14). That means, the hierarchy mismatch of first person and second person
plural is to small to trigger a hierarchy effect (hence defaults come into play), but
the distance between first person and second person singular does (therefore
their differential behavior when the other argument is first person). So the
distribution of the agreement prefixes can finally be captured by the requirement,
that they switch from default object marking to hierarchical agreement if one
argument outranks the other by at least two steps on (14). Hence the pronominal
prefixes display a more restricted instance of hierarchical agreement which
only comes into effect, if the hierarchy mismatch is big enough.

OT Implementation

The sketched interaction of constant single argument agreement for person,
weighted hierarchical agreement and default agreement may straightforwardly
be implemented in optimality theory:Therefore, I assume that sequences of post-
syntactically inserted markers are evaluated by a later grammatical component
with the limited potential to delete or keep entire markers on the basis of a
constraint ranking to be established.11 The candidate set for this evaluation
thus consists of the one maximal faithful candidate containing all inserted
markers paired with their feature specifications plus all possible subsequences
generated by obliteration of entire markers from that candidate. Hence the
agreement operation is fully syntactic but optimized by a later morphosyntactic
component ruled by markedness and faithfulness requirements.

11Note that the weighted complex scale approach developed here can also be used to directly
affect the choice of competing markers at the time of their insertion, or derive the deletion of
features prior to the insertion. The mode used here allows to focus narrowly on the hierarchical
person agreement and also facilitates the comparison with Nevins & Sandalo’s (to appear)
analysis below.
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The driving force triggering the obligatory choice between either subject or
object agreement for person is introduced by an undominated instance of (15),
a markedness constraint completely banning the occurrence of more than one
person marker.12

(15) Coherence(X)
Count a constraint violation for every output
with more than one marker that realizes features of type X.

The forced choice is determined by the competition of two faithfulness con-
straints with potentially conflicting demands on the person agreement marker
occurring in the output: (16a) induces weighted hierarchical agreement, de-
manding agreement with the higher argument on the established complex scale
in case there is a two step mismatch, while (16b) unconditionally demands
object agreement.

(16) a. Agree(π)-X�x
If one transitive argument outranks the other one
by two (or more) steps on the following scale in the input

1 > 2pl > 2sg > 3plA > 3plP > 3sgA > 3sgP
count a constraint violation for every output
without a marker that realizes the person feature of the higher one.

b. Agree(π)-P
Count a constraint violation for every output
without a marker that realizes the person feature of the tr. object.

By being unconditioned, the scope of (16b) includes the one of (16a), so the
latter specific constraint must dominate the general former to be active (exclude
candidates) in the evaluation. This yields the constraint ranking in (17).

(17) Coherence(π)≫ Agree(π)-X�x≫ Agree(π)-P

This implements single argument agreement for person, the hierarchical
agreement with significant mismatches, as well as the fall-back to object
agreement. The following evaluations illustrate these effects:13

12 This constraint resembles the Coherence constraints of Trommer (2008) which – apart
from bringing about one argument agreement restrictions – also have an effect on affix order
that is irrelevant for the present analysis.
13For the sake of convenience, all example evaluations are taken from the positive order.
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Each tableau represents a transitive configuration of subject and object
features (a paradigm cell) and contains four candidates: (i) is the maximally
faithful candidate with the pronominal prefixes for both subject and object, (ii)
omits agreement marker for the subject, (iii) the marker for the object, and
candidate (iv) obliterates both.14

(18) Input: [3sgA] [2plP]

Coh(π) Agr(π)-
X�x

Agr(π)-P

i. Uu[3] ki·k[2pl] *!
ii. Uu[3] *! *

☞ iii. ki·k[2pl]
iv. *! *

As can be seen from (18) to (24), candidate (i) containing two person markers is
always blocked by the undominated Coherence(π) constraint. The maximally
unfaithful candidate (iv) also never wins because the candidate with object
agreement (iii) is always more harmonic – it harmonically bounds (iv) (Prince &
Smolensky 2004): If the object agreement candidate (iii) violates the hierarchical
agreement constraint Agree(π)-X�x, this automatically entails a violation for
the empty candidate (iv). In case of such a tie, (iv) is always less harmonic than
(iii) due to their different violation profile for the object agreement constraint
Agree(π)-P, as seen for example in (19) and (20). In sum, there is always
person agreement with either the subject or the object.

(19) Input: [2sgA] [3sgP]

Coh(π) Agr(π)-
X�x

Agr(π)-P

i. Ui[2sg] Uu[3] *!
☞ ii. Ui[2sg] *

iii. Uu[3] *!
iv. *! *

14Note that intransitives trivially satisfy all constraints and thus are not subject to obliteration.
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(20) Input: [3plA] [2sgP]

Coh(π) Agr(π)-
X�x

Agr(π)-P

i. kun[3plA] Ui[2sg] *!
ii. kun[3plA] *!

☞ iii. Ui[2sg]
iv. *!

As these evaluations show, there is always agreement with second person singu-
lar when combined with a third person (Ui-): Either this is due to the presence
of a two-step hierarchy mismatch (19), or to default object agreement (20).
These two requirements may of course also converge, as in any combination
of third person subjects with first person (21) or second person plural (18)
objects. Taken together, agreement is always with a local person argument,
when combined with third person.

(21) Input: [3plA] [1plP]

Coh(π) Agr(π)-
X�x

Agr(π)-P

i. kun[3plA] kín[1] *!
ii. kun[3plA] *! *

☞ iii. kin[1]
iv. *! *

The next tableau exemplifies the fall-back to object agreement that comes into
effect, if arguments from the two highest scale positions (1 > 2pl > 2sg > . . . ) are
combined. Note also, that first person subject with second person singular
object is the only combination of two local persons, where the evaluation yields
subject agreement (two-step mismatch).
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(22) Input: [2plA] [1plP]

Coh(π) Agr(π)-
X�x

Agr(π)-
P

i. ku[2plA] ka-ná[plA]-[1sg] *!
ii. ku[2plA] *!

☞ iii. ka-ná[plA]-[1sg]
iv. *!

Finally, in transitives with two third persons, (23) is the only case with a two-step
mismatch on the scale (. . . > 3plA > 3plP > 3sgA > 3sgP) yielding hierarchical
agreement. For the other cases the inactive hierarchical agreement constraint
leads to object agreement (24).

(23) Input: [3plA] [3sgP]

Coh(π) Agr(π)-
X�x

Agr(π)-P

i. kun[3plA] Uu[3] *!
☞ ii. kun[3plA] *

iii. Uu[3] *!
iv. *! *

(24) Input: [3sgA] [3sgP]

Coh(π) Agr(π)-
X�x

Agr(π)-P

i. Uu[3] Uu[3] *!
☞ ii(i). Uu[3]

iv. *!

2.3. Inverse Marking

Further evidence for the current approach combining the construction of
complex scales and the measurement of hierarchy mismatches on them is
found in the hitherto undiscussed distribution of the suffix -ap. Reconsidering
the paradigms in (4), there are overall six instances of this marker that are
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stable throughout all three orders – all sharing the property of occurring with
second person objects. In the negative order, additional instances of -ap occur
in almost all cases of a second or third person subject if at least one of the
arguments is plural.15 The following investigation will be limited to the former,
more regular occurrences of -ap given schematically in (25), while the latter may
be attributed simply to homonymy or a contextually restricted generalization
process in the negative order (see Trommer this volume).

(25) Inverse marking -ap for second person objects (occurrences in bold)
a. 1sg→2sg b. 1pl→2sg e. 1sg→2pl f. 1pl→2pl
c. 3sg→2sg d. 3pl→2sg g. 3sg→2pl h. 3pl→2pl

In her analysis, Macaulay (1992) identifies these instances of -ap as an inverse
marker reflecting the general hierarchy (26), she proposes for Karuk.

(26) Karuk person hierarchy
2pl > 1 > 2sg > 3

(Macaulay 1992: 188)

While this correctly captures the occurrences of the suffix in (25), it also predicts
-ap for all transitive 2sg→1 and 3→1 contexts – the latter being a rather canonical
inverse case on her hierarchy: In these cases, the object is higher on (26) than
the subject. As there is no inverse marking for these cases in Karuk, she has to
admit that -ap has a defective distribution – though the pattern has been stable
over a sixty-year period for which there are written records.
In the current approach, to account for the differential behavior of second

person singular (25a-d) vs. plural objects (25e-h) and also capture the difference
between first (25a,b) and third person subjects (25c,d), it is again crucial
to employ a complex scale. Contrary to Macaulay (1992), the scale will be
constructed via Scale Composition and thus reflect the restrictions of the base
scales (10) – repeated as (27) – in precedence of their ranking (13) – repeated as
(28).

15The one exceptional case to this generalization is the non-occurrence of negative -ap for
2sg→3pl. This may be a side-effect of the general omission of agreement markers observable for
2sg→3 in the optative and negative order, or follow from the restrictions on single argument
agreement worked out: As there is no object agreement in this case – see (9) –, the plural feature
of the object can be seen as being unavailable for the insertion of -ap as well.
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(27) Base scales for composition
a. {1, 2} > 3 b. pl > sg c. A > P

(28) Ranking of scales
person ≻ number ≻ grammatical function

Since first and second person are not strictly ordered under (27a), Scale Compo-
sition licenses to construct (29) from (27) and (28).

(29) Complex scale for Karuk inverse marking
2pl > 2sg > 1 > 3

Using the measuring of hierarchy mismatches, the stable occurrences of -ap
can then be analyzed as a more restricted – though fully regular – instance of
inverse marking: It only occurs if the object is not only higher, but two (or
more) steps higher on this scale than the subject. Hence Karuk only displays
inverse marking, if the strength of the inverse relation between subject and
object is big enough.

OT Implementation

This requirement is again easily implemented in terms of optimality theoretic
constraints:

(30) a. Inverse!-A�P
If the features of the object outrank the features of the subject
by two (or more) steps on the following scale in the input,

2pl > 2sg > 1 > 3
count a constraint violation for every output,
without an inverse marker (-ap).

b. *Structinv
Count a constraint violation for every output
with an inverse marker (-ap).

(30a) represents the restricted inverse marking, demanding its overt expression
if there is a two step inverse relation on the established complex scale, while
(30b) unconditionally penalizes overt inverse marking due to its markedness.
The distribution of -ap as an inverse marker is then fully captured by ranking
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the contextualized constraint that demands inverse marking over the general
constraint that penalizes it:

(31) Inverse!-A�P≫ *Structinv

The following evaluations finally exemplify the differential behavior of second
person singular objects, when combined with first (no inverse marking) and
third person subjects (inverse marking):

(32) a. Input: [1sgA] [2sgP]

Inv!-
A�P

*Structinv

i. ap *!
☞ ii.

b. Input: [3sgA] [2sgP]

Inv!-
A�P

*Structinv

☞ i. ap *
ii. *!

3. Hierarchical Agreement in Kadiwéu

Nevins & Sandalo (to appear) argue against the employment of complex
markedness hierarchies for the agreement pattern found in Kadiwéu, which is
identical to the Karuk pattern in crucial respects: Single argument agreement
again follows the well-known {1, 2} > 3 person hierarchy, but in the ‘you and me’
forms number distinctions and agreement by grammatical function get decisive.
Observing the differential behavior of first person singular vs. plural and second
person subject vs. object, they refuse to employ a more differentiated scale and
attribute the pattern to general markedness interacting with the properties of
individual markers and restrictions on their combinability instead.

3.1. Data & Observations

The following table gives the full paradigm of the transitive agreement markers –
subject features shown in the rows, object features in the columns:
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(33) Kadiwéu agreement affixes transitive paradigm
A→P 1sg 1pl 2sg 2pl 3sg 3pl
1sg − − Gad:- -i Gad:- -i j- j-
1pl − − Gad:- -i Gad:- -i j- -aGa j- -aGa
2sg ad:- -i God:- − − a- -i a- -i
2pl ad:- -i God:- − − a- -i a- -i
3sg id:- God:- Gad:- -i Gad:- -i y- y-
3pl id:- God:- Gad:- -i Gad:- -i oy- oy-

(Nevins & Sandalo to appear)16

As shown in (34), the transitive subject markers (unshaded cells) are the same
as the markers for the single argument of unergatives (35a), and the main
object markers (lightly shaded cells) are the same as the markers for the single
argument of unaccusatives (35b).17

(34) Kadiweu transitive agreement affixes without the d:- prefix
A→P 1sg 1pl 2sg 2pl 3sg 3pl
1sg − − Ga- -i Ga- -i j- j-
1pl − − Ga- -i Ga- -i j- -aGa j- -aGa
2sg a- -i Go- − − a- -i a- -i
2pl a- -i Go- − − a- -i a- -i
3sg i- Go- Ga- -i Ga- -i y- y-
3pl i- Go- Ga- -i Ga- -i o-y- o-y-

These consistent syncretisms clearly reveal the exact pattern of the hierarchical
agreement in transitives (e.g. object marking in the 3→1/2 paradigm part).

(35) a. Unergative paradigm
sg pl

1 j- j- -aGa
2 a- -i a- -i
3 y- n- -aGa

b. Unaccusative paradigm
sg pl

1 i- Go-
2 Ga- -i Ga- -i
3 ø n- -aGa

(Nevins & Sandalo to appear)

As seen in (33), there is one additional transitive object marker d:- for local
person not stemming from intransitives. While person is always overtly
16As Nevins & Sandalo (to appear) don’t offer a transitive affix paradigm, (33) has been compiled
in accordance to their paradigms, glosses, and VI-list for the verb forms of eman ‘to love’.
17Note that in both types of intransitives in (35), third person plural is marked equally (strongly
shaded cells) but different from transitives (34), which employ and additional o- prefix for the
plural marking with third person subjects.
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expressed, there is a strong tendency to neutralize number distinctions. In the
second person this has been fully applied: As a result the second person is
always plural in Kadiwéu (honorification) – visible by the plural suffix -i.
Again, examining the transitive combinations of local with non-local per-

son(s), (34) is a perfect instance of hierarchical agreement governed by the
person scale (36a): There is always agreement with the local person. In the
third person only configurations, there is subject agreement, which can be
attributed to (36c).

(36) Basic scales governing Kadiwéu agreement
a. {1, 2} > 3 b. pl > sg c. A > P

The pattern for two local persons however again deviates from this simple
picture:

(37) Agreement for 1→2 and 2→1 forms (agreed-with argument in bold)
a. 1sg→2(pl) b. 2(pl)→1sg c. 1pl→2(pl) d. 2(pl)→1pl

In transitives with a second person and a first person singular argument, there
is always agreement with the second person (37a,b) – as would be predicted by
a 2 > 1 > 3 hierarchy (or pl > sg as there is no second person singular). However,
in contexts with a second person and a first person plura l argument there is
(default) object agreement. Thus, with second person subjects, (34) displays
different agreement for first person singular and plural objects.

3.2. Discussion

In Nevins & Sandalo (to appear), the post-insertion obliteration of entire
exponents is driven by the following constraint ranking for Kadiwéu:

(38) Parse [+part]≫ Parse [+pl]/[+part]≫ Coherence≫ *[+auth]
(Nevins & Sandalo to appear)18

The first two constraints can be seen to reflect the markedness conditions
already sketched: Undominated Parse [+part] causes the agreement com-
petition to always prefer first or second person agreement when combined

18Nevins & Sandalo use the following person feature decomposition: 1 = [+author,+participant],
2 = [−auth(or),+part(icipant)], 3 = [−auth,−part]. Note that I undid their reduction of the labels±auth and ±part to ±a and ±p to avoid confusion with A and P (transitive subject/object).
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with a third person argument ({1, 2} > 3), as the former share the feature
[+part(icipant)], the latter is missing. Because this faithfulness constraint is
satisfied as soon as there is one marker in the output that realizes a [+part]
feature from the input, it doesn’t resolve a competition between first and second
person arguments – or force them to be both expressed faithfully: It is only
active if there is a mismatch – i.e. one argument bears the preserved feature and
the other doesn’t ([+participant] > [−participant]). Parse [+pl]/[+part] plays
a similar role for mismatches in the number feature [+pl], but is contextualized
to only preserve this feature for first or second person:19 If both arguments are
local and only one of them is [+pl], the agreement competition chooses this
argument ({1pl, 2pl} > {1sg, 2sg}). This resolves the hierarchical agreement cases
from (37) (1sg→2pl, 2pl→1sg).

The primary effect of Coherence is to introduce the pressure towards single
argument agreement by penalizing argument index changes between agreement
markers of the same category (person, number) – which never occur, if there is
only agreement with a single argument. In Nevins & Sandalo’s analysis, there is
also a secondary effect emerging from the interaction with the general local
person object marker d:- seen in transitives: They assume that d:- is inserted
at a prior insertion cycle of the agreement system and cannot be deleted at
the stage of morphosyntactic optimization they lay out for single argument
agreement. Thus, in all cases with the d:- object marker (first and second person
objects) Coherence by requiring single argument agreement entails a ban on
subject marking, as there is no choice to obliterate the object marker. So for the
remaining cases not resolved by Parse [+part] or Parse [+pl]/[+part], the
ranking yields object agreement (1pl→2pl and 2pl→1pl).

To summarize: Subject agreement in direct and object agreement in inverse
configurations is derived from faithfulness to the [+part] feature. In the local
paradigm part, there is agreement with a [+pl] argument, if the other one is
singular, else there is object agreement because of d:- in combination with
Coherence. In the non-local paradigm, there is subject agreement finally
because there are only subject-marking VIs and thus no competitors.

19In fact, this restriction to [+participant] contexts is redundant in Nevins & Sandalo’s analysis:
In evaluations with local and third person arguments, the winner is already determined by
Parse [+part] and in third person only contexts there simply is no agreement competition
because for third person there are only subject markers. Thus, Parse [+pl]/[+part] is still
solely active for combinations of two local person arguments when simplified to Parse [+pl].
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Yet, there is still one case left, where the ranking can’t fully resolve, which
markers are to be deleted. It is the single case where the person/number markers
from (34) cross-reference a different argument than the local person object d:-
marker (notice that this is multi-argument agreement globally):

(39) a-
[−auth,+part]a d:-[+part]p emaan

love
-i
[+pl]a

‘You love me.’ (2→1sg)
(Nevins & Sandalo to appear)

Consequently, this is also the only configuration, where (non-)occurrence of d:-
is actually distinctive within the transitive paradigm (a-d:- -i vs. a- -i). Here, the
circumfixal subject agreement is required by Parse [+pl]/[+part], while object
marking is due to the non-deletability of the d:- 1/2 object marker. At this stage,
Coherence can’t decide on the (non-)obliteration of an additional first person
object prefix (i-) because the relevant argument index change between subject
and object marking is there, independently of this obliteration: The person
prefix sequences a-2a d:-1p and a-2a i-1p d:-1/2p both have one argument index
change and thus the same violation profile for Coherence.20 In this case, the
nonoccurence of an additional i- first person singular object prefix in the data
is finally captured by adding a general ban against first person marking in form
of the lowest ranked constraint *[+auth].

Themain benefit of this analysis lies in the secondary effect of the Coherence
constraint: The general tendency towards object agreement in local person
only contexts is deduced from the presence of the d:- object marker and its
non-deletability – i.e. there is no need to state some kind of default agreement.
On the other hand, this interference of the transitive-only marker d:- in the
optimization of the general person/number markers also brings about the
problematic multi-agreement case (39) for which a general first person ban has
to be introduced. If the optimization for the general person/number markers in
(34) is in contrast adjusted to be locally determined, the generalization of their
constant single argument agreement can be preserved and directly implemented
20Note that this is also the only case, where the optimal candidate violates the Coherence
constraint. Thus this is, where it actually matters, how the single argument demanding constraint
judges different forms of multi-argument-agreement: The prediction from Nevins & Sandalo’s
formulation of Coherence would be, that there should be no subject person marker between
the two object person markers i- and d:-. Unfortunately, this prediction can’t be tested because
the optimal candidate obliterates the former marker.
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as unviolated (and thus undominated) single argument agreement Coherence.
Together with a default object agreement constraint now needed and the two
constraints implementing the markedness conditions, the agreement pattern
then can be implemented by the following ranking:

(40) Coherence≫ Parse [+part]≫ Parse [+pl]≫ Agree-P

3.3. Extension to Karuk

Looking again at the Karuk data in (4), it is quite clear, that there is no way of
deducing the general preference of object marking from another agreement
marker as there simply is no such general object marker in the paradigm.
However, it is possible to deduce the choice of person agreement with the

subject vs. object (shaded cells) for one marker from the presence of another
marker:

(41) Karuk transitive agreement (4a) repeated (object agreement highlighted)
pos 1sg 1pl 2sg 2pl 3sg 3pl
1sg − − nu- ki·k- -ap ni- ni-
1pl − − nu- ki·k- -ap nu- nu-
2sg ná- kín- − − Ui- Ui-
2pl kaná- kín- − − ku- ku-
3sg ná- kín- Ui- -ap ki·k- -ap Uu- Uu-
3pl kaná- kín- Ui- -ap ki·k- -ap kun- kín-

Employing the simple person hierarchy in (42) for the prefix agreement and
leaving open the details of third person only cases, the one deviant case – object
agreement in 1→2pl – could be deduced from a prior insertion of the -ap (object
marking) suffix analogously to Nevins & Sandalo’s analysis.

(42) 1 > 2 > 3

In this way, the prefix analysis would inherit the differentiation between second
person singular and plural already present in the complex scale used for the
inverse suffix. On the other hand, one could also use the outcome of a complex
scale prefix analysis to simplify the analysis of the -ap suffix: In this way,
-ap can be analyzed as a regular second person object marker, that doesn’t
occur in 1→2sg contexts, because the already inserted first person subject
marker nú- blocks object marking (the inverse interpretation of -ap is of course
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lost/dispensable then). Yet, the strongest predictions are made by an analysis,
where single argument person agreement is implemented by feature deletion
prior to any marker insertion: In this way, the syncretism and agreement
patterns that are stable throughout all possible parts of the agreement system
are implemented – as suggested by (9).

Nevins & Sandalo’s rejection of a complex scale finally can’t be extended to an
analysis of the Karuk agreement pattern. This reveals that the Kadiwéu pattern –
although superfically analogous –21 is less complex than the Karuk pattern:
The latter can’t be captured without the use of markedness or faithfulness
statements that combine person and number, while the former can. Because
the second person is always plural in Kadiwéu, the competition between first
and second person can be reduced to an atomic number hierarchy (pl > sg)
plus default agreement if no mismatch is present. For Karuk, starting out with
a ranking like (43), to implement the unexpected subject agreement for 1→2sg,
the remaining constraint has to refer at least to a feature set that combines
person and number.

(43) Ranking implementing {1, 2} > 3 and default object agreement
Coherence(π)≫ Parse [+part]≫ ≫ Agree-P

Leaving aside the third person only cases, the Karuk pattern may be captured by
inserting a relativized faithfulness constraint favoring first person over second
person singular (44a) or at least a general markedness constraint banning
second person singular (44b).

(44) a. Parse [1]/[2sg] b. *[2sg]

In the end, themarkedness conditions from (43) and (44a) can straightforwardly
be subsumed under the complex hierarchy (45)

(45) {1, 2pl} > 2sg > 3

Finally then, (45) follows the Scale Composition Principle and the basic scales
and scale ranking developed for Karuk. In fact, it is simply an intermediate
approximation to the complex scale that was developed in section 2.
21Compare the agreement pattern of (34) with (41): In nonlocal-local combinations there is
always agreement with the local person. In combinations of one local person with the other,
there is always object agreement except for first person singular objects in Kadiwéu and second
person singular objects for Karuk.
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3.4. Analysis

While it has been shown, that it is not possible to derive the Karuk agreement
patterns in terms of markedness hierarchies without using complex scales
or equivalent combined features, the Kadiwéu pattern can straightforwardly
be captured by complex scales. In such an approach, the similarity of the
two patterns is highlighted by the fact, that they can be implemented using
quite similar complex scales constructed from identical base scales and scale
rankings. Thus, for Kadiwéu, the base scales (36) – repeated as (46) – can be
combined by the established ranking to construct the complex scale in (47).

(46) Base scales for composition
a. {1, 2} > 3 b. pl > sg c. A > P

(47) Complex scale for Kadiwéu hierarchical agreement
2 > 1pl > 1sg > 3A > 3P

As in Karuk, hierarchical agreement then only occurs if there is a two step
mismatch on (47)– otherwise there is object agreement.22

However, it has also been shown, that the Kadiwéu pattern is simpler: There
is no need to differentiate specific person/number combinations for first and
second person. In fact, they can remain unordered, as their competition follows
from the number hierarchy and the fact, that second person is always plural. In
the complex scale approach, this is reflected by the fact, that the pattern can be
fully derived from the following scale on which first and second person are not
intrinsically differentiated:

(48) Complex scale with equally ranked first and second person
{1pl, 2pl} > {1sg, 2sg} > 3A > 3P

As the second person singular position has to be considered inactive (greyed
out parts), it nevertheless introduces the needed mismatch between second
person and first person singular:

(49) Complex scale simplified by obligatory plural in second person
{1pl, 2} > 1sg > 3A > 3P

22As there are no third person object markers in the transitive paradigm, there is no agreement
competition in the third person only combinations and thus no need to further differentiate the
third person positions on (47).
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With this scale, there is crucially no need to measure hierarchy mismatches in
form of steps: Agreement is simply with the higher argument on this scale or
rather with the object, if the arguments are equally ranked.
Thus, the difference between Karuk and Kadiwéu is, that only the former

displays the more complex two-step hierarchy effect, while the agreement
pattern of the latter is regular hierarchical agreement arising from mismatches
on (49) – agreement with the higher argument. In Kadiwéu, the differential
behavior of first person singular vs. plural is then just an epiphenomenon of the
obligatory honorification, while in Karuk, the differential behavior of second
person singular vs. plural is due to a weighted hierarchy effect on a complex
scale.

4. Summary

Markedness hierarchies regulate the expression ofmorphosyntactic information
in many languages. This can often be attributed to economy of expression: The
more important information is, the higher the probability of its overt expression
– inferable defaults on the contrary receive less (articulatory, systemic) effort of
formal and distinct marking. Often, the markedness conditions that are the base
of such optimizations are quite simple, and can be traced back to universally
valuable asymmetries like the distinction between speech act participants and
non-participants ({1, 2} > 3) or animate beings and inanimates. However, as
these distinctions rarely occur in isolation but are marked in combination
with other grammatical categories with inherent asymmetries, languages
have different options of how to resolve such potentially conflicting pressures.
The impact of markedness hierarchies then is typically best visible in cases
with clear canonical asymmetries, where one hierarchy can be considered
the most important one, or different pressures converge. For the remaining
cases, languages have a much wider range of possible variation on how to
exactly grammaticalize the details of this resolution. These are cases, where
languages (like Karuk) exhibit complex patterns, that can’t be described by
simple markedness statements for one morphosyntactic category.

In the approach I developed here, the possibility for language specific category
combining markedness scales was chosen to be directly implemented as a
primitive of explanation. In obeying a ranking of simplex base hierarchies, the
Scale Composition Principle carefully restricts the range of language specific
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variation to the place where we actually face it: Cases, where there is no
mismatch on the main (higher ranked) scale. Thus the hierarchical explanation
of restrictions from pervasive asymmetries like {1, 2} > 3 is fully retained, while
opening possibilities for language-specific variation in cases lacking canonical
mismatches. As the resulting complex markedness hierarchies are more fine-
grained, it is not suprising, when there needs to be a certain amount ofmismatch
on them to trigger a hierarchy effect in a language. This again reminds us of
the important distinction between canonical and non-canonical mismatches
observed and their difference in terms of possible language-variation.
The extension to the Kadiwéu data makes clear that complex scales and

weighted mismatches are more than just a new notation for hierarchy effects: It
not only allows to represent the agreement pattern of both languages – contrary
to Nevins & Sandalo (to appear) –, but also sheds light on the similarity and
most notably the differences in the underlying properties creating superficially
equivalent agreement patterns.
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Nordsamojedische Verbalflexion zwischen Phonologie
und Syntax: Ein Ansatz im Rahmen der Distribuierten
Morphologie

Larissa Kröhnert*

Abstract
In Northern Samoyedic languages there is a quite complex system of verbal
inflection. Three different conjugation patterns involve markers indicating
both features of subject and object, which cannot be subanalysed and therefore
have always been treated as portmanteau markers. In this paper I will develop
an analysis for two Northern Samoyedic languages, Nenets and Nganasan,
within the framework of Distributed Morphology. The dissolving of the above-
mentioned portmanteaus will be one important issue, my second aim being the
attempt to comprehensively derive the individual changes of the two languages
within this language-specific complex verbal inflection system in a preferably
economic and conclusive way.

1. Überblick

In der vorliegenden Arbeit werde ich eine morphologische Analyse der Verbal-
suffixe im Tundra-Nenzischen und Nganasanischen vorstellen. Diese Sprachen
gehören dem nordsamojedischen Sprachzweig an und werden im nordwestli-
chen Sibirien gesprochen.
Ein besonderes Kennzeichen der nordsamojedischen Sprachen ist deren

elaborierte Verbalflexion: Drei distinkte Konjugationsparadigmen stehen zur
Verfügung, wobei die Person-Suffixe nicht nur mit dem Subjekt in Person
und Numerus, sondern in der objektiven Konjugation zusätzlich mit dem
Objekt für Numerus kongruieren. Dies geschieht mittels Morphemen, die in
bisherigen Untersuchungen als Portmanteau-Marker behandelt werden.

*Die hier dokumentierte Forschungsarbeit wurde ermöglicht durch Mittel der DFG zur
Förderung des Projekts The internal Structure of Person Portmanteaus, Teilprojekt der FG 742
Grammar and Processing of Verbal Arguments. Ich danke Jochen Trommer und Doreen Georgi
für inhaltliche Anregungen.

2 in agreement, 93–123
Sebastian Bank, Doreen Georgi & Jochen Trommer (eds.)
Linguistische Arbeits Berichte 88, Universität Leipzig 2010
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Die hier dargelegte Analyse bewegt sich im Rahmen der konventionellen
Distribuierten Morphologie, mittels deren Methoden das komplexe Suffix-
system möglichst ökonomisch abgeleitet werden soll. Ein Schwerpunkt liegt
hierbei auf der Auflösung der bisher angenommenen Portmanteaus sowie der
analytischen Herleitung sprachlichen Wandels innerhalb eines sprachspezifi-
schen Phänomens. Dies beinhaltet sowohl die Berücksichtigung plausibler
Parallelität als auch das Nachvollziehen sprachspezifischer Abweichungen.
Nach einer kurzen Erläuterung der theoretischen Ansätze werde ich die

Sprachen vorstellen und die hier relevanten grammatikalischen Eigenschaften
darlegen. Dem folgt die ausführliche Darstellung meiner Analyse. Im abschlie-
ßenden Fazit werde ich die Ergebnisse der Analyse diskutieren und erörtern,
ob sie in diesem Rahmen den an sie gestellten Anforderungen gerecht wird,
sowie mögliche weiterführende Untersuchungen anregen.

2. Theoretischer Rahmen

2.1. Distribuierte Morphologie

Der Ansatz der Distribuierten Morphologie (im Folgenden DM) wurde Anfang
der 1990er Jahre von Morris Halle und Alec Marantz entwickelt (Halle &
Marantz 1993). Er gründet sich auf drei Kernannahmen.
Eine davon ist das Konzept von einer syntaktischen Struktur bis ganz nach

unten (all the way down, vgl. Halle & Marantz 1993): Syntax und Morphologie
verwenden ein und dieselbe Struktur (die syntaktische Konstituentenstruktur,
die sich in binären Bäumen darstellen lässt). Die Terminalknoten (X0) der
zunächst von der Syntax gebildeten Struktur bilden mit ihrem Inhalt von
morphosyntaktischen Merkmalen die Morpheme und damit die Basiselemente
für die nun folgenden morphologischen Operationen.
Eine weitere Kernannahme ist das Prinzip der späten Einsetzung (Late

Insertion): syntaktische Kategorien bleiben solange abstrakt (werden lediglich
als Mengen morphosyntaktischer Merkmale repräsentiert), bis im postsyntakti-
schen Spell-Out-Prozess Vokabularelemente (im Folgenden VE) eingesetzt
werden, die diese Merkmalsmengen mit phonologischer Information versehen.
Vokabularelemente, die Kernelemente derTheorie, sind im Lexikon abge-

speichert. Ein VE kann als Paar gesehen werden, das sich etwa so darstellen
lässt (wobei beide Seiten potenziell leer sein können): /ϕ/↔ [µ]. Auf der
einen Seite steht der phonologische Ausdruck (ϕ), der bei der Einsetzung
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auf demMorphem realisiert wird, auf der anderen die Informationen über
den Einsetzungskontext. Normalerweise stellt sich letzteres als Menge mor-
phosyntaktischer Merkmale dar (µ), die eine Teilmenge der Merkmale des
entsprechenden Morphems sind.
Die Einsetzung folgt dem Teilmengenprinzip (Subset Principle), wie es z. B.

von Halle (1997) formuliert wurde. Demnach können nur VE in ein Morphem
eingesetzt werden, deren Merkmalsmenge eine Teilmenge der Merkmalsmenge
dieses Morphems ist; und es wird immer das spezifischste VE eingesetzt, d. h.
welches am meisten Merkmale trägt, die sich mit der gegebenen Morphem-
Merkmalsmenge decken (Specificity of vocabulary items, vgl. z. B. Halle 1997).
Um eingesetzt zu werden, müssen phonologische Ausdrücke also nicht voll

spezifiziert sein. Dies stellt die dritte Grundannahme der DM dar: DurchUnter-
spezifikation wird erreicht, dass die phonologischen Bestandteile eines Wortes
nicht unbedingt seine gesamten morphosyntaktischen Merkmale realisieren;
auch die Einsetzung von Defaultmarkern ist möglich. Ein unterspezifizierter
Marker kann in mehrere Paradigmenzellen eingesetzt werden; so lassen sich
Synkretismen auflösen.
Weiterhin werden Morpheme unterschieden in l- und f-Morpheme. Diese

unterscheiden sich in der Art des Spell-Out-Vorgangs.Während bei den funktio-
nalen (f-)Morphemen der Einsetzungsvorgang eindeutig und deterministisch
ist, da nichts weiter realisiert wird als die gegebenen morphosyntaktischen
Merkmale, für die spezifischeMarker existieren, können in lexikalische (l-)Mor-
pheme verschiedene VE mit unterschiedlicher Semantik eingesetzt werden;
dabei ist mehr involviert als morphosyntaktische Eigenschaften.

2.2. Der Kern

Nach der Entstehung der syntaktischen Struktur findet der Kern der mor-
phologischen Arbeit statt, der sich wiederum in drei Hauptstufen unterteilen
lässt:

1. Morphologische Operationen applizieren auf die von der Syntax gebil-
deten Terminalknoten und modifizieren sie.

2. Einsetzen der Vokabularelemente

3. Applizieren sogenannter Readjustment-Regeln, die die Ergebnisse von
Schritt 2 in spezifischen Kontexten phonologisch modifizieren
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Die in Schritt 1 erwähnten Operationen sind nach Halle (1997) vier verschie-
dene: Verschmelzung (Merger), Fusion, Spaltung (Fission) und Verarmung
(Impoverishment).
Verschmelzung und Fusion fassen beide zwei Köpfe zusammen. Der we-

sentliche Unterschied besteht darin, dass Verschmelzung beide unter einen
Mutterknoten zusammenfasst, sie ansonsten als distinkte Knoten ihre Indivi-
dualität behalten, während Fusion die Merkmale beider in einen neuen Kopf
einsetzt. Also kann bei Verschmelzung noch in zwei Köpfe eingesetzt werden
und bei Fusion nur noch in einen.
Spaltung ist das genaue Gegenteil von Fusion: Sie trennt gewisse Merkmale

(Merkmalsmengen) von einem bestehenden Kopf ab und bildet so eine neue
Untermenge dieses Kopfes, in die erneut ein VE eingesetzt werden kann, das
diese abgetrennten Merkmale realisiert.
Mittels Verarmung werden bestimmte Merkmale auf vorhandenen Köpfen

gelöscht. Dies geschieht, um zu verhindern, dass ein für dieses Merkmal
spezifiziertes VE eingesetzt wird; in diesem Fall nimmt ein weniger spezifischer
Marker dessen Platz ein. Dies kann zu Synkretismen führen, da distinktive
morphosyntaktische Merkmale nicht mehr realisiert werden können.
Die für die vorliegende Analyse getroffenen Annahmen beinhalten im Beson-

deren den Ansatz, den Noyer (1992) für das Konzept von Fission vorgeschlagen
hat:

(1) Fission (vgl. Müller 2006)
Wird ein Vokabularelement V mit den morphosyntaktischen Merkma-
len β in ein gespaltenes MorphemMmit den morphosyntaktischen
Merkmalen α eingesetzt, spaltet sich α auf in β und α − β, so dass (a)
und (b) gelten:
a. α − β steht für weitere Vokabulareinsetzung zur Verfügung.
b. β steht nicht für weitere Einsetzung zur Verfügung.

Hierfür muss spezifiziert werden, welches die gespaltenen Morpheme sind.
Hier gilt das einheitlich für sämtliche für die vorliegende Analyse relevanten
Einsetzungsköpfe, also Agr1 und Agr2.
Demzufolge kann in ein gespaltenesMorphem grundsätzlich so oft eingesetzt

werden, bis keine Merkmale mehr zu realisieren sind (oder kein passender
Marker mehr vorhanden ist). Eingesetzt wird nun immer der spezifischste
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Marker zuerst; hier folge ich dem Spezifizitätsprinzip, wie es von Müller (z. B.
2005) formuliert wurde:

(2) Spezifizität von Markern
Ein Marker Mi ist spezifischer als ein Marker M j gdw. es eine Merkmals-
menge S gibt, so dass (a) und (b) gelten:
a. Die Merkmalsspezifikation von Mi hat mehr Merkmale in S als die

Merkmalsspezifikation von M j.
b. Es gibt keine höher geordnete Merkmalsmenge S′, so dass die

Merkmalsspezifikationen von Mi und M j unterschiedlich viele
Merkmale in S′ haben.

Daraus folgt, dass Merkmalsqualität wichtiger für Spezifizität und somit für die
Einsetzung eines bestimmten Markers (zum Nachteil eines anderen) ist als
Quantität. Hierfür wird eine Hierarchie der angenommenen Merkmalsklassen
benötigt; diese wird in Abschnitt 4.3 dargelegt. Außerdem ist es hier wichtig,
dass sich dieses Spezifizitätsprinzip nur auf Merkmale bezieht, die der Marker
tatsächlich realisiert und nicht auf die, die den Kontext für einen Marker
festlegen, da es Marker gibt, die in dieser Hierarchie an sich weiter unten stehen
und dennoch im Kontext spezifischer Merkmale eingesetzt werden.
Ferner nehme ich an, dass für Einsetzungskontexte bereits realisierte Merk-

male ebenso sichtbar sind wie noch nicht realisierte.

3. Die Daten

3.1. Nordsamojedisch

Der periphere und älteste eigenständige Zweig der uralischen Sprachfamilie
ist das Samojedische. Diese Sprachen werden im Nordwesten Sibiriens ge-
sprochen, das Tundra-Nenzische im Besonderen von der Kanin-Halbinsel
bis zum Jenissei-Delta und auf zahlreichen Inseln im arktischen Ozean, das
Nganasanische in zentralen und nördlichen Gegenden der Taimyr-Halbinsel.
Von den samojedischen Sprachen existieren heute noch vier: Nenzisch, Enzisch,
Nganasanisch und Selkupisch. Da die aktuellsten für das Enzische bekannten
Zahlen jedoch 1998 nur noch 100 Sprecher angaben und die Ergebnisse der
Zählungen der Jahrzehnte davor stets abnehmende Zahlen aufwiesen, ist
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anzunehmen, dass diese Sprache in der Zwischenzeit entweder nur noch von
sehr wenigen Sprechern verwendet wird oder bereits ausgestorben ist.
Weiter unterteilt wird das Samojedische in einen Nordzweig (Nenzisch,

Enzisch, Nganasanisch) und einen Südzweig (Selkupisch, Kamassisch ✝ und
Matorisch ✝). Die samojedischen und darunter insbesondere die nordsamojedi-
schen Sprachen zeichnen sich durch ein sehr elaboriertes Verbalflexionssystem
aus.
Nenzisch (Yurak) ist mit 27 000 Sprechern die größte nordsamojedische

Sprache, gefolgt von Nganasanisch (Tawgi) mit 600 Sprechern (vgl. Janhunen
1998). Ein Rückgang der Sprecherzahlen ähnlich wie im Enzischen ist hier
nicht zu erwarten, da das Nenzische selbst zu Ungunsten des Enzischen stets
steigende Sprecherzahlen verzeichnet (mit einem fallenden Muttersprachler-
Anteil). Die Sprecherzahlen des Nganasanischen erscheinen relativ konstant;
eine drohende Einschränkung besteht für die samojedischen Sprachen offenbar
nur durch das Russische.
Nenzisch ist die am ausführlichsten dokumentierte und am gründlichsten

untersuchte nordsamojedische Sprache und bietet so einen idealen Ausgangs-
punkt für die vergleichende Arbeit mit Nordsamojedisch. Außerdem wird
angenommen, dass Nenzisch noch die deutlichsten Reflexe der Proto-Sprache
enthält (cf. Janhunen 1998). Die nenzische Sprache teilt sich in zwei Hauptvari-
anten, Tundra- und Waldnenzisch. Da die meisten Daten des Nenzischen aus
dem weitaus größeren Dialekt, dem Tundra-Nenzischen (25 000 Sprecher)
stammen, werde ich mich hier auch nur darauf beziehen, und sollte im weiteren
Verlauf der Kürze halber von Nenzisch die Rede sein, bezeichnet dies die
Tundra-Variante.
Alle nordsamojedischen Sprachen sind agglutinierend und verbfinal; bevor-

zugte Wortstellung ist SOV, wobei pronominale Argumente meist nur am Verb
ausgedrückt werden. Das Verb kongruiert obligatorisch mit dem Subjekt für
Person und Numerus sowie, je nach verwendeter Konjugation, auch mit dem
Objekt für Numerus. In beiden behandelten Sprachen erhalten Subjekte stets
den Nominativ, direkte Objekte den Akkusativ.
Es gibt drei Konjugationen: die subjektive (indeterminative), die objektive

(determinative) und die reflexive (objektlose, reflexiv-mediale) Konjugation. In
welcher ein Verb konjugiert wird, ist unterschiedlich festgelegt. Sowohl im
Nenzischen als auch im Nganasanischen gibt es Verben, deren Konjugations-
klasse lexikalisch festgesetzt ist. Andere Verbgruppen können in verschiedenen
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Konjugationen gebildet werden (subj.=subjektive Konjugation, obj.=objektive
Konjugation, refl.=reflexive Konjugation, +=“kann gebildet werden in. . . ”):

nenzisch nganasanisch subj. obj. refl.
intransitiv intransitiv + − −
reflexiv reflexiv − − +
transitiv – + + −
transitiv-reflexiv transitiv + + +

Bei diesen Verben mit optionaler Konjugationsklasse hängt es vom syntakti-
schen und semantischen Kontext ab, welche Konjugation letztendlich verwendet
wird. Grundsätzlich gilt: In intransitiven Kontexten können die subjektive und
reflexive Konjugation verwendet werden, in transitiven mit einem 3P-Objekt
auch die objektive Konjugation. Laut Janhunen (1993) sind beispielsweise
folgende Formen für das transitive nenzische Verb xada – ’töten’ möglich:

(3) a. Tim xadaø-døm (1sg.subj) ’I killed a reindeer’
b. Tyuku tim xadaø-wø (1sg>sg.obj) ’I killed this reindeer’
c. Tyuku tim xadaø-døm (1sg.subj) ’I killed this reindeer’

Ausschlaggebend für den Wechsel in die subjektive Konjugation von b.
nach c. ist hier die (kursive) Fokussierung; es gibt jedoch Evidenz für andere
Faktoren wie Definitheit oder Transitivität, die ebenfalls einen Einfluss auf die
Wahl der Konjugation zu haben scheinen1.
Die Bildung eines finiten Verbs funktioniert in beiden Sprachen gleich: an

den Stamm treten zunächst ein (oder mehrere, vgl. hierzu auch Abschnitt 3.3
sowie 4.2.1) Substämme, die Modus ausdrücken können (vgl. Salminen 1997).
An den so erweiterten Stamm affigieren dann die Personsuffixe der jeweiligen
Konjugation (Obj.Num. nur in der objektiven Konjugation). Gegebenenfalls
wird Tempus entweder nach den Personmarkern affigiert (Nenzisch) oder
davor (Nganasanisch), Verben im Aorist werden dafür nicht markiert.

(4) [[Wurzel] [Substamm]] – [Ob jekt] – [Sub jekt]
Also ist die zugrundeliegende Struktur der Agr-Köpfe, in die eingesetzt wird,
folgende:

1Für eine ausführliche Diskussion der Thematik vgl. z. B. Körtvély (2005).
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(5) [√ROOT + [. . .]Modus] + [acc. . . ]Agr1 + [
nom
. . . ]Agr2

Wie genau die Affixe den Abschnitten dieses Schemas zugeordnet werden, wird
in Abschnitt 4.2.1 diskutiert.

3.2. Die Paradigmen

Die auf den folgenden Seiten dargestellten Paradigmen beinhalten sämtliche
Optionen der nordsamojedischen Verbalflexion innerhalb des Indikativ Aorist2,
die im ausgeprägtesten Fall für ein- und dasselbe Verb die Wahl aus drei
Paradigmen zulässt.3
Bei genauer Betrachtung der Paradigmen fallen folgende (Un-)Regelmäßig-

keiten auf: Oft existieren in beiden Sprachen Sonderformen für die 3. Person,
die im subjektiven Paradigma noch parallel erscheinen, im objektiven, ebenso
parallel, nur im Plural und Singular auftreten und sich im reflexiven Paradigma
in beiden Sprachen unterschiedlich manifestieren. Spezifische Sonderformen
existieren außerdem in den Singular-Zellen der subjektiven und der reflexiven
Konjugation beider Sprachen.
Numerus des Subjekts scheint durchgängig abgespalten und gesondert

realisiert zu werden, außer im Singular der subjektiven und reflexiven Para-
digmen (vgl. auch Abschnitt 4.2.2). Eine distinkte Realisierung des Objekt-
Numerus zieht sich in beiden Sprachen durch das objektive Paradigma: Im
Nenzischen nur für das Dual- (-xøyu), im Nganasanischen zusätzlich für
das Nicht-Singular(nsg)-Objekt (-k@i + -j). Darüber hinaus alternieren die
Personmarker für Singular und nsg-Objekt (auch hierzu 4.2.2).
Allgemein lässt sich sagen, dass das Nganasanische mehr Regelmäßigkeit auf-

weist; während die Marker im Nenzischen häufiger Sonderformen beinhalten,
beschränkt sich dies im Nganasanischen fast nur auf das reflexive Paradigma.
Dieses ähnelt hier außerdem mehr dem nsg-Objekt-Paradigma, während es im
Nenzischen eher Parallelen zur subjektiven Konjugation aufweist.
Zur Betrachtung des Paradigmas der zugrundeliegenden Formen sind

außerdem folgende phonologischen Regeln für das Nenzische zu beachten:
2Zum Vgl. mit dem sehr ähnlichen enzischen System siehe auch Künnap (1999).
3Die Daten folgen Körtvély 2005 und Helimski 1998, ggf. ins IPA übertragen. c steht für

einen Nullkonsonanten, der i. d. R. nicht realisiert wird, aber u. U. zum Vorschein kommt. 1Sg
Nenzisch subj. Konj. /tøm/ hat die in europäischen Gebieten verbreitete Variante /møn/; /r@c/
(Nganasanisch 3Sg refl. Konj.) hat die Variante /P/.
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Verbalsuffixe - Oberflächenformen

subjektiv objektiv reflexiv
Sg. Objekt Du. Objekt Pl. Objekt

NENZISCH
Substamm -Na-/-ø- -Na-/-ø- -Na-/-ø- -yø- -yø-

1Sg -d@m -w@ -x@jun@ -n@ -w@P
2Sg -n@ -r@ -x@jud@ -d@ -n@
3Sg – -da -x@juda -da -P
1Du -njiP -mjiP -x@junjiP -njiP -njiP
2Du -djiP -rjiP -x@judjiP -djiP -djiP
3Du -x@P -djiP -x@judjiP -djiP -x@P
1Pl -waP -waP -x@junaP -naP -naP
2Pl -daP -raP -x@judaP -daP -daP
3Pl -P -doP -x@judoP -doP -d@P

subjektiv objektiv reflexiv
Sg. Objekt Du. Objekt Pl. Objekt

NGANASANISCH
Substamm -ntu- -ntu- -ntu- -nta- -nta-

1Sg -m -m@ -g@inj@ -nj@ -n@
2Sg -N -r@ -g@itj@ -tj@ -N
3Sg – -Du -g@itjy -tjy -D@
1Du -mi -mi -g@inji -nji -ni
2Du -ri -ri -g@itji -tji -ti
3Du -g@j -Di -g@itji -tji -ti
1Pl -muP -muP -g@injyP -njyP -nuP
2Pl -ruP -ruP -g@itjyP -tjyP -tuP
3Pl -P -DuN -g@itjyN -tjyN -t@P

(6) a. m→ w / V__V
b. t→ d / V__
c. t→ P / __# oder __C
d. n→ P / __# oder __C

Und diese für das Nganasanische (inklusive weiterer komplexer Regelsysteme
zur Realisierung diverser Konsonanten, die das /t/ teilweise als [D] realisieren
sowie das /k/ als [g] und hier nicht weiter von Belang sind):
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Verbalsuffixe - zugrundeliegende Formen

subjektiv objektiv reflexiv
Sg. Objekt Du. Objekt Pl. Objekt

NENZISCH
Substamm -Na-/-ø- -Na-/-ø- -Na-/-ø- -yø- -yø-

1Sg -tøm -mø -xøyu-nø -nø -mt
2Sg -n∼tø -rø -xøyu-tø -tø -n∼tø
3Sg – -t(j)a -xøyu-t(j)a -t(j)a -t
1Du -njin -mjin -xøyu-njin -njin -njin
2Du -tjin -rjin -xøyu-tjin -tjin -tjin
3Du -xøn -tjin -xøyu-tjin -tjin -xøn
1Pl -mat -mat -xøyu-nat -nat -nat
2Pl -tat -rat -xøyu-tat -tat -tat
3Pl -t -t(j)ot -xøyu-t(j)ot -t(j)on -tt

subjektiv objektiv reflexiv
Sg. Objekt Du. Objekt Pl. Objekt

NGANASANISCH
Substamm -ntu- -ntu- -ntu- -nta- -nta-

1Sg -m -m@ -k@i-j-n@ -j-n@ -n@
2Sg -N -r@ -k@i-j-t@ -j-t@ -N
3Sg – -tu -k@i-j-tu -j-tu -t@c
1Du -mic -mic -k@i-j-nic -j-nic -nic
2Du -ric -ric -k@i-j-tic -j-tic -ntic
3Du -k@j -tic -k@i-j-tic -j-tic -ntic
1Pl -muP -muP -k@i-j-nuP -j-nuP -nuP
2Pl -ruP -ruP -k@i-j-tuP -j-tuP -ntuP
3Pl -P -tuN -k@i-j-tuN -j-tuN -nt@P

(7) a. [t n]→ [tj nj] / j__
b. j→ Ø/ __Cj
c. n→ Ø/ __t

Eine weitere interessante Beobachtung bezieht sich auf die applizierende
Phonologie und deren Auswirkungen: Viele Marker, die von Helimski und
Körtvély als zugrundeliegend angenommen werden, äußern sich nicht oder
kaum an der Oberfläche: das nsg-Objekt-/-j/ im Nganasanischen palatalisiert
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(aufgrund oben erwähnter Regeln) lediglich die nachfolgenden Konsonanten
(z. B. -k@i-j-n@→ -g@inj@) , das in der Reflexiv-Spalte fast durchgehend existente
/-n/ derselben Sprache ist nicht mehr zu erkennen. Dies bietet u a. interessante
Ansatzpunkte für weiterführende Überlegungen bezüglich der hier stattfin-
denden Phonologie. Wie ich noch zeigen werde, spielen hier subsegmentale
Marker eine Rolle, die in Abschnitt 4.2.2 ausführlich dargelegt werden.

3.3. Erste Abstraktionen – zur Konjugationswahl

Im Folgenden soll der Versuch unternommen werden, die Beobachtungen des
vorangehenden Abschnitts analytisch brauchbar abzuleiten. Zunächst werden
die Paradigmen formalisiert, um die Kontextbestimmungen der Konjugationen
in Merkmale umzuwandeln.
Da, was die Personmarker betrifft, die Sets für Dual- und Pluralobjekte

in beiden Sprachen jeweils identisch sind, lassen sich zusammengefasst vier
Personalsuffixsets unterscheiden (vgl. Salminen 1997). Weitere Faktoren für die
Einsetzung der Morpheme sind die Art der Konjugation und die Wahl der
Substamm-Variante, welche sich durch abstrakte Merkmale ableiten lassen. So
wird die Konjugationsart durch verschiedene Werte für α ausgedrückt, die Art
des Substamms durch±β. Abstrahiert sieht das Paradigma also folgendermaßen
aus (jede Zeile entspricht der jeweiligen Spalte der Paradigmen in Abschnitt
3.2):

Konjugation α Objekt Substamm β Merkmale Suffix-Set
subjektiv + generell + +α+β I

– Sg generell + – α+β II
objektiv – Du generell + – α+β III

– Pl speziell – – α – β III
reflexiv + speziell – +α – β IV

Hieraus ergibt sich zunächst folgende Spezifizierung von (3):

(8)
√
ROOT[±α ± β] + [. . .]Modus + [acc. . . ]Agr1 + [nom. . . ]Agr2

Anwenden lässt sich dies sowohl auf die transitiv-reflexiven (Nganasanisch:
transitiven) Verben, die nur durch syntakto-semantischen Kontext bedingt
innerhalb eines der drei zur Verfügung stehenden Paradigmen flektiert werden,
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aber auch auf alle anderen Verben der nordsamojedischen Sprachen, die
lexikalisch auf eine oder zwei der Klassen festgelegt sind. In jedem Fall gehe
ich davon aus, dass die Werte für α und β gleichermaßen vorhanden sind; im
einen Fall lexikalisch inhärent, im anderen aus dem Kontext heraus im Zuge
syntaktischer Prozesse auf dem Verb valuiert.
Zur genaueren Bedeutung von α und β lassen sich folgende Überlegungen

anführen: [±α ± β] können nicht für Flexionsklassen stehen, wenn man
davon ausgeht, dass Flexionsklassen durch inhärente, dem Stamm zugehörige
Merkmale bestimmt sind, die ihrerseits wiederum tendenziell arbiträr sind und
sich nicht aus dem syntaktischen Kontext erschließen lassen.
Also muss ihre Bedeutung woanders liegen. Auch wenn naheliegt, dass die

Konjugationen mit Valenz zusammenhängen, kann dies dennoch nur indirekt
und bedingt der Fall sein, da transitive Verben genausogut in der subjektiven
wie in der objektiven oder reflexiven Konjugation stehen können. Faktoren,
die bislang noch nicht ausreichend erforscht sind, erwirken schließlich den
Wechsel.
Zunächst steht ±α für die natürlichen Klassen, die sich innerhalb der vier

verschiedenen Suffixsets ergeben. So verbindet +α die subjektive mit der
reflexiven Konjugation, während die objektiven Endungen −α tragen. Da
das Verb jedoch nur in der objektiven Konjugation für beide Argumente
kongruieren kann, liegt nahe, dass −α möglicherweise dafür steht, dass ein
zweiter (Objekt-)Kongruenzknoten existiert, den das Verb sieht und für den es
kongruiert. Dies kann nur der Fall sein, wenn die syntaktische Valenz 2 beträgt.−α steht allerdings nicht notwendigerweise selbst für diese Valenz, da dies nur
eine notwendige, aber keinesfalls hinreichende Bedingung für den Wechsel in
die objektive Konjugation ist.
Was β betrifft, so variieren die Werte dafür in Abhängigkeit davon, welche

Substamm-Variante an den Stamm tritt. Die hier relevanten Substämme sind der
generelle finite Substamm (-Na-/-ø- im Nenzischen, -ntu- im Nganasanischen)
und der spezielle finite Substamm (-yø- im Nenzischen, -nta- im Nganasani-
schen). Diese Verteilung fordert offenbar keine phonologischen (Kontext-)
Bedingungen und wird lediglich durch die Art der Konjugation und Numerus
des Objekts bestimmt. Es bieten sich jedoch auch keine bekannten morphosyn-
taktischen Merkmale dafür an, die reflexive und Plural-Objekt-Konjugation
zusammenzufassen; also wird für die noch unbekannte Eigenschaft, die diese
Klassen verbindet, ein− für β eingesetzt. Die anderen Klassen erhalten denWert+β. Abgesehen davon, dass β offenbar ein tatsächlich existentes (wenn auch
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noch nicht identifiziertes) Merkmal ist, dient es hier hauptsächlich dazu, den
Kontext der reflexiven Konjugation von dem der subjektiven zu unterscheiden.

3.4. Syntaktische Vorarbeit

Da ich hier nicht von Flexionsklassen ausgehe, die [±α± β] bestimmen, legt ggf.
die Syntax fest, welche Merkmale eine Wurzel in die Morphologie einbringt.
Aufgrund der noch ungeklärten Zusammenhänge zwischen syntaktischem
Kontext und Konjugationswahl sowie der Komplexität dieserThematik werde
ich die genauen Wirkungsweisen der Syntax zurückstellen, um dem Kern der
hier angestrebten morphologischen Analyse in ausreichendem Umfang gerecht
werden zu können.
Vorerst sollte es genügen, [±α ± β] festgesetzt wie vorangehend beschrieben

zu übernehmen und damit in der Morphologie weiterzuarbeiten, ohne näher
darauf einzugehen, wodurch sie im Einzelnen bestimmt werden und wie genau
das vor sich geht bzw. welche syntaktischen Prozesse dabei involviert sein
mögen. Dies wird ein möglicher Ansatz für weiterführende Arbeit an diesen
Sprachen sein (vgl auch Kapitel 5).
Die infolgedessen gänzlich postsyntaktische Morphologie lässt sich also wie

folgt zusammenfassen: In Schritt 1 erfolgt die Einsetzung in das l-Morphem
einschließlich der jeweiligen α/β-Werte, danach Einsetzung des Substamms,
ggf. Einsetzung in den Objektkopf und in den Subjektkopf.

4. Morphologische Analyse

4.1. Merkmalsdekomposition

Die Person-Merkmale werden durch [±1 ± 3] ausgedrückt. So lassen sich
die häufigen Synkretismen zwischen 1. und 2. Person besser auflösen; mehr
Merkmale sind nicht nötig. Also ergibt sich folgende Zuordnung:

[+1 − 3] → 1. Person [−1 − 3] → 2. Person
[−1 + 3] → 3. Person [+1 + 3] → ???

Die Kombination [+1 + 3], die hier nicht vertreten ist, erscheint logisch auch
unplausibel - sie müsste sich auf eine Person beziehen, die gleichzeitig Sprecher
und eine am Gespräch unbeteiligte Person ist.
Numerus ergibt sich, parallel dazu, durch Kombinationen von [±sg±pl]. Da

Singular, Dual und Plural vorhanden sind, ist ein reichhaltiges System ratsam.
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Dieses System genügt jedoch, um die Synkretismen zwischen den nsg-Formen
zu erklären bzw. die Distinktion zwischen sg und nsg. Die Zuordnung ist
folgende:

[+sg−pl] → Singular [−sg−pl] → Dual
[−sg+pl] → Plural [+sg+pl] → ???

So ergibt sich folgender Subjekt-Agr-Kopf:
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Kasus ∶ nom
Person ∶ ±1 ± 3

Numerus ∶ ±sg ± pl
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

Der Objekt-Agr-Kopf, parallel dazu:
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Kasus ∶ acc
Person ∶ −1 + 3

Numerus ∶ ±sg ± pl
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

Da das Objekt nur am Verb markiert wird, wenn es 3. Person ist, haben wir es
nur mit o.g. Agr-Kopf zu tun. Im Fall der reflexiven Konjugation bekommt
der Subjekt-Knoten noch zusätzlich den [acc] zugewiesen, trägt also zwei
Kasusmerkmale: [nom acc]. Erstens dient dies der Verdeutlichung einer
natürlichen Klasse zwischen der reflexiven und der objektiven Konjugation, die
besonders im Nganasanischen sehr deutlich zum Vorschein kommt. Außerdem
soll es ganz generell die spezielle Markierung, die das Subjekt im reflexiven Fall
erhält, verdeutlichen; bei den transitiv-reflexiven Verben ist die zusätzliche
Kennzeichnung mit einem markierten Kasus denkbar zur Unterscheidung
von der subjektiven Konjugation sowie zur Realisierung von Spuren der
syntaktischen Valenz des Verbs. Bei den (obligatorisch) reflexiven Verben
bezieht sich dies vielmehr auf den intrinsischen Gehalt der Verbklasse an sich,
da hier laut Körtvély (2005) das am Verb markierte Argument stärker und
komplexer in die dargestellte Handlung involviert ist als bei Verben, die in der
subjektiven Konjugation gebildet werden.

4.2. Objektmarkierung

Objektmarkierung geschieht, wie in Abschnitt 3.2 festgestellt, durch die Marker
/-xøyu/ und /-k@i/, die das Dual-Objekt markieren, sowie durch Alternationen
der Subjekt-Personsuffixe im Kontext von sg und nsg. Da /-xøyu/ von den
bisherigen Analysen nicht als Personsuffix für das Objekt, sondern als Stammer-
weiterung behandelt wird und die Alternationen bisher nicht zufriedenstellend
erklärt wurden, soll hier darauf näher eingegangen werden.
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4.2.1. Der Status von /-xøyu/

In der analytischen Vorarbeit zum Tundra-Nenzischen, auf die ich meine
Analyse dieser Sprache begründe (vgl. Salminen 1997, 1998 und Körtvély 2005),
lässt sich folgende Unterteilung finden: An das Verb affigieren zunächst (im In-
dikativ, Optativ und Formen des Imperativs) drei verschiedene Sub-stämme: die
bereits erwähnten zwei Varianten (generell vs. speziell) des finiten Substamms
(1. Substamm) sowie der Dual-Objekt-Substamm /-xøyu/ (2. Substamm), der an
den generellen finiten Substamm affigiert wird. Andere Substämme können
ggf. Modus ausdrücken, jedoch der Indikativ Aorist bleibt i. d. R. unmarkiert
(vgl. Salminen 1998). Danach erst treten die Personsuffixe an den nun bereits
erweiterten Stamm (vgl. das ähnliche Schema in Abschnitt 3.1, Bsp. 4 u. 5;
die Personsuffixe sind hier zunächst noch nicht nach Subjekt und Objekt
unterteilt):

(9) [StammWurzel + [1. Substamm] + [2. Substamm]]+[Personsu f f ixe]
Betrachtet man die Verteilung der Substämme etwas genauer, lässt sich /-xøyu/
jedoch aus der Liste der Substämme entfernen und als Objektmarker den
Personsuffixen hinzufügen. Dies werde ich im Folgenden erläutern.
Die Substämme, die für 1. Substamm eingesetzt werden, lassen sich zunächst

eindeutig zuordnen: Der im Indikativ auftretende Substamm /-Na-/ und sein
“spezielles” ([−β] – kontextuelles)Allomorph /-yø-/werden in vielenModi durch
andere Substämme ersetzt, die eindeutig den jeweiligen Modus ausdrücken.
Also liegt nahe, dass auch die hier aufgeführten Affixe Modus markieren
oder zumindest einen Default-Marker darstellen, falls kein markierter Modus
gewählt ist; sie sind mit den Modusmarkern komplementär verteilt und werden
somit offensichtlich in ein und denselben Slot eingesetzt. Die von Salminen
SubstämmegenanntenAffixe sind demnachModusmarker, die in dieser Analyse
zunächst in einen speziellen Knoten unterhalb von v eingesetzt werden (vgl.
Marantz 2006). Erst danachwird in denObjekt- und in den Subjekt-Agr-Knoten
eingesetzt:

(10) [StammWurzel + [Substamm(Modus)] + xøyu]+[Personsu f f ixe]
An dieser Stelle kommt erst /-xøyu/ ins Spiel, das von Salminen zunächst
den Substämmen (hier: 2. Stubstamm) zugeordnet wurde, jedoch eindeutig
ein Objektmarker ist. Erstens ist es ein Affix, das in jeglichem Kontext Dual
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ausdrückt (vgl. die Deklinationssuffixe des Nenzischen, z. B. in Salminen 1998).
Zweitens wird /-xøyu/ erst angehängt, wenn bereits ein Substamm an die
Wurzel getreten ist, die Position spricht also eher für ein reguläres VE, das in
den Objekt – Knoten eingesetzt wird, als für eine Erweiterung der Wurzel.
Falls man außerdem davon ausgeht, dass die Substämme Modus ausdrücken,
kann /-xøyu/ nicht dazugezählt werden, da sein Erscheinen in keiner Weise mit
dem gewählten Modus zusammenhängt. So erscheint es mir geeigneter, /xøyu/
aus der Liste der Stammerweiterungen zu streichen und statt dessen den VE
zuzuordnen:

(11) [StammWurzel + [Substamm(Modus)]]+[Personsu f f ixe(xøyu)]
Weitere Evidenz für die Plausibilität dieser Analyse als eigenständigen Dual-
Objekt-Marker ziehe ich aus der Tatsache, dass Helimski sich ebenso entschie-
den hat und für das Nganasanische lediglich zwei komplementär verteilte
Substämme /-nta-/ und /-ntu-/ annimmt, während das /-k@i/ in der Liste der
funktionalen VEs steht. Genauso würde ich auch mit Nenzisch verfahren
und /-Na-/ und /-yø-/ als die /-nta-/ und /-ntu-/ entsprechenden Substämme
annehmen, die hier wie dort Modus realisieren.

4.2.2. Die Portmanteaus im NSG

Während /-xøyu/ und /-k@i/ also den Dual des Objekts ausdrücken, bleibt,
die Alternationen im Suffix-Set für sg(Set II)- und nsg(Set III)-Objekte zu
erklären. Zunächst ist der Sachverhalt darzulegen:
Salminen (1997) und Körtvély (2005) folgend, sind die bereits erwähnten

Person-Suffix-Sets die vier folgenden, die sich genauso aufs Nganasanische
übertragen lassen:

nenzisch
Subj. I II III IV
1Sg tøm m-ø n-ø mt
2Sg n∼tø r-ø t-ø n∼tø
3Sg – t-(j)a t-(j)a t
1Du n-jin m-jin n-jin n-jin
2Du t-jin r-jin t-jin t-jin
3Du xøn t-jin t-jin xøn
1Pl m-at m-at n-at n-at
2Pl t-at r-at t-at t-at
3Pl t t-(j)on t-(j)on t-t

nganasanisch
Subj. I II III IV
1Sg m m-@ n-@ n-@
2Sg N r-@ t-@ N
3Sg – t-u t-u t-@c
1Du m-ic m-ic n-ic n-ic
2Du r-ic r-ic t-ic t-ic
3Du k@j t-ic t-ic t-ic
1Pl m-uP m-uP n-uP n-uP
2Pl r-uP r-uP t-uP t-uP
3Pl P t-uN t-uN t-@P
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Dies sind nur die Subjekt-Suffixe aus den Paradigmen von Abschnitt 3.2. Laut
(u. a.) Salminen bestehen die Suffixsets nur aus Subjektmarkern, die ggf. im
Kontext bestimmter Objektmerkmale variieren. Auch der Objektmarker xøyu,
den ich im vorigen Abschnitt den Personsuffixen zugeordnet habe, wird von
mir zunächst außen vor gelassen, da er eindeutig nur Objektmerkmale realisiert
und sich leicht analysieren lässt.
Die Subjektmarker sind hier nun aufgespalten nach Person und Numerus,

wobei der Personmarker stets vor demNumerusmarker steht. Die Personmarker
sind also, mit Ausnahme der einzelnen Sonderformen, -m, -n, -r und -t4. Auf
den folgenden Seiten werde ich dieses Set auf drei reguläre Marker reduzieren,
indem ich die Subjekt-Objekt-Portmanteaus in den Suffixsets II und III auflöse.
Die aktuelle Verteilung in diesen beiden Sets ergibt in Abhängigkeit von
Merkmalen beider Argumente folgendes Muster:

(12) ❍❍❍❍❍❍O
S 1 2 3

sg m r t
nsg n t t

Von der erwähnten Alternation im Kontext von sg- vs. nsg-Objekt betroffen
sind lediglich die Marker für 1. und 2. Person, die Set II und III unterscheiden
und bisher von Salminen (1997, von Körtvély 2005 übernommen) als Port-
manteaus analysiert und nicht weiter synchron untersucht wurden: /m/ vs. /n/
und /r/ vs. /t/, von denen jeweils die letztere Variante im nsg-Objekt-Kontext
vorkommt. Da sie aus einzelnen Phonemen bestehen, lassen sie sich auch nicht
weiter morphologisch subanalysieren.
Üblicherweise wird in der Distribuierten Morphologie angenommen, dass

jedes VE in höchstens einen Kopf eingesetzt wird, da alles andere den Grund-
prinzipien des theoretischen Rahmens widerspräche (vgl. z. B. die Uniqueness
of Vocabulary Insertion wie z. B. von Trommer 2009 formuliert). Also kann
die Alternation auch nicht dadurch bedingt sein, dass diese Marker Elemente
beider Argumente realisieren, da dann ein VE in zwei Köpfe eingesetzt werden

4Die hier vorgenommene Zuordnung des (j) in der 3. Person des objektiven Paradigmas (Set
II/III) zum Numerusmarker ist von Salminen (1997,1998) übernommen. Da die Palatalisierung
in den vorliegenden Daten nie phonologisch realisiert wird, scheint sie weiter nicht relevant zu
sein. Also bleibt /t1/ in allen Konjugationen derselbe Marker.
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müsste. Dies ließe sich durch entsprechend geartete Fusion-Regeln umgehen,
die hier jedoch sonst durch nichts motiviert werden.
Allomorphie der Subjektmarker im Kontext von nsg-Objekten anzunehmen

(Bobaljik, 2000, vgl. z. B.), erscheint daher unplausibel, da identische Marker
auch in der subjektiven und reflexiven Konjugation, in denen nur ein Agr-
Kopf vorhanden ist, existieren. Als Konsequenz müsste man verschiedene,
formgleiche VE annehmen, was diesen Ansatz unökonomisch macht und dem
Prinzip widerspricht, dass Formengleichheit Funktionsgleichheit impliziert
(Syncretism Principle, vgl. z. B. Müller 2004:6).
Um nun eine elegante Lösung hierfür zu finden, empfiehlt es sich, die Daten

etwas genauer zu betrachten: Spaltet man die alternierenden Marker in ihre
phonologischen Merkmale auf, liegt es nahe, den eigentlichen Marker für das
nsg-Objekt (Set III) in diesenMerkmalen, die die Personmarker bestimmen, zu
suchen. Berücksichtigt man das Phoneminventar der jeweiligen Sprache, wird
nämlich deutlich, dass in beiden Portmanteau-Fällen nur zwei systematische
Änderungen, und zwar jedesmal die gleichen, nötig sind, um vom sg-Marker
zu seiner Entsprechung im nsg zu kommen: [kor] und [-kont]5 (vgl. Hall
2000).
So ergibt sich aus /m/ → [n] und aus /r/ → [t]. In der 3. Person ändert

sich nichts, da das /t/ bereits [kor-kont] ist. Ebenso verhält es sich mit den
identischen Markern im Nganasanischen.
Also lässt sich der gesuchte nsg-Objektmarker etwa so definieren: [kor-kont]↔ [−sg acc].
Dies kann so gelesen werden: Der Marker für das nsg-Objekt besteht aus den
schwebenden phonologischenMerkmalen [kor-kont] und führt bei Einsetzung
zu einer Überlagerung der auf dem nachfolgenden Konsonanten vorhandenen
Merkmalen, was in der Phonologie zu einer Mutation von /m/→ [n] und /r/→
[t] führt (vgl. Trommer 2007).
Nun existiert dieser Marker jedoch in keiner der beiden Sprachen in genau

5Dadurch ergibt sich im Fall von /r/ und [t] auch eine Änderung des Wertes für [son] von +
nach −, was zwar nicht im [−sg]-Marker enthalten, aber ein unvermeidlicher Nebeneffekt
ist, da die [+son]-Variante von /t/ weder im Nenzischen noch im Nganasanischen existiert.
Ein weiterer Nebeneffekt ist die Entstimmlichung. Da das /t/ im Nenzischen so nie an der
Oberfläche erscheint, sondern in jedem hier dargestellten Fall als [d] ausgesprochen wird,
ist auch diese hinfällig, während im Nganasanischen davon ausgegangen werden muss, dass
die Entstimmlichung stattfindet, da hier wiederum die stimmhafte Variante von /t/ nicht im
zugrundeliegenden Phoneminventar enthalten ist (vgl. Helimski 1998:489).
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dieser Form. Die sprachspezifischen Abweichungen bedürfen jedoch weiterer
Betrachtungen und werden im folgenden Abschnitt erläutert.

Reduktion der Suffixsets

Der nsg-Objektmarker ändert die von Körtvély und Helimski vorgeschlagenen
zugrundeliegenden Formen zunächst in diesem einen Punkt: /n/ und /t/ sind
nicht mehr die bisher angenommenen Subjekt-Objekt-Portmanteaus, an ihrer
Stelle stehen zugrundeliegend /m/ und /r/ wie im sg-Objekt-Fall.
Also werden die 4 von Salminen vorgeschlagenen Person-Suffix-Sets (nur

für das Subjekt, wohlgemerkt) so auf drei reduziert (subjektiv, objektiv und
reflexiv), parallel auch im Nganasanischen6:

nenzisch
Subj. I II III.b
1Sg tøm m-ø mt
2Sg n∼t-ø r-ø n∼tø
3Sg – t-(j)a t
1Du n-jin m-jin n-jin
2Du t-jin r-jin t-jin
3Du xøn t-jin xøn
1Pl m-at m-at n-at
2Pl t-at r-at t-at
3Pl t t-(j)on t-t

nganasanisch
Subj. I II III.b
1Sg m m-@ n-@
2Sg N r-@ N
3Sg – t-u t-@c
1Du m-ic m-ic n-ic
2Du r-ic r-ic t-ic
3Du k@j t-ic t-ic
1Pl m-uP m-uP n-uP
2Pl r-uP r-uP t-uP
3Pl P t-uN t-@P

4.2.3. Weitere Vereinfachung

Betrachtet man die nun reduzierten Daten, fällt des Weiteren Folgendes auf:
Die schwebenden phonologischen Merkmale applizieren offenbar auch an

anderer Stelle (hier fett markiert).
Im Nenzischen sieht die Verteilung folgendermaßen aus: Auch in den

anderen beiden Paradigmen (Set I und III.b) finden sich für das nsg-Subjekt
fast durchgängig die jeweiligen für nsg markierten Entsprechungen /n/
und /t/ suffix-initial. Also lässt sich der [−sg acc]-Marker erweitern und
dementsprechend umwandeln, da er im Nenzischen offenbar nicht nur das
nsg-Objekt, sondern auch das nsg-Subjekt markiert:

6III.b ist nun dasjenige Suffixset, das vorher Suffixset IV war.
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[KOR-kont] ↔ [−sg] yrk7

Im Nganasanischen dagegen ist diese Markierung nicht zusätzlich im
subjektiven, sondern im reflexiven Paradigma zu finden; also markieren
diese Merkmale wohl eher [acc] als [−sg]. Dies ersetzt das von Helimski als
Reflexivmarker angenommene /-n/ und lautet wie folgt:

[KOR-kont] ↔ [acc] nio

Schließlich darf man die Palatalisierung nicht vergessen, die im Nganasa-
nischen im NSG-Objekt-Kontext auf die Subjekt-Suffixe appliziert und das
ehemalige Set III zusätzlich von Set II abgegrenzt hat. Hierfür können wir
einen weiteren subsegmentalen Marker annehmen, dessen Merkmale im Falle
der Einsetzung noch zu den Werten von [acc] hinzuaddiert werden. Er hat
innerhalb der objektiven Konjugation die gleiche Verteilung wie der Nenzische
nsg-Marker:

[−ant,−apik] ↔ [−sg] nio

Dieser Marker appliziert auch in der 3. Person Dual des subjektiven Pa-
radigmas, wo er aus dem /i/ in /-k@i/ ein [j] macht, da kein anderer Laut
vorhanden ist, auf den er applizieren könnte. Durch die Regeln in (7) wird er
seine Merkmale jedoch auf einen nachfolgenden Konsonanten legen, sollte
einer affigiert werden.
Durch die Ausweitung der Applikation der Objektmarker lassen sich die

Paradigmen nun also weiter vereinheitlichen:

7Sprachspezifische (Einsetzungs-)Regeln werde ich zur besseren Übersicht zusätzlich am
rechten Rand mit dem jeweiligen ISO-Sprachkürzel versehen. Dabei steht yrk für Nenzisch
und nio für Nganasanisch.
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nenzisch
Subjekt I II III
1Sg tøm m-ø mt
2Sg n∼tø r-ø n∼tø
3Sg – t-(j)a t
1Du m-jin m-jin m-jin
2Du r-jin r-jin r-jin
3Du xøn t-jin xøn
1Pl m-at m-at m-at
2Pl r-at r-at r-at
3Pl t t-(j)on t-t

nganasanisch
Subjekt I II III
1Sg m m-@ m-@
2Sg N r-@ N
3Sg – t-u t-@c
1Du m-ic m-ic m-ic
2Du r-ic r-ic r-ic
3Du k@j t-iC t-ic
1Pl m-uP m-uP m-uP
2Pl r-uP r-uP r-uP
3Pl P t-uN t-@P

Nun lassen sich die Personmarker auf folgendes gemeinsame Set reduzieren: 3
reguläre Marker (die aus dem Set in (12) reduziert wurden; hier fett markiert)
sowie ein spezifischer Nullmarker, der in beiden Sprachen gleich vorkommt.

1. Person 2. Person 3. Person 3. Person SG subjektive Konjugation
m r t Ø

Für diese drei regulären vorgeschlagenen Marker findet sich nun Evidenz aus
den diachronen Daten. Zunächst sind hierfür die für das Nordsamojedische
angenommenen Regeln historischen Lautwandels anzuführen (PU = Proto-
Uralisch, PS = Proto-Samojedisch, PNS = Proto-Nordsamojedisch):

(13) a. PU *s→ PS *t
b. PU *t→ PNS *r

Berücksichtigt man diese reguläre Lautverschiebung, lassen sich nun die Paral-
lelen der reduzierten Personmarker zu den rekonstruierten Personalpronomen
des Proto-Uralischen deutlich erkennen. Diese sind: *mV für die erste Person,
*tV (→ PNS *rV) für die zweite und *sV (→ PS *tV) für die dritte Person (vgl.
z. B. auch Körtvély 2005).
Abschließend nun noch einmal die beiden Paradigmen inklusive Objektmar-

kern (die subsegmentalen Marker sind hier als ϕ1([kor,-kont]) und ϕ2([-ant,-
apik]) dargestellt), das in der folgenden Analyse abgeleitet wird:
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nenzisch
Subjekt subj. obj.sg obj.du obj.pl refl.
1Sg tøm m-ø xøyu-ϕ1-m-ø ϕ1-m-ø mt
2Sg n∼tø r-ø xøyu-ϕ1-r-ø ϕ1-r-ø n∼tø
3Sg – t-(j)a xøyu-ϕ1-t-(j)a ϕ1-t-(j)a t
1Du ϕ1-m-jin m-jin xøyu-ϕ1-m-jin ϕ1-m-jin ϕ1-m-jin
2Du ϕ1-r-jin r-jin xøyu-ϕ1-r-jin ϕ1-r-jin ϕ1-r-jin
3Du xøn t-jin xøyu-ϕ1-t-jin ϕ1-t-jin xøn
1Pl m-at m-at xøyu-ϕ1-m-at ϕ1-m-at ϕ1-m-at
2Pl ϕ1-r-at r-at xøyu-ϕ1-r-at ϕ1-r-at ϕ1-r-at
3Pl t t-(j)on xøyu-ϕ1-t-(j)on ϕ1-t-(j)on ϕ1-t-t

nganasanisch
Subjekt subj. obj.sg obj.du obj.pl refl.
1Sg m m-@ k@i-ϕ1-ϕ2-m-@ ϕ1-ϕ2-m-@ ϕ1-m-@
2Sg N r-@ k@i-ϕ1-ϕ2-r-@ ϕ1-ϕ2-r-@ N
3Sg – t-u k@i-ϕ1-ϕ2-t-u ϕ1-ϕ2-t-u ϕ1-t-@c
1Du m-ic m-ic k@i-ϕ1-ϕ2-m-ic ϕ1-ϕ2-m-ic ϕ1-m-ic
2Du r-ic r-ic k@i-ϕ1-ϕ2-r-ic ϕ1-ϕ2-r-ic ϕ1-r-ic
3Du k@i-ϕ2 t-ic k@i-ϕ1-ϕ2-t-ic ϕ1-ϕ2-t-ic ϕ1-t-ic
1Pl m-uP m-uP k@i-ϕ1-ϕ2-m-uP ϕ1-ϕ2-m-uP ϕ1-m-uP
2Pl r-uP r-uP k@i-ϕ1-ϕ2-r-uP ϕ1-ϕ2-r-uP ϕ1-r-uP
3Pl P t-uN k@i-ϕ1-ϕ2-t-uN ϕ1-ϕ2-t-uN ϕ1-t-@P

4.3. Spell-Out

Einsetzen der Substämme

Im Vorfeld der Einsetzung in die Argumentköpfe, die den eigentlichen Kern
meiner Analyse darstellt, muss zunächst noch der entsprechende Substamm
eingesetzt werden. Dies läuft ziemlich linear ab, da für jeden Modus eindeutige
Marker existieren und immer nur einer eingesetzt wird. Aufgrund des unkla-
ren Status der hier vorliegenden Marker wird γ als Merkmal eingesetzt (vgl.
Abschnitt 4.2.1).8

8Dies folgt den Annahmen eines merkmalsgeometrischen Ansatzes, wie ihn u a. Harley (2004)
behandelt.
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nenzisch nganasanisch
/Na∼ø/ /ntu/ ↔ [γ] / [+β]
/yø/ /nta/ ↔ [γ] / [−β]
Nun beginnt die Vokabulareinsetzung in die Agr-Köpfe9.

Die Hierarchie

Da durch die hier getroffene Annahme über Fission in beide Agr-Köpfe theore-
tisch beliebig oft eingesetzt werden kann, bis alle Merkmale realisiert worden
sind, ergibt sich die Reihenfolge der Marker, die nach den Substämmen affigiert
werden, durch ihre Spezifizität (vgl. Abschnitt 2.2). Das hierzu übernommene
Prinzip erfordert eine Hierarchie, um die Linearisierung also korrekt abzuleiten.
In Übereinstimmung mit der Segmentierung, die ich im letzten Abschnitt dar-
gelegt habe, ergibt sich die folgende Spezifizitäts-Hierarchie für beide Sprachen:

(14) +3 > acc > −sg > Person > Numerus
Realisiert einMarker ein [+3]-Merkmal, steht er i. d. R. demStammamnächsten
(so der Objektmarker und Subjekt-Sonderformen). Dann folgen generelle
Objektmerkmale([acc], die auch in der reflexiven Konjugation nah am Stamm
ausgedrückt werden) und die spezifischen [−sg]-Marker. Der Rest ergibt sich
aus der regulären Reihenfolge der Person- und Numerusmarker.

Personmarker

Aus den in Abschnitt 4.2.2 erwähnten parallel vorhandenen Personalsuffixen
ergeben sich folgende Markerspezifikationen für 1., 2. und 3. Person10:

nenzisch nganasanisch
(v.10) /-m/ /-m/ ↔ [+1 − 3]
(v.11) /-r/ /-r/ ↔ [−1 − 3]
(v.12) /-t1/ /-t/ ↔ [−1]
Das /t1/ ist unterspezifiziert; dieser untergeordnete Charakter ergibt sich aus
der Hierarchie, die ihn sonst (im Falle der Spezifikation [−1 + 3]) vor jedem
9die Alternation des /-Na-/ ergibt sich schließlich durch Readjustment.
10Die Nummern der (Einsetzungs-)Regeln dienen der leichteren Zuordnung zu den zusam-
menfassenden Tabellen in Abschnitt 4.4.
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anderen Marker am Stamm stehen ließe, was jedoch nicht der Fall ist. Das
markantere Merkmal [+3] tritt in verschiedenen Sonderformen zutage, zu
denen in beiden Sprachen auch der Nullmarker für die 3.sg gehört, der nur
einmal im gesamten Paradigma vorkommt und ausspezifiziert ist:
(v.1) Ø ↔ [−1 + 3+sg−pl nom] / [+α + β]
Generell sind die Sonderformen spezifischer als die regulären Marker. Weitere
Sonderformen für die 3. Person finden sich bei den Numerusmarkern, die
in diesem Kontext variieren, und außerdem existiert im Nenzischen noch
folgender spezifischer Marker, der 3. Person in subjektiven und reflexiven
Kontexten realisiert:
(v.2) /-xøn/ ↔ [−1 + 3−sg−pl nom] yrk
Nenzische Sonderformen für 1sg und 2sg, die ausschließlich im subjektiven
und reflexiven Paradigma stehen, sind:
(v.4) /-mt/ ↔ [+1 − 3+sg−pl acc] 1sg reflexiv
(v.7) /-tøm/ ↔ [+1 − 3+sg−pl] / [+α + β] 1sg subjektiv
(v.9) /-n∼t/ ↔ [−1 − 3] / [+sg−pl] [+α] 2sg subj/refl

yrk

Das Nganasanische hat nur einen spezifischen Personmarker, der sich nicht im
obigen System wieder findet. Dies ist das nganasanische Äquivalent zum /n∼t/
im Nenzischen, nur dass hier gleichzeitig Numerus ausgedrückt wird (während
an das Nenzische /n∼t/ ein gesonderter Numerusmarker angehängt wird):
(v.8) /-N/ ↔ [−1 − 3+sg−pl] / [+α] nio
Das Objekt schließlich, das nur in der 3. Person am Verb ausgedrückt werden
kann, bringt in den Spell-Out-Prozess von Anfang an (außer Kasus und
Numerus) an Personmerkmalen nur das Merkmal [+3] ein. Erreicht wird dies
durch frühe Verarmung des nicht benötigten [−1] im Kontext der objektiven
Konjugation in beiden Sprachen:
(i.1) [−1] → Ø/ [__acc][−α]

Numerusmarker

Affigiert werden an die Personmarker folgende reguläre Numerusmarker:
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nenzisch nganasanisch
(v.18) /-ø/ /-@/ ↔ [+sg−pl nom] singular
(v.19) /-jin/ /-ic/ ↔ [−pl nom] dual
(v.20) /-at/ /-uP/ ↔ [+pl nom] plural
Außer im Dual existieren in beiden Sprachen die oben bereits erwähnten
Sonderformen der Numerusmarker im Kontext der 3. Person. Diese lauten wie
folgt:

nenzisch nganasanisch
(v.15) /-(j)a/ /-u/ ↔ [+sg−pl nom] / [+3]
(v.16) /-t2/ /-P/ ↔ [+pl nom] / [+3] [+α]
(v.17) /-(j)on/ /-uN/ ↔ [+pl nom] / [+3] [−α]
Da in beiden Sprachen zu beobachten ist, dass in der 3. Person Plural des
subjektiven Paradigmas Person nicht explizit ausgedrückt wird und auch kein
nsg-Marker appliziert, werden diese Merkmale durch folgende Regel verarmt:
(i.3) [−1−sg] → Ø/ [__+3__+pl][+α + β]
Im Nganasanischen wird in der 1. Person Singular subjektiv nur Person, aber
kein Numerus ausgedrückt. Erreicht wird dies durch Verarmung:
(i.7) [+sg−pl] → Ø/ [+1__][+α + β] nio

Objektmarkierung

Das Objekt wird im nsgmit den bereits erläuterten phonologischenMerkmalen
markiert:
(v.5) – [kor-kont] ↔ [acc]
(v.6) [kor-kont] [-ant-apik] ↔ [−sg]
Hinzu kommt für das Dual-Objekt der folgende Marker:

nenzisch nganasanisch
(v.3) /-xøyu/ /-k@i/ ↔ [+3−pl] / [−sg__]
Dieser Dual-Objekt-Marker kann jedoch nicht für das Objekt spezifiziert sein,
da er imNganasanischen an einer Stelle für das Subjekt eingesetzt wird, nämlich
in der 3. Person Dual subjektiv. Um das Einsetzen weiterer, unspezifischerer
Marker zu verhindern, wird hier also [−1] verarmt:
(i.8) [−1] → Ø/ [__+3−sg−pl__][+α + β] nio
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Insbesondere in der 3. Person Singular des Reflexivparadigmas könnte der
letztgenannte Marker auch im Nenzischen aufs Subjekt applizieren, doch dies
wird verhindert durch Verarmung:
(i.6) [−pl] → Ø/ [+3+sg__][+α − β] yrk
Was jedoch eindeutig eine Brücke zum intransitiven Kontext schlägt, ist der
[acc]-Marker: Seine phonologische Markierung findet sich im Nganasanischen
auch fast im gesamten Reflexivparadigma (vgl. nächster Abschnitt).
Umdas Applizieren eines der genanntenObjektmarker auf das Singularobjekt

zu verhindern, welches in keiner von den Sprachen ausgedrückt wird, werden
die relevanten Merkmale verarmt:
(i.2) [− pl acc] → Ø/ [+sg__][−α]
Nun gibt es eine Reihe von Verarmungsregeln, die die Einsetzung der unspe-

zifischen subsegmentalen Objektmarker an bestimmten Stellen verhindern:
Zunächst ist zu erwähnen, dass, sobald ein Objekt am Verb realisiert wird, es

irrelevant ist, ob das Subjekt [−sg] trägt, auch wenn es hierfür (zumindest im
Nenzischen) in intransitiven Kontexten markiert wird. Also muss eine Regel
dies dementsprechend verarmen:
(i.4) [−sg] → Ø/ [__nom][−α]
Es gibt nur wenige Fälle im Nenzischen, wo [−sg] außerhalb des objektiven
Paradigmas nicht am Subjekt realisiert wird. Einer davon ist die Ausnahme in
der 1. Person Plural subjektiv (außerdem siehe Regel 3.i):
(i.5) [−sg] → Ø/ [+1__+pl][+α + β] yrk
Im Nganasanischen hingegen gibt es außer in Objektkontexten keine overte
Markierung für den NSG; im Dual der subjektiven Konjugation wird für den
3du-Marker jedoch ein [−sg]-Merkmal benötigt. Diese Verteilung lässt sich
folgendermaßen ableiten:
(i.10) [−sg] → Ø/ [__][+α − β]
(i.11) [−sg] → Ø/ [−3__][+α + β] nio

Das nganasanische Reflexivparadigma

Eine Besonderheit der nganasanischen Sprache ist die spezielle Markierung der
Formen des reflexiven Paradigmas. Dies geschieht mittels des [acc]-Markers
(5), dessen phonologische Markierung außer in der 2. und 3. Person Singular in
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allen reflexiven Formen wiederzufinden ist. Dieser Marker findet sich genauso
in der objektiven Konjugation und bildet einen wesentlichen Unterschied zum
subjektiven Paradigma. Die Ausnahmen lassen sich wie folgt durch Verarmung
ableiten:
(i.9) [acc] → Ø/ [−1+sg__] nio

Ebenfalls im reflexiven Paradigma sind die folgenden komplexen Sonderformen
für Numerusmarker im Kontext der 3. Person zu finden:
(v.13) /-@c/ ↔ [+sg−pl nom] / [+3] [+α − β] singular
(v.14) /-@P/ ↔ [+pl nom] / [+3] [+α − β] plural nio

Readjustment

Für den Marker /n∼t/ wird schließlich die Alternation, die durch die Art des
Verbstammes bedingt wird, durch folgende Readjustment-Regel abgeleitet:
/n/→ /t/ / [konsonantischer oder gemischter Stamm]__ yrk

4.4. Zusammenfassung

Zusammengefasst sind die VE also folgende (nach Spezifizität geordnet, unter
Berücksichtigung der Hierarchie aus 4.3):

nenzisch nganasanisch
(v.1) Ø Ø ↔ [−1 + 3+sg−pl nom] / [+α + β]
(v.2) /-xøn/ – ↔ [−1 + 3−sg−pl nom]
(v.3) /-xøyu/ /-k@i/ ↔ [+3−pl] / [−sg__]
(v.4) /-mt/ – ↔ [+1 − 3+sg−pl acc]
(v.5) – [kor-kont] ↔ [acc]
(v.6) [kor-kont] [-ant-apik] ↔ [−sg]
(v.7) /-tøm/ – ↔ [+1 − 3+sg−pl] / [+α + β]
(v.8) – /-N/ ↔ [−1 − 3+sg−pl] / [+α]
(v.9) /-n∼t/ – ↔ [−1 − 3] / [+sg−pl] [+α]
(v.10) /-m/ /-m/ ↔ [+1 − 3]
(v.11) /-r/ /-r/ ↔ [−1 − 3]
(v.12) /-t1/ /-t/ ↔ [−1]
(v.13) – /-@c/ ↔ [+sg−pl nom] / [+3] [+α − β]
(v.14) – /-@P/ ↔ [+pl nom] / [+3] [+α − β]
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(v.15) /-(j)a/ /-u/ ↔ [+sg−pl nom] / [+3]
(v.16) /-t2/ /-P/ ↔ [+pl nom] / [+3] [+α]
(v.17) /-(j)on/ /-uN/ ↔ [+pl nom] / [+3] [−α]
(v.18) /-ø/ /-@/ ↔ [+sg−pl nom]
(v.19) /-jin/ /-ic/ ↔ [−pl nom]
(v.20) /-at/ /-uP/ ↔ [+pl nom]
Damit sie eingesetzt werden können, müssen vorher die folgenden
Impoverishment-Regeln applizieren:

(i.1) [−1] → Ø/ [__acc][−α]
(i.2) [− pl acc] → Ø/ [+sg__][−α]
(i.3) [−1−sg] → Ø/ [__+3__+pl][+α + β]
(i.4) [−sg] → Ø/ [__nom][−α]
(i.5) [−sg] → Ø/ [+1__+pl][+α + β] yrk
(i.6) [−pl] → Ø/ [+3+sg__][+α − β] yrk
(i.7) [+sg−pl] → Ø/ [+1__][+α + β] nio
(i.8) [−1] → Ø/ [__+3−sg−pl__][+α + β] nio
(i.9) [acc] → Ø/ [−1+sg__] nio
(i.10) [−sg] → Ø/ [__][+α − β] nio
(i.11) [−sg] → Ø/ [−3__][+α + β] nio

So lässt sich für jede Sprache genau das jeweilige Paradigma (vgl. Abschnitt 3.2)
ableiten.
Anhand der oben genauer beschriebenen sprachspezifischen Besonderheiten

lässt sich nun der Sprachwandel erläutern. Das Nganasanische weist, wie bereits
erwähnt, eine höhere Regelmäßigkeit innerhalb des subjektiven und objektiven
Paradigmas auf. Es gibt hier außerdem einen deutlichen Synkretismus zwi-
schen den nsg-Objekt- und dem Reflexivparadigma, während das reflexive
Paradigma jedoch eigene Sonderformen entwickelt hat. Im Nenzischen existie-
ren unerwartete Unregelmäßigkeiten, dafür finden sich hier mehr einzelne
transparadigmatische Synkretismen, auch mit dem Reflexivparadigma.
Alles deutet schließlich darauf hin, dass die beiden Sprachen sich parallel,

wenn auch getrennt voneinander entwickelt haben. Die Objektmarkierung hat
sich jedoch offenbar ungefähr bis zu dem Punkt gemeinsam entwickelt, wo
das Nenzische die Anwendung des nsg-Markers auf sämtliche Paradigmen
ausdehnte, da die Dual-Markierung, wie die meiste Numerus-Markierung,
noch gleich funktioniert. Spuren des Systems, das das Nganasanische aufweist,
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finden sich im Nenzischen evtl. in der optionalen Palatalisierung der 3. Person
der objektiven Konjugation.
Während die meisten Unterschiede nicht regelmäßig sind und und somit

wenig aufschlussreich erscheinen, fallen die Unterschiede im reflexiven Paradig-
ma jedoch auf: Die meisten spezifischen Einsetzungsregeln im Nganasanischen
beziehen sich hierauf; es gibt Sonderformen, die das Nenzische so nicht hat,
und abweichende Synkretismen. Also müssen insbesondere die reflexiven
Formen sich, nach der Legung eines gemeinsamen Grundsteins, unabhängig
voneinander entwickelt haben.

4.5. Anmerkungen

Zur hier gewählten Möglichkeit, die Alternation unter den Markern für das
pl-Subjekt (/at/ vs. /t2/ bzw. /uP/ vs. /P/) abzuleiten, sind noch folgende
Überlegungen anzuführen:
Die hier vorgenommene Ausspezifikation von /t/ und /P/ als Sonderformen

der 3. Person scheint zunächst nicht das Naheliegendste zu sein. Eleganter
erscheint beispielsweise eine Zerlegung in /a/ und /t/ (/u/ und /P/). Würde man
dies jedoch konsequent durchführen, würde dies im Nganasanischen zu zwei
Varianten von sowohl /N/ als auch /@/ führen. Vor allem müsste man plausible
Merkmale für die dann mehrfach vorhandene Numerusmarkierung angeben.
Dies erscheint insbesondere darum schwierig, dansg bereits gesondert realisiert
wird; man müsste also zusätzliche Merkmale annehmen. Insgesamt erweist
sich dieser Ansatz also letztendlich als wenig ökonomisch.
Eine weitere Option wäre anzunehmen, dass die zugrundeliegende Form

des pl-Markers durchgehend /at/ (/uP/) ist, deren Vokal bei Affigierung an
einen vokalisch auslautenden (Sub-)Stamm getilgt wird (in den 1. /2. Person-
Kontexten interveniert hier der Personmarker). Gegenevidenz hierzu findet
sich jedoch in der 3pl des reflexiven Paradigmas, wo im Nenzischen /t/-/t/
auftaucht, also der Kontext für eine potenzielle Tilgung nicht mehr gegeben
wäre (überdies existiert im Nganasanischen die Sonderform /@P/).
Infolgedessen erscheint es also am schlüssigsten, Sonderformen für die 3.

Person auch im Plural anzunehmen; auch wenn dabei in Kauf genommen
wird, den potenziellen Synkretismus des /t/ (/P/) nicht auflösen zu können,
ist dies von den angeführten Möglichkeiten im Rahmen dieser Analyse der
ökonomischste und plausibelste Weg.
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5. Fazit und Ausblick

Eine Analyse der vorliegenden Daten im Rahmen des grundlegenden Ansatzes
der Distribuierten Morphologie bietet sich durchaus an; nur durch die hier
involvierte Interaktion der Morphologie mit Syntax auf der einen und Phonolo-
gie auf der anderen Seite lässt sich das Suffixsystem der nordsmaojedischen
Verbalflexion logisch nachvollziehbar ableiten. Evidenz findet sich außerdem
für Verarmungsregeln sowie ein spezielles, ökonomischeres Konzept von
Spaltung, was die Möglichkeiten der verschiedenen Analyse-Ansätze bereits
einschränkt. Ein durchweg minimalistischer Ansatz, wie er in Trommer (u. a.
2003) vorgeschlagen wird, könnte jedoch einen noch restriktiveren Rahmen
bilden und eher in die angestrebte Richtung einer wirklich kompakten Analyse
führen.
Über die Möglichkeiten einer optimierten morphologischen Analyse hinaus

bliebe der Bedarf nach einer gründlicheren syntaktischen Untersuchung der
nordsamojedischen Sprachen zu erwähnen, besonders um den eigentlichen
Gehalt der Platzhalter α und β herauszufinden und wodurch deren Werte
festgesetzt werden. Somit würden die entscheidenden Faktoren für die Auswahl
der Konjugationen auf analytischer Ebene untersucht. Auch für Bereiche wie
z. B. Merkmalsgeometrie und Linearisierung sind die samojedischen Sprachen
sicher ein lohnendes Forschungsobjekt.
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Third Cycle Agree Effects in Mordvin

Doreen Georgi*

Abstract
In this paper I claim that a probe which searches for a feature X can exceptionally
be valued by a feature Y (where X and Y are variables over person and number)
if i) X and Y form a natural class and if ii) massive probe impoverishment as
suggested in Béjar (2003) applies. As a consequence of impoverishment, the
probe, which I call chameleon probe, is underspecified for the exact feature it
searches for and can be valued by any member of the natural class of features.
I exemplify this phenomenon in the Uralic language Mordvin, in which a
transitive verb can agree with its subject and object if the latter is definite. The
chameleon probe approach allows the derivation of the unexpected distribution
of person markers in the Mordvinian definite declension by an independently
motivated change in Béjar’s (2003) system, yielding third cycle Agree effects.

1. Introduction

In the Uralic language Mordvin, a transitive verb can potentially agree with
both of its arguments in person and number. Whether agreement with an
argument actually takes place or not depends on the grammatical function
and feature values of that argument such that hierarchy effects emerge. Béjar
(2003) develops an analysis which captures the distribution of markers across
the paradigm with a single person and a single number probe. If, however,
both arguments of a transitive verb are singular, double person marking arises,
although the verb can usually cross-reference person only once. Béjar’s analysis
excludes such a pattern and cannot explain how it can be generated. I claim
that this pattern can indeed be derived and is even expected to occur with

*For valuable comments I would like to thank the audiences of theWorkshop on Portmanteaus
at the DGfS annual meeting 2010 in Berlin, theWorkshop on Theoretical Morphology 5 in
Wittenberg 2010, and SICOGG 12 in Seoul 2010, as well as the participants of the syntax
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Müller, Andrew Nevins, Martin Salzmann, Jochen Trommer, and Eva Zimmermann for
discussion. Research was carried out in the project The internal Structure of Person Portmanteaus
as part of DFG research group 742 Grammar and Processing of Verbal Arguments.
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a minor and independently motivated change in Béjar’s analysis. Moreover,
the analysis reveals a yet unnoticed strategy of probes: An X-probe searching
for a feature X on a goal can be valued by feature Y rather than remaining
unchecked. For concreteness, I suggest that a number probe can exceptionally
be saturated by person values. I call such a probe Chameleon probe because it
adapts itself to the morphosyntactic environment.

The problematic double person marking pattern, the derivation of which is
the main subject of this paper, can be observed if the complex verbal suffixes are
subanalysed into strings of submarkers. The first part of the paper is thus devoted
to the demonstration that such a segmentation is not only empirically motivated
but also conceptually desired because it allows to derive transparadigmatic
syncretism. As a by-product of it, we will see that there are no portmanteau
morphemes (in a sense to be made precise) in Mordvin, contrary to claims in
the literature.

The paper is structured as follows: In section 2, I introduce basic facts
about Mordvin and in particular about its verbal inflection. In the subsequent
section, I outline why the verbal suffixes should be subanalysed. Afterwards,
I discuss the advantages and shortcomings of the generalizations about the
segmented forms proposed by Béjar (2003) and I add a new generalization
which leads to an improved analysis. In Section 5, I provide my theoretical
background assumptions and show how Chameleon probes arise. I then go
through the derivations in the definite conjugation in detail. Afterwards, I
address predictions of the analysis with respect to morphological exponence.
Finally, in section 7, it is shown that the system developed so far is also able
to derive the distribution of person and number suffixes in the indefinite
conjugation. Section 8 concludes.

2. Argument Encoding in Mordvin

Mordvin is a Uralic language spoken in the Mordva Republic in Russia. It
subdivides into two dialects, Erza and Moksha, which differ mainly in their
inventory of phonological rules and the lexicon (for a comparative description
see Raun 1988). In what follows, I concentrate on Erza which is spoken by
about 600, 000 people. But all the generalizations which the analysis is based
on also hold for the Moksha dialect.
In Mordvin, verbal arguments are encoded by case (dependent-marking)
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and by verbal suffixes (head-marking). Only the latter marking strategy is the
subject of this paper. Like other Uralic languages (the Samoyedic and Ugric
subbranch), Mordvin distinguishes two conjugation classes: the indefinite and
the definite conjugation. In the former, the verb agrees solely with its subject
(viz. the external argument) in person and number; in the latter it can also
agree with its object (viz. the internal argument) in person and number.1 All
intransitive verbs fall of course in the indefinite conjugation, but transitive
verbs can fall in either of the classes, depending on the following conditions:

(1) Conjugation classes in Mordvin:
a. definite: transitive verbs in perfective aspect with a definite object
b. indefinite: all other transitive verbs (and intransitives)

Mordvin verbal suffixes distinguish two numbers (singular, plural), three
persons (1st, 2nd, 3rd), two tenses (past, non-past), and seven moods. Mood is
of no relevance in what follows because it is expressed independently from the
argument-encoding suffixes. The verbal template is shown in (2) (cf. Zaicz
1988: 198).

(2) Verbal template:
stem – mood suffix – tense suffix – person/number suffixes

The following tables show the surface forms of the verbal suffixes for the definite
and indefinite conjugation in past and non-past tense (cf. Zaicz 1988: 199).2 The
superscript ‘j’ indicates palatalization of the preceding consonant.

1Mordvin is the most complex of the Uralic languages in the sense that a verb can agree in
number and person with its object in the definite conjugation. In all other Uralic languages
with a definite conjugation either only number agreement obtains with the object (Khanty,
Mansi, Nenets, Enets, Nganasan; cf. Kröhnert (this volume)) or the pure presence vs. absence
of a definite object is marked without indicating any ϕ-features of the object (Selkup, Mator,
Kamas).
2Compare also the data in Collinder (1957); Abondolo (1982); Raun (1988); Béjar (2003).
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(3) Definite non-past paradigm:

Obj 1sg 2sg 3sg 1pl 2pl 3pl
Subj
1sg — -tan -sa — -tadiz j -syn j

2sg -samak — -sak -samiz j — -syt j
3sg -samam -tanzat -sy -samiz j -tadiz j -syn jz je
1pl — -tadiz j -syn jek — -tadiz j -syn jek
2pl -samiz j — -syŋk -samiz j — -syŋk
3pl -samiz j -tadiz j -syz j -samiz j -tadiz j -syz

(4) Definite past paradigm:

Obj 1sg 2sg 3sg 1pl 2pl 3pl
Subj
1sg — -itin j -ija — -id jiz j -in j

2sg -imik — -ik -imiz j — -i jt
3sg -imim -in jz jit j -iz je -imiz j -id jiz j -in jz je
1pl — -idiz j in jek — -id jiz j -in jek
2pl -imiz j — -iŋk -imiz j — -iŋk
3pl -imiz j -idiz j -iz j -imiz j -id jiz j -iz j

(5) Indefinite non-past paradigm:

1sg -an
2sg -at
3sg -i
1pl -tano
2pl -tado
3pl -it j

(6) Indefinite past paradigm:

1sg -in j

2sg -it j
3sg -s j
1pl -in jek
2pl -id je
3pl -s jt j

Some examples of the forms are given in (7).
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(7) Mordvin (Zaicz (1988: 197), Abondolo (1982: 14, 15)):3

a. sov-an
enter-1sg
I enter. indefinite non-past

b. sov-in j

enter-1sg
I entered. indefinite past

c. kund-an
catch-1sg
I catch. indefinite non-past

d. van-yn j

look-1sg
I looked. indefinite past

e. kunda-tan
catch-1sg>2sg
I catch you. definite non-past

f. van-yt jin j

look-1sg>2sg
I saw you. definite past

g. van-samam
look-3sg>1sg
S/he saw me. definite past

The initial consonants /s/ and /t/ in the definite non-past paradigm as well as
the initial vowel /i/ in the past paradigms and /s j/ in 3rd person past indefinite
express tense and can thus be ignored for our discussion of argument encoding
which only centers around ϕ-features of the arguments. The same holds for
the vowel /a/ which immediately follows the tense marker in the non-past
paradigm and the non-initial vowel /i/ in the past forms (these sounds are set
in bold). Abondolo (1982) analyses these vowels as epenthetic elements which
are inserted in order to avoid consonant clusters. The form of the vowel can be
predicted: /a/ is inserted in the non-past and /i/ in the past. There are other
analyses which take the vowel to form a morpheme together with (at least) the
following consonant (Zaicz 1988; Raun 1988; Béjar 2003). Whatever the correct
analysis is, the vowel does not contribute to the encoding of ϕ-features of the

3In the examples I only segment stem and suffix string. It is shown below that the suffixes can
be further subanalysed into a sequence of suffixes.
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arguments because it is invariable within a paradigm. Hence, I leave out this
vowel in what follows.4

Before I continue, let me introduce some phonological processes that apply
to underlying forms and which are important in the verbal inflection (cf.
Abondolo 1982; Zaicz 1988; Raun 1988; Béjar 2003). The vowel [i] alternates with
[y] which is a backed variant of /i/ that occurs after /s/. The plural morpheme
iz is reduced to [i] when followed by phonologically non-zero morpheme.
Furthermore, the vowel [i] / [y] triggers palatalization of the following coronal
phonemes in the suffix string. Hiatus is not tolerated in Mordvin. The sequence
/i-i/ is reduced to a single /i/ (e.g. when the past morpheme i is followed by
the plural morpheme iz) and the sequence /i-a/ is realized with a glide as [ja].
Besides, the mid vowels [e] and [o] are allophones in non-word-initial syllables.
These vowels assimilate in [±back] to the preceding vowel (vowel harmony, cf.
also the alternation nze ~ nzo, de ~ do). Finally, voiceless stops are voiced if
they appear before a vowel and after a voiced sound. Hence, the 2nd person
object morpheme which shows up as the voiced dental stop /d/ is underlyingly
a voiceless stop /t/.

3. Subanalysis of Verbal Suffixes

The verbal suffixes in Mordvin are often taken to be portmanteau morphemes
in the sense that they are unsegmentable units which express features of subject
and object simultaneously (Collinder 1957; Raun 1988; Aranovich 2007; Nevins
2010). Abondolo (1982) and Béjar (2003) whos bases her analysis on Abondolo’s
work are the only ones who propose a segmentation for (at least) some of
the suffixes into separate person and number markers. He motivates this
subanalysis with the observation that the postulated submarkers occur as
discrete markers in the nominal paradigms of the language. For example, the
marker /m/ expresses 1st person because it characterizes 1st person pronouns
and it expresses a 1st person possessor of a noun. /m/ can also be found in the
verbal paradigm: Whenever the object is 1st person in the definite non-past

4The vowel /i/ will nevertheless still show up in the definite past paradigm as part of the
marker /iz/ in the combinations plural subject-3sg object and all forms with a 3pl object except
1st sg subject-3pl object. The reason is that in these cases the underlying sequence is /i/-/iz/(-/x/),
the former being the past marker and the latter the plural marker (see the discussion below). A
sequence of two /i/ is reduced to a single /i/ in Mordvin and hence there is only a single /i/ at
the surface.
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paradigm in (3), /m/ shows up, so it is probably the same marker expressing
first person, in this case the person of the object. Such an approach can easily
be pursued in the Uralic languages because exponents for nominal and verbal
inflection are generally taken from the same set of markers. Verbal person
markers, for example, are attached to nouns in order to express person features
of the noun’s possessor (= possessive declension in the Uralic languages). I
follow the intuition of Abondolo (1982) and segment all verbal suffixes when
the submarkers can also be found in other paradigms of Mordvin with the
same meaning. Thus, I adhere to the Syncretism Principle (Müller 2004).

(8) Syncretism Principle:
Identity of form implies identity of function, in a domain Σ, and unless
there is convincing evidence to the contrary.

In what follows, I go through other paradigms of Mordvin which can be found
in Collinder (1957); Zaicz (1988) and Raun (1988) and I isolate the markers
which are also found in the verbal paradigms.

The inventory of personal pronouns shows that /m/ expresses 1st person, /t/
2nd person, /s/ 3rd person, and /i/ means plural (or more precisely /iz/ which is
reduced to /i/). Note that we find the same markers in the definite paradigms
when the object is 1st and 2nd person respectively.

(9) Personal pronouns in Erza (Zaicz (1988: 198), Raun (1988: 104)):
1sg mon
2sg ton
3sg son
1pl min’
2pl tin’
3pl sin’

The suffix indicating 2nd person singular in the imperative is /k/; /de/ means
2nd person plural, cf. (10). Both suffixes also show up in the verbal paradigm
when the subject is 2nd person (/k/ in the definite conjugation with a 2nd
person subject, /de - do/ in the indefinite conjugation; the alternation is due to
progressive vowel harmony in [±back]). The plural of nouns is formed by -/t/
and can be found on nouns in the nominative (compare also the Proto-Uralic
pluralizer /t/ (Zaicz 1988: 191)).
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(10) Imperative (Zaicz 1988: 201):
a. vanok = look! (sg)
b. vanodo = Look! (Pl)

(11) Plural of nouns (Zaicz 1988: 191):
a. Nom sg.: kudo ‘house’
b. Nom pl.: kudo-t ‘houses’

In the possessive declension in which a noun is inflected for person and number
of its possessor we encounter again /m/, /t/ and /k/. Their distribution supports
what we have already seen so far with pronouns and imperative forms: /m/
marks 1st person and /t/ 2nd person. In addition, there is a second 1st person
marker in the possessive paradigm that shows up with more than one possessor:
/n/. Again this marker is found in the verbal paradigm when the subject is 1st
person. What distinguishes the two 1st person markers /m, n/ and the 2nd
person markers /t, k/? By looking at the definite paradigm, one can see that /m/
and /t/ express the person of the object whereas /n/ and /k/ realize subject
person.
Furthermore, the markers /ze ~ zo/ and /nze/ express 3rd person as they

do in some of the forms in the definite verbal paradigm with a 3rd person
subject. The markers /nek ~ nok/ (1st person plural) and /ŋk/ (2nd person
plural) are exactly those that we find in the definite verbal paradigms with the
correspondingly specified subject acting on a 3rd person object. Finally, /st/ for
a 3rd person plural possessor seems to be composed of the 3rd person marker
/s/ we have already encountered in pronouns and the nominal plural marker /t/
which also occurs with 3rd person plural subjects of the indefinite conjugation.

(12) Possessive declension of the noun kudo ‘house’ (Raun 1988: 102):
1st sg, one possession kudo-m
2nd sg, one poss. kudo-t
3rd sg, one poss kudo-zo
1st sg, more than one poss. kudo-n
2nd sg, more than one poss. kudo-t
3rd sg, more than one poss. kudo-nzo
1st pl, one or more than one poss. kudo-nok
2nd pl, one or more than one poss. kudi-nk
3rd pl, one or more than one poss. kudi-st
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The declension of personal pronouns is another place where person markers
can be found. These pronouns decline like nouns in the non-oblique cases.
The oblique case forms, however, are special: The pronominal stem which
unambiguously expresses person is followed by the regular nominal case suffix
and this suffix in turn precedes a suffix which redundantly expresses person for
a second time. We can see in the following two examples that these final suffixes
are drawn from the set of suffixes that are also used in verbal inflection and
the possessive declension. In the examples in (13) /n/ is attached to 1st person
pronouns and /nze/ to 3rd person pronouns, confirming their grammatical
meanings exemplified above: 1st and 3rd person.

(13) Inessive case of 1st/2nd sg personal pronouns (Zaicz 1988: 197):
a. mon j-se-n j

pron.1sg-iness-1sg
in me

b. son j-se-nze
pron.3sg-iness-3sg
in him/her

(14) Declension of a 3rd person pronoun:
pronoun stem > case suffix > person suffix (Zaicz 1988: 197):
Nom son
Gen/Acc son-ze
Dat/All son-e-nze
Iness son-se-nze
Ela son-ste-nze
Ill son-ze-nze
Prol son-ga-nzo
Abl son-d je-nze
Trans son-kse-nze
Abess son-t jeme-nze
Cfv son-ška-nzo

A summary of the markers found in the nominal paradigms and the imperative
forms is shown in (15).
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(15) Summary of submarkers:
/m/ [1] /t/ [2]
/s/ [3] /i(z)/ [pl]
/k/ [2] /de/ [2pl]
/t2/ [pl] /nze/ [3]
/nek/ [1pl] /nk/ [2pl]

The crucial point is that markers which we find in nominal paradigms also
show up as part of the alleged complex verbal inflection markers in (3) - (6) and
that their grammatical meaning in the nominal paradigms is compatible with
the morphosyntactic context in which they appear in the verbal paradigms.
Hence, it is legitimate to postulate that the markers in the nominal and verbal
paradigms are instances of the same abstract morpheme. I therefore subanalyse
the verbal suffixes into a sequence of morphemes also found in noun inflection.
In this way, we can capture transparadigmatic syncretisms across word classes.
The result of segmentation is shown in (16) - (19) (remember that the tense
marker and the epenthetic vowel are ignored; the paradigms show underlying
forms, abstracting away from phonological processes).

(16) Subanalysed definite non-past paradigm:

Obj 1sg 2sg 3sg 1pl 2pl 3pl
Subj
1sg — -t -n -a — -t -iz -iz -n

2 1 ? 2 pl pl 1
2sg -m -k — -k -m -iz — -iz -t

1 2 2 1 pl pl 2
3sg -m -m -nze -t -i -m -iz -t -iz -iz -nze

1 1 3 2 3 1 pl 2 pl pl 3
1pl — -t -iz -iz -nek — -t -iz -iz -nek

2 pl pl 1 2 pl pl 1
2pl -m -iz — -iz -ŋk -m -iz — -iz ŋk

1 pl pl 2 1 pl pl 2
3pl -m -iz -t -iz -iz -ø -m -iz -t -iz -iz -ø

1 pl 2 pl pl 3 1 pl 2 pl pl 3
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(17) Subanalysed definite past paradigm:

Obj 1sg 2sg 3sg 1pl 2pl 3pl
Subj
1sg — -t -n -a — -t -iz -iz -n

2 1 ? 2 pl pl 1
2sg -m -k — -k -m-iz — -iz -t

1 2 2 1 pl pl 2
3sg -m -m -nze -t -ze -m -iz -t -iz -iz -nze

1 1 3 2 3 1 pl 2 pl pl 3
1pl — -t -iz -iz -nek — -t -iz -iz -nek

2 pl pl 1 2 pl pl 1
2pl -m -iz — -iz -ŋk -m -iz — -iz -ŋk

1 pl pl 2 1 pl pl 2
3pl -m -iz -t -iz -iz -ø -m -iz -t -iz -iz -ø

1 pl 2 pl pl 3 1 pl 2 pl pl 3

(18) Subanalysed indefinite
non-past paradigm:

1sg -n
1

2sg -t
2

3sg -i
3

1pl -t -no
? 1

2pl -t -do
? 2

3pl -i -t
3 pl

(19) Subanalysed indefinite
past paradigm:

1sg -n
1

2sg -t
2

3sg -ø
3

1pl -nek
1

2pl -de
2

3pl -t -ø
pl 3

As a result of subanalysis, each morpheme encodes either only subject or object
features. Thus, there are no portmanteau morphemes in the sense that a single
morpheme expresses features of both subject and object simultaneously. The
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subanalysed paradigms are the basis for the following discussion of argument
encoding in Mordvin.

Before I close this section, some comments on the glosses are in order at this
point. The morpheme /a/ glossed as “?” in the definite paradigms is sometimes
taken to be a 1st person morpheme (cf. Béjar 2003). Researchers claim that
the expected 1st person subject marker /n/ has followed this /a/ in previous
stages of the language (Zaicz 1988; Raun 1988) and hence /a/ has also been an
epenthetic vowel. Its presence in modern Mordvin suggests that there is indeed
a morpheme following /a/ which is however not spelled out. I adopt this view
in what follows and treat /a/ as epenthetic, but it can also be taken to be an
allomorph of the 1st person subject marker /n/. The marker /t/ in the indefinite
non-past paradigm is also glossed as “?”. Zaicz (1988) and Raun (1988) are not
sure about its origin or meaning. I will come back to this marker in my analysis
in section 7 in which I propose that this /t/ means “plural”.

4. Generalizations and Challenges

Béjar (2003) also subanalyses the verbal suffixes in Mordvin on the basis of the
segmentation proposed by Abondolo (1982) which largely corresponds to my
subanalysis.5 She observes that there are hierarchy effects in that agreement
can obtain with the subject or the object, depending on their grammatical
function and feature values. She states the following generalizations on the
marker distribution (ignoring the shaded cells for the moment):

(20) Béjar (2003: 168) on marker distribution in Mordvin:
a. Person agreement:

The verb agrees with the object if it is local person. Subject person
is cross-referenced only if the object is 3rd person.

b. Number agreement:
The verb agrees with the subject in number if it is plural. Plural of
the object is cross-referenced only if the subject is singular.6

5She does, however, not motivate this segmentation at all and Abondolo (1982) did not provide
a segmentation for all forms.
6The generalization on the distribution of number also holds in the possessive declension in

(12): If the structurally higher argument, viz. the possessor, is plural, number of the lower
argument, the possessum, is not indicated; the forms are ambiguous between one or more than
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Thus, there is a preference for agreement with the object for person and a
preference for agreement with the subject for number. The other argument
can only be agreed with if the preferred argument does not provide a marked
value (local person, plural). In general, the unmarked values of a feature (3rd
person, singular) are not visible for the agreement system when agreement
obtains with the preferred argument. But whereas the unmarked person value
(3rd person) becomes a possible target for agreement when it obtains with
the non-preferred coargument (the subject), the unmarked number value
singular remains invisible even for agreement with the non-preferred object.
Béjar (2003) argues that singular is complete absence of any number features in
Mordvin and is thus always invisible for agreement, in contrast to 3rd person.7

The different behaviour of person and number agreement suggests that
person and number probe are separated. With this assumption, Béjar (2003)
implements the preferences of the probes by their different structural position:
The person probe π is located on v, the number probe # is located on T, cf. (21).
Each probe agrees with the closest accessible goal in its c-command domain.
The closest goal for π is the object and for # it is the subject. A probe can
expand its search domain to the coargument if the closest goal does not provide
a marked value. Hence, # can then search for number on the object and π
can search for person on the subject (in the latter case there is no c-command
between v and the subject; this issue is addressed below).

one possessum. If, however, the possessor is singular, number of the possessum is indicated by
the suffixes.
7Her arguments are that i) there is never an overt exponent for singular (but for 3rd person, cf.

the paradigms above), and ii) that a singular argument is not an intervener for agreement
between a higher number probe and a structurally lower argument (in contrast to other
languages where an argument with an unmarked value does act as an intervener in such a
scenario and thus must have some features). This means that the subject is not an intervener for
Agree between the number probe on T and the object.
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(21) Probes in the structure:

V Obj

VPv
π

v’Subj

vPT
#

TP

The analysis developed by Béjar (2003) is simple and elegant. However, when
we look at the shaded cells in the definite paradigms above, we see that there
are two person exponents in a suffix string, a fact which does not hold in
any other cell. Béjar’s analysis cannot explain why double person agreement
obtains. Such a pattern should even be impossible if there is only a single
person probe in the structure. According to her analysis we expect there to
be (maximally) a single person and a single number marker in a suffix string.
Béjar (2003: 171) comments on this fact as follows: “Finally, what can be said
about the irregularities in the shaded forms of (24) [≈ (16) and (17), D.G.]?
Here, I would argue, the syntax of agreement has nothing to say about the
actual form of these irregularities [. . .]”.

I take Béjar’s analysis of verbal agreement in Mordvin to be generally valid.8
In what follows I will show that there is a way to reconcile Béjar’s approach with
the alleged irregularities. Thus, the marker distribution in the whole paradigm,
including the double person marking pattern, can indeed be derived and is
even expected to occur with a straightforward and independently motivated
extension of Béjar’s analysis.

To this end, I first propose another straightforward generalization about the
definite paradigms in Mordvin which will lead to a new analysis:

(22) Two-marker-generalization on the Mordvinian definite conjugation:
There are always two markers in a suffix string.
(apart from the combination sg subject→ 3rd sg object which I will come
back to)

8Different approaches which try to derive the syncretism patterns in Mordvin and which are
not based on subanalysed suffixes can be found in Aranovich (2007) and Nevins (2010).
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When looking at the definite paradigms in (16) and (17), one can see that these
two markers are usually a person and a number marker. In the shaded cells,
however, there are two person markers instead of a person and a number
marker. But note that the generalization also holds for these cells. The absence
of a number suffix is expected, because both arguments are singular in the
context described by the shaded cells and the number probe # cannot “see” the
value singular in Mordvin (recall that singular was argued to be absence of
number features). What is exceptional is the occurrence of a second person
marker because there is only a single person probe and once it is checked and
valued it is inactive and cannot be valued again.

The generalization in (22) allows for an explanation of double personmarking.
Note that it is not a stipulation or a language-specific constraint; it is just an
observation which follows from the fact that there are two probes in the
structure, π and #, which have to be checked and valued if the derivation is to
converge (cf. Chomsky 2000). The number probe searching for plural cannot be
checked if both arguments are singular and could thus remain unchecked. Béjar
(2003: 76f.) assumes that the number probe is checked by default agreement (=
deletion of the probe without valuation) in this context in order to avoid the
crash of the derivation, but this cannot explain the occurrence of a second
person marker. Instead, I propose that the number probe is not deactivated by
default agreement, but - descriptively spoken - it turns into a person probe and
is valued by person features rather than remaining unvalued. I call such a probe
a Chameleon probe because it accommodates itself to the syntactic context,
being able to search for number or person. This account also guarantees that
the derivation does not crash because of an unvalued “number” probe, without
the need for a further stipulated concept like default agreement.

One could also propose another solution which is closer to Béjar’s analysis:
Assume that i) the generalization in (22) is a filter which is active in Mordvin in
the context of a transitive verb in perfective aspect with a definite object, and that
ii) the number probe is indeed deactivated by default agreement. The valuation
of the person probe leads to a single person exponent. However, the output
would violate the two-marker-generalization. Hence, a repair strategy could
apply in order to fulfill the generalization. One way to implement this is to say
that the present person marker is simply copied in the phonological component.
However, this cannot be true, because the two person markers in the shaded
cells are not (always) identical. A different repair mechanism is the insertion of
a second person probe. Such an approach is less preferable for two reasons:
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First, the insertion of an additional probe violates Inclusiveness (Chomsky 1995)
and secondly, it would have to stipulate the two-marker-generalization as a
language-specific requirement on definite verbal paradigms which is a high
ranked constraint and can thus trigger repair strategies. Hence, the approach
would miss the fact that the generalization in (22) follows automatically from
the number of probes in the structure. Because the alternative analyses have
serious short-comings, I pursue the approach with a Chameleon probe.

To sum up, I suggest that double person marking obtains because the regular
person probe and also the former number probe is valued by person in the
shaded cells. The “false” valuation of # is restricted to contexts in which both
arguments are singular, because if one of the arguments is plural, a plural
exponent shows up (cf. (16) and (17)) and hence, # is then saturated by a number
value.

5. Analysis

A number of questions arise for the Chameleon probe analysis. First of all, how
can the “metamorphosis” of the probe be implemented and how can it be
restricted to a context in which both arguments are singular? Besides, how
can we express the fact that the probe under consideration cannot simply
choose whether it agrees in person or number, but that it preferably searches
for number values? Why is the person probe not a Chameleon probe which can
exceptionally be valued by number? In this section I address these questions
and I show that the change in the nature of the number probe and the required
restrictions on this process do not have to be stipulated. They follow directly
from the system that Béjar (2003) develops with only a minor change which is
independently motivated. This means that no new mechanisms are applied
which Béjar did not also require in her analysis of hierarchy effects - Chameleon
probes are a direct consequence of her approach.

5.1. Béjar’s (2003) System

In order to see how Chameleon probes can come into existence, I have to
outline the approach of Béjar (2003) in more detail. I repeat the assumptions
which have already been introduced above:
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Derivation of hierarchy effects in Mordvin Béjar (2003):

• Person probe π and number probe # are separated.
• π is located on v, # is located on T.
• Probes have to be checked by a goal with matching features in their
c-command domain (by Agree).

• Agree targets the closest accessible goal.
• Dynamic search domains: If the closest goal cannot value a probe, the
probe expands its search domain to the next goal.

The last point requires some qualifications. Agree requires c-command: The
number probe on T c-commands both subject and object, but the person
probe on v does not c-command the subject. Béjar (2003) discusses several
options to achieve c-command, what follows is compatible with any of these.
For concreteness, I adopt the proposal that the probe is raised to T from where
it c-commands the subject. This is a repair strategy which applies if the person
probe does not find a suitable goal in its c-command domain. Rather than
remaining unvalued which would cause a crash at the end of the derivation, it
raises to T and starts probing again in its extended search domain in which a
new potential goal (the subject) is present. But crucially, the number probe on
T does not change its structural position in case it cannot be valued by the
closest goal; thus # need not descend the tree if it wants to establish an Agree
relation with the object, it just ignores the closest goal, because # c-commands
both the subject and the object from the beginning and raising for repair is not
necessary. Hence, # always stays on T, π starts out on v but can end up on T.
If valuation of a probe obtains with the closest goal, Béjar calls this first-

cycle Agree; if it can only apply after expansion of the search domain to the
coargument, she speaks of second-cycle Agree, a terminology which I adopt in
what follows.

The most important point is the implementation of the fact that only marked
values of a feature on a goal can check and value a probe on the first cycle.
In order to achieve this, Béjar decomposes person and number values into
bundles of more abstract privative features, based on the feature geometry
developed by Harley and Ritter (2002) in (23).
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(23) Harley and Ritter (2002):

Referring expression

Participant Individuation

Speaker Addressee Group Minimal Class

Augmented Animate Inanim/
Neuter

feminine masculine

Their claim is that there are implicational relations between nodes: A node
on a level Li implies the presence of the node on a higher level Li+n. Hence,
Speaker implies the presence of Participant etc. In a language like Mordvin with
three person and two number values only the nodes Referring expression,
Participant, Speaker, Individuation, and Group are active. Participant
encodes speech-act participants (local persons), Speaker encodes the speaker;
Individuation encodes number in general, Group encodes plurality. Note that
Béjar introduces an additional feature π in the geometry above Participant. It
means “person” in general, hence, if only π is active this encodes 3rd person.
The feature bundles for the relevant values then look as follows:9

(24) Bejar’s feature decomposition based on Harley and Ritter (2002):
1st person´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶[speaker]=̂[Speak]

2nd person

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶[participant]=̂[Part]

3rd person

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶[person]=̂[π]

(25) 1st:
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
[π][Part][Speak]

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
2nd: [ [π][Part]] 3rd: [[π]]

9The feature bundles are also structured units and have to be read as abbreviations for a
feature-geometric tree: A higher feature dominates the features below it.
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(26) Sg: [ ] Pl: [ [Indiv][Group]]
First person, for example, is encoded as [π[Part[Speak]]] because it represents
the speaker and the specification [Speak] requires the presence of all dominating
nodes (except [R] which Béjar crucially does not take to be a part of the feature
bundles - a fact I will come back to below); second person consists only of
[π[Part]], because it is a local person but not the speaker; etc. Remember that
the value singular is complete absence of number features in Mordvin.

The two probes are complex, too, and can be represented in the same way,
see (27). Note that the probes are specified for the value they require their
closest goal to possess, namely local person (encoded by [Part]) and plural
(encoded by [Group]). The absence of [Speak] on the person probe allows to
refer to the natural class of first and second person.

(27) Person and number probe in Mordvin (Béjar 2003: 168):

π: [ [π][Part]] #: [ [Indiv][Group]]
We can now return to the question why only marked values can satisfy a probe.
Béjar suggests that a probe can only be checked by the features of a goal if
the goal has a superset of features of the probe.10 The consequences of this
requirement for first-cycle Agree are as follows:

(28) First-cycle Agree:
a. Person agreement obtains only with a local person object.
b. Number agreement obtains only with a plural subject.

10The set-theoretic concept of “subset” is applied if the elements of a set A are contained inside
a set B; this means that A and B can (but do not have to) be identical. Note that Béjar’s analysis
combines the checking and valuation approach to Agree. A probe is checked and thus becomes
inactive (not able to search further) if it finds a goal which has a superset of features of the
probe. Furthermore, the goal copies its features onto the head on which the probe is located
(valuation). For example, if the person probe [π [Part]] is valued by a 1st person object [π [Part
[Speak]]], the feature [Speak] which the probe does not include is copied to v. The reason
for this copying is that 1st and 2nd person are morphologically distinguished in Mordvin. If
[Speak] were not copied onto v, 1st and 2nd person objects could not be distinguished in a
postsyntactic realizational morphological component.
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First-cycle Agree with a 3rd person goal (being [π]) or a singular goal (being
absence of features) is impossible because these feature bundles are not a
superset of the probe’s features. In this case, second-cycle Agree is enabled and
the probes expand their search domain to the coargument: # looks for number
on the object; π is raised to T and searches for person on the subject.
Now a complication arises. One can see in the paradigms that there can

indeed be person agreement with a 3rd person subject (second-cycle Agree),
although the feature matrix encoding 3rd person is not a superset of the probe’s
feature specification. Béjar (2003) observes this effect in a number of other
languages. For this reason, she proposes a further repair mechanism, called
Probe impoverishment: It applies if valuation of a probe fails at the first cycle
and it deletes the most specific (viz. the bottommost) feature of the feature
matrix in order to facilitate Agree at the second cycle.11 In the case of the person
probe this means that [Part] is deleted before the probe searches for a second
time, cf. (29). Probe impoverishment applies simultaneously with raising to T
in the case of π.

(29) Probe impoverishment (cf. Béjar 2003: 78):
π-AGR XP

π π

Part

As a consequence, a 3rd person goal can check and value the person probe
at the second cycle, having an identical feature set as the probe. Note that
this does not help for the number probe: Even though [Group] is deleted, the
probe consisting only of [Indiv] can still only be valued by a plural object at the
second cycle, because singular is complete absence of features and therefore
still not a subset of the probe. In order to avoid the crash of the derivation,
Béjar proposes that default agreement obtains if the number probe can also not
be valued at the second cycle because both arguments are singular. This system
which is illustrated in the trees below derives the generalizations in (20) and
proceeds in the following steps:
11In fact, she proposes to delete all features of a probe except for the topmost feature, and not
only the bottommost. But if a language has a probe that consist of two features like in Mordvin,
the result is the same: Only the topmost feature of the probe feature bundle remains.
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• The head containing the probe is merged.
• Immediately afterwards, the probe starts searching for a matching goal
in its c-command domain.

• If it finds such a goal, it is checked and valued and becomes inactive
(first cycle Agree). It does not probe further.

• If the probe does not find a matching goal, two repair mechanisms apply:
i) The probe expands its search domain (which means raising to T in
the case of π but not in the case of #) and ii) the lowest feature in the
structures feature bundle is deleted.

• Afterwards, the probe starts searching for a matching goal in its c-
command domain again.

• If the probe finds a suitable goal, it is checked and valued and becomes
inactive (second cycle Agree). The person probe will be valued at the
latest at this step of the derivation, the number probe does not have to be
if the closest goal is singular.

• If the number probe does not find a matching goal at the second cycle,
too, the two repair mechanisms apply again: i) The probe expands its
search domain (which means restarting the search on the closest goal)
and ii) the bottommost feature in the probe’s structured feature bundle is
deleted.

• The probe starts searching for a goal again and it will be valued at this
stage of the derivation, because it is highly underspecified and will
definitely find a matching person feature bundle on the closest goal. The
probe is then checked and valued and becomes inactive.

Illustration of Bejar’s system (valuation indicated by an arrow):

(30) Person agreement, 1st cycle valuation (local person object):
v Obj

π π

Part Part

(Speak)
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(31) a. Person agreement, no 1st cycle valuation (3rd person object):
v Obj

π π

Part
b. π raises to T, [Part] is deleted
c. Person agreement, 2nd cycle valuation (1st/2nd/3rd person sub-

ject):
T Subj

π π

Part (Part)

(Speak)

(32) Number agreement, 1st cycle valuation (plural subject):
T Subj

Indiv Indiv

Group Group

(33) a. Number agreement, no 1st cycle valuation (singular subject):
T Subj

Indiv —

Group

b. [Group] is deleted
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c. Number agreement, 2nd cycle valuation (plural object):
T Obj

Indiv Indiv

Group

(34) a. Number agreement, no 2nd cycle valuation (singular object):
T Obj

Indiv —

b. Bejar: default agreement; no number exponent shows up;
occurrence of a second person marker unexplained

5.2. Extended System: How Chameleon Probes Arise

In section 4 I proposed that the number probe is not saturated by default
agreement if both arguments are singular, but that it is exceptionally valued by
person in order to get checked, with the result of double person marking. But
how can the number probe “see” person values? Remember Béjar’s condition
that valuation is only possible if the goal has a superset of features of the probe.
It is thus impossible in her decomposition of person and number features
that a number probe is valued by person. My suggestion is that a scenario in
which a person feature bundle is a superset of a “number” probe indeed arises
if we follow the feature geometry by Harley and Ritter (2002) more closely.
Note that Béjar (2003) by and large adopts their geometry, but she does not
include the root node R(eferrring Expression) in her feature bundles (cf.
(23)). This root node is however active in Harley and Ritter’s system: Some
combinations of features are represented by the presence of the node [R] alone
(e.g. 3rd person pronouns are represented by [R] in a language which has no
number distinctions for pronouns, e.g. Pirahã, cf. Harley and Ritter (2002: 501)).
I thus include this node in the feature matrices such that the feature bundles
look as in (35) and (36) with [R] on top. The probes in Mordvin which look for
local person and plural, respectively, have the form in (37).
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(35) 1st:

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

[R][π][Part][Speak]

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
2nd:

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
[R][π][Part]

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
3rd: [[R][π]]

(36) Sg: [ ] Pl:
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
[R][Indiv][Group]

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(37) π:

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
[R][π][Part]

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
#:
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
[R][Indiv][Group]

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
What is crucial for the following derivations is that person and number now
form a natural class with respect to the node [R]. The remaining assumptions
of Béjar (2003) are adopted without changes. For the valuation of the person
probe the additional feature [R] has no consequences. The derivations are
exactly as in (30) and (31), except for the presence of [R] on top of the goals and
the probe. The person probe is checked at the latest at the second cycle (by the
subject) because any person (1st/2nd/3rd) feature bundle is a superset of or
identical to the probe’s features at the second cycle.
For the number probe, nothing changes if one of the arguments is plural.

The probe is then checked and valued by this argument. The derivations are
as in (32) and (33-c) except that the probe and the goal include the node [R]
now. If the subject is plural, valuation obtains at the first cycle, if it is singular,
the probe is impoverished to [R [Indiv]] and it looks for plural on the object.
Valuation obtains if the object is plural. But if the object is singular, too, (as is
the subject) and # can still not be valued, we expect it to be impoverished for a
second time in Béjar’s system. If we apply probe impoverishment, the feature
[Indiv] is deleted. As a result, the number probe consists only of the node [R],
[Indiv] and [Group] having been deleted. Crucially, the probe is still active at
this point, because the additional node [R] is present and the probe can start a
new search. As the privative feature [R] is also a part of every person feature
bundle, the probe can be checked and valued with any person value because
the person feature bundle on a goal consists at least of [R [π]] and therefore
fulfills the superset condition on valuation. Following the terminology of Béjar,
this third attempt of the probe to find a goal can be called “third cycle Agree”. It
is illustrated in (38). Valuation of a number probe by person is possible because
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person and number form a natural class with respect to the privative feature
[R] which has been suggested for independent reasons in Harley and Ritter
(2002) anyway.

(38) a. Number agreement, no 2nd cycle valuation (singular object):
T Obj

R —

Indiv
b. second probe impoverishment: [Indiv] is deleted
c. Person agreement, 3rd cycle valuation of former “#”:

T Subj

R R

π

(Part)

(Speak)

The heavily impoverished probe # loses its feature [Indiv] which characterizes
it as a number probe and it can then be valued by person. Note that there is no
stipulated transformation of the number probe into a person probe, the effect
results from the impoverishment which Béjar (2003) needed anyway to allow
for the valuation of a person probe by a 3rd person goal at the second cycle
(also in a number of other languages than Mordvin). Double person marking
in the shaded cells arises because the regular person probe is valued by person
and the highly impoverished “number” probe is valued by person features, too,
because it does not find a plural argument.

The general goal of this analysis is not to propose a new type of probe, but
to show that the probe impoverishment approach developed by Béjar (2003),
coupled with the proposal that person and number form a natural class α
Harley and Ritter (2002), predicts the existence of highly underspecified probes
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which can in principle be valued by any feature that is part of α. As a result,
we expect that an X-probe searching for feature X on a goal can be valued by
feature Y (where X and Y are variables over features in α) in certain well-defined
contexts, such that an exponent of Y shows up where an exponent of X is
expected. The Mordvin data show that such a pattern is indeed attested. Thus,
the indirectly predicted existence of chameleon probes can be seen as a desired
result of Béjar’s probe impoverishment approach, which qualifies as a strategy
to avoid unchecked probes, which would lead to a crash of the derivation.

Finally, note that the term chameleon probe is just a descriptive term which
clarifies the consequences of probe impoverishment on the surface: It looks
as if the number probe turnes into a person probe because we see a person
exponent instead of the expected number exponent. But, of course, there is no
real “metamorphosis” of the number probe which miraculously becomes a
person probe. Rather, the chameleon probe is neither a person nor a number
probe, it is heavily underspecified as a consequence of repeated impoverishment
and can be valued either by person or number.

6. Predictions on Exponence

In this section I discuss several questions with respect to exponence that arise
for the present analysis. These concern the properties of third cycle Agree,
apparent exceptions to the two-marker-generalization in (22), and the choice
of a person marker.

6.1. The Domain of Third Cycle Agree

In Béjar’s analysis there are at most two agreement cycles: The first obtains
with the closest accessible goal and the second with the coargument of the
first goal. But what is the search domain for 3rd cycle Agree in Mordvin? Is it
identical to the first or the second cycle search domain of the “number” probe?
The answer does not fall out in any way from the system developed so far, it
could be one or the other way so this turns out to be an empirical question.
When we look at the exponents in the shaded cells in (16) and (17), we can see
that the additional person marker (the rightmost marker) cross-references
the person of the subject.12 Hence, the Chameleon probe searches for a goal

12In general, the object marker is closer to the stem than the subject marker in Mordvin.
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in the first cycle domain of the former “number” probe and does not search
again in its extended second cycle domain. I conclude from this that the probe
on T always targets the closest accessible goal as long as there are features by
which it can potentially be valued.13 The only exception to this observation
is the combination 3sg subject – 1sg object in the definite paradigms. Here
the person of the object is expressed twice, although my analysis predicts
that the outermost exponent should cross-reference the person of the subject
which is the closest matching goal for the Chameleon probe. I do not have an
explanation for why the subject is “invisible” in this context, but the important
point for the present account is that there is double person marking, which
should be impossible in Béjar’s system, but is expected under the extended
system developed here. I will come back to this special form below.

6.2. The Choice of Person Exponents

A second question that arises is which exponent is chosen in which context. As
can be seen in the definite paradigms, plural is always realized by the marker
/iz/, regardless of whether the value is provided by subject or object. For person
features, things are more complicated. We have already seen in section 3 that
there are several exponents for 1st and 2nd person. Béjar (2003) proposes
that the choice of an exponent for a person value is driven by the cycle at
which it has been valued: For example, 1st person is expressed by /m/ when
the object valued the person probe (first cycle Agree) and /n/ and /nek/ when
the subject valued the person probe (second cycle Agree). The same holds
for second person: /t/ expresses 2nd person object (1st cycle Agree), /k/ and
/ŋk/ 2nd person subject (2nd cycle Agree); 3rd person morphology /nze/ and
/Ø/ respectively, is necessarily second cycle morphology, because there is no
valuation by 3rd person on the first cycle due to the condition on valuation.

(39) Person exponents:
1st cycle 2nd cycle

1st /m/ /n/, /nek/
2nd /t/ /k/, /ŋk/
3rd – /nze/, /Ø/

13This fact could be derived in an optimality-theoretic approach by postulating a high-ranked
locality constraint, viz. a constraint which demands valuation by the closest goal whenever
possible.
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One way proposed by Béjar to implement this difference in a post-syntactic
realizational morphology (like Distributed Morphology, Halle and Marantz
(1993; 1994)) is to use context restrictions. If the person probe is valued by the
object (first cycle), it is located on v, if it is valued by the subject, it has been
raised to T. This structural difference, the location of the probe, can be used as
a context for vocabulary insertion. The different vocabulary items (VIs) can
thus be represented as in (40) (exemplified for 1st person morphology):

(40) First person morphology:14

a. /m/↔ [1] / [v] 1st cycle morphology
b. /n/↔ [1] / [T] 2nd cycle morphology

A list of all vocabulary items is given in (41). I will discuss the difference
between the two second cycle morphemes of the person VIs (with the context
T) below. According to the Subset Principle and Specificity the most specific
matching vocabulary item is inserted into a terminal node.

(41) Vocabulary items
a. /m/↔ [1] / [v]
b. /t/↔ [2] / [v]

c. /n/↔ [1] / [T]
d. /k/↔ [2] / [T]
e. /nze/↔ [3] / [T]

f. /nek/↔ [1] / [T, pl]
g. /ŋk/↔ [2] / [T, pl]
h. /Ø/↔ [3] / [T, pl]

i. /iz/↔ [pl]

The prediction is that the “number probe” which is valued by person when
both arguments are singular is realized by second cycle person morphology.
The reason is that the number probe # starts out on T and is not moved to
another head, even if first cycle Agree does not obtain. The reason for this is
that # c-commands both arguments of the verb and movement is not necessary

14For reasons of simplification and clarity I use the numbers 1, 2, and 3 in the VI entries as
abbreviations for the complex features bundles [R [π [Part [Speak]]]], [R [π [Part]]], and [R
[π]] which are present on syntactic heads and are spelled out by the VIs.
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for second cycle Agree. Now, if # is a Chameleon probe, viz. if it is valued by
person features, it is indistinguishable for the morphological component from
second cycle valuation of the regular person probe which is raised from v to T
in order to be able to be valued by the subject. This prediction is indeed borne
out: The exponents for person of the subject in the shaded cells are /n/, /k/,
/nze/, all of which are second cycle morphemes, cf. (41). The only exception
is the combination 3sg subject – 1sg object, where the first cycle morpheme
/m/ shows up – an exceptional form which has already been discussed above.
Recall that the chameleon probe references the person value of the object in
this form instead of the subject’s person feature, as expected. I cannot explain
why the subject is ignored in this derivation, but nevertheless we would still
expect the first cycle morpheme for the object’s person, viz. /n/ instead of /m/.
However, in the Moksha dialect of Mordvin, we find indeed the expected form
/s-m-n/ (surface form -saman) (Raun 1988: 106).

Some comments on the VIs in (41) are in order. The difference between the
second cycle person morpheme in the upper block (/n/, /k/, /nze/) and the
second cycle person morphemes in the lower block (/nek/, /ŋk/, /Ø/) is that the
latter show up when the subject is plural (hence in a context in which a plural
subject acts on a 3rd person object, see (17)). In this case, the number value
plural is present on T, hence the context features T and plural are located on the
same head. The other person markers are inserted if the subject is singular. We
have to rule out that person is spelled out by the second cycle morphemes /nek/,
/ngk/, /Ø/ if the subject is singular and the object is 3rd person plural. In this
context, there is also a person value and plural valued on T and hence, these VIs
are the most specific ones, but the less specific second cycle person morphemes
are realized (/n/, /k/, /nze/). The difference between the combinations singular
subject – 3rd plural object and plural subject – 3rd person object is that in the
former case plural is valued on the second cycle, but on the first cycle in the
latter case. Hence, the insertion of /nek/, /ŋk/, /Ø/ has to be further restricted
to the context feature “plural” which is valued on the first cycle, but not on the
second. The time of valuation may be distinguished by a diacritic for first cycle
number valuation.15

15Three forms in the definite paradigm are special and do not show the expected exponent. The
first is the combination 2sg subject – 3pl object in past and non-past. Here the person value of
the subject is indicated by the first cycle morpheme /t/, although the second cycle morpheme /k/
is expected. The second complication is the combination of a 3sg subject acting on a 3sg object
in the non-past definite paradigm. The person exponent /nze/ is expected to occur, but instead
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A more general point is that the morphemes with the context restriction [T,
pl] are always preceded by the plural marker /iz/. It is standardly assumed that
features are deleted by vocabulary insertion, but in my analysis the feature
pluralmust be accessible as a context feature for the insertion of the second
cycle person morpheme although it has already been realized by /iz/. I thus
have to assume that features realized by vocabulary insertion are inaccessible
for further insertion but are still visible as context features (cf. the concept of
secondary exponence Noyer 1992: 69).16

6.3. Exceptions to the Two-marker-generalization

The last issue I want to address is the alleged violation of the two-marker-
generalization in the combination singular subject - 3rd singular object. There
is only a single person exponent, although two person markers are expected
under my analysis because both arguments are singular. But note that under

/i/ is realized. This is the 3rd singular subject marker of the indefinite non-past conjugation, see
(18). Hence, it does express the required person value but in the wrong conjugation class. With
respect to the occurrence of /i/ in the definite paradigm, Abondolo (1982: 17, 18) claims that the
expected /(n)ze/ has indeed been the person suffix in this context in the definite conjugation,
as textbooks from the 19th century show. It can still be found in the corresponding cell in
the definite past paradigm. The marker has been replaced by the 3rd person marker /i/ from
the indefinite conjugation. We could implement this by postulating a rule of referral Stump
(2001). See the discussion of the indefinite paradigm below. The last form which is special
is 3sg subject-2sg object. In this case the exponents are the expected ones, but in the wrong
linear order. Usually, a VI expressing object features preceded a VIs which cross-references
subject features (person on v > number on T in accordance with the Mirror Principle, cf. Baker
(1988)), but in this combination it is the other way around (cf. Abondolo 1982: 16). The present
approach cannot explain this fact, but neither can any of the other analysis of verbal inflection
in Mordvin. Note that the order of person and number markers is generally reversed when a
second cycle of person agreement obtains, hence, when the object is 3rd person. In this case the
number exponent precedes the person exponent. Both the person and the number value are
then present on T and the order cannot be determined by the Mirror Principle. I assume that
the order of exponents is determined by a language-specific principle which orders number
before person when two exponents spell out features of the same syntactic head.
16Another option for the exponents of the definite conjugation would be to replace the context
feature pl of the second cycle person morphemes by the morpheme /iz/. The second cycle
person morphemes can then only be inserted if the plural morpheme /iz/ has already been
inserted, they would be inwards-sensitive allomorphs of the first cycle person morphemes in
the sense of Bobaljik (2000). In this way, secondary exponence is not necessary. However, I do
not pursue this option here because it does not work for the exponents /ne/ and /de/ of the
indefinite conjugation which are preceded by a different plural marker, cf. section 7.
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the present analysis a situation arises in these contexts which does not occur
elsewhere: There are two identical person values on the head T. One person
value is the result of valuation of the regular person probe at the second cycle.
π is raised to T because the object is 3rd person and cannot value π at the
first cycle. The second person value is the result of the valuation of the former
number probe (the Chameleon probe) because both arguments are singular. I
propose that there is a constraint which rules out identical feature values on the
same head and that one of the feature bundles is deleted before vocabulary
insertion. Such an effect is also observed by Nevins and Sandalo (2010) in
Kadiwéu and Georgian. They argue that “two instances of [+participant] within
the same T domain is banned by a dissimilatory ‘OCP’ of two identical marked
morphosyntactic feature values within the same domain” (Nevins and Sandalo
2010: 11). They propose that the more marked of these values is then deleted. I
adopt their suggestion in an expanded version for Mordvin: Two instances of
the feature person on the same head (T) are banned and one of these is deleted.
It does not matter which one, because the values are identical anyway. This
additional assumptions which is at work in other languages as well, explains the
alleged violation of the two-marker-generalization in the combination singular
subject – 3rd singular object. In the syntax, there are two valued probes, but one
value is deleted in the morphological component prior to vocabulary insertion
such that we cannot see the two valued probes at the surface.

7. The Indefinite Conjugation

So far I have focused on the derivation of the definite conjugation in which two
arguments are potential goals for Agree with π and #. In this section I show
that the system is also able to derive the indefinite conjugation. Remember
that intransitives as well as transitives in non-perfective aspect and/or with an
indefinite object fall in the indefinite conjugation in which there is only subject
agreement. The subanalysed paradigms are repeated below:
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(42) Subanalysed indefinite
non-past paradigm:

1sg -n
1

2sg -t
2

3sg -i
3

1pl -t -no
? 1

2pl -t -do
? 2

3pl -i -t
3 pl

(43) Subanalysed indefinite
past paradigm:

1sg -n
1

2sg -t
2

3sg -ø
3

1pl -nek
1

2pl -de
2

3pl -t -ø
pl 3

Intransitives and transitives with an indefinite object or non-perfective aspect
are treated in the same way. This suggests that they are structurally identical for
the Agree process. As intransitives have only a single argument, the internal
argument of a transitive verb must also be invisible as a goal which can explain
pure subject agreement in both cases andmakes intransitives and transitves with
the properties listed above structurally alike. I won’t speculate why indefinite
objects or definite objects selected by a non-perfective verb are not accessible
goals. This is a more general question about how the definiteness/aspect split
comes about in the Uralic languages to which I have nothing new to add.17
What is crucial for the following analysis is that, obviously, these internal
arguments of transitive verbs cannot be agreed with and they are thus like
intransitives: There is only a single argument which is a potential goal for a
probe. Assuming this to be the case allows us to derive the observed agreement
patterns by the system developed for the definite conjugation. The tree in (44)
repeats the initial distribution of the person and number probe in the syntactic
structure with a single accessible goal. For reason of simplification, I omit the

17See Richards (2008) for a proposal about the distinction of definite and indefinite arguments,
in which person features are not present on indefinite arguments. This idea is completely
compatible with my analysis in which the person probe must not find a goal at the first cycle.
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object in the representation also when the verb is indeed transitive, because the
object is invisible for Agree.18

(44) Probes in the structure:

Vv
π

v’Subj

vPT
#

TP

Starting with the person probe, it is clear that it cannot be valued at the first
cycle: Either there is no object (intransitives) or it is invisible (transitives).
Hence, π is raised to T, impoverished for [Part] and valued by the subject.
There are two scenarios for the number probe on T. If the closest (and only
available) goal is plural, it is valued. If, however, it is singular, the probe is
impoverished for [Group]. But even then it cannot be valued by the singular
subject because singular is absence of features. Neither can it be valued by
person which is not a superset of the probe’s features [R [Indiv]]. Hence, probe
impoverishment applies for a second time, deleting [Indiv] and leaving only [R]
on #. It is then a Chameleon probe and can be valued by person of the subject.
Note that in the latter case, there are two identical person values on T, just as it
was the case in the definite conjugation when a singular object acted on a 3rd
singular object. Following Nevins and Sandalo (2010) I proposed that in such a
situation one of the person values is deleted on T to avoid a kind of OCP effect.

These derivations which are in accordance with the analysis for the definite
conjugation predict that there are two agreement patterns:

18I also abstract away from the difference between unaccusative and unergative intransitive
verbs. I represent intransitives as unergatives with the single argument being an external
argument. There are only few and very short descriptions of the syntax of Mordvin and other
Uralic languages such that I did not find evidence for the split of intransitives into two groups. If
this split exists, some complications arise for the present analysis, but as far as I see unaccusatives
could still be integrated in my system with a few additional operations.
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(45) Expected agreement in the indefinite conjugation:
a. singular subject: π and # agree with the single argument in person;

one value is deleted→ one subject person marker on the surface
b. plural subject: π valued by person of the subject; # valued by

number of the subject→ two suffixes: one person and one number marker for the subject

The first prediction is clearly borne out in the paradigms (42) and (43): There is a
single marker cross-referencing person of the subject. Some complications arise
for the second prediction. In accordance with it, there is always a person marker
which indicates person of the subject if it is plural. If the subject is 3rd person
plural, there is also the expected plural marker /t/. It differs from the plural
marker /iz/ in the definite conjugation, but it is the regular plural marker in the
nominal declension in Mordvin and according to Raun (1988: 234) and Zaicz
(1988: 191, 199), 3rd person indefinite forms are diachronically derived nominal
forms, hence the nominal plural marker. Note that this marker also shows up
in the 1st and 2nd person plural of the non-past paradigm. Neither Zaicz (1988)
nor Raun (1988) can tell us what this marker /t/ (/ta/ on the surface) means
(hence the question marks in the glosses), but they agree in separating it as a
further morpheme from the following suffix which is clearly a person marker
(cf. the discussion of transparadigmatic syncretisms in section 3). Following
the Syncretism Principle, I take this /t/ to be the same marker which marks
plural in 3rd person – at least from a synchronic point of view; and as long as
we do not know what exactly the function of this /t(a)/ was, this assumption
does not contradict statements in the literature.19 The question marks can thus
be replaced by the gloss “pl”, too. As a result, the second prediction is borne
out in the non-past paradigm: There are two markers in a suffix string – one
indicating person and the other expressing number of the subject. However, in
the past paradigm the plural marker is only present for a 3rd person plural
subject, although it should occur whenever the subject is plural. I do not have
an explanation for its absence and take it to be accidental. In order to integrate
this fact in the analysis, we might capture it by postulating an impoverishment

19Note that the marker /t/ is multiply ambiguous. We also postulated a /t/ as a present tense
marker and as a 2nd person object marker in the definite conjugation. In principle, the /t/
of the indefinite paradigm could also be identical with one of those morphemes. But if the
present approach is on the right track it should lead the learner to analyse /t/ as a plural marker,
whatever other function it might have had in earlier stages of the language.
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rule which deletes [plural] in the context of a [R [ π [Part]]] subject in the
indefinite past.

But on the whole, the predictions on exponence in the indefinite conjugation
made by the analysis which was developed for the definite conjugation are
borne out. I take this to support the extended version of the system proposed
by Béjar (2003) with 3rd cycle agreement and a number probe that can be
valued by person.
Finally, some VIs have to be added to the list in order to integrate the

indefinite conjugation into the system. The second cycle morpheme /n/ which
realizes 1st person occurs as expected. The second person marker is /t/ which
was analysed as a first cycle morpheme above, but we expect the second cycle
morpheme /k/. In order to capture the distribution of the 2nd person marker,
I reanalyse /t/ as the default 2nd person marker which is not contextually
restricted to v or T and thus fits whenever an argument is 2nd person. /k/ is
more specific and blocks /t/ when person is valued on T. In order to avoid the
insertion of /k/ in the indefinite conjugation, /k/ must be restricted to T in a
transitive context. It is not clear which morpho-syntactic feature distinguishes
T in a transitive and intransitive context. For the present purposes and for
lack of a better solution I stipulate a feature [±trans] which is present on T,
although it might not play a role in the syntactic derivation and is only needed
for vocabulary insertion. /k/ is then restricted to T with the feature [+trans].
The remaining VIs which occur exclusively in the indefinite conjugation are
specified for T [-trans] in order to prevent their insertion in transitive contexts.
Note that /ne/, /i/, and /Ø/ are additionally specified for tense because they
only appear in the past or non-past indefinite paradigm, respectively.

(46) More vocabulary items:
a. /k/↔ [2] / [T, +trans] replaces /k/ in (41)
b. /t/↔ [2] replaces /t/ in (41)

c. /i/↔ [3] / [T, -trans, -past]
d. /Ø/↔ [3] / [T, -trans, +past]
e. /ne/↔ [1] / [T, pl, -trans, -past]
f. /de/↔ [2] / [T, pl, -trans]
g. /t2/↔ [pl] / [-trans]
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8. Conclusion

In this paper I have provided an analysis of verbal inflection in Mordvin. Based
on the analysis by Béjar (2003), I have shown that the double person marking
pattern which is unexpected under her analysis with a single person and a
single number probe can be derived with an independently motivated change in
the structure of feature bundles. Including the feature [R] into these bundles, as
proposed in the feature geometry by Harley and Ritter (2002), allows us to form
a natural class between person and number. If the number probe is successively
impoverished such that it only contains [R], which can only happen if both
arguments of a transitive verb are singular, it can be valued by person features.
In this way, double person marking obtains although the structure initially
contains only a single person probe and a number probe. I called the number
probe which is valued by person a Chameleon probe, indicating -descriptively
spoken- that the probe can adapt the features it searches for to the syntactic
context. In order to achieve this, no new mechanisms had to be assumed that
have not also been part of Béjar’s analysis. In general, I proposed a further
repair strategy which may apply in order to avoid the crash of a derivation
containing unvalued probes: valuation by features the probe originally did not
search for.

Besides, I have shown that the system can also derive the indefinite paradigms,
which are not taken into account in other formal analyses of Mordvin verbal
inflection. Finally, it has been illustrated that a subanalysis of verbal suffixes
is well-motivated and allows to derive transparadigmatic syncretisms across
categories in Mordvin.
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Verbal Agreement and PCC E�ects in Tagalog

Anke Assmann*

Abstract
�is paper examines PCC e�ects in Tagalog multiple ang-sentences and ana-
lyzes themby usingRichards’ (2008) theory of quirky expletives. My account is
based on the assumption that subjecthood in Tagalog is due to a head with de-
fault φ-features that is obligatorily present in every derivation. Furthermore,
I assume that the verbal probe consisting of a person and a number feature
is split and reuni�ed by head-movement. �e person feature is present on v
and the number feature on T. Since PCC e�ects in Tagalog occur only in ay-
fronting constructions, the di�erence between Icelandic and Tagalog is due to
the nature of the feature that triggers ay-fronting. �is feature can only probe
together with the person feature and therefore depends on its value. �ese
assumptions make it possible to explain the behavior of Tagalog verbal agree-
ment and argument marking and the distribution of PCC e�ects. �e account
di�ers from previous accounts of Tagalog in that Tagalog and Indo-European
languages show more similarities with respect to verbal agreement.

1. Introduction

�e aim of this paper is to show that agreement and PCC e�ects in Tagalog
have exactly the same properties as agreement and PCC e�ects in Icelandic
and that cross-linguistic di�erences in these phenomena can be reduced to a
di�erent distribution of syntactic features.
Verbal agreement in Tagalog has been extensively studied by Rackowski

(2002) who claims that Tagalog verbs agree with their arguments in case. �is
analysis clearly exoticizes Tagalog with respect to Indo-European languages
where verbal agreement is said to be for φ-features rather than for case. In this
article, I will show that Tagalog verbal agreement can be analyzed as φ-feature

*I would like to thank Sebastian Bank, Doreen Georgi, Jakob Hamann, Fabian Heck, Ste-
fan Keine, Larissa Kröhnert, Andreas Opitz, Marc Richards, Michael Sappir, Jochen Trommer
and Eva Zimmermann for helpful comments and discussion. Research relates to the project
Argument Encoding in Morphology and Syntax, part of the DFG research group 742 Grammar
and Processing of Verbal Arguments

2 in agreement, 163–195
Sebastian Bank, Doreen Georgi & Jochen Trommer (eds.)
Linguistische Arbeits Berichte 88, Universität Leipzig 2010
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agreement. For this purpose, I will use the Agree mechanism proposed by
Chomsky (2000, 2001) which says that agreement between two categories in
a sentence takes place because one of these categories is a probe that has unval-
ued and hence uninterpretable features which must be valued and deleted in
order to obtain an interpretable structure. �e other category is the so-called
goal which can provide values for these features. Now, I propose that the ver-
bal probe in Tagalog is split (cf. Béjar and Řezáč (2003)), speci�cally the per-
son feature is located on v while the number feature is located on T.�erefore,
in Tagalog, in contrast to Icelandic, both features can probe independently.
In addition, I will show that PCC e�ects in Tagalog can be explained just

like PCC e�ects in Icelandic although they show a di�erent distribution. To
this end, I will make use of a recent proposal made by Richards (2008) who
suggests that PCC e�ects occur in Icelandic because the derivation contains
a “quirky" expletive which determines the person feature’s value of the verbal
probe. I will show that this idea can be transferred to Tagalog. �e only real
idiosyncrasy of Tagalog will be that these quirky expletives of Richards (2008)
are part of every derivation in Tagalog.
PCC e�ects in Tagalog have been noticed by Richards (2005) who also

sketches an idea of how to derive such e�ects. However, his analysis is far from
being explicit enough to explain the recalcitrant distribution of PCC e�ects in
Tagalog. In my analysis, the cross-linguistic di�erences in the distribution of
PCC e�ects will be explained again by di�erent forms of verbal probes in both
languages.
�us, Tagalog will be said to behave exactly like Icelandic in its main prop-

erties of agreement and PCC e�ects. All the di�erences, which have caused
many authors to develop language-speci�c analyses for Tagalog agreement,
can be simply reduced to a di�erent distribution of syntactic features.
�e paper is structured as follows: Section 2 will introduce verbal agree-

ment and PCC e�ects in Tagalog. �en, section 3 will introduce the reader to
the nature of null expletives and summarize Richards’ (2008) discussion of Ice-
landic. A�erwards, section 4 will provide a detailed analysis of Tagalog verbal
agreement and PCC e�ects. Section 5 will summarize two previous accounts
of Tagalog verbal agreement and PCC e�ects. Finally, section 6 concludes the
article.
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2. PCC E�ects in Tagalog

In this section, I will �rst introduce some general issues of Tagalog verbal
agreement and then present the PCC e�ects which are only found in certain
inversion constructions.

2.1. �e Structure of Tagalog

Tagalog is a VSO language with several operations to change word order. Ac-
cording to Rackowski (2002), Tagalog possesses a case systemwith accusative
alignment. Most verbs show overt agreement with one of their arguments
which is marked twice: the verb is marked by an a�x (o�en described as voice
marker, e.g. by Schachter and Otanes (1972)) while the argument controlling
agreement is marked by the particle ang. �is argument, whether internal
or external, is called the subject, i.e. the de�nition diverges from the con�gu-
rational de�nition of subjecthood in Indo-European languages. �roughout
the rest of this paper, the term “subject" will, therefore, be used for the argu-
ment the verb agrees with while the con�gurational di�erence between the
arguments will be expressed by the terms “internal" vs. “external" argument.
Another di�erence to Indo-European languages concerns the distribution

of speci�c and non-speci�c arguments. In other words, the argument marker
ang goes hand in hand with speci�city, i.e., if a DP is marked by ang, it is obli-
gatorily speci�c. �e marker ng, on the other hand, can combine with speci�c
or non-speci�c arguments depending on the (syntactic) context.1 Examples of
Tagalog sentences are given in (1) (cf. Rackowski (2002:89)). �e translations
below indicate which interpretations are possible and which are excluded.

(1) a. mag-luluto
NOM.PAG-ASP.cook

ang
ANG

lalaki
man

ng
NG

adobo
adobo

para
P

sa
DAT

asawa
spouse2

‘�eman will cook adobo for his wife.’
(*Aman will cook adobo for his wife.)
(*�e man will cook the adobo for his wife.)

External argument controls agreement

1See Hirano (2005) for details.
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b. ∅-lulutu-in
ASP.cook-ACC

ng
NG

lalaki
man

ang
ANG

adobo
adobo

para
P

sa
DAT

asawa
wife

‘�e man will cook the adobo for his wife.’
(*�e man will cook adobo for his wife.)

Internal argument controls agreement

In (1-a), the verb cook agrees with the external argument man. Hence, man
receives the marker ang and the verb gets the nominative agreement marker
mag-. Note that the translations above show thatman is speci�c while adobo
is not. �at means, ng stands for non-speci�city in this case. In (1-b), on the
other hand, the internal argument adobo controls agreement which ismarked,
again, by ang. �e verb is now marked di�erently with the su�x -in. Interest-
ingly, in this context ng can be speci�c as the translation shows.3
In section 4.1, we will see how the distribution of ang, verbal agreement

markers and speci�city can be derived.

2.2. PCC E�ects

PCC e�ects in Tagalog only occur in so-called ay-fronting constructions.4
(2-b) – (2-c) show the operation of ay-fronting where the ang-marked argu-
ment is fronted and the verb is marked by ay. (2-d) exempli�es the fact that
ay-fronting of another DP but the ang-marked one leads to ungrammaticality.

(2) a. Kumain
NOM.ate

ang
ANG

kalabaw
water.bu�alo

ng
NG

bulaklak
�ower

‘�e water bu�alo ate a �ower.’

2NOM = Nominative, PAG = pag (transitivity) morpheme, ASP = aspect, ANG = ang,
NG = ng, P = preposition, DAT = dative, ACC = accusative

3�e additional benefactive DP does not disturb this robust behavior of ang and ng. �e
following examples are extracted from Aldridge (2004:2).

(i) a. Binili
ACC.bought

ng
NG

babae
woman

ang
ANG

isda.
�sh

‘�e woman bought the �sh.’
b. Kumain

NOM.ate
ang
ANG

babae
woman

ng
NG

isda.
�sh

‘�e woman ate (a) �sh.’

4�e following discussion and data below are all drawn from Richards (2005).
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b. Ang
ANG

bulaklak
�ower

ay
AY5ACC-ate

kinain
NG

ng
water.bu�alo

kalabaw

c. Ang
ANG

kalabaw
water.bu�alo

ay
AY

kumain
NOM.ate

ng
NG

bulaklak
�ower

d. *Ng
NG

bulaklak
�ower

ay
AY

kumain
NOM.ate

ang
ANG

kalabaw
water.bu�alo

Now, some verbs don’t show agreement with one of their arguments at all. In
these sentences, no argument is marked by ang.

(3) Kabibili
REC.PERF.bought6

lang
just

ng
NG

lalaki
man

ng
NG

tela
cloth

‘�e man just bought the cloth.’

If ay-fronting a�ects such sentences, any argument can be fronted. Fronted
arguments are always ang-marked.

(4) a. Ang
ANG

lalaki
man

ay
AY

kabibili
REC.PERF.bought

lang
just

ng
NG

tela
cloth

b. Ang
ANG

tela
cloth

ay
AY

kabibili
REC.PERF.bought

lang
just

ng
NG

lalaki
man

�e next set of data in (5) shows that multiple ang-marking is possible, too. In
such sentences, the DP that controls agreement is marked by ang. But beside
that, another DP is marked by ang. In such constructions, only the external
argument can be fronted.

(5) a. Ang
ANG

kalabaw
water.bu�alo

ay
AY

kinain
ACC.ate

ang
ANG

bulaklak
�ower

‘�e water bu�alo ate the �ower.’
b. *Ang

ANG
bulaklak
�ower

ay
AY

kinain/kumain
ACC.ate/NOM.ate

ang
ANG

kalabaw
water.bu�alo

(6) Argument constraint of ay-fronting
In multiple ang-sentences, the DP that is ay-fronted must not be the
internal argument.

5AY = ay (inversion particle)
6REC = recent past, PERF = Perfect
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Now, the interesting fact presented in (7-b) is that beside the argument con-
straint, suchmultiple ang-sentences are restricted by a person constraint. �e
fronted argument must be third person while the internal argument, which
controls agreement, can have any person value.

(7) a. Ang
ANG

babae
woman

ay
AY

sinuntok
ACC.hit

ang
ANG

mandurukot.
pickpocket

‘�e woman hit the pickpocket.’
b. *Ako

ANG.I
ay
AY

sinuntok
ACC.hit

ang
ANG

mandurukot.
pickpocket

‘I hit the pickpocket.’
c. Ang

ANG
mandurukot
pickpocket

ay
AY

sinuntok
ACC.hit

ako.
ANG.I

‘�e pickpocket hit me.’
(8) Person restriction of ay-fronting

In multiple ang-sentences the DP that is fronted must be 3rd person.

To explain the PCC e�ects in Tagalog, I will make use of a recent proposal
by Richards (2008). His theory will be the topic of the next section. A�er-
wards, I will transfer his ideas to Tagalog.

3. Quirky Expletives

�is section summarizes Richards’ (2008) account of quirky subjects in Ice-
landic and which dismisses defective intervention in favour of a more mini-
malist view of case features and PCC e�ects.
Building on a standard de�nition of the operation Agree as suggested by

Chomsky (2000) in (9), Richards (2008) adopts the widely accepted theory
that φ-features and case features are re�exes of the same featural relation F.

(9) Agree (P[robe], G[oal]) if
a. P c-commands G
b. P and G are active
c. Pmatches G for feature F (where Match=nondistinctness)
d. G is interpretable (=valued) for F

. . .with the result that . . .
e. P values and deletes uF on G (if P is φ-complete, i.e. full Match);

G values and deletes uF on P
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�e two di�erent variants of the feature F on the probe and the goal ful�ll
di�erent tasks in the Agree operation. In terms of verbal agreement, F on the
probe encodes φ features while F on the goal encodes case features. �e un-
valued— and hence uninterpretable — φ-features activate the (verbal) probe
while the unvalued case feature is responsible for the activation of the goal as
required in (9-b). Note, that a�er Agree has taken place, the case feature is
valued and deleted and the goal cannot participate in a second Agree relation.

Now, previous accounts of PCC e�ects in Icelandic as shown in (10) are
more or less incompatible with this de�nition of Agree.7

(10) Mér
Me-DAT

Þóttu
thought-3pl

T tmér [Þær
they-NOM

vera
to-be

duglegar]
industrious

Holmberg and Hróarsdóttir (2003:1000)

Richards (2008) starts his analysis from a comparison of the Icelandic anti-
agreement in (11) with anti-agreement in English expletive constructions like
in (12).

(11) Henni
Her-DAT

leiddust/*leiddumst
bored-3PL/*bored-1PL

strákarnir/þeir/*við
the-boys-NOM/they-NOM/*we-NOM
‘�e boys were bored.’

(12) a. �ere is/*am only me.
b. �ere remains/*remain only me.
c. �ere is/are only us.

Both languages show a comparable behavior when it comes to constructions
where the verb doesn’t show full agreement with the subject because some
other nominal element occupies the subject position.8 In case of English, this
element is the expletive occupying Spec,TP and forcing the real subject to stay

7See e.g. Chomsky (2000) for a theory that explains PCC e�ects by means of defective
intervention. Note, that the de�nition of Agree in (9) has nothing to say about intervention.
�e reason why Richards (2008) wants to get rid of defective intervention is that in this theory,
goals can still take part in an Agree relation with valued case features. Hence, case features are
no longer needed to activate goals which in turn leaves the question of why case features are
needed at all.

8�is observation goes back to Chomsky (2000).
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in Spec,vP or lower in case of unaccusatives. In case of Icelandic, the item
showing up in subject position is a quirkydative subject. At �rst sight, both the
quirky subject and the expletive don’t have much in common except that they
are nominal elements and that they provoke similar anti-agreement e�ects.
Expletives are semantically empty elements contrary to full DPs. Apart from
that, expletives are expected to be directlymerged in Spec,TPwhereas subjects
have to move to the subject position (cf. e.g. Adger (2003)).
However, Richards (2008) deductively shows that both phenomena can suc-

cessfully be treated alike and comes to the conclusion that quirky subjects in
Icelandic contain a hidden expletive as shown in (13). Richards (2008) an-
alyzes expletives as D elements which have an unvalued case feature and a
minimal φ-feature set, i.e., they consist of a person feature with the value ‘3’.9

(13) DPQS

DExpl[P:3, uC:−] DP[P:1, N:Sg,
. . . , uC:inh]

In this structure, the expletive heads the complex DPQS . �erefore, only the
φ-features of the expletive are accessible to Agree.
�e derivation of a quirky subject sentence in Icelandic looks like in (14).

9Richards (2008) is not explicit about the exact structure of quirky subjects. However,
as he understands hidden expletives to be a DP-shell, I propose a structure similar to the
structure suggested by Izvorski (1995).
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(14) TP

T[uP:3, uN:Pl] vP

DP

Expl[P:3, uC:nom]
DP[P:1, N:Sg,

uC:inh]

v′
v VP

V DP[P:3, N:Pl,uC:nom]

1.

2.

�e �rst step in the derivation in (14) is Agree between the person feature of
T and the person feature of the expletive. �en, the φ-probe takes part in
Agree with the direct object. Because the person feature’s value is ‘3’ now, the
direct object must be third person as well, otherwise the matching condition
of Agree would be violated (cf. (9-c)).
�is sophisticated theorywill nowbe applied to theTagalog agreement data

discussed in section 2.

4. Explaining PCC E�ects

4.1. Verbal Agreement in Tagalog Simple ang-Sentences

In spite of the fact that Tagalog verbs don’t show overt subject agreement in
number and person like verbs in Indo-European languages do10, Tagalog ver-
bal agreement can be reanalyzed as agreement in φ-features. If the analysis of

10In fact, number agreement in Tagalog is optionally possible (cf. Schachter and Otanes
(1972); Kroeger (1993); Schachter (1995)).

(i) a. Nagsisikain
eat.NOM.PL

na
already

ang
ANG

mga
PL

bata
child

ng
NG

hapunan.
supper

‘�e children are eating their supper already.’
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verbal agreement outlined below is on the right track, Tagalog and Icelandic
PCC e�ects can be analyzed as two instances of the same phenomenon. My
theory is based on the following assumptions:
�e �rst theoretic assumption Iwant tomake is about case assignment. Like

Chomsky (2000); Richards (2008), I assume that case features and values are
not present on heads but that case values are consequences of Agree, i.e., if
an argument agrees with v, it receives accusative case but if it agrees with T, it
receives nominative case. �is has the consequence that two arguments can
receive the same case value (if they agree with the same head).11
�e second assumption is about speci�city. As speci�city and de�niteness

are o�en used synonymously (e.g. Richards (1999)), I propose, according to
Richards (2008), that non-speci�c, i.e., inde�nite, DPs don’t possess a person
feature. So, the di�erence between speci�c and non-speci�c DPs is encoded
in the presence or absence of a person feature

(15) a. Dspec: [P:3, N:Sg, uC:−,. . . ]
b. Dnon−spec: [N:Sg, uC:−,. . . ]

�e third and most innovational assumption is about subjects. Section 2.1
provided data which show that in Tagalog, subjects have to be speci�c. �ese
sentences are repeated in (16).

(16) a. mag-luluto
NOM.PAG-ASP.cook

ang
ANG

lalaki
man

ng
NG

adobo
adobo

para
P

sa
DAT

asawa
spouse

‘�eman will cook adobo for his wife.’
(*Aman will cook adobo for his wife.)
(*�e man will cook the adobo for his wife.)

External argument controls agreement

b. *Nagsisikain
eat.NOM.PL

na
already

si
ANG

Maria
Maria

ng
NG

hapunan.
supper

‘Maria is eating her supper already.’ Schachter (1995:11�.)

11�is assumption doesn’t cause any empirical problems with respect to the distribution
of ang and ng. In fact, many theories (e.g Hirano (2005); Rackowski (2002); Richards (2005))
don’t take these nominal particles to be case markers, i.e. their distribution does not depend
on the case value of the arguments they appear on. But see Kroeger (1993) for a di�erent view.
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b. ∅-lulutu-in
ASP.cook-ACC

ng
NG

lalaki
man

ang
ANG

adobo
adobo

para
P

sa
DAT

asawa
wife

‘�e man will cook the adobo for his wife.’
(*�e man will cook adobo for his wife.)

Internal argument controls agreement

Now, I propose that subjecthood in Tagalog is expressed by a special D head
that resembles Richards’ (2008) quirky expletive. �is head is speci�c itself
and selects a speci�c DP.�e case feature of the DP complement is valued by
this head. �e head itself has default φ-features, i.e., only a person feature with
the value ‘3’ and an unvalued case feature. �erefore, the person feature of this
head covers the person feature of its DP complement, regardless of whether
it is �rst, second or third person. I will call this head the subject expletive,
although it is not really an expletive but a phrasal head. �e complex DP
looks like the one in (17).

(17) a. Numeration:
N = [ Dsub j[P:3, uC:−, •P•, . . . ], DP[P:1, N:Sg, uC:−, . . . ], . . . ]12

b. DP

Dsub j[P:3,uC:−,
•P•, . . . ]

DP[P:1,N:Sg,
uC:case, . . . ]

Note that in Tagalog, the subject expletive is an obligatory part of every deriva-
tion. �is seems odd at �rst sight but it enables us to analyze Icelandic and
Tagalog with the same means.

To show how this complex DP enters the derivation and how agreement in
Tagalog works according to my suggestions, I will exemplify my theory with
the sentences given in (18) (both arguments are full DPs), (19) (one argument
is a pronoun) and (20) (both arguments are pronouns).

(18) a. Lutu-in
cook-ACC

ng
NG

lalaki
man

ang
ANG

adobo.
adobo.

‘�e man cooks the adobo.’ Rackowski (2002:112)

12Features in bullets (•F•) trigger Merge while features triggering Agree are written ‘uF:−’.
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b. Nag-luto
NOM-cook

ang
ANG

lalaki
man

ng
NG

adobo.
adobo.

‘�e man cooked adobo.’ Rackowski and Richards (2005:14)

(19) a. Baka
maybe

kumain
NOM.ate

siya
ANG.he

ng
NG

tambakol
mackerel

‘Maybe he ate mackerel’ Richards (1999:8)
b. Baka

maybe
kinain
ACC.ate

niya
NG.he

ang
ANG

tambakol
mackerel

‘Maybe he ate the mackerel’ Richards (1999:8)

(20) a. Sinampal
ACC.ASP.slap

niya
NG.he

ako.
ANG.I

‘He slapped me.’ Rackowski (2002:88)
b. *Sumampal

NOM.ASP.slap
ko
NG.I

siya.
ANG.he

‘He slapped me.’ Rackowski (2002:88)

Firstly, I will explain the structure of (18-a). �e derivation starts in (22) by v
merging with VP. At �rst, the subject expletive selects the internal argument
adobo. �is complex DP is then selected by V and the VP by v. �e feature
speci�cation that I assume for v is given in (21).
�e peculiarity of Tagalog is that the verbal probe in Tagalog is split. �e

person feature is present on v and the number feature on T.13 By head move-
ment both these features are brought together.

(21) feature specification of v in Tagalog
v[•V• ≺ •D•14, uP:− , . . . ]

13See also Béjar and Řezáč (2003) for the nature of split probes and their distribution.
14I assume that all features •F• triggering Merge are ordered on heads (cf. Müller (2010)).

�is relation is encoded by the sign “≺"
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(22) v′

v+lutu[•V• ≺ •D•, uP:−, . . . ] VP

tV DP

Dsub j[P:3,uC:−,
•P•, . . . ]

DP[P:3,N:Sg,
uC:case, . . . ]

adobo

A�er merging v and VP, Agree takes place. �e person feature of v gets the
value ‘3’ and the complex DP gets accusative case. �e phrase that has entered
into a person agreement relation is the one realized with the marker ang. So
person agreement is one trigger for ang-marking. �e second trigger for ang-
marking will be ay-fronting as shown below.
A�er Agree, the second operation is Merge of the external argument and

v′. �e speci�city of this DP is not apparent from (18-a). In principle, both
readings could be possible as I have discussed in section 2.1. �is fact is rep-
resented in (23) by the person feature being in brackets. �ese two steps are
summarized in the tree in (23).

(23) vP

DP

D[(P:3),
N:Sg,uC:− ,. . . ]
lalaki

v′

v+lutu[•V• ≺ •D•,
uP:3, . . . ]

VP

tV DP

Dsub j[P:3,uC:acc,. . . ]
adobo
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Now, T enters the derivation. T has an unvalued number feature and looks
for a matching goal. �e �rst goal it �nds is the external argument which,
then, receives nominative case. Before agreement, v together with the person
feature has moved to T.�e tree in (24) shows the missing steps.

(24) TP

T+v+lutu[•v•,uN:Sg,uP:3,. . . ] vP

DP

D[(P:3),
N:Sg,uC:nom,. . . ]
lalaki

v′
tv VP

tV DP

Dsub j[P:3,
uC:acc,. . . ]
adobo

Before dealing with (18-b), let me shortly motivate head movement of v
in Tagalog. �e main assumptions are that T is a head that encodes tempo-
ral information and that Tagalog tense, which is actually better called aspect
as Schachter and Otanes (1972:361�.) and Kroeger (1993:15�.) point out, is
never periphrastic. Obviously, the most simple way to get non-periphrastic
verbal forms encoding information that is located on di�erent heads is head
movement (cf. Embick and Noyer (2001); Embick and Marantz (2008)). (See
also Baker (1988) for an extensive investigation of headmovement and its con-
straints.) Examples of the three main aspects of Tagalog are given in (25).15

15Note that Tagalog exhibits a fourth aspect which is recent perfective. �is aspect is, how-
ever, only possible with some verbal stems and therefore not listed here. An example of the
recent perfective was given in the beginning of section 2.2 in (3).
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(25) Aspect markers in Tagalog (Kroeger (1993:16))
Basic Perfective Imperfective Contemplated
Form Aspect Aspect Aspect
bigy-an b-in-igy-an b-in-i-bigy-an bi-bigy-an
give
mag-luto nag-luto nag-lu-luto mag-lu-luto
cook
gawa-in g-in-awa g-in-a-gawa ga-gawa-in
do, make

Now, we can turn to the derivation of (18-b), repeated in (26).

(26) Nag-luto
NOM-cook

ang
ANG

lalaki
man

ng
NG

adobo.
adobo.

‘�e man cooked adobo.’

In this case, the external argument (EA) is the subject and controls person
agreement. �e internal argument (IA) has to be non-speci�c, otherwise the
derivation crashes. �is can be seen in (27).

(27) a. Merge of a specific IA and V
[VP luto [DP D[ P:3, N:Sg, uC:− ] adobo ]]

b. Merge of v and VP
[v′ v+luto[ •V• ≺ •D•, uP:− , . . . ] [VP tV [DP D[ P:3, N:Sg, uC:− ]
adobo ]]]

c. Agree andMerge of the External Argument
[vP [DP Dsub j[ P:3, uC:− ] lalaki] [v′ v+luto[ •V• ≺ •D•, uP:3, . . . ]
[VP tV [DP D[ P:3 ,N:Sg, uC:acc] adobo ] ]]]

d. Merge of T and Agree
[TP T+v+luto[ uN:− , uP:3, . . . ] [vP [DP Dsub j[ P:3, uC:− ] lalaki]
[v′ tv [VP tV [DP D[ P:3, N:Sg, uC:acc] adobo]]]]]⇒ Crash

�e derivation crashes because the person feature is valued by the internal ar-
gument while the number feature cannot be valued either by the external ar-
gument or by the internal argument. �e external argument is covered by the
subject expletive shell and the internal argument is already deactivated. �us,
the external argument doesn’t receive case and the uninterpretable number
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feature on T is not deleted. �e consequence of all this is that the internal ar-
gument has to be non-speci�c. In fact, if the internal argument is non-speci�c,
the derivation converges.

(28) a. Merge of a non-specific IA and V
[VP luto [DP D[N:Sg, uC:− ] adobo ]]

b. Merge of v and VP
[v′ v+luto[ •V• ≺ •D•, uP:− ] [VP tV [DP D[ N:Sg, uC:− ] adobo
]]]

c. Merge of the ExternalArgument (Agree is not possible)
[vP [DP Dsub j[ P:3, uC:− ] lalaki] [v′ v+luto[ •V• ≺ •D•, uP:− ] [VP
tV [DP D[ N:Sg, uC:− ] adobo ]]]]

d. Merge of T and Agree with IA and EA
[TP T+v+luto[ uN:Sg, uP:3] [vP [DP Dsub j[ P:3, uC:nom] lalaki]
[v′ tv [VP tV [DP D[ N:Sg, uC:nom] adobo ]]]]]

�e derivation in (28) needs some explanation. When v and VP merge in
(28-b), the person feature on v cannot be valued and deleted because the in-
ternal argument is non-speci�c and, thus, doesn’t have a person feature. Con-
sequently, adobo cannot receive accusative case. In (28-d), T is merged and v
head-moves to T. �e undeleted person feature is then present on T and has
to be valued by the external argument. �e external argument in turn receives
nominative case. �e number feature on T is valued in a second instance of
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Agree— this time with the internal argument.16,17 �e internal argument gets
nominative case as well.
�e next sentences to have a look at are the ones in (19), repeated in (29).

(29) a. Baka
maybe

kumain
NOM.ate

siya
ANG.he

ng
NG

tambakol
mackerel

‘Maybe he ate mackerel’
16In my analysis, I don’t take phases into account. If vP is a phase, the complement of v is

no longer accessible to T anymore.�is problem could be solved by allowingmovement of the
internal argument to Spec,vP if the person feature cannot be deleted. �is could be legitimated
by the principle of Phase Balance (Müller and Heck (2000)). �e internal argument must be
moved to the edge of the vP phase because it has a number feature that must be available for
uN on T.

(i) Phase Balance (Müller and Heck (2000:221f.))
Phases must be balanced: If P is a phase candidate, then for every feature F in the
numeration there must be a distinct potentially available checker for F.

17�e two derivations above show that in my theory, number agreement always applies
between T and the non-subject. Now, the data in fn. 10 show that it is always the subject
that controls number agreement. �is seems contradictory at �rst sight but let me sketch how
overt number agreement can be integrated into the system outlined above. First of all, overt
number agreement marking is only optional in Tagalog. Second, plural arguments possess a
markermga.�ird, number agreement is only possible if the external argument is the subject.
(See Aldridge (2006) for details and more data.)

(i) a. Nag-si-basa
NOM-PL-read

ang
ANG

mga
Pl

bata
child

ng
NG

liham.
letter

‘�e children read a letter.’ Aldridge (2006:4)
b. *Si-ni-basa

PL-ACC-read
ng
NG

bata
child

ang
ANG

mga
PL

liham.
letter

‘�e child read the letters.’ Aldridge (2006:5)

First, the optionality of number agreement can be explained by letting v optionally have a
number feature in addition to its person feature and T having a number feature. �at means
there are two number features in the derivation.

(ii) feature specification of vpl
v [v, . . . , uP:−, uN:−]

Second, I suggest that the subject expletive looks di�erent in these plural contexts.

(iii) Dsub j[P:3,N:Pl, uC:−, •P•, . . . ]
�ird, the tree in (iv) shows how number agreement is enabled.
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b. Baka
maybe

kinain
ACC.ate

niya
NG.he

ang
ANG

tambakol
mackerel

‘Maybe he ate the mackerel’

�e di�erence between these sentences and the ones in (18) is that a pronoun
is involved. Like Rackowski (2002), I assume that pronouns are obligatorily
speci�c. �is has some consequences. First of all, if pronouns in Tagalog are
obligatorily speci�c, i.e., they always have a person feature, they are forbidden
in internal argument position if they are not the subject. If the internal argu-
ment is speci�c but the external argument is the subject and controls verbal
agreement, the derivation is supposed to crash. �at was shown in (27). �at
in turn means that there cannot be nominative agreement on the verb if the
internal argument is speci�c. �is is not only a theoretical outcome but also
an empirical fact that can be seen in (30) (cf. Rackowski and Richards (2005)).

(iv) a. number agreement with external argument
TP

T+v+V[uNT :Pl, uNv :Sg, uP:3]
vP

EA[N:Pl,P:3] v′

v+V[uNv :Sg, uP:−]
VP

tV IA[N:Sg]
b. number agreement with internal argument

TP

T+v+V[uNT :Sg, uNv :Pl, uP:3]
vP

EA[N:Sg] v′

v+V[uNv :Pl, uP:3]
VP

tV IA[N:Pl,P:3]

�e trees in (iv) show that plural agreement is possiblewith both arguments. Sowhy canplural
agreement markers only occur in the �rst case? I assume that the number feature [uNT] on
T overwrites the number feature [uNv] on v. So, overt plural marking is only possible in the
�rst case.
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So, here we deal with another kind of “PCC" e�ect, where speci�city, i.e., the
presence of a person feature, has an impact on the distribution of subjecthood.

(30) a. Sinampal-∅
ASP.slap-ACC

ako
ANG.I

ng
NG

mandurukot
pickpocket

‘A/the pickpocket slapped me.’
b. *Sumampal

NOM.ASP.slap
ko
NG.me

ang
ANG

mandurukot.
pickpocket

‘�e pickpocket slapped me.’

�e derivations of (29) are similar to the ones in (24) and (28).

(31) Baka kumain siya ng tambakol
a. Merge of kain and non-specific tambakol

[VP kain [DP D[ N:Sg, uC:− ] tambakol]]
b. Merge of v and VP

[v′ v+kain[ •V•≺ •D•, uP:− ] [VP tV [DPD[N:Sg, uC:− ] tambakol
]]]

c. Merge of the ExternalArgument (Agree is not possible)
[vP [DP Dsub j[ P:3, uC:− ] siya] [v′ v+kain[ •V• ≺ •D•, uP:− ] [VP
tV [DP D[ N:Sg, uC:− ] tambakol ]]]]

d. Merge of T and Agree with IA and EA
[TP T+v+kain[ uN:Sg,uP:3 ] [vP [DP sub j[ P:3,uC:nom] siya] [v′
tv [VP tV [DP D[ N:Sg,uC:nom] tambakol ]]]]]

(32) Baka kinain niya ang tambakol
a. Merge of kain and subject

[VP kain [DP Dsub j[ P:3, uC:− ] tambakol ]]
b. Merge of v and VP

[v′ v+kain[v,•V• ≺ •D•, uP:− ] [VP tV [DP Dsub j[ P:3, uC:− ] tam-
bakol ]]]

c. Agree with the IA andMerge of the external argument
[vP [DP niya[ P:3, N:Sg, uC:− ]] [v′ v+kain[v,•V• ≺ •D•, uP:3] [VP
tV [DP Dsub j[ P:3, uC:acc] tambakol ] ]]]

d. Merge of T and Agree with external argument
[TP T+v+kain[uN:Sg, uP:3] [vP [DP niya[ P:3, N:Sg, uC:nom]] [v′
tv [VP tV [DP Dsub j[ P:3, uC:acc] tambakol ] ]]]]
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Finally, my theory is also able to explain why con�gurations with two pro-
nouns require agreement with the internal argument, as was shown in (20).
Since pronouns are obligatorily speci�c, the internal argument is always able
to value the person feature on v. �us, the internal argument has to be the
subject and has to control agreement on the verb. �e reason is the same as
in (27).
A�er having derived simple ang-sentences, I will now turn to multiple ang-

sentences. But before doing so, I would like to discuss two questions the
derivations above raise:

1. Why are there no Icelandic-like PCC e�ects in the derivations above?
Look e.g. at the derivation in (32). �e internal argument is the subject,
i.e., it values the person feature on v. �en, v moves to T and T agrees
with the external argument in number. So, the person value should
impinge on the second Agree operation as seen above in section 3 in
Icelandic. However, I suggest, that the number and the person feature
are separate probes, that means the Matching condition of Agree is ful-
�lled in the Tagalog derivations above. �us, in the de�nition of Agree
above, F in Icelandic means uN+uP while F in Tagalog is either uN or
uP.18

2. How can the morphological realization of the verb be explained?
�emorphological realization of verbal agreement is more complicated
than in Rackowski’s analysis. It is clear that in this respect, her theory
has an advantage over mine. What the two theories have in common,
however, is that both assume a realizational morphology; that means
that vocabulary insertion takes place a�er syntax and the vocabulary
items depend on the prior manipulation of the syntactic nodes. Mor-
phological realization in Rackowski’s model is as in (33).

(33) T[uC:nom]↔ nom
T[uC:acc]↔ acc19

18�is also explains why the internal argument can receive case by v at all. Since the probe
has only a person feature and the goal has only a person feature (because it is covered by
the subject expletive), the probe is complete and can, therefore, value the case feature of the
internal argument. �erefore, the last condition of Agree in (9-e) is ful�lled, too.

19Tagalog verbal agreement markers are manifold and depend on the verbal stem. �e
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In my theory, the di�erence between accusative and nominative verbal
agreement can only be encoded at the point where person agreement
takes place. �at is, if the person feature on v can be valued prior to
head-movement, as in (23), v is marked for agreement by a diacritic
‘acc’.20 �en, vocabulary insertion rules as in (34) predict the correct
distribution.

(34) T+vacc ↔ acc
T+v↔ nom

4.2. Verbal Agreement in Tagalog Multiple ang-Sentences

Above, multiple ang-sentences have been introduced by �rst considering data
which exemplify that some verbal forms in Tagalog don’t have a verbal agree-
ment marker and no ang-phrase. �e sentence is repeated in (35).

(35) Kabibili
REC.PERF.bought

lang
just

ng
NG

lalaki
man

ng
NG

tela
cloth

‘�e man just bought the cloth.’

Of course, such sentences have subjects and may contain speci�c arguments
like (35) shows. I claim that the di�erence between these derivations and the
ones above is the choice of v. I would like to suggest that recent perfective con-
structions contain a v that doesn’t possess a person feature. So person agree-
ment is not possible. �at is the reason why the subject is not ang-marked. In
all other aspects, v has a person feature.21,22

VI insertion rules are therefore simpli�ed. nom stands for a marker that indicates agreement
with the external argument while acc stands for agreement with the internal argument. For
an overview of verbal agreement markers, see e.g. Schachter and Otanes (1972).

20Note that this insertion violates the inclusiveness condition (Chomsky (1995:228)).
21In this situation, v wouldn’t value the case feature of the internal argument and T could

not value case on the subject. But since the particle lang is obligatory in that verbal form as
Richards (2005) points out, it could be a head that values case on the internal argument.

22Up to this point, we have seen that Tagalog must contain three di�erent v heads.

(i) a. Non-defective v
v = [v, . . . , uP:−]

b. Defective v (recent perfective)
vr p = [v, . . . ]
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If one of the arguments is ay-fronted, it is marked by ang. �is means that
ay-fronting must be the second trigger for ang-marking. �at ang has two
di�erent functions has already been discussed in Hirano (2005). He claims
that ang in preverbal position encodes topichood (see also Kroeger (1993)).
But note that also adverbs and clauses can be ay-moved (cf. Schachter and
Otanes (1972)).

(36) a. Madalas
o�en

ay
AY

pumupunta
IMPERF.NOM.go

siya
ANG.he

dito
here

‘He comes here o�en.’
b. Pagdating

arriving
ko
NG.I

sa-Pilipinas
DAT-Philippines

ay
AY

nagpunta
PERF.NOM.go

ako
ANG.I

sa-Baguio.
DAT-Baguio
‘On arriving in the Philippines, I went to Baguio.’

Kroeger (1993) discusses that adverbs in front of ay have focus function, in
contrast to arguments. Hirano (2005), on the other hand, claims these adverbs
to be adverbial topics. I will not deal here with the question which of these
analyses is right but rather suppose that ay is a head that has an unvalued
information structure feature [uINF:−] and triggers Agree and movement of
an element with a valued information structure feature. �e feature ‘INF’ can
have various values. In the cases discussed below the value is always ‘top’. In
order to allow Agree between ay and the topic, the latter must be active, too. I
propose that this feature is [uCHECK:−] which is valued by ay. Ang-marking
is a consequence of this movement.23

(37) Ang-Marking
An argument receives the marker ang if . . .
a. it values the person feature of the verbal probe.
b. it is a�ected by ay-fronting.

c. Plural v
vpl = [v, . . . , uP:−, uN:−]

23In most ay-fronting sentences, it is the subject that controls person agreement and is ay-
fronted. �us, in these sentences, the subject would be ang-marked twice. �erefore, a �lter
is needed that guarantees that a single argument can only receive one angmarker.
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Next, I assume that the distribution of the topic feature [INF:top] is restricted:
First of all it can only be present on speci�c DPs. �is restriction holds for all
Tagalog speakers. Furthermore formost speakers the topic feature can only be
present on the subject of a sentence. Because of this, the ay-fronted element
is always the subject.24 �is theoretical outcome coincides with the empirical
facts. �e structure of a simple ang-sentence involving ay-fronting is given in
(38).

(38) a. Ang
ANG

kalabaw
water.bu�alo

ay
AY

kumain
NOM.ate

ng
NG

bulaklak
�ower

‘�e water bu�alo ate the �ower.’
b. ayP

DP

Dsub j[INF:top,
uCHECK:ay,
P:3,uC:nom]

DP

kalabaw

ay ′

ay+T+v+kain[{uINF:top,uP:3}EPP ,
uN:Sg]

TP

tT vP

tDPtop v′
tv tV
bulaklak

Anexplanation of the structure in (38) is in order. First, facing that ay-fronting
is amovement operation, I takeMove to beAgree + EPP. (See Chomsky (2000,
2001); Roberts (2007) for details and Chomsky (2008) for a discussion of this
de�nition of Move.) So, additionally to the unvalued information structure
feature [uINF:−], ay has an EPP feature. �is EPP feature is, however, tied to
the person feature as well, indicated by curly brackets.25 �erefore, the person

24�is claim only holds for simple ay-fronting constructions. In multiple ay-fronting con-
structions, the fronted argument must not be the internal argument, cf. (5), (6).

25�e derivation necessarily implies that there is head movement of T to ay. In this case
however, head movement is not as easily justi�ed as above since ay is a free particle. Never-
theless, head movement could be justi�ed by the nature of the EPP feature. If the EPP feature
is shared by person Agree and INF-Agree, head movement is necessary in order to enable
movement at all.
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and the information structure feature constitute a probe with the result that
the phrase which is extracted has to match the person value. Because the
subject always values the person feature, otherwise the derivationwould crash,
and because the subject is always third person due to the subject expletive, the
element in Spec,ayP has to be third person, too. �is assumption will also
explain the PCC e�ect in multiple ang-sentences as shown now.
Some speakers allowmultiple ang-sentences while others don’t allow them

(Richards (2005)). In my theory, this parametric di�erence is due to the dis-
tribution of the topic feature. For most speakers, [INF:top] is only present on
subject DPs. But for some speakers, [INF:top] can be present on any speci�c
DP.�e di�erences are shown in (39).

(39) a. no multiple ang:
Dsub j[ INF:top, •P•, P:3, uC:−,. . . ]

b. multiple ang:
Dsub j[ INF:top, •P•, P:3, uC:−,. . . ],
Dspec[ INF:top, P:3, N:Sg uC:−,. . . ]

In a nutshell, the speakers that allowmultiple ang-sentences can distribute the
subject and the topic function to di�erent arguments. �e derivation for the
multiple ang-sentence in (40) is shown in (41).

(40) Ang
ANG

kalabaw
water.bu�alo

ay
AY

kinain
ACC-ate

ang
ANG

bulaklak
�ower

‘�e water bu�alo ate the �ower.’
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(41) ayP

DP

kalabaw[INF:top,P:3,
N:Sg,uC:nom]

ay ′

ay+T+v+kain[{uINF:top,uP:3}EPP ,
uN:Sg]

TP

tT vP

tDPtop v′
tv VP

tV DP

Dsub j[P:3,
•P•,

uC:acc]

DP

bulaklak

�e internal argument is the subject while the external argument is the topic.
Consequently, both arguments are speci�c. �e subject values the person fea-
ture on v. A�er merging T, v head-moves to T and the external argument
values the number feature on T. �en, the complex T head-moves to ay. At
this point, the information structure and the person feature constitute a probe.
So, the external argument having the matching information structure feature
has to be third person tomakeMatch between the probe and the goal possible.
�us, the two assumptions of an obligatory subject expletive and of Tagalog ay-
fronting being agreement in information structure and person is all we need
to derive the PCC e�ect in Tagalog multiple ang-sentences.
If the external argument is the subject, the derivation crashes for the same

reason as in the unsuccessful derivations above. Remember that now the in-
ternal argument is the topic. Hence, it must be speci�c which means it has
a person feature. So, the internal argument values the person feature on v
and gets deactivated and the external argument is le� to value the number fea-
ture. Because it is the subject and just has a person feature, it is not able to do
so. So, my assumptions about speci�city and Agree additionally explain why
“accusative" agreement in multiple ang-sentences is obligatory (cf. (5), (6)).
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In summary, my suggestion to explain the PCC e�ect in Tagalog multiple
ang-sentences is a head that selects a speci�c DP and has default φ-features
(third person and no number feature)— the so-called subject expletive. So the
term subject in Tagalog can now be de�ned as the argument which contains
the subject expletive. Furthermore, I have proposed that the verbal φ-probe
in Tagalog is split: v bears the person feature and T the number feature. �e
PCC e�ect occurs because a probe can consist of a set of features which all play
a role in the matching condition of Agree. In Tagalog, this feature set consists
of the person and the information structure feature which has the natural out-
come that PCC e�ects occur only in ay-fronting constructions. Finally, ang is
an ambiguous marker that expresses ay-fronting on the one hand and person
agreement on the other hand.26
Before concluding this article, the next section will summarize and discuss

two previous theories of Tagalog: one deals with Tagalog verbal agreement
(Rackowski (2002)) while the other one accounts for Tagalog PCC e�ects.

5. Other�eories of Tagalog

5.1. Tagalog Agreement

Rackowski (2002) analyzes the agreement patterns of Tagalog as agreement in
case features. She assumes that the verbal head T values case on the one hand,
but is looking for a case value on the other hand. �e case feature of T is, then,
valued by the highest argument in the structure, which can be the external or
internal argument. To let the internal argument be structurally higher than
the external argument, Rackowski (2002) assumes object shi� in Tagalog, that
is, speci�c objectsmove to a speci�er position of a verbal head, hereVoice, that
is higher than the external argument position. Being in Spec,VoiceP entails
ang-marking. �e derivation for the sentence in (42-b) (repeated from (1-b))
is given in (43).

26Note that in both contexts where ang-marking is involved, matching of the person fea-
ture is necessary. So, themorphological realization could be reduced to the rule that whenever
Agree involves the person feature, the goal will bemorphologically realizedwith amarker ang.
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(42) a. mag-luluto
NOM.PAG-ASP.cook

ang
ANG

lalaki
man

ng
NG

adobo
adobo

para
P

sa
DAT

asawa
spouse

‘�eman will cook adobo for his wife.’
(*Aman will cook adobo for his wife.)
(*�e man will cook the adobo for his wife.)

External argument controls agreement
b. ∅-lulutu-in

ASP.cook-ACC
ng
NG

lalaki
man

ang
ANG

adobo
adobo

para
P

sa
DAT

asawa
wife

‘�e man will cook the adobo for his wife.’
(*�e man will cook adobo for his wife.)

Internal argument controls agreement
(43) Structure for (42-b) (without benefactive phrase)

TP

cook+T[uC:acc,uC:Nom] voiceP

adoboacc voice′

man voice′

voice vP

v[cv] VP

tcook tadobo1.2.

3.

4.

Example (42-a) can be derived as follows: the internal argument is again
merged in VP and receives case by v. �is time, the internal argument is not
speci�c and so not moved to Spec,VoiceP. Since the internal argument does
not intervene now, T can value nominative case on man and man can value
the uninterpretable case feature back on T. �e derivation is represented in
(44).
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(44) Structure for (42-a)
TP

cook+T[uC:nom,uC:Nom] voiceP

angman voice′

voice vP

v[cv] VP

tcook adobo1.

2./3.

�e main di�erence between the new account of Tagalog and Rackowski’s
analysis is the feature that plays a role in Agree. While Rackowski (2002) an-
alyzes Tagalog verbal agreement as agreement in case features, I argued in
the last section that the verbal probe consists of a person and a number fea-
ture and that case features are present only on arguments. �us, in my theory,
verbal agreement is more uniform across languages while the di�erences be-
tween Tagalog and Indo-European languages in Rackowski’s theory are much
bigger.27
Furthermore, the di�erence between unvalued and valued features is not

entirely clear. �e derivation above in (44) only converges because case fea-
tures are not a re�ex of Agree between a probe and a goal, but because the
valued case features of verbal heads must value the case features of the argu-
ments. So, in Rackowski’s analysis of (42-a), there are actually two instances
of Agree (Rackowski (2002:115)) In the �rst one, the valued case feature of
T values the unvalued case feature of the external subject while in the second
one, the now valued case feature of the external argument values the unvalued

27Note that the system of Rackowski (2002) allows simpler morphological rules of vocab-
ulary insertion. In section 4.1, I showed that my theory needs some extra feature or diacritic
to make the correct insertion of verbal agreement markers possible. Vocabulary insertion in
Rackowski’s theory is more simple in that verbal agreement markers are realizations of di�er-
ent values of the verbal case probe.
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case feature of T. Clearly, this understanding of Agree di�ers from Chomsky
(2000, 2001).

Finally, as brie�y discussed in footnote 10, 17 and subsection 4.2, Tagalog
shows agreement in number features andPCCe�ects. �us, φ-features should
somehow be present on the verbal probe in order to derive both these two phe-
nomena. In the last section, I have argued that Tagalog verbal agreement in
φ-features su�ces to explain all phenomena mentioned here. �e additional
case agreement which Rackowski assumes is, however, super�uous and inele-
gant.

5.2. Tagalog PCC E�ects

Richards’ (2005) analysis of the PCC e�ects found in Tagalog is shown in (45).

(45) TP

T vP

SUBJ v′

v VP

V OBJ

1.

2.

In his analysis, Richards (2005) combines properties of previous probe-goal
accounts. Unlike Rackowski (2002), he assumes that the probe causing ver-
bal agreement is located on v. Following Anagnostopoulou (2003, 2005) (de-
veloped for Icelandic quirky subjects), he adopts a theory of multiple agree-
ment. Anagnostopoulou (2003) assumes that the person feature’s value is de-
termined in the �rst instance of Agree. In further Agree operations, this value
will necessarily a�ect Match between the probe and the goal. In this sense,
Richards’ (2008) analysis of PCC e�ects is similar to hers. �is means the
probe on v is able to agree with both the internal and the external argument.
�e last ingredient is the Agree-before-Merge theory of Řezáč (2003). Since
there are two possibilities for the derivation to continue a�er merging v and
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VP, v has to choose �nding a goal for its probe over merging the external ar-
gument with v′. To make the derivation work, one additionally has to assume
a non-standard de�nition of the Agree operation that allows probes to search
for goals they don’t c-command, i.e. one has to change the de�nition of Agree
in (9-a) from c-command tom-command as de�ned in (46).

(46) m-command(Chomsky (1986))
α m-commands β i�
a. α does not dominate β and
b. some projection of α dominates β

However, this account su�ers from several problems: themain problem of the
analysis is that the structure doesn’t contain any hint about ay-fronting. �e
structure simply predicts that the PCC e�ects of the Icelandic type should
occur in every derivation.
Consequently, there is no di�erence between ay-fronting constructions and

simple sentences anymore. However, the main di�erence between Icelandic
and Tagalog is that these e�ects in Tagalog occur only in these movement con-
texts. It is not clear to me how the analysis of Richards (2005) can account for
this fact.
Finally, the speaker variation in multiple ang-sentences which Richards

(2005) mentions is not taken into account. �e structure in (45) implies that
there should be no variation between speakers at all, which, however, exists.
In sum, both accounts presented in this section are inferior to the theory

developed in section 4. �e main advantage of the system presented there is
that it is able to explain both verbal agreement and PCC e�ects by using the
quirky expletive account of Richards (2008) and making use of the variable
meaning of the feature (set) ‘F’ in his de�nition of Agree.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, I have transferred Richards’ (2008) analysis of quirky case in Ice-
landic to Tagalog agreement and PCC e�ects. Both languages have o�en been
noticed to show comparable but not identical phenomena in this domain (cf.
e.g. Richards (1999)). My account was built up on the following assumptions:
(i) Subjects in Tagalog are complex DPs. �ey consist of the argument DP
itself and a subject expletive, i.e., a head that selects a speci�c DP and has the
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feature speci�cation of an expletive that Richards (2008) has proposed to be
[P:3, uC:−]. (ii) Topics are arguments with a feature [INF:top] that is present
only on subject DPs or — in the case of multiple ang-sentences — on speci�c
non-subject DPs, as well. (iii) �e φ-probe is split. �e person feature is lo-
cated on v and the number feature on T. Both these features come together
by head movement. (iv) �e particle ay is the head of a verbal projection
above T. It has a feature [uINF:−] that forces movement of a phrase with a
feature ‘INF’ that matches the valued person feature because the information
structure feature INF and the person feature constitute a feature set. (v) Since
every sentence contains a subject DP, the person feature’s value is always ‘3’.
�e element to be extracted has to be third person therefore.

In conclusion, I can say that my theory is able to derive the behavior of
verbal agreement in Tagalog transitive sentences, the distribution of speci-
�city that has been discussed28 and, above all, the PCC e�ect in multiple ang-
sentences. Additionally, I have made a suggestion as to how the parametric
di�erence between speakers can be captured.
Finally, it should be mentioned that Tagalog has a second construction

where PCC e�ects can occur, namely in long-distance ay-fronting construc-
tions (Richards (2005)). For reasons of space, I have not considered this type
of construction but leave it to further research.
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On the Syntax andMorphology of Double Agreement in
Lavukaleve
Jakob Hamann*

Abstract
This paper investigates certain aspects of the syntax andmorphology of argument
encoding in Lavukaleve in a theory of grammar in which morphology interprets
the output of syntax (Halle &Marantz (1993, 1994), Noyer (1992), Harley &Noyer
(2003)). I provide a syntactic analysis that is pursued within the framework of
the Minimalist Program (Chomsky (2000, 2001)) and a comprehensive analysis
of inflectional morphology based on Noyer (1992). The primary goal will be to
derive all instances of syncretism that can be found in the paradigm of verbal
inflection markers (i) by assuming underspecification of exponents and (ii) by
invoking a theory of filters (Noyer (1992)) that leads to systematic neutralizations
in the first phase of morphology. A secondary goal of the analysis is to motivate
subanalysis of the verbal inflection markers by means of fission (or splitting) of
M0s. Finally, I propose that the phenomenon called extended exponence can
easily be explained by assuming conditions on the output of syntax that are
reminiscent of feature cooccurrence restrictions employed in Noyer’s theory of
filters, giving rise to the opposite effect, that is, copying of features.

1. Introduction

The encoding of primary arguments in the Papuan language Lavukaleve does
not proceed on the arguments themselves (via Case-marking), but on the verb
(via agreement-marking). This head-marking strategy (in the sense of Nichols
(1986)) is carried out by a set of prefixes which express the ϕ-features (person,
number, gender) of the respective arguments, as well as their grammatical
function (“subject” and “object”, in traditional terminology). Lavukaleve thus
emerges as an illustrative example for a language with two-argument (or
“double”) agreement. This agreement pattern can be exemplified by sentences
of the type in (1) and (2) below.
*For comments leading to the present version of this paper, I would like to thank Doreen

Georgi and Jochen Trommer. Research was carried out in the project Argument Encoding in
Morphology and Syntax, part of the DFG research group 742 Grammar and Processing of Verbal
Arguments.

2 in agreement, 197–225
Sebastian Bank, Doreen Georgi & Jochen Trommer (eds.)
Linguistische Arbeits Berichte 88, Universität Leipzig 2010
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(1) Ali
man.m

na
art.sg.m

o-kiu.
3sg.subj-die

‘The man died.’ (Terrill (2003, 227))
(2) Ali

man.m
na
art.sg.m

mola
canoe.n

ga
art.sg.n

e-o-le.
3sg.n.obj-3sg.subj-see

‘The man saw the canoe.’ (Terrill (2003, 227))

In this paper, I propose a formal account of the syntax and morphology
of argument encoding in Lavukaleve within a model of grammar in which
morphology is an independent component that interprets the output of syntax.
The syntactic part of the analysis draws upon recent ideas that are pursued
within the Minimalist Program, initiated by Chomsky (1995, 2000, 2001). I
adopt an analysis in which the superficially apparent differences between Case
and agreement can be derived from a more abstract argument encoding feature
[case] which is subject to parametric variation concerning its realization on
either a DP or a functional head (see, e.g., Müller (2009)). In particular, I argue
that in Lavukaleve, probes (more specifically, [∗case∗] and [∗Φ∗]) situated on
a functional head can be realized post-syntactically, although they delete when
entering into an Agree relation with matching goals in narrow syntax. Here I act
on a suggestion by Chomsky (2000) that there is a difference between deletion
and erasure of features: probe features are deleted in the course of the derivation
by means of Agree, but are not yet erased. Deleted probes are invisible at LF (a
desired consequence) but accessible until PF, and, consequently, at morphology
(which precedes PF) and may thus be affected by vocabulary insertion.

The morphological model that I am assuming here is a version of Distributed
Morphology (DM, Halle & Marantz (1993, 1994)) as presented in Noyer (1992).
His theory makes crucial use of feature discharge, which is particularly impor-
tant for the concept of fission (or splitting) to be introduced in section 3.4.1,
dispensing with the rule format assumed in Halle & Marantz (1993).

The primary goal of the morphological analysis will be to derive all instances
of (accidental and nonaccidental) syncretism that can be found in the paradigm
of the verbal argument encoding prefixes. Nonaccidental, systematic neutraliza-
tions will be accounted for by a filter-theoretic approach to impoverishment.
Furthermore, I argue that the seemingly primitive markers can be subanalyzed
into smaller units to a certain extent, yielding quasi-agglutinative structures
in a system that is actually fusional (cf. Müller (2006b)). This subanalysis is
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justified by the assumption that the functional categories v and T are subject to
fission under certain circumstances.

The analysis presented here will be restricted to canonical agreement in
non-focus clauses for the simple reason that argument encoding in focus clauses
proceeds differently and would require some deviant assumptions.1

I will proceed as follows: Section 2 provides background information on the
language and some relevant grammatical aspects, and introduces the formal
frameworks I am adopting here. I directly turn to the analysis in section 3. I will
go into detail with regard to the decomposition of morphosyntactic features,
the role of filters in constraining the range of possible categories in Lavukaleve
and, at the same time, accounting for systematic neutralizations, as well as
subanalysis and fission. In section 3.5.2, I propose a new mechanism that has
similar effects as the feature-deleting filters in Noyer’s theory of inflection.
In particular, I argue that languages contain idiosyncratic constraints, called
feature addition requirements, which demand the introduction of further
features. As the term indicates, features must already be present in order to be
copied. If no features are introduced into the structure, the constraint will be
violated. Like filters, feature addition requirements are automatically active in
the first phase of morphology. The final section of this paper draws a conclusion
and adverts to possible shortcomings of the analysis.

2. Background

2.1. The Language

Lavukaleve is a Papuan language2 (possibly a language isolate) spoken by the
Lavukal people on the Russell Islands, a group of islands located in the Central
Province of the Solomon Islands, about 40 km northwest of Guadalcanal (the
island and correspondent province containing the capital Honiara). The number
of speakers amounts to approximately 1700 people. The genetic affiliation
of Lavukaleve is still a matter of controversy. Nonetheless, there have been

1It is notable that Lavukaleve has a rich grammaticalized focus system which plays a very
important role in the morphosyntax of this language. See Terrill (2003, chapter 11) for a detailed
discussion on various types of focus constructions and pp. 255–259 for a discussion on the
encoding of arguments in such constructions with the help of the so-called Agreement suffix.
2Terrill (2003) uses the term “Papuan” in the sense “non-Austronesian” to separate from

languages that belong to the Austronesian language family.
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several attempts that try to place Lavukaleve into a language family, one of
which groups the language together with three others, namely Bilua, Touo and
Savosavo, constituting the Central Solomons family within the Yele-Solomons
Stock, a subpart of the East Papuan Phylum (see Wurm (1982)). However,
these languages are structurally very different from one another, and lexical
similarities are very low.
Lavukaleve is a head-marking language (see Nichols (1986)) with a nomi-

native-accusative argument encoding pattern (that is, the external/internal
argument (DPext/DPint) of an intransitive verb is treated like the external
argument (DPext) of a transitive verb, while the internal argument (DPint) of a
transitive verb is treated differently) and with a rather fixed SOV constituent
order (cf. Terrill (2003) and Terrill (2004)). Nouns have an inherent gender,
either masculine, feminine or neuter, which is identifiable through agreement
with adjectives, determiners and other nominal dependents. Nominal inflection
(most notably dual and plural formation) is characterized by extreme complexity
due to the existence of ten inflection classes and numerous subclasses.3 Verbal
inflection, in contrast, is extremely regular in Lavukaleve, with only two
morphologically irregular verbs.
As indicated in the introduction, primary arguments, that is, subject and

object, are encoded on the verb via agreement-marking prefixes, not via
Case-marking on the arguments. The cumulative verbal exponents mark the
ϕ-features person (1st incl., 1st excl., 2nd, 3rd), number (singular, dual, plural)
and gender, and are sensitive to the distinction between internal and external
arguments, i.e. “Case-marking” applies on the verb. Thereby, the “object” prefix
occupates the first prefix position of a verb, the “subject” prefix the second one.
This will be formally refined as we proceed.

2.2. The Framework

The framework adopted here is a version of Distributed Morphology as assumed
by Noyer (1992). The theory of DM has been developed by Morris Halle and
Alec Marantz in the early nineties (see Halle & Marantz (1993, 1994), Harley &
Noyer (2003)). According to Stump’s (2001) taxonomy of inflectional theories,
DM is a lexical post-syntactic realizational theory, i.e., it is lexical in the sense
that a vocabulary item (henceforth VI) is a lexical element that however does
3As in German, in most cases gender and inflection class cannot be predicted by phonological

properties of a noun.
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not contribute any new morphosyntactic features to the structure (in contrast
to incremental theories). It rather realizes already existing feature bundles. DM
is post-syntactic in the sense that syntactic terminal nodes lack phonological
features and are supplied with phonological material after a process called
Spell-Out (this property of DM is often called Late Insertion).

A second crucial assumption of the theory is the concept ofUnderspecification,
which means that a VI does not necessarily need to be fully specified for its
syntactic context. Underspecified VIs may therefore only meet a subset of
the set of features of the terminal node which they are inserted into (Subset
Principle, formulated in (3)). Underspecification is an extremely useful device
for deriving syncretisms, i.e., markers with identical form in different paradigm
cells (which represent different syntactic contexts)4, giving rise to the ability
of capturing (accidental) neutralizations at the morphological level. Given
the subset principle, it is possible that two markers compete for insertion into
a syntactic terminal node, as their feature sets may both be a subset of that
terminal node. This competition can be resolved by assuming specificity of VIs
in (4) (cf. Noyer (1992, 28), Lumsden (1992, 480)). The formal definitions below
are taken over fromMüller (2005, 240).

(3) Subset principle:
A vocabulary item V is inserted into a functional morpheme F iff (i)
and (ii) hold:
(i) The insertion context of V is a subset of the set of morpho-syntactic

features of F.
(ii) V is the most specific vocabulary item that satisfies (i).

(4) Specificity of vocabulary items:
A vocabulary item Vi is more specific than a vocabulary item Vj iff there
is a feature class I such that (i) and (ii) hold:
(i) The insertion context ofVi has more features in I than the insertion

context of Vj.
(ii) There is no higher-ranked feature class I′ such that the insertion

contexts of Vi and Vj have a different number of features in I′.

4Following Bobaljik (2002), I consider paradigms to be epiphenomenal empirical general-
izations, rather than discrete entities of the grammar. Paradigms are just useful devices for
describing the distribution of markers and syncretic forms.
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Put simply, this means that out of two compatible competing VIs that are
equally specific in terms of feature quantity, the one which has a higher-ranked
feature is chosen. For present purposes, it is sufficient to assume the feature
hierarchy in (5). Such grammatical hierarchies are generally considered to
be universal (see, e.g., Silverstein (1976), Lumsden (1992, 480), Harley (1994),
Noyer (1992, 1998), Harley & Noyer (2003, 473)).

(5) Feature hierarchy:
Person > Number > Case > Gender

The third distinctive property that distinguishes DM from most other morpho-
logical theories is Syntactic Hierarchical Structure All the Way Down, which
essentially means that morphological structure is syntactic structure. The
formation of complex words is the result of successive applications of X0

movement in the syntax.
DM accounts for mismatches between morphology and syntax by means of

operations like fission (see e.g. Noyer (1992), Halle (1997)), fusion,morphological
merger (see Marantz (1988)), impoverishment (Bonet (1991)) and enrichment
(Müller (2007)) that can affect the syntactic output before Spell-Out, at the
level of morphology, by changing either the featural make-up of the terminal
nodes (deleting or adding features) or altering adjacency relations between two
nodes (fusing two independent nodes into one node, splitting up one node into
several, moving one node to another, etc.).

Central for the analysis discussed below are the operations of impoverishment,
enrichment and fission. I adopt Noyer’s proposal that impoverishment results
from the interaction between filters (Feature Cooccurrence Restrictions) and
the hierarchy of features in (5). Filters entail the deletion of a feature in order
for the morphosyntactic representation to become well-formed. In every case,
the feature to be deleted will be the one which is the lowest on the hierarchy.
In section 3.5.2, I will extend these ideas to enrichment, dispensing with the
rule-based approach made by Müller (2007), in support of a more restrictive,
constraint-based theory of extended exponence.

In line with Noyer (1992) I assume further that morphology proceeds in two
separate phases. The first phase comprises all the conditions and mechanisms
that derive morphosyntactic well-formed structures: fusion, impoverishment,
merger, linearization etc. Besides the “core” mechanism that supplies phono-
logical material to X0s, called vocabulary insertion here, the second phase of
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morphology additionally contains certain conditions on the well-formedness
of morphological words. An instance of such a purely idiosyncratic well-
formedness condition in Lavukaleve would be that in transitive contexts,
accusative prefixes must always show up, whereas nominative prefixes are
generally optional (see section 3.4 for a short discussion).

2.3. The Syntax of Argument Encoding

In this section, theoretical aspects of DM explicated above will be combined
with assumptions of a strictly derivational bottom-up syntax (in conformity
with ideas laid out in the Minimalist Program).

It is generally assumed that all syntactic operations are feature-driven, that is,
every syntactic operation either discharges [•f•] or [∗f∗] (the notations are
based on Sternefeld (2006) and Heck & Müller (2007)). The operationMerge
discharges [•f•], Agree discharges [∗f∗].

The realizational nature of DM requires that syntactic structure is not built
up by lexical elements, but by abstract morphosyntactic features which are
organized in feature bundles. The fully specified syntactic X0s (often termed
morphemes in DM literature) lack phonological features and are supplied with
these after syntactic computation, in the mapping to phonology.5 Following the
terminology of Noyer (1992), I will call the set of morphosyntactic features
assembled in an X0 (that is, a morpheme) itsmorphosyntactic representation.

I adopt the standard assumption (Chomsky (2000, 2001)) that agreement is
narrowly syntactic and proceeds by the elementary operation Agree, a version
of which is given in (6).6

(6) Agree:
A probe π establishes Agree with a goal γ iff the following holds:
a. π bears a set of unvalued, uninterpretable ϕ-features [∗Φ:◻∗] and

a valued feature [∗case:ω∗].
5Harley & Noyer (2003) additionally argue for a distinction between l-morphemes and

f-morphemes; however, debate on whether l-morpheme insertion essentially differs from
f-morpheme insertion still goes on. I assume that such a distinction is indeed necessary, but I
am concerned here only with f-morpheme insertion anyway.
6Cf. Bobaljik (2008) for a different view, viz., that agreement is not part of (narrow) syntax,

but of the post-syntactic morphological component and is dependent on the assignment of
morphological case (m-case).
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b. γ bears a set of valued, matching ϕ-features [Φ:ω] and an unvalued
feature [case:◻].

c. π c-commands γ.
d. There is no alternative goal δ such that δ intervenes between π and

γ.

The syntactic analysis of argument encoding that I am pursuing here is mainly
based onMüller (2009) who suggests that there is only one structural argument-
encoding feature [case] which can take two possible values: ext(ernal) and
int(ernal) (replacing the features nom, abs and acc, erg). In his approach, the
functional head T bears a probe feature [∗case:ext∗] which requires amatching
[case:ext] on DPext , the functional head v bears [∗case:int∗] that requires
a matching [case:int] on DPint .7 As both Case-marking and agreement-
marking are the result of an Agree relation between T/v and DPint/DPext ,
they can be considered essentially the same. The only difference lies in the
morphological realization of the probe/goal features. More specifically, Case-
marking is achieved by the morphological realization of [case:α] on DP,
whereas agreement-marking is achieved by the morphological realization of
[∗case:α∗] on T/v.

In line with Chomsky (2000, 131), I assume that Spell-Out applies cyclically
and that probe features, though deleted when checked, are still accessible to the
phonological component (but are invisible at LF). Since the morphological
component in DM precedes the phonological component, this ensures the
desired ‘surface agreement’ effect, giving rise to the possibility for probes to be
realized by the insertion of an appropriate VI.
Each DP is equipped with a set of ϕ-features that value a (yet unvalued)

c-commanding probe on T and v, respectively. Consider the T′-cycle in (7).8

7I assume here that a [case] feature located on a DP is valued in an Agree relation (as it is the
case with the unvalued ϕ-probes on T and v); however, for the analysis presented here it makes
no difference if Case is checked or valued.
8Since Lavukaleve is a left-branching (SOV) language, complements as well as specifiers

precede their heads.
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(7) Agree under c-command:
T′

T
[∗case:ext∗]
[∗Φ: xyz ∗]

vP

v′[•d•]

v
[∗case:int∗]
[∗Φ: xyz ∗]

VP

VDPint
[case: int ]
[Φ:xyz]

DPext[case: ext ]
[Φ:xyz]

Before DPext is merged in [Spec, v], v agrees with DPint that has been merged
as the complement of V, getting its ϕ-probe valued, and matching with (or
valuing) the [case] feature of DPint . DPext is then merged in [Spec, v], and
T (taking vP as a complement) agrees with DPext . This order of elementary
operations (Agree ≻Merge) on the vP-cycle yields the accusative pattern that
can be observed in Lavukaleve.9

At this point it is important to note that the pattern described above represents
transitive contexts. An immediate question that therefore arises is how it can
be ensured that in intransitive contexts the derivation converges, although v
cannot check its Case feature with DPint . The general assumption is that probe
features have to be checked in the course of the derivation. I would like to
suggest that transitivity in syntax is controlled by a constraint on numerations,
viz., the so called Feature Balance Constraint in (8) proposed in Müller
(2009) which entails that in intransitive contexts, [∗case:int∗] on v must be

9Note that the reverse order (Merge ≻ Agree) yields an ergative pattern, because DPex t ist
merged in the first step and then Agree(v,DPex t) applies, instantiating the more marked internal
Case on DPex t . This indeterminacy concerning the order of elementary operations on the
vP-cycle can be handled in an optimality-theoretic way (see, e.g., Heck & Müller (2007) for an
extremely local approach).
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absent if there is only one D with a [case] feature in the numeration, since
[∗case:int∗] on v could never be checked (and probes that remain unchecked
lead to a crash of the derivation).

(8) Feature Balance:
For every feature specification [∗f:α∗], there must be a matching feature
specification [f:α].

Since in DMmorphological structure is syntactic structure, linearization of
morphemes must take place in the syntax. The affix order that I have informally
described as obj-subj-verb reflects the ordering of terminals v-T-V. This can be
achieved by successive head-movement and lowering. The entire process is
illustrated in (9).10

(9) Complex head formation by head-movement and lowering:
T′

tv+TvP

v′

tvVP

V

V0T

T0v0

DPint

DPext

The framed structure in the tree highlights the complex head formed by first
moving v to T (yielding v+T) and lowering v+T to V in a subsequent step. This
derives the correct order of affixes.

10The intervening trace of v does not prevent the complex T from lowering to V, since lowering
has “a (potentially) nonlocal, that is, nonadjacent, character.” (Embick & Noyer (2001, 562))
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3. Towards an Analysis

3.1. The Paradigm

In the ensuing sections, I am concerned with the deriving the paradigm in table
111 in a principled way, employing the framework of DM outlined in section 2.2.
I attempt to account for all the accidental and more systematic syncretisms by
means of underspecification of exponents and impoverishment. The apparent
richness of forms seen below will be reduced by assuming that some markers
are not primitive, but consist of even smaller markers that are successively
inserted into certain morphemes.

Table 1: Argument encoding inflection markers

subject object
sg du pl sg du pl

1st excl. a- le- e- nga- le- e-
1st incl. me- me- me- me-
2nd ngo-, ne- mele- me- ngo- mele- me-
3rd masc. o- lo- ma- a- la- vo-
3rd fem. o- lo- ma- o- lo- vo-
3rd neut. o- lo- ma- e- le- vo-

What is remarkable at first sight is that the syncretisms that can be observed
seem to be unrestricted: They stretch out over person, number, gender and
even Case. However, there are some systematic coincidences to be pointed
out: Gender distinction in 3rd person subject (i.e., nominative) contexts is
neutralized, in contrast to 3rd person object (i.e., accusative) contexts (except
plural). Note the extremely systematic coincidence of forms in 1st (incl. and
excl.) and 2nd person dual and plural subject and object contexts.
A real morphological distinction between nominative and accusative can

only be observed in 1st person singular (a- vs. ngo-) and in 3rd personmasculine
and neuter (o- vs. a- or e-). Other forms are syncretic in these contexts, e.g., ngo-
representing both nominative and accusative in 2nd person singular contexts. I
11The orthography used in Terrill (2003) is largely phonemic and the graphemes represent
their IPA equivalent, with the exceptions of <v>, which represents the phoneme /B/, <ng>
which represents /N/, and <g> which represents /î/.
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will return to a discussion on instances of systematic neutralizations in section
3.5.1.
Syncretisms that I consider not to be systematic (thus really “accidental”)

are forms like ngo-, which are simply underspecified (in this case for the
feature [case]), because we can see at the same time that a Case distinction is
maintained in 1st person singular contexts (a- in nominative, nga- in accusative),
as already outlined before.

Throughout the paper, I adopt the meta-grammatical Syncretism Principle
in (10) as a null-hypothesis for the language learner (that is, the child acquiring
a language).

(10) Syncretism Principle (Müller (2005, 236)):
Identity of form implies identity of function (within a certain domain,
and unless there is evidence to the contrary).

According to this principle, phonologically identical markers should have
identical morphosyntactic functions. However, it is not clear to me in which
way, for instance, a- which shows up in 1st person singular nominative contexts
is to be systematically associated with a- showing up in 3rd person singular
accusative contexts. The same holds for e- in the present paradigm. The problem
is that none of these markers can have the status as a default marker, as will
become clearer. My analysis, then, encompasses two different a-markers and
two different e-markers with different feature specifications.

3.2. Agreement or Pronoun Cliticization?

It should be noted here that Terrill herself does not straightforwardly analyze
the argument encoding inflection markers as agreement prefixes: For her “the
cross-referencing verbal prefixes are much more like pronominal arguments
themselves” (Terrill (2003, 245)). She does not amplify this position, but I
suppose that she prefers the clitic analysis, whereby independent personal
pronouns are cliticized or otherwise incorporated into the verb. In the analysis
presented here, I do not adopt this view for a variety of reasons. I believe that
the prefixes should be analyzed as inflectional elements that are the result of
agreement, rather than cliticized pronominal elements. As a starting point for
the argumentation, consider table 2 which shows the paradigm for independent
personal pronouns (cf. Terrill (2003, 170)).
There are a few things to note here. First, the reader might notice that the
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Table 2: Independent personal pronouns

sg du pl
1 excl ngai el e
1 incl mel me
2 inu imil imi

above paradigm lacks 3rd person forms. In Lavukaleve, these are expressed
by demonstrative pronouns. However, table 1 clearly shows the existence of
markers encoding 3rd person. Second, what is more is that the independent
personal pronouns are not sensitive to the distinction between internal and
external arguments: They do not express grammatical function at all.

Third, though independent personal pronouns are generally only used for
special emphasis, it is nonetheless possible to cross-reference them by an
argument encoding inflection marker, as in the following example sentence
where the independent pronoun el ‘we two (excl.)’ is cross-referenced by the
prefix le- (functioning as a subject) on the verb fele ‘return’.

(11) Aka
then

ta
time.m

a-na
3sg.m.obj-in

el
1du.excl

le-fele-m
1du.excl-return-sg.m

na
art.sg.m

le
day.n

ga
art.n.sg

airia-∅
open-sg.n

ke.
emph

‘Then when we came back, dawn came.’ (Terrill (2003, 264–265))

In view of this, I suggest that the clitic analysis of the cross-referencing prefixes
in table 1 is not the best analysis. In contrast, the considerations above a fortiori
suggest that the argument encoding prefixes in table 1 are inflectional elements
that are the result of agreement and not incorporated pronominal elements.

3.3. Feature Decomposition

In order to ensure that rules and markers can explicitly refer to natural classes,
it is indispensable in any principled approach to morphology that grammatical
features, such as [person], [number] and [gender], are not primitives, but
can be decomposed into complexes of more atomic, binary features.
Let’s begin with the feature [person]. We have seen above that Lavukaleve
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distinguishes four persons: 1st excl., 1st incl., 2nd and 3rd. Although a system
with the two binary features [±1] and [±2] would yield the desired four person
system observed in Lavukaleve (22 = 4), there arises a problem with capturing
the system-wide syncretism of 1st and 2nd person dual and plural forms, where
[case] has been neutralized (as can be seen in table 1). With the two-feature
system mentioned above, one could never form a natural class between 1st (incl.
and excl.) and 2nd person. Thus, I will adopt the three-feature system of person
features suggested by Trommer (2008), enriched with the specific third-person
feature [±3]:
(12) Decomposition of person features:

a. [+1,−2,−3] = 1st person excl.
b. [+1,+2,−3] = 1st person incl.
c. [−1,+2,−3] = 2nd person
d. [−1,−2,+3] = 3rd person

Under this approach, the following five natural classes can be formed: 1st excl.
and incl. by [+1], 1st person incl. and 2nd person by [+2], 2nd and 3rd person
by [−1], 1st person excl. and 3rd person by [−2], and finally 1st person excl., incl.
and 2nd person by [−3]. This enables us to form the above mentioned natural
class of all persons except 3rd. The remaining four possible feature specifications
are logically inconsistent and therefore to be excluded in Lavukaleve and every
other language (see Trommer (2008)).

Consider next the feature specifications for number and gender in (13) and
(14), respectively. Number can easily be decomposed by assuming two binary
features [±sg] and [±pl], yielding the three numbers singular, dual and plural.
The fourth logically possible number in (13-d) is excluded. For gender it is also
sufficient to assume the two binary features [±masc] and [±fem], again the
possible feature specification [−masc,−fem] to be excluded.

(13) Decomposition of number features:
a. [+sg,−pl] = singular
b. [+sg,+pl] = dual
c. [−sg,+pl] = plural
d. *[−sg,−pl] (to be excluded)
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(14) Decomposition of gender features:
a. [+masc,−fem] =masculine
b. [+masc,+fem] = neuter
c. [−masc,+fem] = feminine
d. *[−masc,−fem] (to be excluded)

Let us turn to Case now. As indicated in section 2.3, I will consider it to be a
privative feature. From a formal point of view, nominative and accusative in
nom-acc languages (as well as absolutive and ergative in erg-abs languages) are
merely descriptive notions for a more abstract Case feature that can take the
two values ext(ernal) and int(ernal). However, to simplify matters, I will use
[nom] for [case:ext] and [acc] for [case:int] as abbreviations.

(15) Decomposition of Case:
a. [case:ext] = nominative, [nom]
b. [case:int] = accusative, [acc]

3.4. Phase II: Morphological Well-Formedness

I begin with taking a look at Phase II, because it is important to be familiar
with the fission analysis and the set of VIs before we continue taking a look at
impoverishment and enrichment in section 3.5.
After linearization, Merger, fusion, impoverishment etc. have taken place

in Phase I, the M0s are prepared for being spelled out.12 In Noyer’s theory
of inflection, the second phase of morphology comprises (i) conditions on
the well-formedness of morphological words and (ii) the core mechanism
that supplies phonological material to M0s: vocabulary insertion. I will have
little to say about well-formedness here. The only necessary thing to mention
concerning well-formedness is that it is quite difficult to say when prefixes
must show up and when they are optional. Generally speaking, in a transitive
structure accusative prefixes must always show up on the verb. Nominative
prefixes are in most cases optional; but see Terrill (2003, 232) for discussion.
12A note on terminology. Noyer distinguishes X0s fromM0s. The former are syntactic atoms,
whereas the latter are morphological atoms, i.e., syntactic heads that have been subject to the
application of morphological operations (fusion, merger etc.) in the first phase of morphology.
Hence, in the unmarked case, a X0 corresponds to a M0 , but in cases where, for instance, fusion
has taken place, two X0s have fused into a single M0 which is subject to vocabulary insertion in
the second phase of morphology.
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3.4.1. Fission of M0s and Subanalysis

In the discussion of the agreement-marking prefixes, Terrill does not make an
attempt to take a more fine-grained look at the paradigm in table 1. Closer
inspection reveals an interesting pattern: The markers in table 1 are, to a large
degree, no primitive morphological exponents, but consist of combinations
of smaller markers (partially with segmental size). Direct evidence for this
subanalysis comes from the domains of nominal and adjectival inflection in
Lavukaleve, to which I return below.
To sum up so far, in table 1 we encounter 15 different markers (with a- and

e- being counted twice, for reasons that have already been outlined). I argue
that the richness of forms can be reduced in favor of the increase of more
syncretic forms (see Müller (2006a,b) for similar analyses on German and
Sierra Popoluca) by means of a mechanism known as fission. First, consider
table 3 which shows the subanalysis that I am proposing.

Table 3: Subanalyzed verbal inflection markers

subject object
sg du pl sg du pl

1st excl. a- l-e- e- nga- l-e- e-
1st incl. m-e- m-e- m-e- m-e-
2nd ngo-, ne- m-e-l-e- m-e- ngo- m-e-l-e- m-e-
3rd masc. o- l-o- ma- a- l-a- v-o-
3rd fem. o- l-o- ma- o- l-o- v-o-
3rd neut. o- l-o- ma- e- l-e- v-o-

Terrill (2003, 244) notes that “l and v are pervasive in Lavukaleve as markers of
the dual and plural categories respectively”. To see this, consider the following
sg-pl and sg-du noun pairs in (16).

(16) a. Singular Plural
foe foe-v ‘pig’ (m)
ki ki-v ‘clothes’ (n)

b. Singular Dual
ki’kile ki’kile-l ‘headhunting axe’ (f)
laketei laketei-l ‘life’ (n)
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The following example sentence also shows the pervasive use of -v in adjective
concord and to mark the number of the object in focus constructions on the
verb.

(17) Ngai
1sg

molev
canoe.pl

ruvale-v
big-pl

oa
six

fiv
3pl.foc

a-le-v.
1sg.subj-see-pl

‘I saw six big canoes.’ (Terrill (2003, 89))

I have subanalyzedme- in a similar way intom- and e-, because e- seems to be
a very unspecific marker that shows up in all [−3] dual and plural contexts and
m- can be observed to systematically occur in [+2,+pl] contexts. It can thus be
characterized as an exponent expressing “inclusiveness”. In contrast to that, it
seems thatma- cannot be subanalyzed intom- and a-: What should a- express
in this context (recall that we already have two distinct a-markers)? m- has
already been classified as a principal inclusiveness marker. Moreover, form-
one could also never form a natural class between 1st incl., 2nd and 3rd person
to the exclusion of 1st excl., under the assumption thatm- is not an unspecific
default marker. So I leavema- as a primitive, rather specific marker.
Looking at the markermele-, it seems that every segment of this marker

carries morphosyntactic information: m-, as explicated above, expresses in-
clusiveness ([+2,+pl]), e- expresses [−3], l- marks [+sg] and e- is a second
occurence of e- expressing [−3].13 This phenomenon is called extended expo-
nence, because a feature is expressed by more than one exponent in a given
syntactic context. In this case, [−3] is expressed twice by e-. This phenomenon
and its theoretical implementation will be dealt with in detail in section 3.5.2.

Subanalysis presupposes that vocabulary insertion is not restricted to a single
application in certain morphemes. It may apply several times per terminal
node. Traditionally, fission is a post-syntactic morphological operation that
applies before vocabulary insertion and affects the syntactic output in the way
that it can split up one terminal node into several which are then subject to

13A note on the dual marker l-. At first sight, the specification of l- for [+sg] seems counterintu-
itive, because it never shows up in singular contexts. The reason for specifying it this way is that
the insertion ofm- being specified for [+2,+pl] would bleed the subsequent insertion of l- if it
were specified as [+sg,+pl] (and vice versa). Since each time one feature can only be discharged
by one VI, the consequence must be the modification of one VI’s insertion context. In this case,
I have decided on l-, becausem- is very likely to have [+pl] in its insertion context, as it only
occurs in nonsingular cells, such that l- ends up having only [+sg] as its insertion context,
instead of [+sg,+pl].
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vocabulary insertion, yielding structures that are quasi-agglutinative. This
conception goes back to Halle & Marantz (1993) and is generally represented in
rule notation, as in (18).

(18) [+α, −β, +γ]→ [+α] [−β, +γ]
Noyer’s (1992) conception of fission, however, is fundamentally different, since
it does not rely on rules, but onmultiple vocabulary insertion, i.e., a VI that is
inserted into a fissioned morpheme discharges the features it is specified for,
leaving the remaining features available for subsequent insertion, until nothing
more can be discharged. The formal definition for this, based on Noyer (1992)
and Frampton (2002), is given in (19).

(19) Fission:
By insertion of a vocabulary item V with the morpho-syntactic features
F2, a fissioned morpheme M with the morpho-syntactic features F1 is
split up into F1− F2 such that (i) and (ii) hold:
(i) F1− F2 is available for subsequent insertion.
(ii) F2 is not available for subsequent insertion.

It follows that fission in the sense of Noyer does not apply prior to vocabulary
insertion (in contrast to Halle & Marantz’s (1993) fission rules), but essentially
is multiple vocabulary insertion. Note, however, that both approaches to
fission (rule application vs. multiple vocabulary insertion) lack a principled
explanation for the fact that fission is stipulative; not all morphemes can be
subject to its application (Halle (1997, 132)). I will mark fissioned morphemes
with * in what follows.

What exactly controls the order in which the VIs are inserted into a fissioned
morpheme is still a matter of controversy. I have no principled explanation for
this, although I assume that the exponent’s specificity as well as the hierarchy of
features in (5) play a very important role when it comes to insertion order. That
means, the more specific a marker, the more likely it is to be inserted close to
the stem. This works well with cases like l-e- where e-, being closer to the verbal
stem, has priority over l-, because e- has a person feature [−3] which outranks
l’s number feature [+sg] on the hierarchy of features. It does not work well with
cases likem-e- wherem- ([+2,+pl]) is quantitatively more specific than e-, but
is inserted subsequently (thus farther away from the stem). I will not discuss
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these issues here, but I am convinced that they represent a severe problem that
should be addressed in future work.

3.4.2. Vocabulary Items

So far, consider the specifications of the twelve VIs in (20). Most of them
are underspecified for at least one feature. In accordance with the Specificity
Principle in (4), the VIs with less features are listed lower on the list (specificity
decreases from top to bottom).

(20) Inventory of argument encoding inflection markers:
1. /ne-/ ↔ {[−1,+2],[−pl],[∗nom∗]} / [∗acc∗]
2. /nga-/ ↔ {[+1],[+sg,−pl],[∗acc∗]}
3. /a-/ ↔ {[+1],[+sg,−pl],[∗nom∗]}
4. /ma-/ ↔ {[+3],[−sg],[∗nom∗]}
5. /ngo-/↔ {[−1,+2],[−pl]}
6. /e-/ ↔ {[+3],[+masc,+fem]}
7. /m-/ ↔ {[+2],[+pl]}
8. /a-/ ↔ {[+3],[+masc]}
9. /o-/ ↔ {[+3]}
10. /e-/ ↔ {[−3]}
11. /l-/ ↔ {[+sg]}
12. /v-/ ↔ {[+pl]}

The marker /ne-/1 is the most specific one, characterized by the contextual
feature [∗acc∗] that ensures that /ne-/1 is only inserted into T in contexts where
(the adjacent) v bears a [∗case:int∗] (or [∗acc∗]) feature. In other words,
/ne-/1 is inserted as the subject marker for 2nd person singular in transitive
contexts (recall the Feature Balance Constraint on numerations in section 2.3
which determines transitivity), as illustrated by the examples in (21) and (22).

(21) Ninam
when

hi
3sg.n.efoc

ni’kol
first

Mane
Mane

ngo-vo?
2sg-come

‘When did you first come to Mane?’ (Terrill (2003, 231))
(22) o-na

3sg.f.obj-in
nei
coconut.n

ga
art.sg.n

e-ne-tai-re.
3sg.n.obj-2sg.subj-show-fut

‘. . . you will show the coconut to her.’ (Terrill (2003, 229))
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/nga-/2 is specified for the single context in which it can occur: 1st person
singular accusative. /a-/3 is sufficiently specific for being inserted in 1st person
singular nominative contexts. The marker /ma-/4 is not fully, but sufficiently
specified for being inserted in 3rd person plural nominative contexts. /ngo-/5 is
unspecified for Case, so as to fit both in 2nd person singular nominative and
accusative contexts. /e-/6 is compatible with 3rd person singular accusative
neuter contexts and is unspecified for number and Case, because the gender
specification already determines the insertion context correctly (gender is
only distinguished in 3rd person forms). The inclusiveness marker /m-/7 is
very unspecific, not specified for Case and underspecified for person and
number such that it can show up in all 1st incl. and 2nd person dual and plural
nominative and accusative contexts (but only as part of a fissioned morpheme).
/a-/8 is unspecified for number and Case (for the same reason as /e-/6) and
underspecified for gender, because /e-/6 is already very specific for gender; /a-/8
can be inserted in the remaining [+masc] context (but still blocks insertion of
/o-/9). /o-/9 and /e-/10 are the least specified person markers. /o-/9 is the default
marker for 3rd person, /e-/10 the default for all other persons. Finally, /l-/11
and /v-/12 are pervasive markers for dual and plural that show up in fissioned
morphemes.
In cases where the quantity of features does not suffice to determine the

correct order of VIs, the hierarchy of features in (5) comes into play. This
ensures the correct order of the last four VIs /o-/9, /e-/10, /l-/11 and /v-/12,
but also, for instance, the relative order between /m-/7 and /a/8. Note that
competition between VIs like /o-/9 and /e/10 actually never arises, because no
syntactic X0 can have the same feature with opposite values at the same time
(in this case [+3] and [−3]). Therefore, the order between these VIs is free.

3.5. Phase I: Morphosyntactic Well-Formedness

Phase I inNoyer’s (1992) formalism comprises all those principles and operations
that are indispensable for deriving morphosyntactically well-formed structures.
Of central interest here are impoverishment (Bonet (1991)) and enrichment
(Müller (2007)), two morphological operations that change the featural make-
up of a morphosyntactic representation by deleting or adding features. Both
are discussed in detail below.
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3.5.1. Systematic Neutralizations and Impoverishment

Neutralizations cannot only be captured by underspecification of exponents
(or rules introducing them). Bonet (1991) has proposed a mechanism that
deletes certain features that are present in the fully-specified morphosyntactic
representation of a X0 by the end of syntax, yielding “underspecified” syntactic
structures. Halle & Marantz (1994) note that this can lead to a retreat to the
general case, because a vocabulary item that contains the deleted feature in
its insertion context and is sufficiently specific to be inserted into the fully
specified context cannot be inserted after feature deletion has taken place, and
instead a less specific VI (or even nothing) will be inserted. This mechanism is
known as impoverishment and accounts for such systematic neutralizations as,
for instance, the extremely systematic syncretism of verb forms in 1st and 3rd
person past contexts in German, e.g., ich sehe ‘I see’, er sieht ‘he sees’ vs. ich/er
sah ‘I/he saw’. Most analyses that are carried out in DM employ rule-based
impoverishment of the form F1 → ∅ / [F2 ], interpreted as “delete F1 in the
context of F2”. It has also been proposed that morphosyntactic features are
arranged in feature geometries and that impoverishment is a result of delinking
certain nodes and nodes that are dependent on them (see, e.g., Harley (1994)).
Noyer (1992, 44) has observed that rules are too powerful, because they

can express neutralizations that are rarely found or even impossible cross-
linguistically, and that feature geometries are too restrictive, because they
ban certain neutralizations. In my analysis, I will assume the filter-theoretic
approach to impoverishment proposed in Noyer (1992). Essentially, filters are
Feature Coocurrence Restrictions (FCR, cf. Gazdar et al. (1985)) of the form *[F1
F2] and effect systematic neutralizations when combined with a hierarchy.14 As
a consequence, in order for a morphosyntactic representation to escape from a
filter and to become well-formed, a feature must be deleted so as to “repair” the
structure. The feature that will be deleted by that mechanism will always be the
one which is the lowest on the hierarchy of features (5) that I have introduced
in section 2.2. We can assume the following definition of impoverishment:

14FCRs in this sense are reminiscent of markedness constraints in Optimality Theory (OT,
Prince & Smolensky (2004)) as they make demands on the well-formedness of the output of the
syntactic structure.
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(23) Impoverishment (Noyer (1992, 49)):
Given a filter of the form *[αF βG], delink that feature which is lower
on the hierarchy of features.

Given this, I propose the following filters to be active in Lavukaleve:

(24) Lavukaleve Filters:
a. *[+3 nom gender] (↝ deletion of gender)
b. *[+3 −sg +pl gender] (↝ deletion of gender)
c. *[−3 +pl case] (↝ deletion of case)
d. *[+1 +2 +sg] (↝ deletion of +sg)
e. *[+3 +sg +pl] (↝ deletion of +pl)

The first two filters lead to a deletion of all gender features (gender is used
here as an abbreviation for [αmasc, βfem]) in 3rd person nominative contexts
and 3rd person plural accusative contexts, because it is lower on the hierarchy
than person ([+3]), number ([−sg,+pl]) or Case ([nom]). The third filter leads
to a deletion of Case, because it is lower on the hierarchy than person ([−3]) or
number ([+pl]). The filters in (24-d) and (24-e) serve as repair mechanisms:
(24-d) prevents [+sg] from being realized by /l-/11 in 1st person incl. contexts
in a subsequent cycle, (24-e) prevents [+pl] from being realized by /v-/12 in 3rd
person dual contexts, provided that the hierarchy in (5) is internally refined
with respect to number as attaching importance to singular over plural (sg >
pl).

3.5.2. Extended Exponence and the Role of Enrichment Constraints

Nothing has been said so far about the double occurence of /e-/10 in the marker
mele-, which instantiates a case of extended exponence, i.e., a case where a given
morpho-syntactic property is realized twice (see Matthews (1972)). Extended
exponence poses a problem for the theory assumed here, because a feature
may be discharged only once, becoming inert for further rule application.
Suppose that extended exponence indeed shows up in Lavukaleve, and that the
feature [−3] is expressed twice in the context of 2nd person dual. How can
this be derived in Distributed Morphology? The solution relies on a simple
complementarity: Syntactic structures may not only be impoverished, but also
enriched with features under certain circumstances. The concept of enrichment
has recently been proposed byMüller (2007) and imposes the crucial restriction
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that features may only be inserted if they are already present, that is, enrichment
is doubling or copying. Müller introduces enrichment as a new type of rule that
applies to syntactic structures prior to Spell-Out, analogous to the well-known
impoverishment rules.

In the light of the filter-based approach to impoverishment that I have intro-
duced in section 3.5.1, I would like to suggest that enrichment can be translated
into Noyer’s theory in an analogous way, abandoning the rule-based approach
in Müller (2007): If filters are feature cooccurrence restrictions that constrain
the cooccurrence of certain features in a morphosyntactic representation,
then conceptual considerations strongly suggest that the opposite must also
hold, that is, that there must be specific conditions demanding the presence of
certain features, expressing the fact that these features are missing and must be
introduced into the structure. This is achieved by a copy mechanism. I adopt
Müller’s proposal that features must already be present in order to be copied (in
fact, copying would not be possible if there is nothing to copy). Features may
not be introduced freely in order to satisfy those constraints. My definition of
enrichment (based on and complementary to the definition of impoverishment
in (23)), then, looks as follows (a so-called feature addition requirement is
distinguished from a feature cooccurrence restriction by the symbol � for
expository purposes):

(25) Enrichment:
Given a feature addition requirement (FAR)�[αF βG], copy the feature
which is higher on the hierarchy of features.

It remains a matter of empirical discovery, however, if the copy mechanism that
applies as a consequence of a FAR really operates on high-ranked features.
This seems plausible, because only conceptually important features should be
realized more than once. Recall that extended exponence is a quite redundant
and highly marked morphological phenomenon, so if it applies at all, it does
so for a special reason and should therefore not operate on less important,
low-ranked features. This is analogous to systematic neutralizations effected by
impoverishment, where, in contrast, only conceptually less important features
should be deleted, if at all. Feature deletion might not be desired, so it operates
on low-ranked features.
Crucially, I assume here that the copy mechanism that operates on fully

specified syntactic X0s before Spell-Out copies a whole feature category, that is,
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it does not copy [−γ] out of {[−α,+β,−γ]}, but rather copies the whole set of
features which constitute the category, say, [Γ] in a given structure.
If we assume (25) to be true, we have the adequate device to resolve the

problem mentioned above. In Lavukaleve, there is a feature addition require-
ment �[2 dual] that demands the presence of a further feature in 2nd person
dual contexts. In order not to violate this requirement, one of the features
must be copied. As a result, the ‘2’ feature (which is, formally, {[−1,+2,−3]}) is
copied, because it is higher than number on the universal feature hierarchy
in (5). When vocabulary insertion takes place, the only way to realize the
copy [−1,+2,−3] is by insertion of /e-/10 ↔ [−3], since there is no more specific
marker available in (20).

3.5.3. Alternative Analysis

I would like to point out that it is a purely empirical question if the analysis just
presented qualifies as the most adequate to account for the double occurrence
of the segment e-. It could well be the case that this is due to a phonological
process. Neither for the enrichment analysis nor for the phonological analysis
there is convincing evidence.
I have mentioned earlier that the successive insertion of VIs into fissioned

morphemes might be governed by the specificity principle (in connection
with the hierarchy of features). It could be that the most specific VI is inserted
first and the least specific VI at last, and that insertion works “inside out”, that
means, the more specific a VI, the closer it is to the stem. In the case ofmele-,
then, e- is inserted first (although it is not the most specific item; see section
3.4.1 where I have already pointed out that problem). In the next insertion
cycle, either l- orm- is inserted (actuallym-, because it is more specific, but l-
could be more specific than I have analyzed it). We would then yield something
likem-l-e, which is clearly ungrammatical because of the phonotactics of the
language. Eventually, the segment e- could be copied betweenm- and l- to
break up the consonant cluster, serving as an epenthetic vowel.

3.6. Competition of Inflection Markers

Table 4 and 5 below illustrate the competition for insertion that arises between
the inflection markers in (20). Since vocabulary insertion is governed by the
Subset Principle in (3) and the Specificity Principle in (4), the less specific
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markers (in brackets) are outranked by the most specific marker (in boldface)
for the respective syntactic context. Note that the syntactic contexts represented
in the paradigms below have already been affected by impoverishment and
enrichment, respectively when vocabulary insertion takes place.

Table 4: Inflection markers competing for insertion into T heads (nominative
contexts)

[nom]
[+sg,−pl] [+sg,+pl] [−sg,+pl]

[+1,−2,−3] /a-/3 */l-/11/e-/10 /e-/10
[+1,+2,−3] (/e-/10, /l-/11) */m-/7/e-/10 */m-/7/e-/10
[−1,+2,−3] /ngo-5/∼/ne-/1 */m-/7/e-/10/l-/11/e-/10 */m-/7/e-/10

(/e-/10)
[−1,−2,+3, /o-/9 */l-/11/o-/9 /ma-/4+masc,−fem] (/l-/11) (/o-/9, /v-/12)
[−1,−2,+3, /o-/9 */l-/11/o-/9 /ma-/4−masc,+fem] (/l-/11) (/o-/9, /v-/12)
[−1,−2,+3, /o-/9 */l-/11/o-/9 /ma-/4+masc,+fem] (/l-/11) (/o-/9, /v-/12)

Table 5: Inflection markers competing for insertion into v heads (accusative
contexts)

[acc]
[+sg,−pl] [+sg,+pl] [−sg,+pl]

[+1,−2,−3] /nga-/2 */l-/11/e-/10 /e-/10
[+1,+2,−3] (/e-/10, /l-/11) */m-/7/e-/10 */m-/7/e-/10
[−1,+2,−3] /ngo-/5 */m-/7/e-/10/l-/11/e-/10 */m-/7/e-/10

(/e-/10)
[−1,−2,+3, /a-/8 */l-/11/a-/8 */v-/12/o-/9+masc,−fem] (/o-/9, /l-/11) (/l-/11/o-/9)
[−1,−2,+3, /o-/9 */l-/11/o-/9 */v-/12/o-/9−masc,+fem] (/l-/11)
[−1,−2,+3, /e-/6 */l-/11/e-/6 */v-/12/o-/9+masc,+fem] (/o-/9, /l-/11) (/l-/11/o-/9)
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4. Concluding Remarks

To sumup, I have shown that the instances of syncretism in the verbal agreement
morphology of Lavukaleve can be derived by standardly assumed concepts
of Distributed Morphology, such as underspecification of exponents, decom-
position of morpho-syntactic categories and post-syntactic morphological
operations that alter the syntactic output before Spell-Out. Syntactically it was
argued that Case-marking and agreement-marking trace back to the same
thing: a structural feature [case] that may be realized as a goal feature on a DP,
or as a probe feature on a functional category. Lavukaleve shaped up to make
use of the latter option.
It was shown that the number of independent forms could be reduced by

assuming that the inflection markers can be subanalyzed, yielding segmental
exponents bearing morpho-syntactic information. Subanalysis was justified by
means of fission which relies on successive vocabulary insertion. System-wide
nonaccidental patterns of syncretism could be accounted for by filters deleting
certain features in specific syntactic environments, yielding impoverished
structures. I suggested that the complementary operation of enrichment (which
adds features in specific environments due to feature addition requirements)
must be employed in order to account for one instance of extended exponence
in Lavukaleve, namely 2nd person dualmele-.

Although I did not make use of radical underspecification and was therefore
not able to capture all the syncretisms in accordance with the Syncretism
Principle in (10), which might be a disadvantage of the analysis, I have arranged
the feature specifications for the inflectional markers as economically as possible.
Due to subanalysis, there are finally only 12 distinct markers which compete for
insertion into the 34 paradigm cells, which is clearly a desired result in terms of
economy.
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Paradigmatic Generalization of Morphemes

Jochen Trommer*

Abstract
In this paper, I propose a new formalism for capturing ‘unnatural’ syncretism
(Baerman 2005): The specification of morphemes is impoverished in specific
paradigm cells and hence generalized to contexts which are not subsumed by
its featural content. I show that this formalism allows a systematic account of
syncretism in the complex agreement systems of Ainu, Karuk (Hokan), Kulung
and Limbu (Kiranti), and gives rise to a simple learning mechanism which
makes substantial predictions on the subanalysis and morpheme specification
for inflectional paradigms.

1. Introduction

It is a pervasive feature of natural language morphology that formatives which
have a well-defined meaning (or function) in a specific part of an inflectional
paradigm seem to take on a slightly different meaning in other paradigms or
subparadigms. Take as a simple example the Ainu agreement prefix eci- which
is consistently used to mark 2nd person plural for subjects and objects (in the
following verb paradigms, the rows code features of transitive subjects, the
columns features of objects; intransitive subjects are listed in alignment either
with the transitive subject, or – in ergative languages – the absolutive argument
(the object), and indicated by “–” for the missing coargument):

*For discussions leading to the present version of this paper, I am grateful to Gereon Müller,
Eva Zimmermann, Daniela Henze, and Sebastian Bank. The research documented here was
supported by a DFG grant to the projectMicro- and Macro-Variation: Hierarchy Effects in
Kiranti and Broader Algic (TR 521-3).
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(1) Ainu Verb Agreement (Tamura 2000)

1sg 1pl 2sg 2pl 3sg 3pl –
1sg eci- eci- ku- ku- ku-
1pl eci- eci- ci- ci- -as
2sg en- un- e- e- e-
2pl ecien- eciun- eci- eci- eci-
3sg en- un- e- eci- Ø- Ø- Ø-
3pl en- un- e- eci- Ø- Ø- Ø-

Ascribing eci- the feature specification [+2+pl] concisely captures its distribution
in the whole paradigm except for the paradigm cells for 1st person subject and
2nd person object, where eci- appears to cross-reference all 2nd person objects,
whether they are singular or plural. Hence in this part of the paradigm, we
seem to deal with a slightly different instance (or use) of eci- which doesn’t
denote [+2+pl], but more generally [+2].
The literature knows two major approaches to “exceptional syncretism” of

this type. First, the behavior of eci-might be captured by a rule of referral
(Zwicky 1985; Stump 2001) which requires that the paradigm cells for 1sg:2sg
(1st person singular subject and 2nd person singular object) are identical to
the corresponding cells for 1sg:2pl forms. The problem with this approach
is that it is completely stipulative, and doesn’t capture the fact that the use
of eci- in 1:2 forms although distinct from its more general use is still closely
related to the “original” meaning of the prefix in the rest of the paradigm. Thus
a rule of referral could with equal ease require that the completely unrelated 1:3
forms take over eci-. A second kind of approach which avoids this problem and
which is familiar from the Distributed-Morphology literature (Noyer 1992;
Halle & Marantz 1993) is maximal underspecification. For Ainu, we could
assume that eci- is maximally underspecified and denotes [+2] throughout.
This immediately captures the close connection between eci’s different uses, but
runs potentially into another problem: eci- is now predicted to crossreference
all 2nd person arguments, whether singular or plural. Since it doesn’t actually
appear in 2sg:3 and 3:2sg forms, it must be blocked for these cases in some way.1
The same point can also be made from a more conceptual perspective: maximal

1An obvious possibility is to assume that eci- is blocked by the presence of the more specific
2sg marker e-.
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underspecification combined with blocking doesn’t capture the intuition that eci-
seems to occur in a more regular and basic form for 2pl arguments compared to
its extension to 1:2sg forms, an insight succinctly captured by a Rules-of-Referral
analysis. Here, I propose a third, alternative approach to the behavior of eci-
and similar cases, assuming that the formal entry for eci- is actually [+2+pl],
but that it is generalized to [+2] in the context of transitive 1st person subjects.

2. The Framework

I’m assuming a paradigmatic approach to morphological exponence (cf. Wun-
derlich & Fabri 1994; Stump 2001) where cells of paradigms are defined as sets
of fully specified feature structures such as {[Nom+1–2–pl], [Acc+2–1–pl]}.
Morphemes are ordered pairs consisting of a phonological operation Φ and
a (possibly underspecified) set of feature structures. Thus the Ainu prefix ci-
which marks 1pl subjects in the context of 3rd person objects can be represented
as (Prefix(ci), {[Nom+pl], [Acc+3]}). Since I will discuss here only concatena-
tive (and especially affixal) morphology, I will use the simplified notation for
morphemes illustrated in (2), where ci- is represented by (2-f). Throughout the
paper I will use simple privative features for case augmented by the feature
specification [+intr(ansitive)] singling out intransitive forms.

(2) Ainu Agreement Morphemes

a. en- [Acc+1–pl] e. ku-[Nom+1–pl][Acc+3]
b. un- [Acc+1+pl] f. ci- [Nom+1+pl][Acc+3]
c. eci- [+2+pl] g. -as [Nom+1+pl+intr]
d. e- [+2–pl][+3]

A morphological grammar of a language is defined by a specification of possible
paradigm cells (cf. Stump 2001, a part of the formalism which I won’t discuss
further here), a set of morphemes such as the one in (2) for Ainu, and a list of
generalization rules such as the ones in (3):

(3) Generalization Rules for Ainu

a. [+pl] → Ø / [Nom+1][Acc+2–pl] (eci-)
b. [+3] → Ø / [Nom–3–pl+intr] (ci- & e-)
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A generalization rule basically deletes features from amorpheme - (3-a) replaces
the [+2+pl] of eci by [+2] - in the context of a specific paradigmatic cell - thus
(3-a) applies only to paradigm cells containing a feature structure subsumed by
[Nom+1] and a feature structure subsumed by [Acc+2]. The realization of a
paradigm cell P in a given language L is now computed as follows ((4) abstracts
away from the linear order of phonological operations):

(4) Realization of Paradigm Cells

1. Create a Copy C of the morpheme set of L

2. Apply the generalization rules of L to C (with respect to P)

3. For every morpheme M in C:
If for every feature structure F in M
there is some feature structure in P
such that F subsumes P,
then apply the phonological operation of M to the stem of P

For example, ku-:[Nom+1–pl][+3] is inserted into the 1sg:3pl cell (specified
[Nom+1–pl][Acc+3–pl]) since no generalization rule applies to the morpheme
ku- in this context, [Nom+1–pl] in the morpheme trivially subsumes [Nom+1–
pl] in the paradigm cell, and [+3] subsumes [Acc+3–pl]. For the 1sg cell
([Nom–3–pl+intr]), the morpheme ku-:[Nom+1–pl][+3] is generalized by the
rule in (3-b) to [Nom+1–pl] which subsumes [Nom+1–pl+intr].

Note that the specifications of morphemes in the approach proposed here are
underspecified, but only to a very limited extent. Specifications of morphemes
are chosen in a way that the morpheme is not simply restricted to occur only in
cells which are compatible with (subsumed by) it, but also occurs in all cells
compatible with it. Thus in the terminology of Pertsova (2009), the morphemes
by themselves show the most simple type of underspecification (type 1). Appar-
ently more complex underspecification is achieved by generalization rules.
Hence even though eci- occurs in paradigm cells containing [+2–pl] (especially
1sg:2sg and 1pl:2sg), it could not be specified as [+2] because it does not occur
in all cells containing [+2–pl] (thus it doesn’t occur in the 2sg:1pl cell). As
shown by Pertsova, type1 underspecification is actually the unmarked and
typologically most widespread type of underspecification in the languages
of the world, an observation which is directly reflected in the structure of
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morphological grammars as they are proposed here. That morphemes are
factually restricted to this type of underspecification follows from the learning
algorithm I assume, which is spelled out in section 4. In the following, I will
call the set of cells which are subsumed by a morpheme M in a given paradigm
P the range of M (in P), and every range R of a morpheme M which has the
property that all cells in R contain the phonology of M a Pertsova field.

3. More Examples for Morpheme Generalization

In this section I discuss more extensive (and more dramatic) examples of mor-
pheme generalization, and show that the morpheme generalization framework
allows a simple and general account of these cases. Here, as throughout the
paper, I restrict myself to examples from verb agreement to guarantee maximal
comparability of the examples.

3.1. Kulung

The first example I will discuss is the intransitive and transitive verb agreement
paradigm of the Kiranti language Kulung (Tolsma 2006) which are shown
in (5) (p abbreviates plural, d dual, i inclusive, and e exclusive, intransitive
forms are aligned with the object because Kulung has an ergative system of case
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marking). The table in (5) does not show segmentation into separate agreement
morphemes which will be given below.2

(5) Kulung Verb Agreement (Past, Surface Forms) (Tolsma 2006)

1s 1de 1pe 1di 1pi 2s 2d 2p 3s 3d 3p
1s -na -nci -ni -u -uci -uci
1de -Ø -ci -ni -cuka -cuka -cuka
1pe -Ø -ci -ni -umka -umka -umka
1di -cu -cu -cu
1pi -um -um -um
2s -o -cika -ika -u -ci -ci
2d -oci -cika -ika -cu -cu -cu
2p -oni -cika -ika -num -num -num
3s -o -cika -ika -ci -i Ø -ci -ni -u -ci -ci
3d -o -cika -ika -ci -i Ø -ci -ni -ci -ci -ci
3p -o -cika -ika -ci -i Ø -ci -ni -ci -ci -ci
– -o -cika -ika -ci -i Ø -ci -ni Ø -Ø -Ø

Since the morphemic composition of affix combinations in Kulung is heavyly
obscured by morphophonological processes, most notably deletion of vowels
under hiatus, I will base my discussion on the paradigm in (6) which abstracts
away from morphophonology and provides morpheme segmentation:

2I discuss only the past tense paradigm here. The non-past paradigm partially uses different
agreement markers.
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(6) Kulung Verb Agreement (Past, Underlying Forms) (Tolsma 2006)

1s
1d
e

1p
e

1d
i

1p
i

2s
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2p
3s

3d
3p
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-u
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ka
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Ø
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-Ø

In accordance with the fact that Kulung is an ergative language, most agreement
markers follow either an absolutive or an ergative-portmanteau pattern, i.e.
they show agreement with transitive subjects and transitive objects. Here I
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restrict my discussion mainly to the affixes which exhibit an absolutive pattern.
Kulung’s ergative alignment is closely mirrored in the morpheme dictionary
in (7). For example -ni occurs with all 2pl intransitive subjects and objects
establishing a Pertsova field for the features [Abs +2 –1 +pl] specified in its
morpheme entry (I assume that dual is specified as [–sg –pl], singular as [+sg
–pl], and plural as [–sg +pl]).

(7) Kulung Agreement Morphemes

a. -o [Abs +1 +sg]
b. -c [Abs –3 –sg –pl]
c. -i [Abs –3 –sg]
d. -n [Abs +2 –1 +pl]

e. -am [Erg –3 +pl][Abs +3]
f. -u [Erg–sg][Abs +3]
g. -na [Erg +sg][Abs +2]

However, the ergative alignment of the absolutive markers is not perfect. Thus
-n also extends to some forms which are 2pl, but for the transitive subject, not for
the object. Especially, it appears as a subject marker with 1sg and all 3rd person
objects. This is captured by the generalization rules in (8-a,b) which delete
the Abs feature for the morphemes in (7-a-d) for the cells with the relevant
object features, thus allowing insertion for all of these agreement markers for
transitive subjects (note that (8-c) and (8-d) each collapse two atomic rules,
deleting [–3] and [–pl] (or both) in the respective context).

(8) Generalization Rules for Kulung

a. [Abs] → Ø [Abs +1 +sg]
b. [Abs] → Ø [Abs +3]

c. [–3],[–pl] → Ø [Erg +3][Abs +3]

d. [–3],[–pl] → Ø [Erg +sg][Abs +3]

Especially the forms with 3rd person objects nicely illustrate that generalization
rules are in principle very general, i.e. not morpheme-specific. Thus all four
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absolutive agreement markers of Kulung are in principle blocked for transitive
subject agreement (with 1st person exclusive, inclusive, and 2nd person objects),
but extended to subject agreement in X:3 forms.

Morpheme generalization also provides a simple solution to the long-standing
problem of -cwhich is notorious in Kiranti linguistics for exhibiting a janus face,
acting as a dual marker in part of the grammar and as a general non-singular
affix in other ones, creating a complex pattern of microvariation among Kiranti
languages (Henze 2004). This problem also emerges in the Kulung paradigms
discussed here. Thus for intransitive subjects and 1st/2nd person objects, -c
acts as an unequivocal dual marker (restricted to non-3rd person arguments)
whereas it marks dual and plural for 3rd person objects if the subject is singular,
and for 3rd person subjects if the object is 3rd person. In the morpheme
generalization framework this can be simply captured by the two generalization
rules in (8-c,d) which delete the [–plural] and [–3] features for -c in the relevant
contexts, reducing its specification to c:[–sg] which is appropriately inserted for
all non-singular arguments. Again these generalization rules are not specific to
-c, but also extend to -i which after application of all generalization rules has the
same feature specification as -c.

Kulung -c also illustrates a further property of the proposed formalism which
may be termedmorpheme-oriented resource sensitivity: A marker is inserted
only once even though it would bemotivated bymore than one feature structure.
Thus in a 3pl:3pl form, both arguments are [–sg] and we might intuitively expect
to find two occurrences of -c in this paradigm cell, but only one occurs. In the
morpheme generalization approach, this simply follows from the realization
algorithm for paradigm cells in (4) which does not distinguish between one or
more specifications of a feature in the characterization of paradigm cells.3 On
the other hand, both -i and -c can be inserted realizing the same input feature in
a specific paradigm cell since in contrast to Distributed-Morphology accounts
of morphological spellout, the algorithm in (4) does not “delete” input features
(Trommer 2003b) or induce blocking of markers sharing morphosyntactic
features (Embick &Marantz 2008). In other words, the approach proposed
here does not show input-oriented resource sensitivity.

3Obviously this raises the question how to capture forms where the same inflectional marker
is used to realize different feature sets (see Trommer 2003a and Ortmann 1999 for discussion. I
assume that empirically repeated use of a morpheme in the same paradigm cell is a highly
marked state-of-affairs and is made possible by multiple listing of a morpheme in the morpheme
inventory of a given language.
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Note finally that -c occurs in slightly different positions if it appears in more
or less specific forms. Thus in the 1di:3sg form, -c precedes -u whereas it follows
this marker in the 1sg:3pl form. In the proposed analysis -c is specified as [–3
–sg –pl] in the former case , but reduced to [–singular] in the latter one. The
different positions follows if the linear order of morphemes is governed by the
specificity of morpheme entries for Φ-features where more specific morphemes
occur closer to the stem (Noyer 1992) – unimpoverished -c contains 3, -u, 2,
and completely impoverished -c 1 relevant feature.

3.2. Karuk

The Californian Hokan language Karuk (Macaulay 1992, Sappir this volume,
Bank this volume), which is predominantly prefixing, has a single agreement
suffix -ap which occurs regularly with all 2pl objects, and 2sg objects if the
subject is 3rd person (the affixes of intransitive forms systematically correspond
to those of transitive forms with 3sg objects):

(9) Karuk Positive Indicative Paradigm

pos 1sg 1pl 2sg 2pl 3sg 3pl –
1sg − − ná kiik-ap ni ni ni
1pl − − ná kiik-ap ná ná ná
2sg ná kín − − Pi Pi Pi
2pl kaná kín − − ku ku ku
3sg ná kín Pi-ap kiik-ap Pu Pu Pu
3pl kaná kín Pi-ap kiik-ap kun kín kun

This can be captured in the morpheme generalization approach by positing the
morpheme entry in (10) and the generalization rule in (11) (the dash before
[+2] indicates that deletion of [+2] is restricted to suffixal morphemes):

(10) -ap:[Acc+2 +pl]
(11) -[+pl]→ Ø / [Nom+3][Acc+2]

However in the negative paradigm, the paradigmatic range of -ap is dramatically
extended. Here it also expresses plurality for 2nd and 3rd person subjects, 1st
person plural subjects, and 3rd person plural objects in case the subject is
non-first person (except for 2sg:3pl forms):
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(12) Karuk Negative Paradigm

neg 1sg 1pl 2sg 2pl 3sg 3pl –
1sg − − kín kiik-ap ná ná ná
1pl − − kín kiik-ap kín kín kín
2sg ná kín-ap − − ø ø Ø
2pl kaná-ap kín-ap − − -ap -ap -ap
3sg ná kín-ap -ap kiik-ap ø -ap -ap
3pl kaná-ap kín-ap -ap kiik-ap -ap kín-ap -ap

In the morpheme generalization approach all additional occurrences of -ap
follow automatically from the generalization rules in (13) which basically state
that -ap generalizes to the function of an all-purpose plural marker under two
conditions (a) if the subject is 2nd or 3rd person, and there is a participant
plural argument, and (b) if the transitive subject is 3rd person:

(13) a. -[Acc +2]→ Ø / [Nom–1][–3 +pl][+neg]
b. -[Acc +2]→ Ø / [Nom+3][Acc][+neg]

3.3. Limbu

Limbu, a Kiranti language closely related to Kulung has an agreement prefix
a-, which occurs in a fascinating variety of contexts. First, it marks inclusive
arguments of intransitive subjects:

(14) Limbu Intransitive Verb Agreement

1s 1de 1pe 1di 1pi 2s 2d 2p 3s 3d 3p
– -PE -si-ge -i-ge a- -si a- kE- kE- -si kE- -i Ø -si mE-

Second, it is used for inclusive transitive subjects and objects, and third, it
appears in most forms with a first person exclusive object and a 2nd person
subject:
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(15) Limbu Transitive Verb Agreement
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The most general characterization which can be given for a- in the framework
proposed here is given in (16):

(16) a-:[Abs +1][+2][–sg]

To understand this entry, note that the paradigm cell realization algorithm in
(4) does not require that different feature structures in a morpheme have to
match distinct feature structures of a paradigm cell. Thus for a 2sg:1pe form,
[+2] of (16) matches the subject features of the paradigm cell, whereas [Abs +1]
and [–sg] match the object features. On the other hand, for an intransitive
1st person inclusive form, all feature structures in (16) match a single feature
structure in the paradigm cell.
(16) accounts for all occurrences of a- except those for transitive inclusive

subjects, but the entry cannot be generally made more underspecified because
this would immediately extend the coverage of the morpheme to cases where it
doesn’t occur. For example, removing the [Abs] feature from (16) would incor-
rectly predict that a- is also used in 1:2 forms. Again, morpheme generalization
rules offer a straightforward solution to this paradox. Thus the rule in (17)
captures the idea that [Abs] gets irrelevant in the context of 3rd person objects:

(17) [Abs]→ Ø / [Nom-][Abs +3]

In fact there is a fourth related use of the prefix a- in Limbu personal pronouns,
where a- assumes the role of a general 1st person marker also used for exclusive
forms:

(18) Limbu Personal Pronouns (van Driem 1987:25,28)

sg du pl
1ex a-n-ga a-n-si-ge a-n-i-ge
1in – a-n-si a-n-i
2 khE-n-EP khE-n-si khE-n-i
3 khu-n-EP khu-n-si

This is captured by the generalization rule rule in (19), which reduces the
morpheme entry of a- to bare [+1]:

(19) [Abs][+2][–sg]→ Ø / [D]
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4. Learning

The formalism developed here lends itself to an easy learning algorithm which
combines the learning of segmentation and “meaning”, i.e. the assignment of
morphosyntactic features to morphemes. The algorithm takes a paradigm with
affix strings and morphosyntactic annotation for each affix cell as its input.
It successively removes parts of the ‘affix strings’ (i.e. strings of prefixes or
suffixes stripped from their stems) from the paradigm, adding corresponding
morphemes and generalization rules to the grammar until all cells contain
empty strings. The basic procedure is shown in (20):

(20) Basic Segmentation

1. Compute the set of Potential Morphemes SPM for all free forms in the
paradigm
and choose the Optimal Potential Morpheme OPM from SPM

2. Add OPM to the morpheme inventory of the grammar and
remove all instances of OPM from the paradigm

3. Recompute optimal potential morphemes for the free forms homonymous
to OPM from the reduced paradigm

4. Add generalization rules for all PMs resulting from 3. to the grammar,
and remove all instances of these PMs from the paradigm

Basic Segmentation is iteratively applied to a given paradigm until all paradigm
cells are empty (contain only Ø-affix strings). Steps 1 and 2 in (20) compute
a morpheme entry for the potential morpheme with the “best paradigmatic
coverage” in the paradigm (see below for a discussion of the evaluation metrics).
Steps 3 and 4 add generalization rules for the remaining cells in the paradigm
where the marker computed in the first two steps is found. The free forms of a
paradigm are the (types of) prefix or suffix strings which occur in isolation
(without other affixal material) in paradigmatic cells. For Ainu the relevant free
forms are shown in (21):

(21) Free Forms in Ainu
en-, ecien-, un-, eciun-, ku-, ci-, e-, -as

Potential morphemes are obtained by computing all possible intersections of the
morphosyntactic annotations for cells containing specific free forms F and cells
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with affix strings containing F and retaining only feature specifications which
establish a Pertsova field (i.e. a set of paradigm cells S such that all paradigm
cells matched by the feature specification are in S and contain affix strings which
start or end with F). Thus intersecting the features of the 2sg:1sg cell (with the
free form en- and the annotation [Nom+2–pl][Acc+1–pl]) and the 2pl:1sg cells
(with the string ecien containing en and the annotation [Nom+2+pl][Acc+1–pl])
results in the potential morpheme [Nom+2][Acc+1–pl] since this combination
of feature structures establishes a Pertsova Field for the cells from which the
entry is computed.
In the following, I will show how iterative application of (20) derives the

correct segmentation and feature assignment for the Ainu paradigm. This is an
especially interesting case since instances of eci- in Ainu could potentially be
segmented differently into independently occurring e- and ci-. (22) shows for
every free form in Ainu a selection of PMs (step 1 of (20)). Note that I omit
some of the PMS which subsume other PMs and have no chance of becoming
optimal, and disregard -as, ecien-, and eciun- because these occur only once
in the paradigm (whether viewed in isolation or as substrings of other affix
strings):
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(22) Potential Morphemes in Ainu

Free
Forms

Potential
Morphemes Range Cardinality

[Nom+2] [Acc+1–pl] 2sg:1sg, 2pl:1sg 2
[Nom+3] [Acc+1–pl] 3sg:1sg, 3pl:1sg 2

en- [Nom–1–pl] [Acc+1–pl] 2sg:1sg, 3sg:1sg 2
[Nom–1+pl] [Acc+1–pl] 2sg:1sg, 3sg:1sg 2

([Nom–1]) [Acc+1–pl] 2sg:1sg,2pl:1sg,
3sg:1sg, 3pl:1sg 4

[Nom+2] [Acc+1+pl] 2sg:1pl, 2pl:1pl 2
[Nom+3] [Acc+1+pl] 3sg:1pl, 3pl:1pl 2

un- [Nom–1–pl] [Acc+1+pl] 2sg:1pl, 3sg:1pl 2
[Nom–1+pl] [Acc+1+pl] 2sg:1pl, 3sg:1pl 2

([Nom–1]) [Acc+1+pl] 2sg:1pl,2pl:1pl,
3sg:1pl, 3pl:1pl 4

ku- [Nom–1–pl] [Acc+3] 1sg:3sg,1sg:3pl 2
ci- [Nom–1+pl] [Acc+3] 1pl:3sg,1pl:3pl 2

[+1–pl] [+2] 1sg:2sg, 1sg:2pl 2
[+1+pl] [+2] 1pl:2sg, 1pl:2pl 2
[+1] [+2–pl] 1pl:2sg, 1sg:2sg 2
[+1] [+2+pl] 1pl:2pl, 1sg:2pl 2

[+1] [+2] 1sg:2sg,1sg:2pl,
1pl:2sg, 1pl:2pl 4

eci- [+2 +pl]
2pl,2pl:1sg,2pl:1pl,
2pl:3sg,2pl:3pl
1sg:2pl,1pl:2pl,
3sg:2pl,3pl:2pl

9

[+2 +pl] [+1] 2pl:1sg,2pl:1pl 2
[+2 +pl] [+3] 2pl:3sg,2pl:3pl 2

[+2 +pl] [–2] 2pl:1sg,2pl:1pl,
2pl:3sg,2pl:3pl 4

[Nom +2 –pl] [Acc +3] 2sg:3sg, 2sg:3pl 2

[Nom +3] [Acc +2] 3sg:2sg,3sg:2pl,
3pl:2s, 3pl:2pl 4

e- [Acc +2]
1sg:2sg,1sg:2pl,
1pl:2s, 1pl:2pl,
3sg:2sg,3sg:2pl,
3pl:2s, 3pl:2pl

8

[+2] [+3]
2sg:3sg,2pl:3sg,
2s:3pl, 2pl:3pl
3sg:2sg,3sg:2pl,
3pl:2s, 3pl:2pl

8
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The optimal potential morpheme from a list of PMs (step 2 of (20)) is chosen
by the following criteria (ranked in this order):

(23) Selection of the Optimal Potential Morpheme

Choose the PM with . . .
1. . . . the maximal paradigmatic range

(covering the maximal number of paradigmatic cells)
2. . . . the minimal recall

(instances of the free form in the paradigm not covered by the PM)
3. . . . the minimal number of feature structures
4. . . . the biggest number of segments

(If a number of PMs are optimal for all criteria,
choose one of them randomly)

From the list in (22), eci:[+2+pl] is chosen as OPM since it has the maximal
range, and themaximal range criterion outranks all other criteria. Consequently,
this entry and the generalization rule in (3-a) are added to the grammar and
all instances of eci corresponding to this morpheme are removed from the
paradigm (step 2 of (20)) resulting in the paradigm in (24):

(24) Ainu Paradigm with all Instances of eci:[+2+pl] Removed

1sg 1pl 2sg 2pl 3sg 3pl –
1sg eci- Ø- ku- ku- ku-
1pl eci- Ø- ci- ci- -as
2sg en- un- e- e- e-
2pl en- un- Ø- Ø- Ø-
3sg en- un- e- Ø- Ø- Ø- Ø-
3pl en- un- e- Ø- Ø- Ø- Ø-

By step 3 of (20) we are now searching additional OPMs for the free form eci-.
We get the entry in (25):

(25) eci-:[Nom +1][Acc +2 –pl]

Crucially, (25) is not added as a morpheme to the grammar. Instead the
grammar is extended by the generalization rule in (3-a) repeated in (26) which
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transforms eci:[+2–pl] into a minimally less specific feature structure in the
context corresponding to the morpheme specification of (25):

(26) [+pl]→ Ø / [Nom+1][Acc+2–pl]

By step 4 of (20) all instances of (25) are also removed from the paradigm
resulting in the paradigm in (27):

(27) Ainu Paradigm with all Instances of eci Removed

1sg 1pl 2sg 2pl 3sg 3pl –
1sg Ø- Ø- ku- ku- ku-
1pl Ø- Ø- ci- ci- -as
2sg en- un- e- e- e-
2pl en- un- Ø- Ø- Ø-
3sg en- un- e- Ø- Ø- Ø- Ø-
3pl en- un- e- Ø- Ø- Ø- Ø-

Now, we have run through one iteration of Basic Segmentation and since the
paradigm is still non-empty, the procedure in (20) is repeated. Because only
possible morphemes which have the maximal paradigmatic range for the free
form they contain have the chance to get OPM status, I will in the following
only consider this subset of possible morphemes. At this point, en-, un-, and e-
have all the same (maximal cardinality), but un- and en- fare better for the
recall criterion (there are no cells containing un- or en- which are not covered
by the relative potential morphemes, but there are cells containing initial e- not
covered by the potential morpheme for e-, namely all cells containing en-),
the minimal feature structure criterion (the PM for e- contains 2, the PM for
en- and un- contain only one feature structure), and the number-of-segments
criterion. On the other hand, en- and un- fare equally well for all criteria (23),
so the algorithm has to choose one of them by chance. However, the choice of
OPM in this case is irrelevant because the affix strings for both PMs never
overlap, and so we may either assume that en- gets the OPM in the 2nd iteration
of Basic Segmentation, and un- in the 3rd iteration, or that the opposite order
applies, without any consequences for the resulting analysis.
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(28) Ainu PotentialMorphemes withMaximal Paradigmatic Range (2nd
Cycle)

Free
Form

Potential
Morphemes Range Cardinality

en- ([Nom –1]) [Acc +1–pl] 2sg:1sg,2pl:1sg,
3sg:1sg,3pl:1sg 4

un- ([Nom–1]) [Acc+1+pl] 2sg:1pl,2pl:1pl,
3sg:1pl,3pl:1pl 4

e- [+3][+2–pl] 3sg:2sg,3pl:2sg,
2sg:3sg,2sg:3pl 4

eci- [Nom–1–pl] [Acc+3] 1sg:2sg,1pl:2sg 2
ku- [Nom–1–pl] [Acc+3] 1sg:3sg,1sg:3pl 2
ci- [Nom–1+pl] [Acc+3] 1pl:3sg,1pl:3pl 2
-as [Nom+1+pl +intr] 1pl 1

Hence the fourth iteration of Basic Segmentation faces the paradigm in (29)
which does not leave much analytic choice:

(29) Ainu Paradigm with all Instances of en- and un- Removed

1sg 1pl 2sg 2pl 3sg 3pl –
1sg Ø- Ø- ku- ku- ku-
1pl Ø- Ø- ci- ci- -as
2sg Ø- Ø- e- e- e-
2pl Ø- Ø- Ø- Ø- Ø-
3sg Ø- Ø- e- Ø- Ø- Ø- Ø-
3pl Ø- Ø- e- Ø- Ø- Ø- Ø-

Consequently in the following iterations, all remaining affix strings are simply
assigned the PMs listed in (28), flanked by the additional generalization rule in
(30), which extends ku and e- to intransitive forms:

(30) [(Acc) +3]→ Ø / [+intr –pl]

At this point, the algorithm terminates because all paradigm cells are empty.
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Intersecting Multiargument Feature Specifications

Sebastian Bank & Daniela Henze*

Abstract
Multiargument agreement poses a problem for the algorithmic learning of
inflection: While the invariant morphosyntactic features of a marker can often
be computed by intersecting the features of the agreed-with head from all of the
markers’ occurrences, this technique fails to capture the invariants that are at
hand wherever markers agree with varying or even multiple heads. We thus
provide an inventory of possible types of morphosyntactic feature specifications
that allows to capture all feature invariants to be found in transitive agreement.
As we define the intersection operation and subset relations for them, they can
be employed in any learning algorithm by means of simple set semantics.

1. Introduction

Algorithmic models of learning inflectional systems essentially extract form-
meaning-mappings (markers, lexemes) from a given pool of training data.
The training data contain full word forms or sentences paired with their
particular meaning and the learning algorithm identifies invariant form-
meaning correspondences. If some formal invariant always corresponds to the
meaning components of one specific head (e.g. a sound sequence/affix always
occurring when the subject has a certain person value), its meaning can be
captured by determining the invariance in that single head and recording it
together with some information that identifies the head (a case feature). As the
meaning of say an agreement head is typically represented by an unstructured
set of morphosyntactic features, the invariant meaning for different occurrences
of that head can be computed by simply intersecting the corresponding feature
sets (e.g. Pertsova 2007). However, in systems of multi-argument agreement,
markers inflect for varying or perhaps even multiple heads: For instance,
markers may have an ‘absolutive’ alignment/case (e.g. occur with first person

*The research documented here belongs to the DFG projectMicro- and Macro-variation:
Hierarchy Effects in Kiranti and Broader Algic (TR 521-3). For the thought provoking discussion
leading to this paper, we thank Corinna Handschuh.
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intransitive subjects and transitive objects), neutral alignment (occur if any
argument is plural), or exhbit some portmanteau-like distribution (first person
subject when the object is plural). In learning algorithms using the sketched
meaning calculation technique (single head feature intersection plus case
features), this sort of meaning invariance cannot be recognized. As we show in
section 2, it is not only inadequate to handle such cases with a more complex
case feature system (one cannot avoid to adapt the learner), but it also fails to
capture the full set of feature invariants that are logically possible.

To lift these restrictions, we give a different solution where the information,
to which head(s) given features actually refer is represented by an independent,
higher-level component that supports plain set operations: an inventory of
feature specifications. In section 3 we formally define the range of possible feature
specifications that can be built upon intransitives and (mono-)transitives and
provide the rules for intersecting and subset testing them. A learning algorithm
can build and intersect the feature specifications for all transitive and intransitive
occurrences of a marker (or a marker candidate) and thereby compute the most
specific invariant, that can be formulated by the presence of feature values from
its occurrences. By the subset relation, all possible generalized variants of this
maximal specification can then be retrieved. Furthermore, this relation allows
to arrange feature specifications into implicational hierarchies of informativity.

2. Learning Inflection

On an abstract level, an inflection learning algorithm (or ‘learner’) is a function
which is given a set of form-meaning pairs (the input, or ‘text’) from which
it produces a set of ‘markers’ or ‘lexemes’ (a lexicon) that provides enough
information (for a grammar) to identify the right form given the meaning
and the right meaning given the form of any item in the input. As non-trivial
learners generate lexicons that contain less items than the original input, their
effort lies in detecting correspondences between form and meaning properties
that apply to multiple input items (generalizations). The challenge hence
lies in mapping formal invariants (phonemic features) to meaning invariants
(morphosyntactic features) and vice versa. Departures from plain one-to-one
correspondences like synonymy (free variation) and particularly homonymy
(syncretism) complicate this task. In the following, we will confine ourselves
to the meaning side and exemplify, how to generalize a single meaning from
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different occurrences of a form and show what problems arise with multi-
argument agreement. Hence, we can safely ignore the interdependence with
the identification of unique forms (e.g. segmenting phoneme sequences into
affix strings or identifying prosodic invariances like umlaut) for the moment
and leave this problem to concrete algorithms.

2.1. The Meaning of a Marker

A small fragment of the English pronoun paradigm serves as a simple example:

(1) Determining the invariant meaning of a syncretic marker by intersection
a.

sg pl
1 I we
2 you you

b. form occurrences invariance
I [1,sg] [1,sg]
we [1,pl] [1,pl]
you [2,sg],[2,pl] [2]

The paradigm in (1a) contains the four distinct form-meaning pairs representing
the input (I-1sg, we-1pl, you-2sg, you-2pl), while the table in (1b) records the
meanings associated with all occurrences for each of the three distinct forms.
The last column with the invariant meaning of the markers is computed by
intersecting the feature sets from their occurrences. In the case of I and we
there is exactly one occurrence, so the (trivial) ‘invariance’ is identical to the
meaning of that single occurrence. In case of the syncretic you the intersection
of [2,sg] and [2,pl] yields the underspecified meaning [2] for the marker. This
meaning is both necessary and sufficient for this form in the current paradigm:

(2) a. you→ [2] b. you← [2]

All instances of you have a second person meaning (2a), and it is the only
marker, that is second person, so every time there is a second person feature
in the meaning, the form you occurs (2b). As all computed meanings are
necessary and sufficient (↔) for their form, the result (3) is a valid lexicon for
the given data (i.e. it allows to derive all forms from their meaning and vice
versa).

(3) a. I↔ [1,sg] b. we↔ [1,pl] c. you↔ [2]
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To quickly examine the impact of different syncretism types on the intersected
meaning and the relation between the calculated meaning and the occurrence
of the form, we next look at two abstract examples naming the forms A to G:

(4) Different marker distributions and their invar. meaning by intersection
a. (i) sg pl

1 A D
2 B D
3 C C

(ii) sg pl
1 E F
2 E G
3 G G

b. form occurrences invariance relation
A [+1,+sg] [+1,+sg] =
B [+2,+sg] [+2,+sg] =
C [+3,+sg],[+3,+pl] [+3] ↔
D [+1,+pl],[+2,+pl] [−3,+pl] ↔
E [+1,+sg],[+2,+sg] [−3,+sg] ↔
F [+1,+pl] [+1,+pl] =
G [+2,+pl],[+3,+sg],[+3,+pl] [−1] →

For the non-sycretic markers A, B and G, the ‘calculated’ meaning is again
identical to the meaning of their single occurrence (=).1 For the syncretic
markers with a ‘rectangular’ distribution (C, D and E), the intersected meaning
is both necessary and sufficient (↔) for their occurrence: As the syncretism
field of C spans over all number values, it is captured by the calculated full
neutralization/underspecification of number, while for D and E negative feature
values, feature decomposition or other means of expressing partial information
(non-third person) have to be employed. For the remaining, default-like
distributions like the ‘L-shaped’ one of G, the intersection only yields their
necessary but not sufficient features (→): Every occurrence of G is second or
third person (5a), but in the non-first person there is also marker E (5b), so an
implication from non-first-person to G (5c) does not hold (is not true for all
cases):

(5) a. G→ [−1] b. E ∨ G← [−1] c. G↚ [−1]

1Note that such trivial invariance is both necessary and sufficient by definition.
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To derive the right forms from the calculated meaning of this marker, it thus
has to be ensured that only E and not G ends up as the form for the second
person singular case (where in principle both their meanings match). So the
component (the grammar) that picks the matching marker entry from the
lexicon for a given form or meaning needs to be adapted/explicated: It may
adhere to some provided (extrinsic) precedence ordering (e.g. E blocks G),
and/or resolve the competition between multiple matching marker entries
by their (intrinsic) properties (like e.g. the subset principle does). With such
adjustments, the information computed in (4b) again ends up as valid lexicon
for the given data.

2.2. Multiargument Agreement

So far, we silently assumed that all forms in the input covary with the properties
(morphosyntactic features) of the same single syntactic head. Hence in the
training data, there was no need to explicitly specify which head was exactly
meant (e.g. subject or object) – the task for the leaning algorithm was to
solely determine meaning invariance within that single head. With transitive
agreement though – markers possibly agree with different or even multiple
heads –, the input items need to specify which head has which features for
each form. We will try to use the common case features S (intransitive subject),
A (transitive subject), and P (transitive object) to represent this information
within the feature sets. Consider the following abstract intransitive (6a) and
transitive (6b) paradigm parts (subjects features notated in the rows, object
features in the columns) with the markers A to F:

(6) a. S
1 A
2 B
3 C

b. A→P 1 2 3
1 A B EF
2 AB B BDF
3 AC BCD CF

The meaning associated with the single occurrence of the only non-syncretic
form E (and its identical invariant) is represented as follows:

(7) form occurrences invariance
E [A,+1][P,+3] [A,+1][P,+3]
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Note that this notates E as a true portmanteaumarker specifying a person feature
value for both transitive subject and object: The specification [A,+1][P,+3]
represents a logical conjunction of the statements ‘the transitive subject is
first person’ and ‘the object is third person’.2 The invariant meaning for the
transitive-only marker F, may be calculated by separately intersecting the
subjects’ and the object features found in all its occurrences:

(8) form occurrences invariance
F [A,+1][P,+3], [A,+2][P,+3], [A,+3][P,+3] [A][P,+3]

As the marker’s occurrence is not sensitive to the subject’s features, the invariant
meaning doesn’t specify any substantial features (is underspecified) for the
subject: The transitive subject case feature [A] in the result doesn’t refer to any
(person) feature and should thus rather be ignored. The result represents the
statement that the transitive object is third person, which is both necessary and
sufficient for F.

The remaining markers all exhibit distributions, where the invariant features
span over different heads. To recognize such generalizations via intersections
we need to both adapt the case feature system and the intersection of multi-head
feature structures: Additional case features or a feature decomposition must
account for all possible combinations/alignments of cases (SA, SP, AP, SAP)
and the intersection needs to consider the different possible ways of combining
feature specifications withmultiple heads.3 For example for amarker that occurs
in the two cases represented by (9a), to retain both invariant features (first
person ‘nominative’ and singular ‘absolutive’), the case features are extended by
the highlighted combined features in (9b) and then the results of both ways of
intersecting the intransitive (9b-i) with one of the transitive heads from (9b-ii)
are combined (by logical conjunction) to form (9c):

(9) a. (i) [S,+1,+sg] (ii) [A,+1,+pl][P,+3,+sg]
b. (i) [S,SA,SP,+1,+sg] (ii) [A,SA,+1,+pl][P,SP,+3,+sg]
c. [SA,+1][SP,+sg]

2Models with a more restricted format for notating the meaning of a marker might translate
such an invariant to a specification using a contextual restriction (e.g. either ‘first person
transitive subject in the context of second person object’ or the other way around) or also
completely avoid specifying more than one heads’ features by using independent machinery like
blocking rules or impoverishment to implement such distributions.
3Note that we leave out some of the combined case features in the following for readability.
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It may be worth to point out, that such additions that allow to recognize markers
of all possible case alignments may technically not be necessary in systems with
single-argument agreement: If all markers obey one fixed alignment for the
language, this can be implemented by initially having the right combined case
features on the syntactic side. Yet, in systems with multi-argument agreement,
we typically face markers of different alignment types, so this complexity
demands for additional machinery to find all invariant features.
Coming back to the remaining markers from (6), the introduced changes

to the case features and the intersection operation for the learner suffice to
calculate the invariant features, that are both necessary and sufficient for the
occurrence of the absolutive first person marker A:

(10) form occurrences invariance
A [S,SA,SP,+1], [A,SA,+1][P,SP,+1],

[A,SA,+2][P,SP,+1], [A,SA,+3][P,SP,+1]
[SA][SP,+1]

Marker A occurs if and only if the intransitive subject or transitive object (SP)
is first person. The nominative (SA) third person distribution of marker C is
fully captured as well:

(11) form occurrences invariance
C [S,SA,SP,+3], [A,SA,+3][P,SP,+1],

[A,SA,+3][P,SP,+2], [A,SA,+3][P,SP,+3]
[SA,+3][SP]

Marker B exhibits the distribution of a marker, that is underspecified for case
(or has a neutral alignment): It occurs as soon as any argument is second
person. This is another type of invariant that spans over different heads. To
capture it, it is again crucial to intersect each head of a specification with each
head of the other specifications that it is intersected with.

(12) form occurrences invariance
B [S,SA,SP,+2], [A,SA,+1][P,SP,+2],

[A,SA,+2][P,SP,+1], [A,SA,+2][P,SP,+2]
[A,SA,+2][P,SP,+3], [A,SA,+3][P,SP,+2]

[+2][]

While this delivers the necessary and sufficient invariants for the kinds of
markers we have shown so far, it also has to be considered quite inadequate:
The different nature of the case features on the one and the substantial features
on the other side is not accounted for in the representation, but rather results
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in additional complications (e.g. to ignore feature sets that solely consist of case
features). From a logical point of view, the case features implement higher grade
meta information on the substantial features, as the case determines the scope
to which the substantial information applies (to which head(s)). Furthermore,
it is undesirable for learning algorithms to employ a special new intersection
technique for feature specifications from transitive agreement (the need to
intersect all possible combinations). So these specifics needed to account
for multi-argument agreement are better factored out into an independent
component, that provides the same simple set-like interface that learning
algorithms use for cases with a single head only.
Ultimately, the sketched system fails to fully capture the distribution of

markers like D. Being a ‘symmetric’ portmanteau, D occurs in transitives where
one argument is second and the other is third person:

(13) form occurrences invariance
D [A,+3][P,+2], [A,+2][P,+3] [+3][+2]

For markers with such distributions the necessary and sufficient invariant is,
that one (transitive) head has one property and the non-identical remaining
head has another one. The crucial point is, that there is no occurrence, where
both properties are found on the same head, which of course can be the case, if
the properties are compatible – e.g. a person and a number feature or negative
feature values. The representation in (13) doesn’t capture the non-identity
requirement of the two heads: Following the intersection operation used so far,
intersecting [+2][+3] with [+3,+2] would yield [+2][+3] again (i.e. [+2][+3] is a
subset of/implied by [+3,+2] in this notation). Without case features, there is
hence no semantic difference between a two-head feature specification ([x][y])
and a single-head specification with the features of both ([x,y]) in the current
notation. To disambiguate these cases, the system would need to be further
extended to notate (non-)identity of heads and the intersection operation again
needed to be adapted to that. The notations we develop in the next section will
account for all this while providing the same clean interface for all cases.

3. Feature Specifications for Multiargument Agreement

The specifications we define serve to capture all possible invariants to be found
in the feature values for intransitives and monotransitives. They basically
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state the presence of features values in the three heads under consideration:
intransitive subject (S), transitive subject (A), and transitive object (P). While
feature values represent true statement on the properties of a head (14a) and
feature sets refer to logical conjunctions of the included statements (14b), feature
specifications represent statements on the scope of such statements (14c).

(14) Feature values, sets and specifications with their equivalent statements
a. +1 = The head is first person.−du = The head has non-dual number.
b. [+1,−du] = The head is first person and has non-dual number.
c. SA[+1,−du] = For the intransitive or transitive subject it is true that

it is first person and has non-dual number.

A learner can build a specification for every single occurrence of a form and then
intersect these. The resulting specification (or specification set) then represents
the feature properties, that are true for all occurrences of the form – its necessary
condition. By the provided semantics for the implication relation, it can easily
be determined, if the result is also sufficient or if additional information is
needed to derive all forms from the calculated meaning. The implication can
furthermore be used to choose among different generalized but still necessary
meanings.

As the specifications determine the scope of given (substantial) feature values,
we define them as functions taking (none, one, or two) non-empty sets of
feature values as arguments. The single specification without an argument is
the trivial case of an empty specification:

(15) Empty()⇔ [ ]∅
This is the empty specification.

Specifications that take one argument are monopersonal. They express that
the given features are always present on one specific head (S, A, P), across a
specific group of two heads (SA, SP, AP), or on any of the three heads (SAP).
Specifications with two arguments are bipersonal. As they simultaneously
postulate the presence of features for two distinct heads, they can’t be found in
intransitives. They serve to represent the full specification of transitives and
may also be used to describe the meaning of all kinds of portmanteau markers.
This gives the basic distinctions for a simple type hierarchy of the different
kinds of specifications we will define:
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(16) Specifications Empty

monopersonal Any (SAP)
group Nominative (SA)

Absolutive (SP)
Biargumentive (AP)

single Intransitive (S)
Ergative (A)

Accusative (P)
bipersonal MirrorPortmanteau

Transitive
SpecSet

All instances of specifications support the basic operation of intersection
(∩) yielding the logically strongest specification the intersected items have in
common – or the empty specification in case they have nothing in common:

(17) a. Intransitive([+1]) ∩ Ergative([+1]) = Nominative([+1])
b. Nominative([+3,−pl]) ∩ Accusative([+3,+pl]) = Any([+3])
c. Intransitive([+2]) ∩ Transitive([+3],[+2]) = Absolutive([+2])
d. Transitive([+2,+pl],[+3,+pl]) ∩ Any([+1,−pl]) = Empty()

The intersection – as well as the strength comparison – is based on an im-
plication (or subset) relation (→) between specifications. Together with the
intersection of the feature sets given as function arguments, this defines the
computations in (17). By the implication relation, specifications are arranged
into a partial order. This allows for equivalence checking (two way implication),
checking if a marker is to be inserted in a given environment (implication from
environment to marker specification), and finally to construct hierarchies of
possible generalizations of the meaning for a marker:

(18) a. MirrorPortmanteau([+1],[+pl])↔MirrorPortmanteau([+pl],[+1])
b. Transitive([+1],[+3])→ Nominative([+1])
c. Ergative([+pl])→ Nominative([+pl]), Biargumentive([+pl])→ Any([+pl])
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Furthermore, if multiple markers compete for insertion, this comparison may
contribute to determining the specificity relations between them – e.g. instead
of defining arbitrary specificities for case features. In (18c) for instance, the first
specification is the most specific one – it implies both specifications on the
second line, which both imply the most generic last one.

3.1. Monopersonal Specifications

The strongest specifications referring to a single argument simply state, that the
given features are found on a single out of the three possible heads:

(19) a. Intransitive(x)⇔ [. . . ]S
The intransitive subject has the feature(s) x.

b. Ergative(x)⇔ [. . . ]A
The transitive subject has the feature(s) x.

c. Accusative(x)⇔ [. . . ]P
The transitive object has the feature(s) x.

The next subtype consists of the three possibilities to form a less specific
combined case out of two of them:

(20) a. Nominative(x)⇔ [. . . ]SA
The intransitive subject or transitive subject has the feature(s) x.

b. Absolutive(x)⇔ [. . . ]SP
The intransitive subject or transitive object has the feature(s) x.

c. Biargumentive(x)⇔ [. . . ]AP
The transitive subject or transitive object has the feature(s) x.

The weakest monopersonal specification finally states, that the features are
found on any of the three heads:

(21) Any(x)⇔ [. . . ]SAP
There is an argument that has the feature(s) x.

Because (20) and (21) are built by combining the cases from (19) and the empty
specification is implied by all specifications, it is easy to identify the exact
implication relations between the specification types hitherto defined. Their
rules of intersection can then be briefly described with a graph showing these
implications: If two specifications from (22) are intersected, the resulting
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specification type is the nearest one, that can be reached by going down from
both (summing the steps). The feature values result from plain intersection.

(22)

Empty()

Any(x)

Nominative(x) Biargumentive(x) Absolutive(x)

Ergative(x) Intransitive(x) Accusative(x)

If both specifications have the same type, the resulting type trivially doesn’t
change – it’s the nearest one, e.g. (23a). If one of them is (directly or indirectly)
implied by the other one, the resulting type is of the implied, less specific one
(23b).4 All remaining cases are combinations of nodes from one of the two
uppermost ‘tiers’ in (22).

(23) a. Ergative([+1,+pl]) ∩ Ergative([+pl]) = Ergative([+pl])
b. Intransitive([+2]) ∩ Any([+2,−pl]) = Any([+2])
c. Ergative([+pl]) ∩ Intransitive([+3,+pl]) = Nominative([+pl])
d. Nominative([+3,−pl]) ∩ Accusative([+3,−pl]) = Any([+3,−pl])

By these relations, intersecting Ergative(x) with Accusative(x) yields Biargu-
mentive(x), because it is the only one directly reachable from both. If this
specification type is removed from (22), the nearest crossing point defining the
result would be Any(x) instead.

3.2. Bipersonal Specifications

For monotransitives, there are two possible ways to specify feature invariants
for both heads at once: Either it is fully specified, to which argument the two
feature sets belong, or it is left undetermined for both.5 The former is captured

4In fact, the behaviour of identical and indirectly implied items relate to the reflexivity and the
transitivity of the implication relation.
5A specification system accounting for ditransitives also needed to define the three possibilities

of only specifying the exact head for one feature set in tripersonal specifications and furthermore
additional bipersonal specifications for the possible groupings of three heads.
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by a logical conjunction of an Ergative(x) and an Accusative(x) specification
whose arguments are referring to different heads:

(24) Transitive(x,y)⇔ [[. . . ][. . . ]]A≢P
The transitive subject has the feature(s) x
and the transitive object has the feature(s) y.

The latter then is a conjunction of two Any(x) or rather Biargumentive(x)
specifications for distinct heads:

(25) MirrorPortmanteau(x,y)⇔ [[. . . ][. . . ]]AP≢AP
There is an argument that has the feature(s) x
and there is a different argument that has the feature(s) y.

Thus, the order of the two arguments is significant for Transitive(x,y), while it is
insignificant by definition for MirrorPortmanteau(x,y) – as already stated in
(18a). As both bipersonal specifications contain two monopersonal specifi-
cations and (24) is clearly a more specific version of (25), their implication
relations are as follows:

(26) Transitive(x,y)

MirrorPortmanteau(x,y)

Ergative(x) Accusative(y)

Biargumentive(x) Biargumentive(y)

This already suggests, how the intersection of a bipersonal and a monopersonal
(or empty) specificationM is to be computed: M is intersected with the included
specifications for both arguments and then both results must be combined,
which we will notate as union (∪):
(27) a. Transitive(x,y) ∩M(z) ∶=

(Ergative(x) ∩M(z)) ∪ (Accusative(y ∩M(z))
b. MirrorPortmanteau(x,y) ∩M(z) ∶=

(Biargumentive(x) ∩M(z)) ∪ (Biargumentive(y) ∩M(z))

The union is needed to retain the feature invariants from both heads at once:

(28) a. Transitive([+1,+pl],[+3,−pl]) ∩ Absolutive([+1,−pl]) =
Any([+1]) ∪ Absolutive([−pl])
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b. Transitive([+1,+pl],[+3,−pl]) ∩ Intransitive([+1,−pl]) =
Nominative([+1]) ∪ Absolutive([−pl])

Furthermore this allows to unambiguously state all possible underspecified
assignments of multiple feature values onto the given heads – same head,
different heads, and finally same or different head:

(29) Any([+2,+pl]) ∩MirrorPortmanteau([+2],[+pl]) =
Any([+2]) ∪ Any([+pl])

The intersection of two bipersonal specifications is again computed by the
union of two possible ways to combine them (straight and crossed). The result
only contains another bipersonal specification, if (either way) both arguments
have a common subset at the same time.

(30) a. Transitive(x1,y1) ∩ Transitive(x2,y2) ∶=
Straight(x1∩x2,y1∩y2) ∪ Crossed(x1∩y2,y1∩x2)

b. MirrorPortmanteau(x1,y1) ∩ Bipersonal(x2,y2) ∶=
Crossed(x1∩x2,y1∩y2) ∪ Crossed(x1∩y2,y1∩x2)

c. Straight(x,y) ∶=
Transitive(x,y) if x ≠ ∅ and y ≠ ∅
Ergative(x) if x ≠ ∅ and y = ∅
Accusative(y) if x = ∅ and y ≠ ∅
Empty() if x = ∅ and y = ∅

d. Crossed(a,b) ∶=
MirrorPortmanteau(a,b) if a ≠ ∅ and b ≠ ∅
Biargumentive(a) if a ≠ ∅ and b = ∅
Biargumentive(b) if a = ∅ and b ≠ ∅
Empty() if a = ∅ and b = ∅

Due to the implication from Transitive(x,y) to MirrorPortmanteau(x,y), the
intersection can only yield the former specification type if all intersected items
are of this logically stronger type.

(31) a. Transitive([+3,+sg],[+2,+pl]) ∩ Transitive([+3,+pl],[+1,+pl]) =
Transitive([+3],[+pl])

b. Transitive([+sg],[+pl]) ∩MirrorPortmanteau([+1,+sg],[+2,+pl]) =
MirrorPortmanteau([+sg],[+pl])
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c. Transitive([+1,+du],[+3,+pl]) ∩ Transitive([+2,+pl],[+1,+pl]) =
MirrorPortmanteau([+1],[+pl]) ∪ Accusative([+pl])

The rules for implications between bipersonal specifications are already implic-
itly defined by their intersection instructions: A Transitive(x,y) specification
implies another one if both matched argument pairs are in the subset (or impli-
cation) relation, while a MirrorPortmanteau(x,y) is also implied by another
bipersonal specification if the intersection holds with crossed arguments:

(32) a. Transitive(x1,y1)→ Transitive(x2,y2) iif
x1 → x2 and y1 → y2

b. Bipersonal(x1,y1)→MirrorPortmanteau(x2,y2) iif
(x1 → x2 and y1 → y2) or (x1 → y2 and y1 → x2)

As mentioned earlier, the mirror (or symmetric) portmanteau specification
is restricted to the cases, where it is undecidable, which head the given features
exactly refer to. Thus, a specification like (33) with a common non-empty subset
of the two feature sets is not well-formed – the common subset mandatory
refers exactly to the transitive subject and object. In such cases, the common
subset has to be ‘factored out’ into a separate (more specific) Transitive(x,y)
specification, or some implication relations may not be recognized:

(33) *MirrorPortmanteau([+3,+pl],[+3])⇔
Transitive([+3],[+3]) ∪ Biargumentive([+3,+pl])

Similarly, symmetric portmanteaus whose two arguments could not refer
to a single head simply because they are incompatible can’t differ from the
combination of two Biargumentive(x) specifications and have to be converted
to represent this logically weaker status:

(34) *MirrorPortmanteau([−pl],[+pl])⇔
Biargumentive([−pl]) ∪ Biargumentive([+pl])

The same finally holds for symmetric portmanteau specifications with two
feature sets, that are compatible but only, because all values are non-orthogonal
and thus compatible by definition (e.g. negative features of a single category):

(35) *MirrorPortmanteau([−1],[−3])⇔
Biargumentive([−1]) ∪ Biargumentive([−3])
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With these special cases in mind – they ultimately depend on definitions
in the concrete feature system used – all implicational relations between
specifications are defined. This can be used to create redundancy-free sets of
feature specifications.

3.3. Specification Sets

As seen in the last section, any intersection with a bipersonal specification
yields a set of specifications which retains feature invariants for both heads. So
far, this has been represented by the union operator. The implication relation
allows us to define a potentially more compact representation of such unions:

(36) SpecSet(. . . )⇔ {. . . }⇆̸⇐ Spec1 ∪ Spec2 . . .∪ Specn
Set of logically conjuncted pairwise non-implying specifications

The environments (or the set of paradigm cells) matched by a SpecSet() is the
environment matched by all of its members (the intersection of their cell sets).
A SpecSet() without members is equivalent to the Empty() specification, and a
single specification is equivalent to a singleton SpecSet() with this specification
as its only member. Being pairwise non-implying removes all redundancy – the
sets are reduced to the logically independent minimum:

(37) Transitive([+1,+sg],[+3,+pl]) ∩ Transitive([+1,+sg],[+3,+sg]) =
Transitive([+1,+sg],[+3]) ∪ Biargumentive([+sg]) =
SpecSet(Transitive([+1,+sg],[+3]))

Furthermore, we can straightforwardly perform intersection and implication
checking with more than two specifications by defining them on SpecSets:

(38) a. SpecSet(a1,a2,. . . ,an) ∩ SpecSet(b1,b2,. . . ,bm) ∶=
SpecSet(a1∩b1,a1∩b2,. . . ,a1∩bm,a2∩b1,a2∩b2,. . . ,an∩bm)

b. SpecSet(a1,a2,. . . ,an)→ SpecSet(b1,b2,. . . ,bm) iif
for every b ∈ b1,b2,. . . ,bm there is an a ∈ a1,a2,. . . ,an such that a→ b

As by (38a) sets of specifications are intersected by a union of the intersections
of all possible combinations of pairs (the Cartesian product), the Transitive(x,y)
specification can now also be expressed by an equivalent SpecSet containing
both included monopersonal specifications:
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(39) Transitive(x,y)↔ {Ergative(x),Accusative(y)}⇆̸
While this makes the definition of the transitive specification as primitive
notion formally redundant, this crucially does not hold for the symmetric
portmanteau: A specification set of its included monopersonal specifications
does not include the restriction, that both have to refer to distinct heads. Thus,
this set is only a logically weaker, implied but not equivalent version of the
symmetric portmanteau:

(40) MirrorPortmanteau(x,y)→ {Biargumentive(x),Biargumentive(y)}⇆̸
This finally allows us to compute intersections on arbitrary sets of specifica-

tions. This is the way to capture all feature invariants found in the different
occurrences of a marker:

(41) ⋂{Intransitive([+1,−du,−pl]),
Intransitive([+1,−du,+pl]),
Transitive([+1,−du,−pl],[+3,−du,+pl]),
Transitive([+1,+du,−pl],[+3,−du,+pl]),
Transitive([+1,−du,+pl],[+3,−du,+pl])} =

{Nominative([+1]),Absolutive([−du])}⇆̸
The partial order of the implication relation allows to build a hierarchy of
possible generalizations of such a complex specification set. Here, every ‘tier’ of
equally ordered specification sets is generated by applying generalization of
exactly one member of the mother node:

(42) [+1]SA,[−du]SP
[+1]SA,[−du]SAP [+1]SAP,[−du]SP

[+1]SA,[ ]∅ [ ]∅,[−du]SP[+1]SAP,[−du]SAP
[+1]SAP,[ ]∅ [ ]∅,[−du]SAP

[ ]∅,[ ]∅
If applied to specifications with multiple features, the generalization hierarchy –
apart from type generalization – of course also includes the different possibilities
to delete exactly one feature information from the mother node. Note that (42)
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does not contain the specification [+1,−du]SAP, because this invariant does not
hold, as it is contradicted by Transitive([+1,+du,−pl],[+3,−du,+pl]) from (41).
This may be clarified by another example for the implication relations between
a monopersonal specification and a specification set built from a partition of its
features – also see (29):

(43) Any(+1,+2,−sg,+pl)→ {Any(+1),Any(+2,−sg),Any(+pl)}⇆̸
The atomic specification is logically stronger, because it is only fulfilled, if all
features are found on the same head, while this is sufficient but not necessary
for the invariant formalized by the weaker specification set.

Finally, (44) provides the missing full visualization of the possible generaliza-
tion paths for bipersonal specifications:

(44) Transitive(x,y)

MirrorPortmanteau(x,y)
Ergative(x) Accusative(y)

Biargumentive(x) Biargumentive(y)

Nominative(x) Biargumentive(x∩y) Absolutive(y)

Any(x) Any(y)

Any(x∩y)
Empty()

4. Summary

Virtually any algorithm of learning is based on the identification of invariants.
On a very abstract level, learning inflectional systems can be summarized as
search for bidirectional mappings of formal invariants and meaning invariants.
In case of inflectional markers, their meaning is typically represented as sets of
feature values for themorphosyntactic contrasts that are distinguished in a given
language. With multiple of such unstructured sets from different occurrences of
a marker, the invariant meaning is easily determined by intersection. However,
if an inflectional system with the potential to agree with different or even
multiple syntactic heads is to be learned, the representation of the meaning has
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to reflect this structure and the intersection operation has to be adapted to
handle this complexity.
In section 2, we showed, that this can partly be achieved by adding plain

case features to the feature sets for the different heads the agreement system is
sensitive to. However, it is quite hard – and for certain cases impossible – to
capture all feature invariants that can be found this way and it almost always
takes additional machinery or definitions. Furthermore, the different nature of
‘case’ information, defining the scope for the other substantial features is not
reflected in the representation this way.
To overcome these shortcomings, we provided a well defined formalism

that represents all possible feature invariants to be found in intransitives and
monotransitives. With these tools, a learning algorithm can simply stick to the
intersection operation on the meaning representations for different occurrences
of a marker. Crucially, they don’t restrict the algorithm to a certain type of
invariants to be found: By traversing the implication hierarchy in search of the
relevant invariant, an algorithm might introduce any bias towards specific types
of specifications on its own – e.g. preferring monopersonal over bipersonal
markers or grouped monopersonal specifications that conform to the general
case alignment of the given language. If specific types of specifications are to be
excluded per se – e.g. the rather unusual Biargumentive or MirrorPortmanteau
specification – they can be removed from the implicational hierarchy of
the specification types. Retaining the implicational paths they spun, the
intersection operation then simply yields the maximal specific invariant, that
can be formulated without the removed specification types. Having said that, it
may be interesting to search for exactly these kinds of feature invariants just
because they look unusual at first sight: either to confirm their possibility or to
work out a theory that accounts for their non-occurrence or rarity.
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